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“Projects are, literally, projections” 




 Abstract  
This study analyses the dynamics of a project management process and its outcomes 
by developing a framework that integrates Badiouan dialectical materialism to 
operationalise a Luhmannian systems theoretic conceptualisation of the phenomenon. 
By considering the dynamics associated with processes of project manager “(self-) 
identity work” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625), project manager psychic 
system autopoiesis, or “the self-reproduction of [consciousness] by [the thoughts] 
that have in turn been produced in and by the [psychic] system” (Luhmann 2013a, p. 
43), and Badiouan intensive variation in a coappearing that is “a dimension of 
[project manager] multiples which is not that of their being qua being (covered by 
ontology), but that of their appearances in worlds, or their localization (or being-
there)” (Badiou, 2013, p. 579), the study discovered an isomorphic relationship 
linking these concepts that enabled a rich multi-perspectival interpretation of project 
management dynamics and confirmed the utility of the Badiouan model.   
 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work                    Dynamics of autopoiesis                  Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
 
Figure 1: Project management dynamics and isomorphic inquiry 
Extensive interview results support the framework’s contention that project manager 
coappearing in a project world may be conceptualised as a topological, tri-modal 
system comprised of social coexistence, technical coalignment and outcome-oriented 
coachievement. The results suggest that the dynamics of intensive variation may be 
modelled as the transitioning of this system in response to factors that are functions of 
project manager attributes, project management functions and project management 
constructs, changes in the real-world state of affairs and identifiability of the project 
name. The study concludes that modal intensities, inter-modal relations and levels of 
prevailing contingency in coappearing all contribute to determining the type of 
dynamics that can be observed in a particular project world. Optimal dynamics are 
manifested in resonant, self-referential, system autopoiesis whilst weak and 
dysfunctional dynamics reflect instances of unresolved contingency, varying levels of   
suboptimal modal intensities and inter-modal relations are either indirect or broken. 
By providing an evidentially supported account of project management dynamics, this 
study contributes new knowledge that is relevant for both practitioner and research 
communities and demonstrates the value of such a novel and richly promising 
Luhmannian/Badiouan approach to future project and general management inquiry. 
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“Project Society has arrived and is continuously developing” 




Hodgson and Cicmil (2008, p. 143) confirm “the project form as a vital economic and 
social process”. “Project management is developing as a discrete occupation, which is 
central to the managerial regime within a specific but important form of post-
bureaucratic organisation” (Paton et al., 2010, p. 164). The criticality of the project 
manager and project management is highlighted by scholars who point out that “this 
young field is currently growing and is becoming vitally integrated into every aspect 
of every industry. No modern organisation can survive without implementing 
projects, and no project can succeed without an experienced project manager” 
(Uchitpe et al., 2016, p. 28).  
 
“The meaning of the word “project” has shifted and it has become more important” 
(Blomquist and Lundin, 2010, p. 20). “Although there has been much recent research 
on Project Management (PM), this research field is still relatively very young with 
many aspects still to be uncovered” (Uchitpe et al., 2016, p. 27). This thesis notes that 
“projects are relatively pure occasions of organising” (Weick, 2001, p. 216) and that 
“to study projects is to study the management of projects and vice versa” (Gauthier 
and Ika, 2012, p. 17). “The project is nothing but process; it is in a continual state of 
becoming” (Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 97). The study combines a process-based view 
with a “deep-seated interest on understanding the nature and dynamics of social 
systems”  (Geraldi and Sӧderlund, 2018, p. 60) and acknowledges “projects as  
intriguing phenomena or contexts to be understood” (Geraldi and Sӧderlund, 2018, p. 
61) that unfold in organizations that are “imperfect and fragile representations that 
chase a shifting nexus of intractable human, social, technical, and material processes” 
(Floricel and Piperca, 2016, p. 124). “PM is a highly complex, political and social 
process” (Hodgson and Cicmil, 2008, p. 142) where “projects are fundamentally a 
constellation of processes, not things. A project is ultimately that which emerges, 
flows, develops, grows and changes” (Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 97). 




“PM requires a broadening and deepening of the theoretical base of PM” (Hodgson 
and Cicmil, 2008, p. 142) “Several authors have noted the atheoretic nature of the 
discipline and have stressed the need for greater theory-building effort” (Padalkar and 
Gopinath, 2016b, p. 1314). “The next challenge of project management science 
should be to generate a theory of emergence, just as a theory of regulation” (Daniel 
and Daniel, 2018, p. 194).   
 
Research aim:  
The aim of this study is to both define, and provide a conceptual framework for, 
project management dynamics (PMD). 
 
There is no convergent definition of PMD in the literature and it remains a largely 




The following are the five study objectives. 
   
Objective 1: Determine the relevance of the actual name of the project for PMD.  
 
Project-based organisations (PBOs) live from projects. In these contexts, people are 
used to working in projects. For them, the act of calling something a project is nothing 
new and its ramifications have already been thoroughly addressed in the literature 
(Hodgson & Cicmil, 2006; Cicmil et al., 2006; Pellegrinelli, 2011; Gauthier and Ika, 
2012; Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014; Lundin, 2016; Cicmil et al., 2016). This study 
aims to go a step further by exploring the impact of the project name on the project 
management process and is the first to so.  
 
Objective 2: Establish whether Luhmannian systems theory translates to the real-
world context of project management and can be productively applied to the 
deconstruction of the project management process. 
 




This objective is motivated by the desire to gain a more nuanced understanding of the 
nexus of systems that comprise a project. Luhmann’s social systems theory 
differentiates psychic from social communication systems where each forms an 
environment for the other.  Luhmann describes how these systems interact to ensure 
their continued self-referential reproduction. Luhmann’s radical theory displays a 
critical attitude and possesses a descriptively powerful conceptual paradigm that has, 
however, to-date, found only very limited application in the field of project 
management. This study seeks to redress this gap by attempting to translate 
Luhmannian theory to both the project management domain and its deconstruction of 
the project management process.   
 
Objective 3: Establish whether Badiouan dialectical materialism translates to the real-
world context of project management and can be productively applied to the 
deconstruction of the project management process.  
 
The Badiouan model is an exceptionally rich conceptual paradigm that is meticulously 
articulated through an extensive set of mathematical formalisms. Badiou differentiates 
between mathematical ontological Being and logical appearing in a world. A 
motivation for this study is gaining a more informed, and mathematically grounded, 
understanding of the dynamics that militate in the dialectic between PM as ontological 
being and PM appearing, or existing, in a project world. The Badiouan model has yet 
to find application in project management research.  This study seeks to redress this 
gap by attempting to translate aspects of Badiouan dialectical materialism to both the 
project management domain and its deconstruction of the project management 
process.   
  
Objective 4: Provide a model that enhances practitioner sense-making capacity by 
helping them reflect on the nature of their work, how they think and behave in 
projects, the factors that impact that thinking and behaviour and thereby an 
appreciation for how their counterparts, in interorganisational project settings, think 
and behave. The framework should also facilitate practitioners in adopting the role of 
second-order observer where they observe themselves observing their counterparts in 




such interorganisational contexts. 
 
This objective is motivated by the desire to explicate the nature of the project 
management process as it unfolds at a deeper, cognitive level. Of particular interest 
are not only intraorganisational projects but interorganisational projects and the 
challenges that they present in terms of modelling net measures of PM 
coparticipation. Being able to access models and schemas that facilitate PM second-
order observation (i.e. where the PM observes themselves observing their 
counterpart(s)) would add value to the day-to-day work of practitioners.    
   
Objective 5: Differentiate different types of PMD and confirm their dependencies. 
 
This objective is motivated by the desire to gain a more nuanced understanding of the 
symptoms and underlying factors that underpin both under- and overperforming 
projects. The availability of such diagnostic indicators would be of tremendous 
benefit to practitioners. 
  
Research question 
The research question is stated as follows:  
 
Can the Badiouan model be integrated to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-
theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and social dynamics in project 
management? 
 
Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007, p. 26) recommend that researchers “clarify why the 
research question is significant, and why there is no existing theory that offers a 
feasible answer. Conflicting theories are not enough. Rather, it is critical to convince 
readers that the research question is crucial for organizations and/or theory, and 
demonstrate that the existing research either does not address the research question at 
all, or does so in a way that is inadequate or likely to be untrue”. 
 
The research question is ‘crucial for organizations and theory’ because “processes of 




projectification are becoming increasingly relevant for the understanding of almost 
any aspect of the contemporary economy” (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014, p. 8). 
“Projects abound in contemporary society … became a prevalent form of organizing 
work [and] have become a key vehicle for economic and social action” (Jensen et al., 
2016, p. 21). Pollack and Adler (2015, p. 247) detect “an increasing focus on PM as 
an independent field of research”. Geraldi and Sӧderlund (2018, p. 55) note that 
“project organising is a growing field of scholarly inquiry and management practice” 
and that “research on projects is diversifying at a rapid pace” (Geraldi and Sӧderlund 
(2018, p. 56). Despite this growth and diversification, a review of the literature 
suggests that there is scope to further deconstruct the project management process. 
The research question is not addressed in the extant literature. Furthermore, there is no 
evidence of a convergent discourse on the notion of project management dynamics 
itself.  This may be due to the observation that “most project research appears to be 
empirically limited to reified and entitative notions of ‘projects’ or ‘programmes’, 
without reflecting on the processes whereby these phenomena are constructed, 
developed and institutionalised” (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014, p. 8). 
 
Research scope 
The scope of this case study is project management as the process that unfolds in the 
psychic, or consciousness, systems of project managers engaged in the management 
of project activity.  The context of interest is systems integration in the Life Sciences 
sector. The boundaries of the case include both the singular case where a PM is 
managing an in-house project and the relational case where two PMs (one belonging 
to the systems integrator, the other to the client) represent their respective 
organisations interests in the delivery of an inter-organisational project. 
 
Roadmap to thesis 
The main body of this thesis is comprised of six chapters. 
 
This introductory chapter is followed by the literature review. Chapter 2 is comprised 
of four sections. Following an introduction, Section 2 commences its overview of the 
project management research traditions by describing the ‘hard’ and ‘soft paradigms. 




Section 2 continues with expositions of the emerging project management research 
paradigms including the Scandinavian School of Project Studies, Rethinking Project 
Management, Making Projects Critical and the Philosophy of Project Management. 
Section 3 is devoted to the progressive articulation of the theoretical backdrop to 
conceptual framework development. This articulation departs from the concept of PM 
self-identity that is subsequently reinterpreted as Luhmannian PM psychic system 
self-description before, in a final turn, being reformulated as Badiouan PM appearing 
in a project world. The development of the theoretical backdrop concludes by 
consolidating the isomorphism discovered between the aforementioned concepts as 
well as the one between their respective dynamic forms i.e., between the dynamics of 
PM self-identity work, PM psychic system autopoiesis and Badiouan PM intensive 
variation in appearing. The literature review is summarised in a conclusions section.      
 
Chapter 3 is a methodology chapter that describes the formal approach followed in the 
build and verification of the conceptual framework. Chapter 3 is comprised of four 
sections. Following the introduction, Section 2 details the eight steps in Eisenhardt’s 
(1989) “Theory Building from Case Study Research” methodology as applied in this 
instance to the PM process. Section 3 documents the limitations of the research 
methodology. The theory build and test activities are summarised in a conclusions 
section. 
 
Chapter 4 conducts an analysis of the results from the case study work described in 
the previous chapter before presenting the main findings. Chapter 4 contains five 
sections. Following the introduction, Section 2 maps back to the guiding isomorphism 
discovered in the literature review. The analysis progresses by considering the 
relationships between the dynamics of PM self-identity work and those of PM psychic 
system autopoiesis; between the dynamics of PM psychic system autopoiesis and 
those of PM intensive variation and, finally, between the dynamics of PM intensive 
variation and those of PM self-identity work. Having analysed the isomorphisms in 
inquiry and concluded that there is evidential support for the conceptualisation of 
PMD as the dynamics of PM intensive variation in appearing, Section 3 embarks on 
an analysis of PMD in the Badiouan dialectic. This analysis is conducted in six steps. 




The first maps the framework to Badiou’s ontological, logical and topological 
registers of appearing. Each of the three order structures identified in the conceptual 
framework are examined against Badiou’s pre-requisites for a transcendental and the 
tri-modal PM (co)appearing, also identified in the framework, is elaborated in the 
Badiouan dialectic as logical intensities of appearing and, further, as topological 
Badiouan point functions. The second step builds on these findings by discerning a 
consolidated inter-modal topology that structures PM (co)appearing in a world. Step 
three identifies the interpenetrative stimuli that, in Luhmannian terms, ‘disturb’ or 
‘irritate’ this topology. Step four deconstructs PMD as the response dynamics of the 
topology of PM (co)appearing to the identified stimuli. Step five discerns and 
describes three types, namely weak, dysfunctional and optimal PMD. In concluding 
the analysis of PMD in the Badiouan dialectic, step six presents a representative 
episode of PMD that illustrates cycling between types. Chapter 4 progresses with a 
presentation of the key findings and is summarised in a conclusions section.  
 
Chapter 5 is a discussion chapter that is comprised of five sections. Following an 
introductory section, Section 2 outlines the contribution of the thesis to the research 
problem. The discussion moves beyond the data in relating back to the research aim, 
research objectives and research question. Section 3 discusses the consequences of the 
thesis for the literature review. Section 4 discusses the implications for practice. 
Chapter 4 is summarised in a conclusions section. 
 
Chapter 6 is a conclusion chapter that summarises the thesis. The chapter focuses on 
the research aim, objectives and question and is comprised of seven sections. 
Following an introduction, Section 2 outlines the contribution of this research to 
theory. Section 3 summarises how the thesis contributes to an interpretation and 
application of Badiou’s work. Section 4 presents the lessons and implications for 
project management practice. Section 5 summarises the limitations of the study. 
Section 6 presents the several promising avenues for future research that were 
identified. Chapter 6 is summarised in a conclusions section. 









The aim of this research is to generate new insights by deconstructing the project 
management process through the development and testing of a conceptual framework. 
(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007, p. 26) advise that “sound empirical research begins 
with strong grounding in related literature”. This chapter reviews the extant literature 
with a view to developing a robustly scaffolded theoretical backdrop to the empirical 
work that will be described in chapter three.  
 
Chapter 2 is comprised of four sections.  
 
Following this introduction, Section 2 provides an overview of PM research traditions 
that outlines the ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ paradigms before progressing with overviews of The 
Scandinavian School of Project Studies, Rethinking Project Management, Making 
Projects Critical and the Philosophy of Project Management.  
 
Having summarised the PM research traditions, Section 3 elaborates the theoretical 
backdrop to conceptual framework development. This exposition is comprised of 
three steps. The first re-presents Alvesson and Willmott’s (2002) account of identity 
regulation, identity work and self-identity culminating in the outlining of a dynamics 
of PM self-identity work. The second invokes Luhmannian systems theory to develop 
the concept of PM self-description and a dynamics of PM psychic system autopoiesis. 
The third integrates aspects of Badiouan dialectical materialism to describe PM 
appearing in a project world, before outlining a dynamics of PM intensive variation.  
Isomorphisms were discovered between self-identity, psychic system self-description 
and appearing as well as between their respective dynamic forms. 
 
The literature review is summarised in a conclusions section. 




“The project is nothing but process; it is in a continual state of becoming”  
(Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 97) 
 
2.2 Project management research traditions 
 
This section is comprised of five sub-sections. The first summarises the ‘hard’ and 
‘soft’ PM paradigms. The second outlines The Scandinavian School of Project 
Studies. The third describes Rethinking Project Management. The fourth describes the 
Making Projects Critical movement that was inspired by CMS. The fifth and final 
sub-section describes recent developments in the newly emerging Philosophy of 
Project Management.  
2.2.1 ‘Hard’ and ‘soft’ paradigms  
 
Svejvig and Andersen (2015, p. 278) report although  there has been a substantial 
increase in the importance and propagation of projects, the conceptual base of models 
and methodologies for project management has remained fairly static has been 
dominated by a technocratic and rationalistic viewpoint – denoted classical project 
management (CPM) – which has received substantial criticism for its shortcomings in 
practice. “Project management – the classic term – most often refers to the processes, 
tools, techniques and concepts to manage the execution of a project” (Geraldi and 
Sӧderlund, 2018, p. 57). Svejvig and Andersen (2015, p. 280-286) confirm that CPM 
is execution- and task-oriented and characterised by a positivist, normative character.  
Van der Hoorn and Whitty (2015, p. 721-722) agree citing research results suggesting 
that project management is predominantly grounded in the hard paradigm associated 
with positivism and that, traditionally, project research and practice has been 
underpinned by a Cartesian paradigm. Results from recent extensive literature reviews 
confirm a broad focus on process, methods and models of project management 
(Pollack and Adler, 2015, p. 244). Researchers note that PM research remains broadly 
anchored in the traditional paradigms and methodologies and that it is dominated by 
empirical and deterministic perspectives while non-deterministic research enquiry 
remains weak and sporadic (Padalkar and Gopinath, 2016b, p. 1305-1315). 
 




Classical project management has been criticised for being insufficient for praxis and 
the practices applied (Svejvig and Andersen, 2015, p. 286) and is in search of a one-
size-fits-all approach, a systematic way of handling all projects, rather than 
developing theories of how to adapt to the environment and shape the context (Ika and 
Sӧderlund, 2016, p. 950).  
 
Although, instrumentalism continues to characterize PM research  (Padalkar and 
Gopinath, 2016b, p. 1314), there is evidence of a move from deterministic to 
explanatory and non-deterministic research (Geraldi and Sӧderlund, 2018, p. 57). 
There is evidence of a change in emphasis in project management research from a 
technical engineering orientation to one which encompasses a broader organisational 
perspective and one that moves from a de-personalised objectivist approach to 
research to one which favours local inter-subjectivity and which places emphasis on 
the interpersonal aspects of project management (Pollack and Adler, 2015, p. 236-
247). Van der Hoorn and Whitty (2015, p. 722) cite research detecting a growth in the 
adoption of a soft paradigm in the literature associated with an interpretivist 
epistemology. This sentiment is echoed by scholars who point to the changing nature 
of project management from a hard paradigm to a soft paradigm (Svejvig and 
Andersen, 2015, p. 285). The turn towards non-deterministic research is highlighted 
by Daniel and Daniel (2018, p. 192) who differentiate paradigms of regulation 
(deterministic), based on a planning–implementing–controlling cycle and emergence 
(non-deterministic). This turn is to be welcomed given that “research interest in non-
deterministic paradigms through the lenses of complexity and uncertainty is recent 
and could provide stronger theoretic explanations” (Padalkar and Gopinath, 2016a, p. 
688). 
 
Key movements in the development of the non-deterministic, soft paradigm include 
the Scandinavian School of Project Studies, Rethinking Project Management, Making 
Projects Critical and the Philosophy of Project Management. An overview of the 
relationships between the Scandinavian School, RPM and MPC  paradigms along 
with major influencing factors in their contribution to the emergence of the soft 
paradigm is summarised by Walker and Lloyd-Walker (2016, p. 719) in Figure 2. 





Figure 2: Post-2006 PM research emergence (Walker and Lloyd Walker, 2016) 
 
Walker and Lloyd-Walker (2016, p. 731) cite RPM, MPC and the Scandinavian 
School as the three research interest clusters that have exerted the significant 
influence that has led to an expansive step in changing the PM paradigm. The  
beginning of this tipping point can be traced back to, or around 2006, when the 
rethinking PM network reported their conclusions and identified five research 
directions (Walker and Lloyd-Walker, 2016, p. 731). MPC researchers focused on 
project actuality research, identify the themes for collaborative investigation as the 
areas of project complexity, social process, value creation, project conceptualisation 
and practitioner development” (Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 676). Walker and Lloyd-Walker 
(2016, p. 731) confirm that “the five research directions offered in the rethinking PM 
agenda are consistent with the areas identified by the Making Projects Critical 
initiative and the Nordic School of PM, making them clearly an accepted and 
recognised legitimate field of inquiry” (Walker and Lloyd-Walker, 2016, p. 731). 
2.2.2 Scandinavian School of Project Studies 
 
Svejvig and Anderson (2015, p. 279) include within the “boundaries for RPM … the 
Scandinavian School of project studies”, which “centered on applying organization 
theory and organizational behaviour approaches to the project phenomena” 




(Jacobsson et al., 2016, p. 753) and  “suggests [a] move away from the metaphor of 
the project as a means to achieving higher-level organizational objectives toward a 
metaphor of the project as a temporary organization, an aggregate of individuals 
temporarily enacting a common cause and more concerned with soft aspects of 
projects” (Gauthier and Ika, 2012, p.14; Packendorff, 1995, p. 324). Jacobsson et al. 
(2016, p. 762) summarise the positioning of the Scandinavian School vis-à-vis RPM 
as shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3: Combining perspectives and paradigms (Jacobsson et al., 2016). 
 
Taking the Scandinavian School perspective, involves a focus on organisation type. 
Lundin (2016, p. 11) presents “a project continuum” as shown in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 4: A project continuum (Lundin, 2016) 
 
“In Project-Based Organizations (PBOs), the result of project work is delivered to an 
external customer so the activities are directly related to the market.” (Lundin, 2016, 
p. 11). Sydow and Braun (2018, p. 8) acknowledge an “explicit interorganizational 
dimension” when they note that “even though not every single project is 




interorganizational, an increasingly important aspect of most projects is certainly their 
embeddedness in interorganizational settings” (Sydow and Braun, 2018, p. 5). In 
Project-Supported Organizations (PSOs) … the projects in question are used to 
develop the internal or interior functioning of the organization or to prepare for the 
future by developing new products or preparing for potential threats and societal 
demands from the outside. The third type of context refers to Project Networks 
(PNWs). The network may consist of a set of organizations and/or individuals. The 
purpose of a project in such a network might be a cooperative venture in which the 
various partners of the network have a stake in the project” (Lundin, 2016, p. 11). 
Lundin (2016, p. 12) clarifies that “PSO activities are essentially “owned” and 
handled within the parent organization, whereas PBO activities also involve parts of 
the environment (like the customer) and where PNW has loci embedded in different 
locations in the network”.   
 
Lundin (2016, p. 12) “describes … the locus of control” as shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5: Embeddedness of projects and temporary organizations (Lundin, 2016) 
 
Of particular interest to this research is PM within the PBO and, more specifically, 
within PBOs engaged in the delivery of automation solutions as projects to their 
biopharmaceutical client base. Lundin (2016, p. 12) notes that “PBO projects have a 
high degree of similarity and PNW projects demonstrate a much wider range”. 
 
2.2.3 Rethinking Project Management 
 
Packendorff and Lindgren (2014) describe project based work as part of a wave of 
new ‘post- bureaucratic’ organisational forms in which notions of projects and project 
management have become central to societal development in general. This spread of 




project organizing, generally referred to as “projectification”, is such that society has 
been transformed into a “project society” (Lundin, 2016, p. 7). The major elements of 
this new societal organising are shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6: Major elements in the formation of Project Society (Lundin, 2016) 
 
The concept of a projectified society reflects the fact that more people now work in 
project organizations, with people in permanent organizations becoming increasingly 
involved in projects (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009; Lundin, 2016). 
Projectification is not a new phenomenon (Midler, 1995), but increasingly 
organisations are being transformed as a result of projects becoming more prevalent 
and diverse. This trend is the result of the fact that a wide range of mechanisms, 
ranging from laws to mind-sets, are being challenged and reformed, while managing, 
along with the nature of work itself, is also evolving (Lundin, 2016). “Processes of 
projectification are becoming increasingly relevant for the understanding of almost 
any aspect of the contemporary economy and one of their most visible manifestations 
has been the transformation of traditional firms into “project-based firms”, i.e., 
organisations in which almost all operations are organised as projects and where 
permanent structures fulfil the function of administrative support (Packendorff and 
Lindgren, 2014, p. 7-8).  
 
Barondeau and Hobbs (2018, p. 1) note that “the emergence of the project world took 
place along with changes in society and in the dominant ideology. The decline of the 
domestic world based on hierarchical authority and tradition was one of the most 




important aspects of this change in society”. 
  
The advent of Project Society has led to reformed conceptions of management and 
work that are at odds with existing institutions in that management tasks end in the 
same way as projects come to a conclusion (Lundin, 2016, p. 13). “The time 
limitation of projects, in principle, has led to a new time perspective for both 
management and work. Whereas industrial organizations were thought of or treated 
like eternal entities, projects related to PBOs were ended when the task was fulfilled” 
(Lundin, 2016, p. 12).  
 
The “rethinking project management” (RPM) tradition originated in the vision that “a 
more holistic and pluralistic understanding of project management holds a great deal 
of potential for enhancing and expanding the current knowledge and practice within 
the field” (Svejvig and Andersen, 2015, p. 278).  
 
Svejvig and Andersen (2015, p. 286) confirm that “RPM literature belongs to the soft 
paradigm” with an agenda that is “more critical toward the emerging field of PM and 
its failure to draw on historical work and, thus, its failure to build a common and solid 
agenda for research on projects” (Ika and Sӧderlund, 2016, p. 933). The classical and 
rethinking views should be regarded as complementary where “old truths and new 
insights” are combined (Svejvig and Andersen, 2015, p. 280).  
 
Sage et al. (2010, p. 541) posit that “RPM’s mission [is] to question self-evident 
project management knowledge” where projects are regarded as “unique opportunities 
to study and to contribute to particular theoretical questions in organisation theory and 
general management” (Geraldi and Sӧderlund, 2018, p. 60).  
 
Packendorff’s (1995, p. 326) assertion that “the project is a temporary organization”  
provided “an alternative research metaphor for the project” (Packendorff, 1995, p. 
321).  “What is to be studied, in fact, is temporary organizing processes, i.e. the 
deliberate social interaction occurring between people working together to accomplish 
a certain, inter-subjectively determined task” (Packendorff, 1995, p. 328). Geraldi and 




Sӧderlund (2018, p. 60) agree noting that “projects are contexts for theoretical 
development and empirical inquiry”. 
 
RPM projectification research is characterised by dialectical thinking as evidenced by 
Packendorff and Lindgren’s (2014) “narrow and broad conceptualisations of 
projectification” and Ika and Sӧderlund’s (2016) “narrow and broad latitudes” of PM. 
The respective dialectics differentiate between, on the one hand the classical 
rationalist, or deterministic, view and, on the other, a rethinking perspective that 
embraces “the cultural and discursive societal processes whereby projects and project-
like circumstances are institutionalised in individual lives, the organising of all sorts 
of work, and society at large” (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014, p. 12). “A broad 
conceptualisation of projectification offers a better understanding of its reasons, as 
well as new ways of explaining the persistence and continuation of project-based 
work forms despite their problematic consequences” (Packendorff and Lindgren, 
2014, p. 16).  
 
In their assessment of PM approach vis-à-vis project type (Figure 7), Ika and 
Sӧderlund (2016, p. 944) introduce concepts of narrow and broad latitude, where 
“latitude as the characteristic of a project that permits the planner and operator to 
mold it, or let it slip, in one specific direction, regardless of outside occurrences” (Ika 
and Sӧderlund, 2016, p. 944) 
 
Figure 7: Latitude, PM approach, maxim and flexibility (Ika and Sӧderlund, 2016) 
  
The authors conclude (p. 943) that “depending on latitude, PM approaches should 
differ.” “One may therefore propose that PM approaches adapt to such latitudinal 
levels. A one-size-fits-all approach best suits projects with a narrow latitude. 




Conversely, an adaptive approach best suits projects with a broad latitude. In the face 
of complexity and uncertainty, we need more adaptability or flexibility. Finally, 
because different phases require different skills, the levels of latitude will vary 
throughout the project life-cycle as well” (Ika and Sӧderlund, 2016, p. 944) 
 
Svejvig and Andersen (2015, p. 280) list the following as important features of RPM: 
“learnability, multiplicity, temporarity, complexity, uncertainty and sociability”. 
These scholars also identify ‘six overarching categories’ of contributions to the RPM 
tradition: “contextualisation, social and political aspects, rethinking practice, 
complexity and uncertainty, actuality of projects and broader conceptualisation”. 
(Svejvig and Andersen, 2015, p. 287) 
 
One of the objectives of this research is to build on, and contribute to, the emerging 
research paradigms. Having introduced RPM, the review now progresses to explore 
possible intervention points by examining whether, how, and to what extent, the RPM 
literature addresses the research question: 
 
Can the Badiouan model be integrated to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-
theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and social dynamics in project 
management? 
 
The examination of the extant RPM literature vis-à-vis the research question proceeds 
by discerning what that literature says about projects and dynamics before using these 
insights as guiding considerations for theoretical backdrop development. 
 
In their descriptions of the process, RPM scholars (e.g., Packendorff and Lindgren, 
2014; Cicmil et al., 2016, Jensen et al., 2016; Lundin, 2016) intimate that the 
dynamics in projects relate to those of projectification.  
 
The literature suggests that the dynamics in PM is a phenomenon relating to PM 
cognition “and capacity to understand, explicate, and manage a project” (Kiridena and 
Sense, 2016, p. 63). The dynamics in PM may be most productively explored through 




the “mental models [that] are generalizations (or even images) that influence how we 
understand – and act in – the world (Senge, 1990). Daniel and Daniel (2018, p. 191) 
“stress the key role of mental models in complex and uncertain projects”. 
 
Project dynamics is a phenomenon that is related to identity given that “projects have 
become intrinsic to our lives. They permeate what we do, how we speak, how we 
think of our daily activities (Lundin et al., 2015), how we construct our identities, and 
ultimately, who we are. […]” (Jensen et al., 2016, p. 22). Svejvig and Andersen 
(2015, p. 283) relate these concepts by including identities amongst the social and 
political processes that shape projects. This relation is reiterated by  Hietajärvi and 
Aaltonen (2018, p. 1) who note that “the specific characteristics of temporary 
organizations (time, team, task and context) influence identity formation activities”.  
 
Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern (2009, p. 328) associate project dynamics with a 
project orientation when they observe “the need to allow for a variety of orientations 
in its day-to-day management”. Elsewhere, this project orientation is related to “the 
intentionality of human actors that is characterized by the orientation of their activity 
towards an “object” (higher motive)” Floricel et al. (2014, p. 1095). “This particular 
angle can help uncover how temporary project organizations are constituted in light of 
a common (or partially shared) “object”. “Actors' orientation towards the “object" 
(higher motive) of an activity enables the development of shared conceptions that 
“knot" relationships into enduring forms” (Floricel et al., 2014, p. 1096). 
 
Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern (2009, p. 337) identify a contextual dimension to 
project dynamics noting that “the context of a project is a crucial element in its 
management”. This contextual dimension is reiterated in notions of “project 
ecosystem” and “project world” (Barondeau and Hobbs, 2018, p. 7), where “the 
project world is the project professionals’ DNA” (Barondeau and Hobbs, 2018, p. 11). 
Context may also indirectly influence project dynamics by producing complexity 
given that “contextuality is an essential feature of complexity a common denominator 
of any complex system” Vidal and Marle (2008, p. 1098).  
 




The project process dynamics may be “non-linear and emergent” (Maaninen-Olsson 
and Müllern, 2009, p. 332) where “the emergent and/or adaptive behaviour of a 
system consists of components that interact in non-linear ways without being 
controlled by a central authority (Mitchell, 2009; Manson, 2002)” (Kiridena and 
Sense, 2016, p. 59).  
 
The literature identifies an association between project dynamics and complexity. 
“Project complexity is often interpreted relative to human cognition and capacity to 
understand, explicate, and manage a project” (Kiridena and Sense, 2016, p. 63). The 
association between complexity and project dynamics is evidenced in contentions that 
the “project is a complex object/subject” (Gauthier and Ika, 2012, p. 17) and that 
“effective management is difficult in a world of high dynamic complexity” (Daniel 
and Daniel, 2018, p. 191) where  “the term ‘complexity’ relates to the difficulty in 
understanding, describing, or controlling an entity or a phenomenon in general and its 
behaviour or dynamics in particular” (Kiridena and Sense, 2016, p. 58). “An 
appreciation of the way complexity attributes ‘play out’ under a given set of 
circumstances may lead to the recognition of potential trajectories in which a project 
may progress” (Kiridena and Sense, 2016, p. 68).  
 
Brady and Davies (2014, p. 21) conceptualise the dynamics in project management as 
the management of structural and dynamic complexity where these dimensions are 
defined as “structural complexity (arrangement of components and subsystems into an 
overall system architecture)” and “Dynamic complexity (changing relationships 
among components within a system and between the system and its environment over 
time)” (Brady and Davies, 2014, p. 24). Daniel and Daniel (2018, p. 189) note that 
“complexity defines the structure and dynamics of the project as a system (system of 
production, and system of management), and uncertainty defines the decision-making 
conditions of the system of management (the manager as a decision-maker)”.  
  
It is interesting to note that there is also scope for further research on project 
complexity given that “the current understanding of project complexity is limited in 
that there is neither a widely recognized conceptualization of project complexity nor a 




convergent view on how to deal with its effects” (Kiridena and Sense, 2016, p. 56). 
 
Lloyd-Walker et al. (2016, p. 923) associate project dynamics and uncertainty when 
they note that “those who continue in project-based roles have the personal 
characteristics and sufficiently high levels of self-efficacy and coping efficacy to deal 
effectively with the uncertainty inherent in the nature of projects and of project-based 
employment”. Pich et al. (2002, p. 1008) associate project dynamics and uncertainty 
when they “express uncertainty, ambiguity, and complexity in terms of information 
adequacy [and] develop a model of a project as a payoff function that depends on the 
state of the world and the choice of a sequence of actions”.  
 
Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern (2009, p. 329) identify project dynamics as a function 
of communication in noting that “the communication and interaction taking place 
during the course of the project span both spatial and temporal boundaries, and actors 
in and around projects are involved on a daily basis in constructing and managing the 
boundaries in space and time”.  
 
The literature suggests that projects may be conceptualised as self-reflexive, non-
linear systems and that project dynamics may be understood as the dynamic behaviour 
of those systems. Klein et al. (2015, p. 275) posit that “projects are social systems that 
require a focus on non-linear and dynamic aspects of practice and human actions”. 
Thomas and Mengel (2008, p. 309) confirm that “projects in a real time environment 
tend to unfold as complex adaptive systems”. Kiridena and Sense (2016, p. 66) concur 
noting that “an even higher-level of “dynamic” complexity may result from the 
combined effects of such properties as self-organization and learning (in addition to 
emergence) possessed by elements of a project system. This could be treated as the 
‘complex adaptive systems’ described in complexity science literature”. The 
dynamics of these non-linear, emergent characteristics are echoed by Cicmil et al. 
(2006, p. 683) who observe “project behaviour that is complex and non-intuitive. It 
shows causal feed-back, leading to non-linear behaviour …  key results deriving from 
dynamics set up by these effects turning into positive feedback loops, or ‘‘vicious 
circles’’ … producing effects which can sometimes manifest themselves after 




significant time-delays; and the behaviour of such systems is difficult for the human 
brain to predict and understand intuitively”. Cicmil et al. (2006, p. 683) also comment 
that “many of the key loops identified in this work are set up and exacerbated through 
management response to project perturbations – hence the sometimes counter-
intuitive effect of such actions, often highly magnifying small effects”.  
 
Kiridena and Sense (2016, p. 59) suggest that the dynamics in projects are 
environment-dependent given that “the evolving aspect of a system is a result of the 
system components extracting information from their environments and using it 
continually to adapt and respond appropriately within their environments, over time”.  
 
Moreover, there is support in the literature for the contention that project dynamics 
are a function of change and changing relationships. “It is the nature of the 
interactions that make the difference between complicated and complex behaviour” 
(Kiridena and Sense, 2016, p. 64) and “it is the interactions between project attributes, 
rather than the mere dependencies between them, that induce increasing complexity in 
projects” (Kiridena and Sense, 2016, p. 67). “The dynamic complexity of a project is 
a function of changing relationships between system components and between the 
project and its environment and has to do with unpredictable situations and emergent 
events that occur over time” (Rolstadås and Schiefloe, 2017, p. 297).  
 
Barondeau and Hobbs (2018, p. 12) conceptualise project “as a complex self-
organizing emergent network” where project dynamics are the “project practices that 
effect a perpetual construction, reconstruction or unfreezing of project networks” 
(Floricel et al., 2014, p. 1104). Again, from a project-as-network perspective, the 
project dynamics focus is on network relations and boundary activity where “a focal 
project is situated in a network of relations with actors/groups of actors outside its 
formal boundaries, creating a need for constant monitoring of the boundaries” 
(Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern, 2009, p. 329).  
 
The literature supports the notion of project dynamics as a socio-technical 
phenomenon. For example, Biesenthal et al. (2018, p. 51) observe that “all projects 




are microcosms of cultures”. Klein et al. (2015, p. 268) posit that “projects are social 
constructs and must therefore be addressed accordingly”. Ika and Sӧderlund (2016, P. 
948) note that “projects are not merely instrumental but social processes” where “the 
problem areas attached to these projects stretch beyond technical issues: they must be 
considered as socio-technical endeavours embedded in complex institutional frames” 
(Biesenthal et al., 2018, p. 43). Kiridena and Sense (2016, p. 66) contend that 
“projects can be considered as “socio-technical systems” consisting of people, 
processes, and structures, which interact with other systems and actors in their 
environments”  
 
Svejvig and Andersen’s (2015, p. 283) suggest that social and political processes, e.g. 
power structures, emotionality and identities, shape projects. Nature, socio-political, 
economic and technological surroundings influence generic complexity drivers such 
as ambiguity, uncertainty, unpredictability and pace to result in complexity factors 
that are specific to the project (Rolstadås and Schiefloe (2017, p. 295).  
 
Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern (2009, p. 337) remind us that “managing project 
activities involves a variety of space and time dimensions. By categorizing activities 
according to these dimensions, an attempt is made to reveal the complexity and 
dynamics of the project concerned … taken together, these dimensions create a 
specific whole that calls for new ways of managing, organizing and thinking about 
projects”  
 
The fact that “identity is not only defined by someone’s activities in past and present 
but is increasingly also defined by potential activities to be conducted through future 
projects” (Jensen et al., 2016, p. 27) suggests that project dynamics is an autonoetic 
phenomenon. This is supported by Thomas and Mengel (2008, p. 307) who note that 
“project agents naturally self-organize to accomplish pre-determined goals based on 
the feedback they have received in the past, the current emerging circumstances and 
their expectations of the future”.  
 




“It is important not only to explore or explain what is but also  
examine why it is as it is” (Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 684). 
2.2.4 Making Projects Critical 
 
“Since 2003 a series of workshops, entitled Making Projects Critical, have provided a 
platform for academics across the social sciences to draw upon divergent theoretical 
perspectives, in particular critical management studies (CMS) and continental 
philosophy, to question some of the dominant nostrums of project management 
research.” (Sage et al., 2010, p. 540) 
 
“CMS identifies and questions taken-for-granted assumptions in management 
research, and challenges the orthodox view that regards management as a technical 
activity and organisation as a neutral instrument for achieving shared goals” (Taskin 
and Willmott, 2008, p. 27). “CMS is organized around three interrelated core 
propositions: De-naturalisation,  Anti-performativity and Reflexivity” (Taskin and 
Willmott, 2008, p. 32). “CMS presents a methodological and epistemological 
challenge to the objectivism and scientism of mainstream research where there is an 
assumption and/or masquerade of neutrality and universality, and thereby links to 
denaturalization” (Taskin and Willmott, 2008, p. 34). Barondeau and Hobbs (2018, p. 
12) note that  “the identification of the political and power relations underpinning any 
“status quo” is central to the streams of Making Projects Critical, Critical 
Management Studies, or more generally, critical sociology”  
 
Sage et al. (2010, p. 540) clarify that MPC are concerned with conducting “a socio-
political critique of the professed post-bureaucratic nature of project-based work”.  
 
“Our over-riding priority was to: 
• give voice to issues of morality, equality and ethics in project-based work, 
organising and management and create a dialogue with those more traditional 
functionalist concerns of project’s effectiveness and efficiency; 
• challenge the apparent inevitability of projects by drawing attention instead to  
political and power relations underpinning any “status quo”; and 




• open up possibilities for a fairer, more affirmative and caring forms of 
organising and management (cf. Fournier and Grey, 2000; Alvesson and 
Deetz, 2000). 
 
There was, therefore, an intention from the start to create a space where heterodox 
understandings of projects and project management could be put forward, discussed 
and developed” (Hodgson and Cicmil, 2015, p. 745). 
 
“Making Projects Critical, Critical Management Studies, or more generally, critical 
sociology typically treat recent social transformations at a more macrosociological 
level” (Barondeau and Hobbs, 2018, p. 11). “Whether it be within the streams of 
Making Projects Critical, Critical Management Studies, or more generally, critical 
sociology, the analyst examines social structures of which social actors are often 
unaware” (Barondeau and Hobbs, 2018, p. 12).   
 
In terms of project, Lindgren and Packendorff (2003, p. 3) critique “a post-
structuralist notion of work organisation as a set of disciplinary practices through 
which individuals are controlled and monitored for the sake of organisational 
efficiency and effectiveness” and “emphasise the importance of deconstruction as a 
way of exhibiting the inherent contradictions, disciplinary effects and time regulations 
in project work practices.”  
 
“They have brought together “individuals working […] using ideas from […] ‘critical 
management studies’ […] and a more sociologically informed interest in the 
implications of projects for contemporary society” (Hodgson and Cicmil, 2016, p. 
745). Since its inception, the priorities in this stream of research have been “issues of 
morality, equality and ethics in project-based work, the political and power relations 
underpinning any ‘status quo’ and possibilities for fairer, more affirmative and caring 
forms of organising and management” (Hodgson and Cicmil, 2016, p. 745). These 
priorities reflect the origins of this stream of research inspired by critical management 
studies (Alvesson and Deetz, 2000; Alvesson and Willmott, 1996). Critical 
management studies are based in turn on several sources, notably the critical theory of 




the neo-Marxist Frankfurt School (Marin, 1973) and the critical sociology of 
Bourdieu” (Barondeau and Hobbs, 2018, p. 11). 
 
Gauthier and Ika (2012, p. 15) contend that ““Making Projects Critical” authors are 
disparate and share either postmodern or hypermodern perspectives of projects and 
project management; it is our contention that their emphasis would be either on the 
virtual character of their ontological analysis for postmodernists or on the becoming 
ontology for hypermodernists”.  
 
One of the objectives of this research is to build on, and contribute to, the emerging 
research paradigms. Having introduced MPC, the review now progresses to explore 
possible intervention points by examining whether, how, and to what extent, the MPC 
literature addresses the research question: 
 
Can the Badiouan model be integrated to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-
theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and social dynamics in project 
management? 
 
The examination of the extant MPC literature vis-à-vis the research question proceeds 
by discerning what that literature says about projects and dynamics before using these 
insights as guiding considerations for theoretical backdrop development. 
 
The MPC literature suggests that the deconstruction of the project management 
process and its dynamics may be suited to a dialectical approach.  Sage et al. (2010, p. 
359) note that “dialectics is afforded an implicit importance within critical project 
management as it offers a more reflexive approach to both understand and manage 
projects” (Sage et al., 2010, p. 359). Dialectical thinking also evidenced in the MPC 
literature, for example the cosmopolitan / local identities explored by  (Paton and 
Hodgson, 2016). 
 
The literature suggests that project dynamics is a phenomenon relating to PM 
cognition and may be considered as a dynamics of invention. This perspective is 




evidenced, for example, by Gauthier and Ika (2012, p. 15) who refer to Pellegrinelli 
(2011) in positing that “the project is not outside the human mind; it is the fruit of his 
or her mind, a creation that, over time, evolves, in practice, into a component of 
objective reality. Hence, the project is not to be “found” but it is invented”. Lundin 
(2016, p. 9) notes that “the name change to “project” might well lead to mindset 
changes and new ways of acting”. Cicmil et al. (2006, p. 676) relate project dynamics 
to practitioner cognition when they note that “researching the actuality of projects 
means focusing on social process and how practitioners think in action, in the local 
situation of a living present”. Lindgren and Packendorff  (2003, p. 11) refer to “a 
normalised project thinking implying that the basic assumptions behind project work 
are never questioned”. Cicmil et al. (2016, p. 60) identify “vulnerability and resilience 
as the core conceptual resources in the study of projectification processes and their 
consequences”. Lindgren and Packendorff (2003, p. 21) relate project management to 
processes of “self-disciplining in space and time” and that “the sources of discipline 
have become hidden, informal and individualised” (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2003, 
p. 1). 
 
The literature suggests that project dynamics is a transcendentally-mediated 
phenomenon as evidenced by Hodgson and Cicmil (2007, p. 445) who comment that 
“one might understand the kind of ‘transcendental ordering’ attempted through 
PMBOK as ‘inscriptions of the labour process’, which bear upon workplace identities, 
the time/location and the specific activities engaged in when organizing through 
projects”. This point is reiterated by Biesenthal et al. (2018, p. 47) who note that 
“project management relies on normative isomorphism through instilling professional 
standards as its major regulatory device.” 
 
The literature (e.g., Hodgson and Cicmil, 2006; Gauthier and Ika, 2012) suggests that 
naming something ‘a project’ is a determinant of project dynamics and “labelling an 
initiative, set of activities or working arrangement as a ‘project’, whether individually 
or consensually, implies that the prevailing project management model, namely a 
coherent set of prescribed processes and techniques as encapsulated in bodies of 
knowledge and management texts, is perceived as a reasonable approach for dealing 




with the challenges and needs of the situation. It also implies acceptance of and 
adherence to the model’s norms and practices” (Pellegrinelli, 2011, p. 234). The 
literature associates the ‘naming as project’ with reification (Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 
682), performativity (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014, p. 13) and naturalization 
Hodgson and Cicmil (2007, p. 432) that impact on how the project is managed and 
“can be … an important aspect of understanding projectification” (Packendorff and 
Lindgren, 2014, p. 13). 
 
The literature builds on CMS-conceptualisations of “the employee as identity worker 
who is enjoined to incorporate the new managerial discourses into narratives of self-
identity” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 622) to view project dynamics as a self-
identity-related phenomenon. Once something is labelled a project, and/or a project-
based firm, people socially construct projects and individual identities (Lindgren and 
Packendorff, 2004, p. 1). Packendorff and Lindgren (2014, p. 17) confirm that 
“societal discourse, organisational culture and individual identity construction are 
inter-related in the reproduction of project work”. The same authors also observe “the 
performative notion of project management as creeping into established professional 
identities” (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014, p. 13) and Hodgson and Cicmil (2015, p. 
746) include identity politics as pressing concerns within the field. PM identity and its 
associated dynamics stand out as a promising avenue for inquiry given that “the 
project management area of research is relatively de-personalized” (Andersson and 
Wickelgren, 2009, p. 168) and “Identity issues in project settings have been relatively 
unexplored” (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 168).  
 
The literature suggests that project dynamics are related to a project-orientation, for 
instance,  Packendorff and Lindgren (2014, p. 16) comment that “people draw upon 
project-orientation in constructing their identities, performing as flexible, innovative, 
dedicated professionals”.  
 
The literature supports the view that project dynamics is context dependent. The 
criticality of context is emphasised by Cicmil et al. (2006, p. 675) who note that, when 
considering the actuality of projects, “attention must be refocused on praxis, on 




context-dependent judgement, on situational ethics and on reflexivity which enables 
social actors to see how power actually functions in context”.   
 
The literature supports the contention that project dynamics are and existential 
phenomenon, for example, “projectified workers tend to cope by just following the 
same pattern (Figure 8), as they are existentially deeply embedded into existing 
project management processes and power structures that they cannot dare or even 
imagine any other way of making sense of their work let alone resisting the project 
discourse” (Cicmil et al., 2016, p 72). 
 
The literature supports the notion of projects as non-linear machines and project 
dynamics as the self-reflexive behaviour of those machines as exemplified in Cicmil 
et al.’s  (2016, p. 64) model of “projectification as a circular process” reproduced 
below as Figure 8.  
 
Figure 8: Projectification as a circular process (Cicmil et al., 2016) 
 
The literature highlights a dependency between project dynamics and communication. 




This is evidenced in descriptions of project as, for example, “discursive notions” 
(Packendorff and Lindgren (2014, p. 10), or “discursive setting” (Cicmil et al., 2016, 
p. 67). Packendorff and Lindgren (2014, p. 13) note that naming something as a 
‘project’, gives rise to a number of discursive expectations. Cicmil et al. (2006, p. 
684) highlight “communicative relating” as a key concept in the actuality of projects 
and point to the “discursive projectification of work-life” (Cicmil et al., 2016, p. 59). 
 
The literature suggests that project dynamics is a function of complexity, for example,  
Lindgren and Packendorff (2003, p. 3) note that “project work is socially constructed 
in interaction, an interaction in which individual aspirations, organisational structures 
and societal institutions are interwoven in a most complex manner”.  
 
The literature identifies project dynamics as spatio-temporal phenomenon, for 
example, in suggestions that “project work implies disciplining people in space, in 
time and their souls” (Lindgren and Packendorff,  2003, p. 1).  
 
The socio-political nature of project dynamics phenomenon is evidenced in 
conceptions of projectification “as a form of colonizing logic and power that comes 
with a prevailing project/PM discourse which is simultaneously being produced by, 
and itself perpetuates, the values and discourses of the dominant socio-economic 
system of capitalism and neo-liberal doctrines (Cicmil et al., 2016)” (Cicmil and 
O'Laocha, 2016, p. 547). Cicmil and O'Laocha (2016, p. 555) note that “PM 
methodology and discourse, the mechanism of projectification (Cicmil et al., 2016), 
holds the promise of pragmatic delivery of objectives that gives to the funders an 
illusion of guaranteed control”  
 
 




“Projects are centrally and philosophically about change and movement”  
(Gauthier and Ika, 2012, p. 15) 
2.2.5 Philosophy of Project Management 
 
Scholars suggest that extant project thinking is too static. “Our thinking of projects 
should be much more dynamic, in fact, extremely dynamic” (Floricel and Piperca, 
2016, p. 133).   
 
Packendorff and Lindgren (2014, p. 7) “argue that an increased focus on the processes 
of projectification would be beneficial to project research”. “Project practitioners 
become so familiar with the word project that they think about it more in terms of 
how it is used, and less in terms of what it really is. But is there such a thing as the 
project being managed? What’s most real in the project? What’s a project? We raise 
these questions to contribute a subtler understanding of project management, and to 
help project practitioners see that their metaphysical stance informs their project 
management style: A thing-based understanding leads to a planned project 
management style, and a process-based understanding leads to an emergent 
management style” (Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 86). “It makes sense to expect to 
define a phenomenon if you have to work on it in practice and/or if you want to make 
well-grounded statements about that phenomenon” (Lundin, 2016, p. 12). Lundin 
(2016, p. 12) also notes “the difficulties one might have in trying to find one good 
definition of what a project is”. “Project is a polysemic concept, a reality with 
multiple intertwined facets. Yet, project practitioners are often unaware of the 
polysemic nature of the word project and the plurality of “realities” it covers. 
Regrettably, this leads to misunderstandings that carry with them significant socio-
politico-economic consequences, such as perceived magnitude of failure” (Ika and 
Bredillet, 2016, p. 86).   
 
Philosophy can help.  
 
Konstantinou and Müller (2016) argue that “we need philosophy because the world is 
changing” (p. 3); “we don’t know” (p. 4); “some of us are driven toward growth, not 




followership” (p. 5) and “because it is the antecedent for theory development” (p. 5).  
“Philosophy enables us to reflect, whereas systems thinking and cybernetics allow us 
to act, to explore the conditions for the possibility of a desirable future, and to 
change”  (Klein, 2016, p. 19). Cicmil et al. (2006, p. 675) highlight “the underpinning 
of conceptual and philosophical considerations [as] key aspects of … ‘project 
actuality research’”. “Any inquiry that takes project actuality as its focus, should 
combine practical philosophical considerations and conceptual diversity in theorising 
practice with concrete empirical analysis” (Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 677). “We believe 
that philosophically oriented research and writing in project management, that 
actuality researchers argue for, is a good way to build a more pluralist community of 
researchers, one which takes stances on ethical and political matters, frequently 
neglected in the mainstream PM work” (Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 677). 
 
Philosophy is important because “philosophies underlie our thinking; our social and 
personal existence; our innovation; and, ultimately, the solutions and the actions we 
undertake to address the challenges we face collectively and individually” 
(Konstantinou and Müller, 2016, p. 3). 
 
Philosophical inquiry in projects is underexplored. “With the exception of this move 
towards a becoming ontology, there is minimal discussion in project management 
regarding the ontology underpinning project management research and practice” (van 
der Hoorn and Whitty, 2015, p. 722). “Organisation sciences are too often subject to 
the imperatives of performance and efficiency, confined to the “management factory” 
role instead of providing a lucid, detached and critical analysis of management 
phenomena and conceptual tools used in said factory” (Lamy et al., 2014, p. 153). 
“Although the conceptual arsenal applied in organisation sciences is impressive, it is 
all too rarely subjected to a thoroughgoing critical examination” (Lamy et al., 2014, p. 
154).  
 
“A philosophical perspective on project management is long overdue” (Klein, 2016, 
p. 19). 
 




Spoelstra (2006, p. 3) argues “that philosophy performs two radically different roles 
in organization studies. The first role corresponds to the under-labourer conception of 
philosophy. According to this conception, philosophy is important for organization 
studies because it performs functions for organization studies. Most notably, it is 
considered to provide different methods, paradigms, or ontological and 
epistemological frameworks in which one can perform organizational research. 
Within this approach, … the dominant conception of philosophy in organization 
studies, philosophy remains an outside force: philosophy does itself not belong to 
organization studies. The second, contrasting, role of philosophy in organization 
studies is immanent to organization studies itself: philosophy as the creation of 
concepts of organization”. “This is the real objective of the philosopher: 
“philosophy’s mode of action is clarification, [its mission is] to highlight and analyze 
presuppositions, to develop and discuss original alternatives”(Soler, 2003, p. 30)” 
(Lamy et al., 2014, p. 157). 
 
Idler (2016, p. 84) proposes that “by including philosophical analysis … [the] 
relationship between philosophy and project management becomes much closer … 
once we realize the degree to which project management relies on conceptual 
operations and can benefit from the analytic method”. Thomas and Mengel (2008, p. 
311) posit that “analytical thinking will help us identify what is, emotional approaches 
may provide us with insight as to how people feel about what is and thus help us to 
intuitively understand the dynamics of where we are going”. 
 
“The second, contrasting, role of philosophy in organization studies is immanent to 
organization studies itself: philosophy as the creation of concepts of organization. In 
this conception … philosophy is understood to have a positive dimension which is 
lost when it is understood in terms of its usefulness for the social sciences. Philosophy 
of organization, in this sense, means asking the question ‘What is organization?’ 
philosophically, i.e. by creating concepts of organization” (Spoelstra, 2006, p. 3).  
 
Acknowledging Packendorff’s (1995, p. 326) assertion that “the project is a temporary 
organisation”, Spoelstra’s (2006, p. 3) proposal may be adapted in defining 




Philosophy of Project Management (PoPM) “as the creation of concepts of 
[temporary] organisation”. 
 
“The task of the philosopher is to render uncertain what might seem clear, to question 
what is falsely presented as obvious and to do so while always deploying a solid and 
precise argumentation, always with a view to dismantling what stands in the way of 
real clarity” (Lamy et al., 2014, p. 157). “Philosophy has a very clear role to play in 
practice: to offer and propose a range of ideals that can be developed into entire 
philosophies that can guide and inform practice” (Konstantinou and Müller, 2016, p. 
7). “By allowing the play of a different kind of perspective in the project management 
environment, project managers can be better equipped to confront the randomness and 
contingency that underpins their day-to-day activities” (Rolfe, 2011, p. 62). 
“Philosophy provides a platform for reflection and it immediately shows, challenges, 
and critiques the dominant points of references of project management: engineering, 
economics, and management sciences.” (Klein, 2016, p. 19).  
 
Whilst there is, as yet, no cohesive body of literature on the philosophy of project 
management, the potentially transformative contribution that philosophy can make to 
project management knowledge, and RPM’s broader conceptualisation (Svejvig and 
Andersen, 2015, p. 284), has been recognised by scholars who may be identified with 
an emerging PoPM tradition.  
 
One of the objectives of this research is to build on, and contribute to, the emerging 
research paradigms. Having introduced the PoPM, the review now progresses to 
explore possible intervention points by examining whether, how, and to what extent, 
the PoPM literature addresses the research question: 
 
Can the Badiouan model be integrated to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-
theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and social dynamics in project 
management? 
 
The examination of the extant PoPM literature vis-à-vis the research question 




proceeds by discerning what that literature says about projects and dynamics before 
using these insights as guiding considerations for theoretical backdrop development. 
 
The MPC literature suggests that the deconstruction of the project management 
process and its dynamics may be suited to a dialectical approach.  “The teleological 
engine and the linear unfolding patterns – implicit in the dominant plan-then-execute 
paradigm for project management – are not a valid description of project processes, 
and should be replaced, perhaps, by dialectic or evolutionary engines and by 
continuous becoming processes, as well as by practices that constantly reassess the 
context and participants’ goals and attempt to continually rebuild the nexus of 
commitments to the project”  (Floricel and Piperca, 2016, p. 132). 
 
Floricel and Piperca (2016, p. 124) draw on “the work of Arthur Schopenhauer [in] 
looking at projects through two complementary lenses: one that accounts for cognitive 
and representational aspects and one that accounts for material and volitional 
aspects.” “Schopenhauer argued that our subjective relation to the world is, on the one 
hand, a ‘representation’ constructed by our cognitive faculties, and, on the other hand, 
a ‘will’ that works through our inner desires and sentiments. Rather than proposing a 
new dualism, he saw these two aspects as intertwined” (Floricel and Piperca, 2016, p. 
125).  
 
The literature identifies project dynamics as a phenomenon related to PM cognition. 
Rolfe and Segal (2011, p. 60) infer a conceptualisation of project dynamics as the 
dynamics of attunement when they note that “the significant task of thought is an 
attunement to the disruptions of our everyday experience and an articulation of the 
question of being these disruptions produce”. Rolfe (2011, p. 63) notes that “project 
management techniques are sustained by the fantasy of controlling the world”  
 
The literature suggests that project dynamics may be influenced by the name. For 
instance, Ika and Bredillet (2016, p. 97) note that “in a Heraclitean-type view of 
project management, projects are seen as concepts, labels, or names; assumptions; 
expectations; events or occasions of experience; and changing things”. 




The literature provides support for the notion that project dynamics is identity-related. 
For instance, Ika and Bredillet (2016, p. 97) reference Chia (2013, p. 41) in 
highlighting the inter-relatedness of identity and dynamics: “Order, stability, and 
identity are but precariously arrested moments in the relentless flux that is reality”. 
Rolfe and Segal (2011, p. 46) contend that “not only does the human being’s sense of 
the world emerge from its activities within the world but its sense of self emerges 
from the ways in which it is involved in the world … Our identity is shaped by the 
kinds of involvements in which we partake”. Van der Hoorn and Whitty (2016, p. 68) 
identify aesthetics as a potential factor in project dynamics when they note that 
“project managers leverage … aesthetic elements to influence and build identity”.   
 
The literature suggests that project dynamics is an existential phenomenon. Jensen et 
al. (2016, p. 28) note that “we have time in projects and time out of projects, and these 
times and timing are felt and organized differently. Yet time without projects is 
avoided. We are often afraid of being in transition, afraid of not finding new projects, 
of being inactive, and hence ceasing to “exist” in the project society”. Bradley Rolfe 
(2011, p. 59) conceptualises “project management as an existential response to 
organisational crisis rather than the systematic application of principles to achieve 
pre-determined objectives”. Project dynamics may be related to the concept of 
attunement that is used to describe the (re-)balancing of PM existence in a project 
world. For example, Rolfe (2011, p. 66) quotes Segal in noting that: “Disturbance or 
rupture transforms our attunement from a concern with objects in a context to the 
context in which things are situated. Rupture is the generative condition of an 
attunement which is turned back on its own way of being attuned to the world”. Rolfe 
et al. (2016, p. 48) highlight “the philosophical practice of redescription as a way of 
responding to existential disruptions of the lived experience of managing projects is 
seen as vital not only to being a project manager but also to describing project 
management”.  
 
Rolfe and Segal (2011, p. 43) build on both Husserl and Heidegger in “arguing for a 
phenomenological approach to project management that explores the immediate and 
concrete experience of project managers” where “the manner of being a project 




manager was fundamentally questioned” (Rolfe and Segal, 2011, p. 60). These 
scholars posit “that the insight derived from such a [phenomenological] approach can 
do far more for a project manager in terms of their relationship to their work, the 
meaning they derive from it, and their effectiveness in the role, than a dedicated 
adherence to the strictures of traditional project management practice” (Rolfe and 
Segal, 2011, p. 43).  
 
Van der Hoorn and Whitty (2015, p. 721) describe “the relevance of Heidegger’s 
ontology in underpinning the exploration of the ‘lived experience’ of project 
management and the disclosing of the actuality of project phenomena. It is found that 
key concepts from Heidegger’s Being and Time (such as temporality, modes of being, 
being-in-the-world, dealing and the they) provide insights into various aspects of 
project management. The significance of such findings is demonstrated through a 
reconceptualisation of projects; and differentiation between, and reconceptualisation 
of project management versus project managing”.  
 
Van der Hoorn (2016, p. 865) observes that “the integrated Continental research 
agenda proposes three themes: experience, projectyness and being. This interpretive 
lens is important for providing an alternative worldview to the dominant Analytical 
viewpoint.” “The experience theme highlights that projects are a sensory experience 
that we are embedded in. The projectyness theme builds on this, highlighting the 
project experience is a feeling that results from our lack of capability to deal with the 
activity at hand. And the being theme recognises we are only being a project manager 
when we are dealing with or experiencing this projectyness” (van der Hoorn, 2016, p. 
886).  
 
The literature suggests that projects may be conceptualised as self-reflexive, non-
linear systems and project dynamics as the behaviour of those systems. Klein (2016, 
p. 17) posits that “a project [is] an emergent social system in its own right”. Scholars 
suggest that adopting a systems-theoretic perspective may prove vital to developing 
an enhanced understanding of the PM process and its associated dynamics given that 
“there is no way to be a good project manager without a systemic perspective on the 




real world” (Klein, 2016, p. 12). “Individuation and systemicity reveal the blindspots 
of our time giving the context for project management as we know it” (Klein, 2016, p. 
19). “Through systems thinking and cybernetics, we learn to see the implications of 
our thinking and doing” (Klein, 2016, p. 19). “Our vision of project management 
should shift from that of maintaining a straight line – like a liner would do on an 
ocean by correcting deviations from the preset trajectory – toward one of a collective 
struggle of maintaining convergence and advancement, while dealing with 
representational inconsistencies and aberrations, as well as with the constant shifts 
and conflicts in the manifold manifestations of ‘will’”  (Floricel and Piperca, 2016, P. 
133). 
 
The literature suggests that project dynamics may be viewed as a process of 
distinction generation. “Project delivery depends on the process of making 
distinctions”  (Idler, 2016, p. 80). Idler (2016, p. 77) references Sokolowski (1998) in 
“arguing that making distinctions, as seen in the analytical philosophical method, is a 
powerful tool for optimizing project outcomes”. 
 
Ika and Bredillet (2016, p. 97) conceptualise project dynamics as an emergent 
phenomenon  in noting that “project management is no longer merely life-cycle 
management but constantly coping with a plurality of objectives, needs, expectations, 
rationales, uncertainties, complexities, urgencies, chaos and emerging context”  
 
Klein (2016, p. 18) supports the notion of project dynamics as a socio-technical 
phenomenon when he notes that “by focusing on the technological aspects of projects, 
we only see one-third of the world and remain blind to the other two-thirds of social 
complexity. By not watching, by not observing, and by not evaluating the impacts of 
political and cultural micro and macro structures, we allow project management to 
walk almost blindly”.  
 
Klein (2016, p. 18) supports the notion of project dynamics as a socio-political 
phenomenon when he notes that when “challenged by complexity, project 
management teaches us that we find the major sources for complexity beyond the 




technical realm in the political and cultural domain”.  
 
Jensen et al. (2016, p. 21) suggest that project dynamics may be a spatio-temporal 
phenomenon when they “draw upon the philosophical cornerstone concepts of 
activity, time, space, and relations to introduce an alternative conceptualization of 
projects as a “human condition””.  
 
The literature supports the notion of project dynamics as an autonoetic phenomenon. 
“The projectification of everything is … a proliferation of a temporary, future-
oriented, purposeful, time-limited organizational form that is more agile, sensitive, 
and flexible than the disciplinary codification and planning, which operates in one-off 
activities” (Jensen et al., 2016, p. 25). Identity also defined by future orientations. 
“Identity in the project society is not defined by position but by activity … Identity is 
not only defined by what someone’s activities in past and present but is increasingly 
also defined by potential activities to be conducted through future projects”  (Jensen et 
al., 2016, p. 27). 
 
Scholars suggest that the dynamics in projects possess dramatic characteristics. For 
example, Kvalnes (2016, p. 107) adopts “an action-oriented, pragmatist approach to 
projects … [to] provide a more adequate account of the human drama that unfolds in 
projects”. 
 
The next section details the theoretical backdrop to conceptual framework 
development. 
 




““Identity and change” have been highlighted amongst “the main metaphysical 
problems … of particular relevance to “projects”” 
(Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 94) 
 
2.3 Theoretical backdrop to PMD framework development 
 
The review conducted in Section 2.2 introduced the Scandinavian School of Project 
Studies, RPM, MPC and the Philosophy of Project Management and also identified 
key concepts and considerations in any future project dynamics-related contributions 
to these paradigms. These aspects both formed the basis of, and subsequently 
informed, the process leading to the establishment of the theoretical backdrop to PMD 
framework development.   
 
Section 2.2 suggested that  ‘identity’ may be a promising anchoring theme for PM 
process deconstruction given that “identity is an important project issue and 
researching the actuality of projects draws on identity” (Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 684), 
“contemporary developments make processes of constructing and securing identity an 
increasingly relevant focus for conceptual and empirical analysis” (Alvesson and 
Willmott, 2002, p. 624) and the “actions and dispositional behaviours of practitioners 
are influenced by their identity and processes of sense-making (of the context and its 
circumstances)”  (Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 678). Alvesson and Willmott (2002, p. 620) 
cite Albert et al. (2000, p. 14) noting that “it is because identity is problematic – and 
yet so crucial to how and what one values, thinks, feels and does in all social domains, 
including organizations – that the dynamics of identity need to be better understood”.  
 
This section is comprised of three sub-sections.  
 
In the first, the Alvesson and Willmott (2002) framework that integrates identity 
regulation, identity work and self-identity is described, self-identity is localised to the 
PM context and the dynamics of PM self-identity work are presented. The sub-section 
concludes by suggesting that both self-identity and the dynamics of self-identity work, 
should be explored from a systems-theoretic perspective.  




In the second, the rationale for selecting Luhmann is justified; an overview of 
Luhmannian systems theory is outlined; self-identity as psychic system self-
description is discussed; psychic system self-description is localised to the PM context 
and the dynamics of PM psychic system autopoiesis are outlined. The sub-section 
concludes by noting that further synthesis of a number of residual themes would be 
required to allow finalisation of the theoretical backdrop.  
 
In the third, the rationale for selecting Badiou is presented, an overview of Badiouan 
dialectical materialism is outlined; self-identity as appearing in a world is discussed, 
appearing is localised to the PM context and the dynamics of PM intensive variation 
are outlined. 




“Identity is also an ‘object’ of self-consciousness” 
(Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625) 
2.3.1 PM self-identity   
 
This section is comprised of three sub-sections. In the first, the Alvesson and Willmott 
(2002) framework that integrates identity regulation, identity work and self-identity is 
presented. In the second, self-identity is localised to the context of the PM and, in the 
final sub-section, PMD as the dynamics of PM self-identity work are outlined.  
2.3.1.1 Self-identity, identity work and identity regulation  
 
Self-identity is a spatio-temporal, reflexive autopoietically, self-produced 
phenomenon. “Following Giddens, self-identity is conceptualized as a reflexively 
organized narrative, derived from participation in competing discourses and various 
experiences, that is productive of a degree of existential continuity and security. ‘Self-
identity is not a distinctive trait, or even a collection of traits, possessed by the 
individual. It is the self as reflexively understood by the person… self-identity is 
continuity (across time and space) as interpreted reflexively by the agent’ (Giddens, 
1991)” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625). 
 
The autopoietic, self-reproduction of self-identity is dependent upon environmental 
interaction. “The reflexive construction of self-identity is assembled out of cultural 
raw material: language, symbols, sets of meanings, values, etc. that are derived from 
countless numbers of interactions with others and exposure to messages produced and 
distributed by agencies (schools, mass media), as well as early life experiences and 
unconscious processes” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625). 
 
Self-identity is comprised of elements whose autopoietic self-reproduction is ensured 
by the continuance of specific processes. “It forms a complex mixture of conscious 
and unconscious elements, an interpretive and reflexive grid gradually shaped by 
processes of identity regulation and identity work.” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 
625). 




Alvesson and Willmott (2002, p. 638) “explored the linkages between organizational 
control and identity regulation … [in] developing an analysis of identity work that 
circles around the interplay of self-identity, identity work and the regulation of 
identity”.  
 




Figure 9: Identity regulation, work & self-identity (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002) 
 
Ensuring the continued autopoietic, self-reproduction of self-identity is a dynamic and 
multi-faceted achievement. “Given the accomplished and sometimes precarious nature 
of contemporary identity, much, if not all activity involves active identity work: 
people are continuously engaged in forming, repairing, maintaining, strengthening or 
revising the constructions that are productive of a precarious sense of coherence and 
distinctiveness” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 626). 
 
Self-identity self-reproduction is the result of a transformation. “Identity work 
[consists of the] interpretive activity involved in reproducing and transforming self-
identity” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 627).  
 




Alvesson and Willmott (2002, p. 627) emphasise the discursive nature of “identity 
regulation [as the] discursive practices concerned with identity definition that 
condition processes of identity formation and transformation” (Alvesson and 
Willmott, 2002, p. 627). 
 
Self-identity autopoiesis is a relational phenomenon involving identity work and 
identity regulation. “Identity work and identity regulation influence self-identity (the 
organized narrative of the self), but self-identity can also induce identity work. 
Identity processes are thus constituted by the interplay between self-identity, identity 
work, and identity regulation (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002)” (Andersson and 
Wickelgren, 2009, p. 170).  
 
Andersson and Wickelgren, (2009, p. 170) note this  relational aspect  as well as the 
complex and opaque nature of the processes when they comment that “identity work 
means that the actor uses discourse as a tool, while identity regulation ties people to 
social structures through, for example, roles and scripts. At the same time, discourses 
can regulate identities and can be used in identity work. The processes are complex 
and intertwined, as Alvesson and Willmott (2002) emphasize when they explain that 
the most sophisticated forms of identity regulation are ‘hidden’ in people’s identity 
work” (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 170). Alvesson and Willmott (2002, p. 
636) emphasise the importance of semantics to discursive identity work when they 
note that “as meaning is contingent upon identity, managing meaning is integral to 
managing identity” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 636). This point is reiterated in 
CMS-inspired research into call centre management (Carroll et al., 2008). 
 
The continued autopoiesis of self-identity is not a passive accomplishment. “The 
struggle to forge and sustain a sense of self-identity is shaped by multiple images and 
ideals of ways of being” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 637). Moreover, “identity 
work can be a response to tensions that pull a person in more than one direction” 
(Beech et al., 2012, p. 46). Scholars also note the circular, self-reinforcing interplay 
that can develop between identity work and identity-related tensions.  “Tensions can 
arise in the enactment of aspirational identities and moving away from dis-identities 




and hybrid identities can have tensions inherent within them. Such tensions can 
become self-perpetuating as identity work undertaken in response to them can 
contribute to their reproduction” (Beech et al., 2012, p. 46).  
 
Researchers intimate that self-identity, accomplished through identity work, may be a 
qualitative, or intensive, phenomenon. “Conscious identity work is thus grounded in 
at least a minimal amount of self-doubt and self-openness, typically contingent upon a 
mix of psychological-existential worry and the scepticism or inconsistencies faced in 
encounters with others or with our images of them” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 
626). An example of such a qualitative measure may be manifestations of existential 
presence in a role. “Identity work is a process of claiming, enacting and reacting to 
identities through language and practice. Identity work may be heightened when there 
are tensions (e.g. the need to be both creative and commercial). Identity work in 
response to such tensions can produce a retreat into differentiated roles” Beech et al. 
(2012, p. 41). 
 
The Alvesson and Willmott (2002) model, whilst contributing to an enhanced 
understanding of the processes involved in self-identity (re)formation, does raise a 
number of questions: 
 
The anchoring concept carried forward by this study from the Alvesson and Willmott 
paper is that of “identity element” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 624), or  identity 
as “an ‘object’ of self-consciousness” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625). What is 
the nature of these identity elements, or objects? 
     
Can the transformation responsible for the autopoietic, self-reproduction of self-
identity be formalised? Can its functional dependencies be delineated?  
 
Having presented Alvesson and Willmott’s framework, the next sub-section localises 
this conceptualisation of self-identity to the PM context. 
 




“These two modes of sense – project and identity – are mutually dependent and  
inter-twined in a symbiotic relationship. We cannot seek to understand one without 
the other” (Smith, 2011, p. 683) 
2.3.1.2 The PM and self-identity 
 
The study adopted self-identity as its anchoring concept. 
 
This concept is now localised to the PM context. 
 
This localisation commences by noting Packendorff’s (1995, p. 326) assertion that 
“the project is a temporary organization”. 
 
As (temporary) organization, the project is inextricably bound up in PM self-identity 
and self-identity work. “When an organization becomes a significant source of 
identification for individuals, corporate identity (the perceived core characteristics of 
the organization) then informs (self-) identity work.”  (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, 
p. 625). This is also the case where the project is regarded as a subunit. “People may 
distance themselves from the company as a key source of identification and draw 
upon the occupation, subunit or non-work sources of self-definition”  (Alvesson and 
Willmott, 2002, p. 633).  
 
The relationship between project and (self-)identity is evidenced in the PM literature. 
 
“The specific characteristics of temporary organizations (time, team, task and context) 
influence identity formation activities” (Hietajärvi and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 1). 
“Projects have become intrinsic to our lives. They permeate what we do, how we 
speak, how we think of our daily activities (Lundin et al., 2015), how we construct our 








“Projects are identity processes in themselves … arenas and resources in the 
formation of people’s self-identity”(Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 170) 
2.3.1.3 Dynamics of PM self-identity work 
 
The literature review conducted in Section 2.2 found that adopting a self-identity 
perspective resulted in the conceptualisation of project management dynamics as a 
multi-faceted phenomenon.   
 
Project dynamics as a dialectical phenomenon 
“People have to construct their own identities in a tension-filled setting where they 
find themselves oscillating between the allegedly exciting and dynamic project 
environment and the supposedly tedious and static line organization. In product 
development projects people are simultaneously involved in constructing at least three 
other identities in addition to their own: the product itself, the product development 
project and the brand of the company that produces the product” (Andersson and 
Wickelgren, 2009, p. 169). 
 
Project dynamics as a phenomenon pertaining to PM consciousness 
“The project mentality feeds its way, subconsciously, into a particular construction 
and interpretation of the world” (Case and Piñeiro, 2009, p. 96). “On the surface, the 
project work form provides freedom, a sense of doing something important and 
stimulating. Beneath this surface, we find people to be even more (self-)controlled in 
time, space and in their mind-sets” (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2003, p. 20).  
 
Project dynamics as a phenomenon relating to self-identity 
“Flexible activation and de-activation of a set of identity elements is increasingly on 
the agendas of human resource strategists and developers” (Alvesson and Willmott, 
2002, p. 624). “The term element is deployed to convey the presence of qualities that 
link together life history and everyday experiences in distinctive complexes of feeling, 
valuing, thinking and fantasizing. Each element stands in a dynamic relationship to 
other elements as they are mobilized in regulative efforts and routine identity work” 
(Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 639).  




“It is clear that working in project has a strong connection to individuals construction 
of their identities” (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2004, p. 21). “A project is here seen as 
a process of co-construction of the project form and of project worker professional 
identity” (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2004, p. 3). “Projects and project-based 
operations are co-constructed with individual identities in several ways 
simultaneously, through discourses that may look internally consistent but not always 
easy to combine with each other” (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2004, p. 1). “The 
identity construction processes of the project leaders and of the project are closely 
intertwined and co-constructed” (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 168). “Project 
identity can be said to encompass the goals, key values, working practices and signs 
and symbols of the project, influenced by image and legitimized by feedback from the 
project’s environment” (Hietajärvi and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 2). 
 
Project dynamics as an a phenomenon that is transcendentally mediated 
“By thinking in terms of projects and enacting them, we constitute the world in a 
particular way and embrace a taken-for-granted epistemology and ontology; we 
embrace a certain way of knowing and being in the world” (Case and Piñeiro, 2009, p. 
96).  
 
Project dynamics as an existential phenomenon 
“Projects tend to invade and even take over people’s lives” (Andersson and 
Wickelgren, 2009, p. 168). “In becoming a project manager, personal identity 
becomes closely wedded to the value of the new occupation” (Paton et al., 2010, p. 
163). Nocker (2009, p. 149) associates “belonging as the process articulating identity-
construction”.  
 
Project dynamics as a function of project orientation 
“The intentionality of human actors is characterized by the orientation of their activity 
towards an “object” (higher motive). This particular angle can help uncover how 
temporary project organizations are constituted in light of a common (or partially 
shared) “object”” (Floricel et al., 2014, p. 1095). “Actors' orientation towards the 
“object" (higher motive) of an activity enables the development of shared conceptions 




that “knot" relationships into enduring forms” (Floricel et al., 2014, p. 1096). 
 
Project dynamics as a function of complexity and uncertainty 
Alvesson and Willmott (2002, p. 623) note that “the complexities and ambiguities of 
modern organizations make the struggle for securing a sense of self a continuing and 
more problematical as well as self-conscious activity”. The literature suggests that the 
concept of project dynamics is intrinsically linked to both complexity and uncertainty. 
Cicmil (2006, p. 35) notes that “the distinguishing feature of project managers is not 
control but the ability to operate effectively, and to individually and collectively 
maintain their sense of self and their defenses against uncertainty”. “Project 
complexity is defined by dimensions that include structural, uncertainty, novelty, 
dynamics, pace, social-political and regulative” (Bolzan de Rezende et al., 2018, p. 
42). “We note that complexity and uncertainty are the main lenses of enquiry in PM 
literature, and that these lenses are not distinct in terms of definitions or constituent 
terms”  (Padalkar and Gopinath, 2016b, p. 1316). Vidal and Marle (2008, p. 1098) 
note that “project complexity is composed of technological complexity and 
organisational complexity and that interdependencies are likely to be the greatest 
drivers of project complexity”.  
 
Project dynamics as context-dependent, contingent and processual in nature 
“Human life is an ongoing process of identity construction where the individual tries 
to make sense of, understand and define him-/herself in relation to different social 
situations (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2007)” (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 
169). “Since identity construction processes are dependent on the social situations 
individuals find themselves in, to understand project work it is important to recognize 
its influence on individuals’ self-identities” (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 
171). “Project work and professional identities are thus not stable; they are subject to 
change over time. In these long-term processes of co-construction, each project is a 
‘critical incident’ opening up for changes but also offering yet another instance of 
confirming what is already there” (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2004, p. 21).  
 
“PM identities are not singular but multiple and contested, and PMs through identity 




work negotiate these differences”  (Cowen and Hodgson, 2015, p. 1532). “Actions 
and dispositional behaviours of practitioners are influenced by their own identity and 
processes of sense-making (of the context and its circumstances)” (Cicmil et al., 2006, 
p. 678). Cicmil et al. (2016, p. 71) note that “one cannot refrain from projects. One’s 
value and worthiness is never stable or reliable, it has to be proved and reclaimed over 
and over again, allowing projects to creep into our identities and view of the world”.  
 
Project dynamics as a non-linear, recursive and systems-theoretic phenomenon  
The literature suggests that further self-identity deconstruction may be productively 
progressed by adopting a systems theoretic perspective given that “management 
sciences have borrowed greatly from systems theory to understand the functioning of 
projects, and many authors consider that projects operate as complex systems”  
(Daniel and Daniel, 2018, p. 186). “Projects are social systems that require a focus on 
non-linear and dynamic aspects of practice and human actions” (Klein et al., 2015, p. 
275) as well as on their “temporary continuity, a situation where the temporary 
becomes a permanent condition in social systems” (Johannessen and Olsen, 2011, p. 
30). Cicmil et al. (2009, p. 83) view projects as “complex activity systems”. Lindgren 
and Packendorff (2003, p. 6) note that “project management is based on systems 
theory, implying that a project is always a part of a wider system, always to be found 
in a means-ends hierarchy”. Elsewhere, Barondeau and Hobbs (2018, p. 10) note that 
“the project can be conceptualized as a complex self-organizing emergent network”. 
Thomas and Mengel (2008, p. 311) remind us that “linear thinking restricts awareness 
and understanding of context and relations”.  
 
Packendorff’s (1995, p. 326) observation that “the project is a temporary 
organization” combined with “the organizing processes of temporary organizations” 
(Packendorff, 1995, p. 328), reproduced as Figure 10, suggests that project exhibits 
the cybernicity associated with complex systems.   





Figure 10: PM research foci in different metaphorical systems (Packendorff, 1995) 
 
Taking the perspective that “the project is nothing but process; it is in a continual state 
of becoming” (Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 97), the literature suggests that the dynamics 
of PM identity work may also exhibit the characteristics of a complex, cybernetic 
system.  
 
Project dynamics as environment-dependent 
“The work organization and its associated discourses have consequences for self-
identity as the employee positions his or her sense of identity in relation to them” 
(Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 632).  
 
Project dynamics as a socio-technical phenomenon 
“Life can be seen as an ongoing process of identity construction, where the individual 
tries to understand and define her/himself from the various social situations to which 
he is exposed. With a social constructionist view we treat identity as something that is 
constructed and re-constructed in daily social interaction throughout life” (Lindgren 
and Packendorff, 2004, p. 6). “We view identities as processual, situational, and 
relational because they change over time, vary in different contexts, and are 
established in relation to other social entities on the same and/or different levels 
(Andersson, 2008a)” (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 169). Lindgren and 
Packendorff (2004, p. 21) note that “there are also situations where projects and 
identities are co-constructed through processes of confirmation/disconfirmation or 
even mutual disconfirmation”. In the context of this study (i.e. the PBO and 




interorganisational projects), it is critical to build “a collaborative project identity, 
especially with regard to attaining a shared collaborative mentality and its sub-activity 
engaging collaborative people for the project” (Hietajärvi and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 14). 
“As the team’s experienced ‘sense of place’, belonging becomes the space which 
highlights preferred affiliations and modes of belonging are constituted in the 
relationship between self, others, and ‘otherness’, creating a situated ethical 
imagination of how to ‘be professional’” (Nocker, 2009, p. 149). “Looking at the 
actual modes of belonging can help us to understand what has been called the ‘sharing 
of being’” (Nocker, 2009, p. 151).  
 
Project dynamics as a socio-political phenomenon 
 “People are still the “obedient victims” of their work situations, but in other, and 
subtler, ways” (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2003, p. 20). “Individuals use the project 
as a resource for their own identity construction while at the same time the project 
colonizes their identities” (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 168). Cicmil et al. 
(2006, p. 682) contend that the “reification of the traditional project management 
discourse can actually hinder the development and identity construction of competent 
project managers”. Nocker (2009, p. 149) highlights “the politics of belonging and 
call for a renewed practical ethics that engages with the social nature of ‘being’, to 
change the current view of professional identities in projects”. “Intertwined processes 
of identity work and identity regulation are in effect at all times, so the choice of 
identities is by no means ‘free’. Instead, the choice has the character of ‘either you are 
in or you are out’ (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2007: 362)” (Andersson and 
Wickelgren, 2009, p. 171) 
 
Project dynamics as a spatio-temporal phenomenon 
Nocker (2009, p. 164) advances “empirically an ethics of belonging and responsibility 
where identities, values, and modes of dwelling in projects do not appeal to some 
external criterion imposed upon teams but originate from enacted team experience, 
ongoing negotiations, and forms of imagination about the possible spaces to inhabit 
together”  
 




The literature review highlighted that “projects create arenas of intertwined identity 
processes. These processes create multiple targets of identification and de-
identification on the individual level” (Andersson and Wickelgren, 2009, p. 172) but 
concluded that “there is still much to understand about the dynamics of identity 
processes and identity effects” (Cowen and Hodgson, 2015, p. 1532) and 
acknowledges the CMS call that “invites analysts of work organization to pay greater 
attention to, and to contribute towards, an emergent literature that places processes of 
identity work at the centre of social and organizational theory” (Alvesson and 
Willmott, 2002, p. 638) and “for students of organizational and management control 
to incorporate within their conceptual frameworks an appreciation of the dynamics of 
identity regulation"  (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 638).  
 
The literature also suggests that self-identity and its dynamic form, the dynamics of 
PM self-identity work, should be explored from a systems-theoretic perspective that 
takes into account the following considerations:   
 
1. How does systems theory translate to the PM context?  
 
2. Assuming PMD as a phenomenon that pertains to PM consciousness, how can 
“objects of self-consciousness”, (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625) or 
“identity elements” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 624), be conceptualised 
from a systems-theoretic perspective?  
 
3. Can systems theory be used to deconstruct the process dynamics of PM self-
identity work?  
 
4. Can systems theory be used to determine a measure of the relational dynamics 
that prevail when counterpart PM’s, representing their respective 
organisation’s interests, are engaged in the management of an inter-
organisational project? 
  




“All cognition is steered through self-observation and self-description” 
(Luhmann, 2013b, p. 172) 
2.3.2 PM self-description  
 
This section responds to the call to reinterpret PMD as the dynamics of PM self-
identity from a systems-theoretic perspective that takes the considerations listed in 
sub-section 2.3.1.3 into account. This section is comprised of five sub-sections. The 
first describes the rationale for selecting the work of Niklas Luhmann as a suitable 
systems-theoretic paradigm to translate and reinterpret the notion of self-identity. The 
second provides an overview of the main aspects of Luhmannian systems theory 
relevant to this study. The third conceptualises self-identity as (psychic) system self-
description. The fourth localises the notion of psychic system self-description to the 
PM context. The final sub-section reformulates the dynamics of PM self-identity work 
as those of PM psychic system autopoiesis.   
2.3.2.1 Why Luhmann? 
 
The literature identified Luhmannian systems theory as an appropriate paradigm with 
which to translate and reinterpret PM self-identity and the dynamics of PM self-
identity work.  
 
In the first instance, Luhmannian theory is a theory of difference and connects directly 
to the notion of identity since “identity is possible only by difference” (Luhmann, 
1995, p. 177) and “different systems use the same difference schema in reproducing 
their elements” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 232). 
 
Luhmann’s social systems theory also possesses a “critical attitude [underpinning a] 
“critical sociology”” (Esposito, 2017, p. 19) that can complement and contribute to 
the RPM and MPC paradigms. In fact, Moeller (2012, p. 31 ) argues that “social 
systems theory is “metacritical” in its critical departure from critical theory. Luhmann 
… shatters some of the “commonsense” self-descriptions so that previously 
unimagined possibilities of looking at the world can emerge”. Procyshyn (2017, p. 97) 
claims that social systems theory should not be considered as ‘immanent critique’ 




since “it cannot anchor itself within the context of analysis in the way ‘immanent 
critique’ requires”. Esposito (2017, p. 23) counters by positing that “critical theory 
does not recognize its blindness, thus it can claim to detect crises and to indicate how 
to overcome them. But systems theory does, hence it cannot adhere to critical theory – 
even and precisely when systemic observation takes a critical attitude. Critical attitude 
and critical theory are separate. Towards itself, critical theory does not have a critical 
attitude and, therefore, a sociological theory with a critical attitude cannot be critical 
theory”.  
 
Luhmann has been variously described as “radical constructivist” (Moeller, 2012, p. 
78), “radical anti-humanist” (Moeller, 2012, p. 5) and  as having a “radical viewpoint” 
(Czarniawska, 2017, p. 148). “Luhmann’s constructivism says that what a 
construction constructs is reality, or, the other way around, reality is what a 
construction is capable of constructing” (Moeller, 2012, p. 78). Luhmann’s “”radical 
antihumanism” is not limited to a redescription of reality in a nonanthropocentric way. 
It includes a dismissal of human agency” (Moeller, 2012, p. 5). “Social systems 
theory … dares to introduce a nonhumanist paradigm shift in social theory – one that 
may “perturb” society in a profound and (obviously) entirely contingent way” 
(Moeller, 2012, p. 31). 
 
Luhmann contributes to the CMS\MPC agenda by denaturalising management activity 
for example in his denouncing the role of ‘decision maker’ as “a central 
organizational fiction” (Luhmann, 2000a; 2005)” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 29), or 
when he highlights the futility of attempts to control the future (Luhmann, 1997). 
Luhmannian scholars have reinforced this critique by, for example, explicating the 
role of managerial technologies in creating and sustaining the illusion of managerial 
control  (Thygesen, 2012). 
 
Adopting a Luhmannian perspective reformulates the concept of social identities: “A 
systems theoretical approach may allow one today to see how social identities are 
shaped by contingent role playing under conditions of second-order observation. If so, 
an individual may realize that, on the one hand, such identity formations cannot be 




avoided in society, while, on the other hand, also realizing that they are in their 
entirety social constructs. In other words, there is no essential or authentic selfhood in 
our social identities, and striving for authenticity presents an absurd challenge. Rather 
than taking the semantics of the ‘age of authenticity’ seriously, one can theoretically 
understand how this chimera is constructed and why it is functional in the context of 
pervasive second-order observation” (Moeller, 2017, p. 41). 
 
The “critical attitude” and conceptual richness that differentiates Luhmann’s theory 
renders it a promising theoretical paradigm with which to progress the deconstruction 
of the project management process.  
 
Scholars have drawn on Niklas Luhmann’s social systems perspective to describe an 
autopoietic organization theory (Bakken and Hernes, 2003). The autopoietic 
perspective has been applied to organisational identity and self-transformation (Seidl, 
2005). Baecker (2006) endeavoured to “take Luhmann’s theory a step further towards 
a form-theoretical (or distinction-theoretical) theory and to develop on this basis a 
‘sociological and constructivist model’ of the firm” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 32).  
 
Elsewhere, scholars have used Luhmann to inquire into the concept of contract in the 
legal context (Andersen, 2012a, Andersen, 2013) and also into the relationship 
between partnership and contracting (Andersen, 2012b). An example of an application 
of Luhmann’s theory to the analysis of projects include (Morner, 2003). Luhmann has 
referenced projects in his works. In Organization und Entscheidung (2011) (engl. 
Organisation and Decision), Luhmann references project as ‘non-trivial, self-
reflexive machine’ (Luhmann, 2011, p. 274, author’s translation).  
 
Section 2.3.1.3 identified a number of items to be considered when conceptualising 
PM self-identity and its dynamic form - the dynamics of PM self-identity work - from 
a Luhmannian systems-theoretic perspective.  
 
These considerations are reproduced below along with mappings to the respective 
sub-sections where they are addressed in this section:  




1. How does systems theory translate to the PM context?  
 
Addressed in sections 2.3.2.4. 
 
2. Assuming PMD as a phenomenon that pertains to PM consciousness, how can 
“objects of consciousness” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625 ), or 
“identity elements” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 624), be conceptualised 
from a systems theoretic perspective?  
 
Addressed in sections 2.3.2.2, 2.3.2.3 and 2.3.2.4. 
 
3. Can systems theory be used to deconstruct the process dynamics of PM self-
identity work?  
 
Addressed in section 2.3.2.5. 
 
4. Can systems theory be used to determine a measure of relational dynamics?  
 
Addressed in section 2.3.2.5. 
 
 




“A system is the difference between system and environment” 
(Luhmann, 2006, p. 38) 
2.3.2.2 Luhmannian systems theory   
 
This section is comprised of four sub-sections. The first describes Luhmann’s social 
and psychic systems. The second discusses the key systems-theoretic operation of 
drawing distinctions. The third describes foundational concepts that are key to a 
systems-theoretic understanding of dynamics, namely autopoiesis, interpenetration 
and structural coupling. The fourth and final sub-section describes contingency and 
complexity from a systems-theoretic perspective. 
2.3.2.2.1 Luhmann’s systems 
 
Luhmann’s systems classification (1995, p. 2) is summarised in Figure 11. 
 
Systems
Machines Organisms Social Systems Psychic Systems
Interactions Organizations Societies
 
Figure 11: Luhmann’s systems (Luhmann, 1995) 
 
Key to Luhmann’s theory is the concept of autopoiesis. “One (meta)theoretical 
concept that focuses exactly on the distinction that the object of observation produces 
itself is the concept of autopoiesis (< Greek autos = self; poiesis = production); or 
better, of the autopoietic system” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 14).  
 
Of interest to this study are social and psychic systems as autopoietic systems.  
 




“Autopoietic systems are not only self-organizing in the sense of structuring their 
elements and processes, but also self-producing: They construct their elements and 
processes. They exist in an environment, but the relationships with this environment 
are of their own making” (Czarniawska, 2017, p. 147). 
 
“Luhmann distinguishes three types of social systems according to the kind of 
communication that they process” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 18). 
 
“The first type is society, which is conceptualized as the social system that 
encompasses all communications; all communications that are produced are part of 
society and as such reproduce it” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 18). “To the extent 
that society includes all communication, it also includes all other social systems. That 
is to say, all social systems are formed within society” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 
19). King (2009, p. 4) contends that “systems, not people, make society happen” 
(King, 2009, p. 4). 
 
“The second type of social system is that of (face-to-face) interaction” (Seidl and 
Mormann, 2015, p. 20). “Interactions, the smallest and most elusive form of social 
gatherings on the microlevel” (Schoeneborn, 2011, p. 670).  
 
“The third type of social system is the organization. They reproduce themselves on 
the basis of what Luhmann characterizes as ‘decision communications’. Accordingly, 
organizations are described as ‘systems that consist of decisions and that produce the 
decisions of which they consist, through the decisions of which they consist’ 
(Luhmann, 1992, p. 166; our translation)” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 21). Seidl 
and Becker (2006, p. 24) confirm “organization as the self-referential reproduction of 
decisions”. “The organization as such is nothing but the processing of this 
‘decision/other communications’ distinction” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 24). “The 
central elements of Luhmann’s conceptualization of organizations as autopoietic 
systems [are] decision communications, decision premises, uncertainty absorption, 
and evolutionary change (for details, see also Seidl, 2005c)” (Seidl and Mormann, 
2015, p. 23).  




Seidl and Becker (2006, p. 17) note that “a good example for explaining the 
application of the concept of autopoiesis is the psychic system; that is, the mind. 
According to Luhmann the psychic system can be conceptualized as an autopoietic 
system reproducing itself through thoughts: it is a system of thoughts that produces its 
thoughts through its (network of) thoughts; every thought (independently of its 
‘content’) that is produced through the system of thoughts reproduces the psychic 
system”. ““Consciousness” [is] the specific operational mode of psychic systems”. 
(Luhmann, 1995, p. 262). 
 
Seidl and Becker (2006, p. 30) “highlight three aspects of Luhmann’s theory: his 
epistemology, his social theory and his particular organization theory: 
 
1. The epistemological aspect: organizations are processes that come into being 
by continuously constructing and reconstructing themselves by means of using 
distinctions, which mark what belongs to their realm and what not. In brief: 
organizations are ‘autopoietic’ systems. 
2. The social-theoretical aspect: the organization belongs to a social sphere sui 
generis possessing its own logic, which cannot be traced back to human 
‘actors’ or ‘subjects’. In brief: organizations are ‘social systems’. 
3. The genuinely organizational aspect: organizations are a specific kind of social 
system characterized by a particular kind of distinction — the decision. In 
brief: organizations are decision systems”. 
 
In terms of psychic systems, “Luhmann conceptualizes social and psychic systems as 
two different types of autopoietic systems, which are operatively closed with regard to 
each other. Psychic systems operate on the basis of thoughts and social systems on the 
basis of communications. No operation of one system can enter into the other system; 
thoughts cannot become part of the network of communications, nor can 
communications become part of the network of thoughts. As such, the two types of 
system constitute environments for each other. However, this does not mean that there 
are no mutual influences between the systems. The relation between the two systems 
is not situated on the level of operations but on the level of structures: the systems are 




structurally coupled to each other. This means that the structures of the two systems 
are adapted to each other in such a way as to allow mutual irritations” (Seidl and 
Becker, 2006, p. 21) 
 
This study distinguishes  between project managers as human beings, project manager 
psychic systems, interaction social communication systems  and  organisation social 
communication systems  and notes that “while a psychic system reproduces itself as a 
network of thoughts, a social system does so as a network of communications” (Seidl 
and Mormann, 2015, p. 14). “Psychic systems and social systems come into being in 
the course of co-evolution” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 271). Luhmann (1995, p. 214) notes 
that “social systems come into being on the basis of the noise that psychic systems 
create in their attempts to communicate” and “communication constitutes an emergent 
property of the interaction between many (at least two) psychic systems” (Seidl and 
Becker, 2006, p. 19).  
2.3.2.2.2 Drawing distinctions  
 
 Luhmann (2006, p. 46) notes that “a system is a form with two sides” and that 
“systems theory begins with the unity of the difference between system and 
environment. The environment is a constitutive feature of this difference, thus it is no 
less important for the system than the system itself. (Luhmann, 1995a: 212)” (Seidl 
and Becker, 2006, p. 22). Seidl and Becker (2006, p. 12) highlight “Luhmann’s theory 
of distinction (i.e. theory of observation), according to which every operation is 
conceptualized as the production of a distinction” and note that “it is the choice of 
distinction rather than what is being distinguished that produces the observation” 
(Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 13).  
 
“According to Spencer Brown’s (1969) calculus of distinctions, observation can be 
conceptualized as distinction and indication: every observation draws a distinction in 
the world (e.g. between primary numbers and all other numbers) and indicates the side 
it wants to observe (e.g. the primary numbers). That is to say, the observer has to 
focus on one side while neglecting the other. It is not possible to focus on both sides 
simultaneously. In this way, the relation of the two sides to each other is made 




asymmetrical; the observation creates a ‘marked side’ (the observed one) and an 
‘unmarked side’ (the unobserved one). This can be expressed formally with Spencer 
Brown’s notation of the ‘cross’ (Figure 12)” (Seidl and Becker, 2006). 
 
Figure 12: Spencer Brown’s notation of the cross (Seidl and Becker, 2006) 
 
Luhmann (2006, p. 37) presents “Spencer-Brown’s Laws of Form as the most radical 
form of differential thinking … For Luhmann’s systems theory, this has four 
important consequences. First, the system is the difference between system and 
environment. Second, the system can be defined through a single mode of operation. 
Third, every (social) system observes internally (i.e. within the system) its own 
system/environment distinction; there is a re-entry of the system/environment 
distinction into the system. Fourth, every social theory is part of the social domain and 
as such part of what it describes”. “It is this act of distinction and indication that 
creates the specific observation. Every other distinction/indication would have 
produced another observation. Because the observation can only indicate one side of 
the distinction—and not both—every observation remains blind with regard to 
everything but that side. This means that the observation can neither observe its 
outside nor the distinction itself. It thus does not see what it excludes and does not see 
that there are other, equally valid distinctions that could have been chosen” (Seidl and 
Becker, 2006, p. 13). “Social systems are distinction generating and processing 
systems” (Seidl and Becker (2006, p. 12). 
 
“In logic, in mathematics — whatever one wants to call it — in Spencer Brown’s 
calculus, this fact assumes the form of an injunction: ‘Draw a distinction!’ Draw a 
distinction, otherwise nothing will happen at all. If you are not ready to distinguish, 
nothing at all is going to take place” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 43). 




“Social and psychic systems are dynamic systems that never stay identical to 
themselves; they always exist in a movement of becoming” 
(Andersen, 2003, p. 74) 
2.3.2.2.3 Autopoiesis, interpenetration and structural coupling 
 
This section describes the concepts of autopoiesis, interpenetration and structural 
coupling that are key to a Luhmannian systems-theoretic conceptualisation of self-
identity and the dynamics of self-identity work. 
 
The overviews presented in Sections 2.3.2.2.1 and 2.3.2.2.2 provide an early 
indication that project management dynamics may involve those processes of “self-
(re)production of system/environment distinctions” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 12) 
that “offer possibilities for getting the system in motion and keeping it in motion” 
(Luhmann, 2013a, p. 90). 
 
Key to an enabling a conceptualisation of the dynamics of (PM) psychic system 
autopoiesis would be establishing “how a disturbance can be conceptualised internally 
within the system” (Luhmann, 2013a, p. 89) if the existence of a natural system 
equilibrium is rejected. Luhmann advises that “the best way would be to think of the 
system as possessing certain structures and thus also a certain range of possibilities for 
its own operations” (Luhmann, 2013a, p. 89), whereby “only what can show the 
autopoiesis of consciousness and reproduce it within itself can be a structure” 
(Luhmann, 1995, p. 221).  
 
System structures 
Luhmann (2013, p. 97) confirms “that every system develops its own structures. On 
the basis of these primary structures (such as its own preferences, or its own words 
that can be used, or not used, or its own sentences that can be repeated)”, a psychic 
system “can build up its very own structures by letting itself be irritated”, or 
disturbed, “by its structures and thereby become capable of limited reactions, and 
finally of making its own way that is not predetermined by any cultural prescriptions” 
(Luhmann, 2013, p. 97). Luhmann notes that “in consciousness such disturbances are 




handled by reflection or by focussing attention on the location where the disturbance 
occurred” (Luhmann, 2013a, p. 90) in the system. “Social systems, like all autopoietic 
systems, develop structures that guide the production of communications so that 
certain communications are more likely to be produced than others. These structures 
are conceptualized as ‘expectations’ (Luhmann, 1995a) that are implicit in individual 
communications” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 17). Paraphrasing Seidl and 
Mormann (2015, p. 17) for psychic systems: “[psychic] systems, like all autopoietic 
systems, develop structures that guide the production of [thoughts] so that certain 
[thoughts] are more likely to be produced than others”.  
 
Autopoiesis 
“Autopoiesis can be understood as a general form of system-building that uses self-
referential closure and whose specific form depends on the system in which it takes 
place. In psychological systems (i.e. minds) it materializes as thoughts (or 
consciousness), while in social systems it materializes as communication (Luhmann, 
1986b, p. 172)” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 14). “As autopoietic systems reproduce 
their own elements through their own elements, they are operatively closed; that is, 
their operations come from within the system and not from outside” (Seidl and 
Mormann, 2015, p. 13). “The system’s operative closure, however, does not imply a 
closed system model. It only implies a closure on the level of its operations in the 
sense that no operations can enter or leave the system. Nevertheless, autopoietic 
systems are also open systems: all autopoietic systems have contact with their 
environment (interactional openness)” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 15). “Operative 
closure is the precondition for interactional openness (Luhmann 1995a, p. 9). Only 
because there is a clear differentiation between the system’s own operations and 
events in the environment is the system able to react to its environment (von Foerster, 
1981)” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 13). “For the autopoiesis of the social system, 
the simultaneous (but separate) autopoieses of psychic systems are constitutive. 
Without psychic systems, social systems are impossible—and to some extent also vice 
versa. Every communicative event presupposes ‘parallel’ events in the psychic 
systems” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 21). 
 




Luhmann (1995, 2013) proposes two mechanisms, ‘interpenetration’ and ‘structural 
coupling’, as essential to the active continuance of the system.  
 
Interpenetration 
“Interpenetration is an intersystem relation between systems that are environments for 
each other” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 213). “Interpenetration occurs if ‘an autopoietic 
system presupposes the complex achievements of the autopoiesis of another system 
and can treat them as if they were parts of the own system’ (Luhmann, 1995b: 153; 
our translation, our emphasis)” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 21). “In interpenetration, 
the receiving system also reacts to the structural formation of the penetrating system, 
and it does so in a twofold way, internally and externally” Luhmann (1995, p. 213). 
Luhmann (1995, p. 215) clarifies that “the concept of interpenetration does not 
indicate merely an intersection of elements, but a reciprocal contribution to the 
selective constitution of elements that leads to such an intersection.” Luhmann (1995, 
p. 240) clarifies “that problems of causality are secondary to problems of self-
reference; that all information processing “takes off” not from identities (e.g., 
grounds) but from differences; that communication (as constituting and reproducing 
autopoiesis) is distinct from action (as the constituted element of social systems); that 
human beings are the environment of social systems and that the relationship of 
human beings to social system is one of interpenetration”.  
 
“Luhmann writes about the relation between the two systems: We can then say that 
the mind has the privileged position of being able to disturb, stimulate, and irritate 
communication. The mind cannot instruct communication, because communication 
constructs itself. But the mind is a constant source of impulses for the one or the other 
turn of the operative process inherent in communication. (Luhmann, 2002: 176–7)” 
(Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 21). Luhmann (1995, p. 216) notes that “interpenetration 
must be given in reality so that a construction of social systems can emerge with 
sufficient frequency and density”.  
 
“Social systems can count on the fact that, after each communication, the psychic 
systems involved will react to the communication through utterances that the social 




system can use to produce new communications. This indicates that one important 
means of structural coupling between social and psychic systems is language 
(Luhmann 1995a, p. 272), as both social and psychic systems build certain of their 
structures by means of language. Thus, while in his earlier phase Luhmann used the 
concept of (membership) role in order to link individuals and social systems, he now 
uses the concept of interpenetration” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 18).  
 
The Luhmannian perspective emphasises self-referentiality and circularity. 
“Interpenetration – namely, the contribution of complexity to the construction of 
emergent systems – occurs, therefore, in the form of communication, and conversely, 
anytime communication is set in motion, this presupposes a relationship of 
interpenetration. This circularity newly expresses the fact that social systems can 
emerge only as self-referential systems” Luhmann (1995, p. 216).  
 
“Seidl (2005b) suggests that, in the case of organizational interactions such as 
organizational meetings, this relation might be conceptualized as a kind of 
interpenetration (analogous to that between social and psychic systems). In that view, 
organizations can use meetings to produce decision communications, while preserving 
the operative closure of both systems” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 22). 
 
Structural coupling 
The “development of a system depends on structural couplings insofar as it cannot 
produce structures other than environmentally compatible ones, regardless of the fact 
that the environment does not intervene in a deterministic way” (Luhmann, 1995, 
Luhmann, 2013a). “As a result of structural adjustments, autopoietic systems become 
‘structurally coupled’ to their environment, or rather to other systems in their 
environment. Social and psychic systems exhibit a particularly strong form of 
structural coupling” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 18). 
 
“Structural coupling is “orthogonal” to the autopoiesis of the system” (Luhmann 
2013a, 197). The autopoiesis of both the project manager psychic system, as well as 
the various psychic and social communication systems that form its environment, “is 




constantly affected via structural coupling” that is constant changes in the external 
environment. “It is not just a matter of sporadic effects that occur occasionally. 
Rather, the structural couplings make sure that consciousness, or the social system of 
communication … is constantly supplied with irritations” (Luhmann, 2013a, p. 88) 
that is exogenous disturbances to the project process. Luhmann (2013a, p. 88) notes 
that “the environment does not bring about the structural determination of the system. 
Structural couplings do not determine the state of the system. One might say that they 
only supply irritations for the system. Alternatively, Maturana speaks of 
“perturbations” of the system. I prefer the term “irritation” or “stimulus,” or also, if 
seen from the system’s perspective, “resonance capability” [Resonanzfaehigkeit]. The 
resonance of the system is activated through structural coupling.”  “Structural 
coupling is a highly selective form that uses relatively simple patterns” (Luhmann, 
2013a, p. 87). “All this makes the unity of the continuation of the autopoietic 
reproductive nexus compatible with the constant installation and elaboration of 
changing structures, which fill up and perform the autopoietic process, which produce 
breaks and transitions without exposing it to the risk of coming to an end” (Luhmann, 
1995, p. 273). 
2.3.2.2.4 Contingency and complexity 
 
“The problem of the project as being de facto a multifaceted phenomenon, contingent 
on the nature of the task and environmental characteristics, has received only sporadic 
attention in the project management literature” (Packendorff, 1995, p. 324). The 
prioritisation of contingency is appropriate given the observations of scholars who 
note that “project management is no longer merely life-cycle management but 
constantly coping with a plurality of objectives, needs, expectations, rationales, 
uncertainties, complexities, urgencies, chaos, and emerging context” (Ika and 
Bredillet, 2016, p. 97).  
 
““Contingency” is central for Luhmann” (Moeller, 2012, p. 44 ). “Contingent” for 
Luhmann means both “being connected with” and “extremely unlikely” (Moeller, 
2012, p. 45 ). “Contingency, for Luhmann … means that whatever happens is 
connected with many other things. At the same time, however, it is also extremely 




unlikely any given things should happen because of all the contingencies involved” 
(Moeller, 2012, p. 45). The contingent nature of self-descriptions is emphasised by 
Seidl (2003, p. 137) who notes that “self-descriptions are contingent in the sense that 
they could also be different”. “When Luhmann asserts that “contingency is the state 
that is reached if necessity and impossibility are negated” (Luhmann, 1988, p. 183; 
translated from the original), he is referring to the philosophical definition of the term 
(e.g., Rorty, 1989). Here “contingency” means an instance of “it could be otherwise” 
and thus represents potentiality as opposed to actuality. In this respect, Luhmann’s 
notion of the term “contingency” clearly differs from its usage in “contingency 
theory” (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967) or its common usage (i.e., a future event or 
circumstance that is difficult to predict accurately)” (Schoeneborn, 2011, p. 672).  
 
Schoeneborn (2011, p. 673) notes that “organizations constantly operate in a state of 
paradox”. “TSS (Theory of Social Systems) highlights that organizations consist of an 
interrelated, self-referential, and autopoietic network of communicative events, which 
are fundamentally grounded in paradox and are inherently contingent” (Schoeneborn, 
2011, p. 674). “Luhmann (2000) emphasizes that the organization is primarily 
stabilized by self-reference, not by external reference” (Schoeneborn, 2011, p. 680). 
“Drawing a boundary is an essential precondition for self-referentiality as well as for 
the possibility of observation” (Schoeneborn, 2011, p. 680).  
 
Luhmann provides a systems theoretic interpretation of complexity: “Complexity 
means that a plurality of elements, here actions, can be linked only selectively. Thus 
complexity signifies the pressure to select” (Luhmann (1995, p. 214) through “binary 
schematization” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 229). Luhmann (1995, p. 252) acknowledges the 
dynamic nature of the concept when he notes that “relationships of complexity do not 
permit a random order or an order independent of themselves. If the complexity that 
interpenetrating systems provide for one another increases, if the contingency of its 
reduction is discernible, and if the selectivity of all restrictions is strengthened, then 
this also changes the forms of interpenetration that can still prove their worth.”  
 
The next section describes self-identity as system self-description.  




“The entire thought process begins with self-reference” 
(Luhmann, 2006, p. 43) 
2.3.2.3 Self-identity as system self-description  
 
The literature suggests that the concepts of self-identity and self-description may be 
bridged through the concept of meaning. 
 
Self-description 
Luhmann (2006, p. 51) refers to “a psychology of self-awareness; it poses questions 
concerning the production of identity and the consciousness of identity” 
“Consciousness, too, is a closed system. But its peculiarity seems to lie — if we 
choose a very formal mode of description — in the transition from the purely 
operative closure of the electrophysical language of the neurophysiological apparatus 
to the difference between self-reference and external reference. Only this central 
difference constitutes consciousness, of course on the basis of neurophysiological 
correlates” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 53). 
 
“If a system has to decide or, to speak with greater caution, create couplings between 
one communication and another, then it must be able to discern, observe and establish 
what is compatible with it and what is not. A system that intends to control its own 
conditions of connectivity must have at its disposal a type of operation that, for the 
time being, we may call ‘self-observation’” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 49).  
 
If psychic (or consciousness) systems are “self-describing systems … systems that 
couple external and self-reference” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 56), then localising these 
“objects of self-consciousness”, or “identity elements”, may involve “identifying an 
operation that meets the following conditions: it must be one single operation; it must 
always be the same; and it must possess connectivity. It is this operation that either 
ceases or continues as the same operation” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 47).  
 
“Self-reference (reference to that which takes place in the system) and external 
reference (reference to the intended internal or external, past or present states of the 




system) must therefore be distinguished: one is the utterance, the other the 
information” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 50). Paraphrasing this for the psychic system: Self-
reference (reference to the thoughts that take place within the psychic system) and 
external reference (reference to the intended internal or external, past or present states 
of the system) must therefore be distinguished.  
 
Luhmann (2006, p. 51) notes that “psychic systems … work by means of the coupling 
of external and self-reference” and that “there is no difference between self-reference 
and difference” (Luhmann (2006, p. 43). “There is no difference between self-
reference and observation. For he who observes something must distinguish himself 
from that which he observes. This fact is accounted for in the circular mark and 
everything else — even mathematical infinity, the direction of a process, or anything 
else—is represented as an unfolding of self-reference” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 43).  
 
Paraphrasing Seidl (2003, p. 134), “self-description must be understood as the product 
of [psychic system] operations”. “The self-description cannot just be imported from 
outside. It has rather to be understood as extracted or “condensed” from the [psychic 
system’s] self-observations”.  
 
“One could say that every single operation of the system reproduces the ‘boundary’ 
between the system and its environment. As long as any thoughts (no matter what 
they are about) are produced, the ‘boundary’ between system and environment is 
reproduced. However, as soon as the thought processes stop, the ‘boundary’ between 
system and environment disappears; which is equivalent to saying that the system 
disappears” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 18). 
 
“The psychic system is clearly operatively closed: no thought can enter the psychic 
system from outside—for example, the thought in the mind of one person cannot enter 
into the mind of another person—nor can any thought produced by the psychic system 
get out of the system and enter into the environment. Of course, the internal thought 
processes are influenced by perturbations (synonymously: irritations) from the 
environment, but what thoughts are ‘triggered’ from outside depends on the specific 




thoughts already present in the psychic system” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 17). 
 
Luhmann, (2006, p. 53) confirms that “the difference between the brain and 
consciousness or between the central nervous system and the phenomenally present 
consciousness lies in the fact that consciousness introduces the difference between 
external and self-reference. In consciousness, we imagine that all we perceive is 
somewhere outside, whereas the purely neurophysiological operations do not provide 
any such clues. They are entirely closed off and internal. Insofar as it is coupled with 
self-reference, consciousness is also internal, and it knows that it is”.  
 
Bridging self-identity and self-description: Meaning 
Alvesson and Willmott (2002, p. 636) emphasise the importance of semantics to 
discursive identity work when they note that “as meaning is contingent upon identity, 
managing meaning is integral to managing identity” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 
636). “Project people find meaning and terms of existence through their referential 
associations. There is a recursive relationship between all elements of the project” 
(van der Hoorn and Whitty, 2015, p. 723).  
 
From a systems-theoretic perspective, Andersen (2003, p. 74) notes that “meaning is 
constituted by psychic as well as social systems, and is a collective medium for the 
two systems. Psychic systems operate in terms of meaning in the shape of a closed 
connection of consciousness. Social systems operate in terms of meaning in the shape 
of a closed connection of communication”. “Meaning can never be fixed or 
maintained; it is fundamentally unstable. This is in part due to the fact that meaning is 
always shaped by a thought or by communication, which disappears the very moment 
it occurs. Meaning is always reproduced (or changed) recursively, like decisions 
within an organisation” (Andersen, 2003, p. 74).  
 
Luhmann notes that “meaning enables psychic and social system formations to 
interpenetrate, while protecting their autopoiesis; meaning simultaneously enables 
consciousness to understand itself and continue to affect itself in communication, and 
enables communication to be referred back to the consciousnesses of the participants” 




(Luhmann, 1995, p. 218).  
 
Luhmannian ‘thought’ operations as Alvesson and Willmott ‘objects of self-
consciousness 
Spoelstra (2005, p. 117) notes that “it is impossible to think without objects or live 
without objectives. It is therefore unavoidable that, in acting, one selects objects for 
displacement” and Section 2.3.1 concluded that one of the key considerations in 
translating the self-identity problematic to the systems domain was the necessity to 
develop a systems-theoretic conceptualisation of  “objects of self-consciousness”, 
(Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625) or “identity elements” (Alvesson and Willmott, 
2002, p. 624). 
 
Luhmann’s insights indicate that the systems theoretic counterparts for Alvesson and 
Willmott’s ‘identity elements’ may be found in the ‘system elements’ responsible for 
system self-description through the coupling of self- and external reference. Luhmann 
(1995, p. 215) notes that “interpenetrating systems converge in individual elements – 
that is, they use the same ones – but they give each of them a different selectivity and 
connectivity, different pasts and futures” and confirms that: “psychic systems 
operating with consciousness must construct themselves out of self-constituted 
elements. However one wants to define the elemental units of consciousness 
(thoughts), only the arrangement of these elements can produce new elements. 
Thoughts are necessary to arrive at new thoughts” Luhmann (1995, p. 262).  
 
Luhmannian concepts relevant to psychic system self-description 
The Luhmannian concepts of goals, intentionality, expectation and episode are of 
particular relevance to self-description and psychic system autopoiesis.  
 
Goals: Another concept relating the inherent intentionality of the PM process to 
systems theory is that of goal. “Goals can be posited only in consciousness, and they 
presuppose its autopoiesis. Goals establish an end for specific sequences, but this is 
possible only if that end is not also the end of the self-continuation of consciousness. 
This becomes more apparent the more a goal’s attainment requires a contingent, 




arbitrary combination of possibilities. Therefore consciousness cannot intend its own 
autopoiesis, since this would mean ending it. We call this circular closure, which 
contains everything determinate that helps carry out the autopoiesis, individuality, 
because it is indivisible, like all autopoiesis” (Luhmann (1995, p. 264).  
 
Intentionality. “Every intention allows for the possibility of further exploration of the 
phenomena or of considering the following questions: ‘Why am I currently thinking 
about this? Why am I preoccupied with this? What is my consciousness actually 
doing? … The transcendental structure is not necessarily secured by a prioris but by 
this coupling of the reflexivity of consciousness with ‘having’ phenomena 
(Phänomenehaben)” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 51). 
 
Expectation. Luhmann identifies expectation as a key contributory factor to PM  
psychic system autopoiesis  when he notes that: “Generally, an individual psychic 
system exposes itself to the contingency of its environment in the form of expectation. 
This is also used in forming social structures.Vis-à-vis the environment, expectation 
is put forward as consciousness; vis-à-vis the social structure, as communication. In 
consequence, the concept of expectation must be interpreted broadly to encompass 
both a psychical and a social use, as well as their interdependence” (Luhmann, 1995, 
p. 267). 
 
Luhmann (1995, p. 268) notes that “for psychic systems, we understand expectation to 
signify a form of orientation by which the system scans the contingency of its 
environment in relation to itself and which it then assumes as its own uncertainty 
within the process of autopoietic reproduction. Expectations establish terminable 
episodes in the course of consciousness. They are possible only if it is certain that 
autopoietic reproduction will continue. Co-operating in the emergence of new 
elements, they are part of the autopoietic process, yet arranged within it so that a leap 
to entirely different guiding structures always remains possible. An expectation 
reconnoiters unknown terrain using a difference it can experience within itself: it can 
be fulfilled or disappointed, and this does not depend on itself alone.”  
 




Luhmann (1995, p. 268) notes that “the indeterminable environment, which does not 
enter at all into the closed operation of pure autopoiesis, is brought into the form of 
expectations so that it can express itself in a way that the system can understand and 
use operatively, in that the system projects an expectation and then records whether 
what was expected actually occurred or not … it is only necessary for the expectation 
to be used autopoietically, namely, for it adequately to prestructure access to the 
connection between thoughts. It then offers subsequent experience as the fulfillment 
or disappointment of the expectation, thereby prestructuring a further repertoire of 
further behavioural possibilities.”  
 
Episodes. Relevant to PMD is “Luhmann’s concept of episodes (Luhmann, 1990, 
1995a), defined as a series of operations marked by a beginning and a pre-defined 
ending” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 41). “Expectations organise episodes of 
autopoietic existence”  (Luhmann, 1995, p. 270). Luhmann (1995, p. 273) asks “but 
what does it mean to say that liguistically formed thoughts play a part in the 
autopoiesis of consciousness, help to produce it but cannot replace it? Through this, 
the psychic system acquires what one could call the capacity to form episodes. It can 
differentiate and discontinue operations. It can leap from one context of linguistic 
thought to the next without bringing the self-reproduction of consciousness to an end, 
without preventing the possibility of further thoughts becoming conscious. It can 
equip the difference between before and after in the succession of thoughts with an 
immense and constantly changing capacity for exclusive operations.”  
2.3.2.4 The PM and system self-description 
    
The relation between PM and Luhmannian systems theory is evidenced in the 
literature. 
  
“Projects can be considered as “socio-technical systems” consisting of people, 
processes, and structures, which interact with other systems and actors in their 
environments” (Kiridena and Sense, 2016, p. 59). “In situations with a high degree of 
internal and external turbulence and complexity, projects should be considered as 
social communicating systems” (Johannessen and Olsen, 2011, p. 36). “Another 




stream of research draws on Luhmann’s theory in order to study the organization of 
open-source software development projects. The respective studies view such projects 
as autopoietic communication processes that must fulfil specific structural 
requirements to avoid breaking down (Morner, 2003; Morner & von Krogh, 2009)” 
(Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 38).  
 
Projects as social communication systems represent sources of environmental stimuli 
that perturb PM psychic system and produce the thoughts that reproduce the 
system/environment distinction.  
 
“In the case of the psychic system, it can be clearly seen how the system itself 
(re)produces its distinction to the environment. The distinction in question here is that 
between a network of thoughts (psychic system) and everything else (environment). 
Every single thought produced by the network of thoughts reproduces the 
system/environment distinction due to being a thought and not something else. And 
every single thought connecting to other thoughts distinguishes between the other 
thoughts (system) and everything else (environment). One could also say that every 
thought is constituted as the distinction ‘thought/everything else’ and, as such, it 
reproduces the system’s distinction ‘network of thoughts/everything else’” (Seidl and 
Becker, 2006, p. 18). 
 




“Autopoiesis is a circular structure – a circular self-production” 
(Luhmann, 2006, p. 46) 
2.3.2.5 Dynamics of PM psychic system autopoiesis 
 
A key finding from the literature review has been the discovery of an isomorphism 
between “objects of self-consciousness”, (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625) or 
“identity elements” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 624), and “elemental units of 
consciousness (thoughts)” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 262) as isomorphic concepts. Seidl and 
Mormann (2015, p. 30) reference these elements when they note that “autopoietic 
systems are extremely dynamic as they consist of elements that constantly need to be 
replaced by new elements”.  
 
The dynamics of PM self-identity work (described in Section 2.3.1.3), “the 
reproduction and transformation of self-identity” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 
627), can now be reformulated as the dynamics of PM psychic system autopoiesis and 
involves addressing “the question of psychic systems’ self-referential autopoiesis and 
with it the question of how psychic systems can establish their self-reproduction, the 
“stream” of their “conscious life,” from one moment to the next so that its closure is 
compatible with an environment of social systems” Luhmann (1995, p. 257). “The 
autopoiesis of consciousness is the factual basis of the individuality of psychic 
systems” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 265). “Consciousness, with all its retentions and 
protensions, always operates in the present and can have no duration. It must 
constantly maintain and replace itself” (Luhmann (1995, p. 263). “Individuality 
cannot be anything other than the circular closure of this self-referential reproduction” 
(Luhmann, 1995, p. 264).  
 
Cicmil et al. (2016, p. 61) note that "projectification is a circular process of 
reinforcement of the project discourse” unfolding in “a context of perpetual 
movement and transformation” (Bredillet et al., 2015a, p. 258). “Dynamic interplay 
promotes a balanced and circular nature in project existence akin to metabolic 
changes in living organisms, ensuring organisational equilibrium is maintained whilst 
incremental adaptations to contextual change are possible” (Small and Walker, 2011, 






Included in the environment of the PM psychic system are the interaction 
communication systems and organisation communication systems that act as sources 
of interpenetration and structural coupling for that psychic system. References to 
interaction systems can be found in the PM literature, for instance: “Project 
performance is a consequence of the unstable and emergent interactions between the 
production sub-system and the management sub-system. More than describing the 
static conditions of predictability and control, project management scholars and 
professionals need to know more about the evolution of this interaction over time. 
Studying the dynamic of the emergent interaction between the production sub-system 
and the management sub-system is central to understanding how process performance 
and success are created, as it cannot be controlled in conditions of unforeseeable 
uncertainty” (Daniel and Daniel, 2018, p. 194).  
 
Lindgren and Packendorff (2003, p. 3) describe the generative role of interaction 
communication systems: “Project work is socially constructed in interaction, an 
interaction in which individual aspirations, organisational structures and societal 
institutions are interwoven in a most complex manner”. By selectively drawing these 
system-environment boundaries, the nature of individual and collective identities can 
be redescribed thereby unravelling “the identity paradox: the tensions that exist 
between individual and collective identity” (DeFillippi and Sydow, 2016, p. 13) with 
a view to deriving the conditions necessary for “the formation of a collaborative 
project identity” (Hietajärvi and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 1).   
 
Luhmann (2006, p. 47) notes that “the concept of autopoiesis itself explains next to 
nothing, except this beginning with self-reference: an operation that possesses 
connectivity … The effect of the operation contributes to the creation of a system”. 
“Interpenetration constitutes connections” Luhmann (1995, p. 216) and “presupposes 
the capacity for connecting different kinds of autopoiesis – here organic life, 
consciousness, and communication” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 219).  
 




“A system has to be capable of controlling its own conditions of connectivity” 
(Luhmann, 2006, p. 49). “It is actually a type of operation that produces the system, 
provided that there is time. A mere one-time event does not suffice. If an operation of 
a certain type has started and is, as I like to say, capable of connectivity — that is, if 
further operations of the same type ensue from it — a system develops. For whenever 
an operation is connected to another, this happens selectively. Nothing else happens; 
the unmarked space or the environment remains outside. The system creates itself as a 
chain of operations. The difference between system and environment arises merely 
because an operation produces a subsequent operation of the same type” (Luhmann, 
2006, p. 46).  
 
Thomas and Mengel (2008, p. 309) confirm that ensuring continued connectivity 
necessitates a sustained “high degree of self-reference”.  
 
Luhmann (1995, p. 219) “distinguishes self-reproduction as the mere continuation of 
life, consciousness, or communication from the structures by which this occurs. 
Autopoiesis is the source of a complexity that the system cannot determine. The 
structures facilitate determinative reductions and thus enable the reproduction of the 
indeterminacy that always appears in what is determinate as a horizon of possibility. 
Only both together make interpenetration possible. The relationship of 
interpenetration selects the structures that enable the reproduction of the 
interpenetrating systems. On both sides one needs the difference between and 
interlocking of autopoiesis and structure (the one continuously re-producing, the other 
discontinuously changing) for relationships of interpenetration between 
organic/psychic and social systems to come about”. 
 
The literature identified Luhmannian systems theory as an appropriate paradigm with 
which to translate and reinterpret PM self-identity and the dynamics of PM self-
identity work. “By separating the social from the psychic, Luhmann, in his own way 
of theorizing, emphasizes in accordance with postmodern theories (Koch, 2005) and 
theories of social practices (Becker, 2005) that it is not adequate to consider the 
subject as the independent origin of social phenomena. Instead, any analysis of the 




social has to take into account its collective, inter-subjective ‘nature’ beyond anything 
that subjects, agents or actors could determine” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 21). 
 
Section 2.3.1.3 identified a number of considerations to be addressed when 
conducting such a translation. The translation was undertaken in the preceding four 
sub-sections. The considerations and associated findings are summarised as follows:  
 
1. How does systems theory translate to the PM context?  
 
Finding: Systems theory does translate to the PM context. The literature 
supports the utility of Luhmannian systems theory as a sociological paradigm 
capable of revealing productive insights when applied to the conceptualisation 
of project phenomena.  
 
2. Assuming PMD as a phenomenon that pertains to PM consciousness, how can 
“objects of self-consciousness” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625), or 
“identity elements” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 624), be conceptualised 
from a systems theoretic perspective?  
 
Finding: The “objects of consciousness”, or “identity elements”, may be 
conceptualised as psychic system thought operations that operate on the basis 
of the difference between self- and external reference.  
 
3. Can systems theory be used to deconstruct the process dynamics of PM self-
identity work?  
 
Finding: The dynamics of PM self-identity work may be conceptualised as the 
dynamics of PM psychic system autopoiesis. Further synthesis is required. 
 
4. Can systems theory be used to determine a measure of relational dynamics?  
 
Finding: Systems theory suggests that any account of the dynamics that unfold 
in a particular relational situation will be specific to, and dependent upon, the 




nature and vantage point of the particular second order-observer that observes 
that situation. Further synthesis is required. 
 
Deploying the Luhmannian paradigm to reconceptualise the dynamics of PM self-
identity work as those of PM psychic system autopoiesis did produce novel 
‘productively paradoxical’ insights, for example, Luhmann’s positing of operative 
closure as a precondition for interactional openness. “There is no doubt that 
conceptualizing the interrelation between different types of systems in terms of a 
relation between operatively closed systems is relatively complicated. Nevertheless, it 
allows researchers to examine the logics and dynamics of those systems in their own 
right, which in turn makes it necessary to spell out how and in what way the different 
systems can contribute to each other (Luhmann, 1995a)” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, 
p. 22). Reconceptualising the phenomenon through the Luhmannian paradigm did 
result in the identification of a number of concepts that generated powerful insights. 
“Systems theory does not intend to explain why some managers are successful and 
others are not but it renders the genuinely social dynamics of organizations more 
visible (Becker, 2003, pp. 223-230)”. (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 36). 
 
However, in the context of developing a theoretical backdrop for the conceptual 
framework, a number of these concepts and themes (e.g. structure; objects of 
consciousness or identity elements; goals, intentionality, expectation, episodes; 
interpenetration; structural coupling; autopoeisis; contingency; accounting for the 
relational case) remained at an unsatisfactorily high level of abstraction.  
 
“Systems theory might provide the means to explain some phenomena, but does not 
seem to have – in principle – the resources to allow theorists to intervene in their 
target domain” (Procyshyn, 2017, p. 111). Seidl and Mormann (2015, p. 35) note that 
“Luhmann was criticized for not describing the specific processes through which a 
system’s elements are produced, and thus of not specifying the causal mechanisms 
involved in the process of production”. Luhmann (2006, p. 47) clarifies that “the 
concept of autopoiesis itself explains next to nothing, except this beginning with self-
reference: an operation that possesses connectivity”. Luhmann (1995, p. 252) notes 




that “the relationships summarised under the conceptual heading “interpenetration” 
have a complex structure, which cannot be captured in simple formulations, unless 
these are very abstract”.  
 
Further synthesis of these residual themes would be required to finalise the theoretical 
backdrop. The considerations for further synthesis, in relation to these themes, are 
summarised as follows: 
 
1. How can PM psychic system structures be delineated? 
 
2. Can “identity elements” of PM psychic systems be localised? 
 
3. How can PM psychic system autopoiesis be operationalised? 
 
4. Can a measure of relational dynamics be determined? 
 
Given that “practices … always need to be drawn to the fore, made visible and turned 
into an epistemic object in order to enter discourse” (Nicolini, 2009, p. 1392), the 
study progressed to explore whether the metaphysics of Alain Badiou and, in 
particular, aspects of his dialectical materialism, or “objective phenomenology” 
(Hallward, 2008, p. 104), could be integrated to facilitate the reconceptualization and 
further deconstruction of self-identity and related constructs.  
  




“To advance the field, we must now do the work of making connections”  
(Earley, 2014, p. 91) 
2.3.3 PM appearing in a world 
 
This section responds to the call made in section 2.3.2 to integrate aspects of 
Badiouan dialectical materialism to facilitate the reconceptualization and further 
deconstruction of a number of self-identity-related constructs with a view to finalising 
the theoretical backdrop. This section is comprised of five sub-sections. The first 
describes why Badiou metaphysics was selected as the preferred theoretical paradigm 
to advance inquiry. The second provides an overview of the Badiouan model. The 
third conceptualises self-identity, or self-description, as appearing in a world. The 
fourth localises this conceptualisation of appearing to the PM context. The final sub-
section reformulates the dynamics of PM self-identity work, or PM psychic system 
autopoiesis, as those of PM intensive variation.    
2.3.3.1 Why Badiou? 
 
Considerations pertaining to the integration of the Badiouan model are listed below: 
 
1. How can PM psychic system structures be delineated? 
Addressed in section 2.3.3.2. 
 
2. Can “identity elements” of PM psychic systems be localised? 
Addressed in sections 2.3.3.3 and 2.3.3.4. 
 
3. How can PM psychic system autopoiesis be operationalised? 
Addressed in section 2.3.3.5. 
 
4. Can a measure of relational dynamics be determined? 
Addressed in sections 2.3.3.5. 
 




“Mathematics is ontology – the science of being qua being” 
(Badiou, 2005, p. 14) 
 
2.3.3.2 The Badiouan model 
 
This section is comprised of six sub-sections. The first sketches an overview of 
Badiouan philosophy and the major turns taken in Badiou’s theory development. The 
second provides an overview of Badiouan dialectical materialism. The third describes 
multiple Being as ontologically part of a situation (or world). The fourth describes 
Badiou’s logical form of being-there. The fifth describes topological being-there. The 
final sub-section introduces Badiou’s notion of regular change as modification, or 
intensive variation. 
 
2.3.3.2.1 Badiouan Philosophy 
 
“Authentic philosophy begins, not in structural facts (cultural, linguistic, 
constitutional, etc), but uniquely in what takes place and what remains in the form of a 
strictly incalculable emergence” (Badiou, 2005, p. xv). Badiou contends that “the 
simple representation of philosophy is something like this: 
 
0 → 1 
 
This is the schema, the schema of philosophy. The problem, the great problem, is: 
what exactly is 0, and what exactly is 1? 0 is the emblem of the nihilist experience of 
nothingness and negativity, and it’s the true beginning, and 1 is the emblem of the 
first affirmation. But we can also – by an ontological projection – say that the 
movement in philosophy is this:  
ø → ω 
 
Maybe, philosophy is this movement: the movement from the anti-set omega, to the 
infinite, the first infinite” (Badiou, 2015, p. 116).  
  




“The dialectical nature of philosophy defines philosophy as not merely pure theory 
but as a movement, a real movement, a movement that creates, that establishes, new 
possibilities in thinking” (Badiou, 2015, p. 117). “We have - in the dialectical 
conception of philosophy – the question of the different moments of the construction 
of a new affirmation. Between the beginning and the goal we have a sequence of 
different steps, different moments of this movement” (Badiou, 2015, p. 117). 
Badiou’s paradigm represents the most promising variant of “dialectic or evolutionary 
engines  … [that scholars have recognised as being essential to] a valid description 
of project processes” (Floricel and Piperca, 2016, p. 132). 
 
“Philosophy exists only in systematic form” (Badiou, 2015, p. 118). 
 
“Mathematics plays the central role in the determination of Badiou’s ontology” 
(Duffy, 2013, p. 139) given that philosophy is “a place of thought” (Badiou, 2014) 
and “mathematics is a thought” (Badiou, as cited in Plotnitsky, 2012, p. 352). “The 
mathematical grounding of Alain Badiou’s philosophy is arguably the most distinctive 
aspect of his work” (Plotnitsky, 2012, p. 351). “Badiou maintains that, insofar as 
thought formulates a problem, it is only in mathematics that it can or will definitively 
be solved, however long it takes” (Duffy, 2013, p. 139).  
 
Badiou notes that “I have written two big books of philosophy: the first is Being and 
Event, and the second is Logics of Worlds. You can see by their titles that one is on 
the side of being and the second on the side of appearance, or existence” (Badiou, 
2015, p. 145). 
 
Being and Event 
 
“One of the strengths of Badiou’s philosophy is that it does propose a solution to the 
question of fundamental ontology, the question of being qua being, and this is perhaps 
its most persuasive feature” (Duffy, 2013). 
 
“Being and Event is clearly the question of what is a truth from the position of being 
… Because truth comes at the end of the process of being-event-fidelity-subject-truth, 




and so, to understand what is the being of truth you must go from a conception of 
being to a conception of truth with the same question, that is, with the question of 
being itself” (Badiou, 2015). “Philosophy is the integral movement in the construction 
of a truth” (Badiou, 2015) 
 
“What is distinct about mathematics as a science is its abstract axiomatic foundation. 
And [Badiou] argues that it is this foundation that provides the infrastructure for the 
characterization of being qua being. According to Badiou, “mathematics teaches us 
about what must be said concerning what is; and not about what it is permissible to 
say concerning what we think there is” (Badiou 2006, 25). Badiou considers Cantor’s 
invention of set theory to be the archetypal event that allows mathematics to 
henceforth and retrospectively be understood as the science of being qua being. The 
much debated proposition from Being and Event (2005), that “mathematics is 
ontology” (Badiou 2005, 4), is a philosophical idea that is conditioned by this event. 
The general ontology that Badiou develops in Being and Event  draws upon a number 
of subsequent developments in mathematics that show felicity to this event, namely 
the Zermelo-Fraenkel axiomatization of set theory and the open series of extensions 
of these axioms, including in particular those by Kurt Gӧdel, who introduced the 
notion of constructible sets, and Paul Cohen, who developed the method of forcing 
and generic sets” (Duffy, 2013).   
 
“Badiou maintains that axiomatic set theory is the science of being as pure 
multiplicity, or of the “presentation of presentation” (Badiou 2005, 27), i.e. of the 
presentation of what is presented in a situation. What this means is that Badiou figures 
mathematics itself as that which guarantees the access of the natural sciences to 
presented reality” (Duffy, 2013).   
 
“If one admits, with a grain of salt, Quine’s famous formula, ‘to be is to be the value 
of a variable’, one can conclude that the ZF system postulates that there is only one 
type of presentation of being: the multiple … That there is only one type of variable 
means: all is multiple, everything is a set” (Badiou, 2005, p. 47).  
 




“There is only the flat surface of multiplicities” (Badiou, 2002). 
 
Mathematics of the transcendental 
 
“Badiou’s position maintains the separation and equal intelligibility of being and 
appearing, or mathematics and logic” Olson (2013, p. 144). “Badiouian analysis urges 
us to focus on ‘differences that matter’” (Earley, 2014, p. 90). 
 
Mathematics of the Transcendental bridges Being and Event (Volume I), with its 
explication of ontology as mathematics, and Logics of Worlds (Being and Event 
Volume II) the work that articulates the logical formalisms underpinning Badiou’s 
turn towards his “objective phenomenology” (Hallward, 2008, p. 104). Mathematics 
of the Transcendental describes Badiou’s (2014) conceptualization and deployment of 
category theory as well as his onto-topo-logical transcendental regulation of 
appearing.  
 
Following Being and Event (Volume I) that dealt with ontological Being, Badiou 
embarked on a Volume II focused on logical appearing. Olson (2013, p. 144) notes 
that Badiou, “as a materialist metaphysics”, is concerned with showing “how 
appearing is distinct from being and organized by its own intelligibility, while at the 
same time remaining bound to the being of the beings that appear. The materialism in 
question, then, does not focus on what beings are. Badiou’s materialist metaphysics 
concerns itself rather with the relation between being and appearing”.  
 
Logics of Worlds 
 
Logics of Worlds (2013) “is a book from the point of view of existence. And so, the 
question was not the being of truth, but how a truth appears in a world: Logics of 
Worlds assumes the problem of the concrete appearance of a truth in a world” 
(Badiou, 2015, p. 150). “Whereas ontology deals with being in the set-theoretical 
sense of pure or inconsistent multiplicity, the phenomenology of Logics of Worlds 
focuses on the localization of being as ‘being-there’, appearance in a determinate and 
ordered situation. It is this situation, structured as a network of identities and 
differences, that Badiou terms the world. In more technical terms, the world is defined 




as a set that contains a transcendental and the transcendental indexing of all its 
elements (Badiou, 2009a, p. 598). “A world is a local site of the identification of 
beings” (Badiou, 2013, p. 113). “We call ‘situation’ of being’ for a singular being, the 
world in which it inscribes a local procedure of access to its identity on the basis of 
other beings” (Badiou, 2013, p. 114). 
 
2.3.3.2.2 The Badiouan dialectic 
 
In contemplating its deconstruction of the project management process, the study 
recognized  that “the teleological engine and the linear unfolding patterns – implicit in 
the dominant plan-then-execute paradigm for project management – are not a valid 
description of project processes, and should be replaced, perhaps, by dialectic or 
evolutionary engines and by continuous becoming processes, as well as by practices 
that constantly reassess the context and participants’ goals and attempt to continually 
rebuild the nexus of commitments to the project”  (Floricel and Piperca, 2016, p. 132).  
 
Floricel and Piperca’s (2016, p. 132) call for the integration of “dialectic or 
evolutionary engines” suggests that there is creative space for what Spoelstra (2006, 
p. 3) might term a “philosophy of (temporary) organization” given Sokoloski’s (1998, 
p. 516) observation that “philosophy's work … its positive success consists in 
achieving a distinction that clarifies a situation or a controversy, a distinction that 
brings out the nature of a thing”. Badiou’s dialectic materialism achieves its positive 
success by differentiating “between … presentation and representation” (Olson, 2013, 
p. 143) and productively exploiting “a dialectical interaction/oscillation between these 
two dimensions” (Johnston, 2008, p. 363).  
 
In Section 2.3.2.2.2, it was noted that “a system is a form with two sides” (Luhmann, 
2006, p. 46) and that “every observation draws a distinction in the world” (Seidl and 
Becker, 2006, p. 13), this study contends that Badiou’s system has a form that may be 
‘marked’ by Spencer Brownian notation as shown in Figure 13. 
 
























Figure 13: The Badiouan dialectic  
 
On the ontological side of the dialectic, Being refers to noumena “(i.e., being qua 
being an sich)” (Johnston, 2008, p. 351)  - “being per se as ‘pure multiplicity’, which 
as such is ‘absolutely immobile’ and ‘inflexibly immutable’” (Hallward, 2008, p. 114) 
and thinkable as “set-theoretical multiplicity” (Olson, 2013, p. 146). “Thanks to the 
equation of ontology and set theory, pure being-qua-being is essentially a matter of 
quantity and univocal determination: something either is or is not, with no 
intermediary degree” (Hallward, 2008, p. 109). 
 
On the logical side of the distinction, being-there refers to phenomena “(i.e., being-
there as transcendentally ordered appearances)” (Johnston, 2008, p. 351). “Although it 
is an intrinsic determination of being that it be there, or that it appear (locally), 
nevertheless it is not exactly pure being-qua-being as such that appears: what appears 
of pure being is a particular quality of being, namely existence” (Hallward, 2008, p. 
109).  
 
The form of the Badiouan system may be updated as shown in Figure 14. 
 


























Figure 14: The Badiouan dialectic 
 
“The problem of materialism is to articulate a dialectic of being and appearing that 
renders these onto-logical domains intelligible and maintains their relative autonomy” 
(Olson, 2013, p. 144). 
 
The Badiouan Transcendental 
Small and Walker (2011, p. 398) note that “it is the multiplicity and changing nature 
of heterogeneous elements in social systems, which contribute to the chaos aris[ing] 
from complexity, with even the prediction of patterned responses being made difficult 
due to unique combinations, shifts in power relationships and changes in identity”.  
 
In answering the question “why, and how, are there worlds, rather than chaos?” 
(Badiou, 2013, p. 101), Badiou notes that “being always and simultaneously is and is-
somewhere” (Hallward, 2008, p. 104) in “worlds (i.e., transcendentally organized 
regions in which being manifests itself in specific forms of being there) … [and that] 
there are indefinite numbers of worlds both possible and actual” (Johnston, 2008, p. 
349).  
 
This study is concerned with a particular type of world – the project world. 
 
Olson (2013, p. 146) notes that “every situation of being – every ‘world’ – far from 
being reduced to the pure multiple (which is nonetheless its being as such) contains a 
transcendental organization”. “The movement from absolute ontological difference to 
relative difference in appearing indicates the existence of a being (more precisely, a 




class of beings) capable of registering degrees of identity within specific worlds.  
Badiou names this being, which has the structure of a partially ordered set, the 
transcendental of a world” (Olson, 2013, p. 146).  “What Badiou calls the 
‘transcendental’ of a given world is entirely immanent to the objective configuration 
of that world. Badiou assumes that every world is equipped with such a transcendental 
regime [and] that its operation serves to differentiate and rank the infinitely many 
degrees of appearing that are compatible with the logical configuration of that world. 
What a transcendental does, essentially, is to order the various elements of its world in 
terms of their existential intensity” (Hallward, 2008, p. 111).  
 
The fundamental enabler to an examination of the PM process then becomes the 
delineation of the transcendental, or transcendentals, of a project world. 
 
Badiou contends that “a transcendental is based on what, in category theory, figures as 
the central object (or ‘classifier of sub-objects’) of a topos. This defines the 
transcendental of a world as a set of degrees or ‘identity functions’ that is at least 
partially ordered (so that its elements can be related in terms of v or u) and contains a 
minimum and a maximum degree” (Hallward, 2008, p. 111).  
 
Badiou (2013, p. 166) notes that if we “let m be a world. In this world, there always 
exists a being T ϵ m which is called the transcendental of the world. The elements of 
T are often called degrees, because they measure the degree of identity between two 
beings which appear in the world in question” and T possesses the following five 
prerequisites for a transcendental structure: 
 
“Order. T is a set endowed with an order-structure that is a relation ≤, which obeys 
the following axioms: 
 
a. x  ≤  x     reflexivity  
b. [(x  ≤  y) and (y  ≤  z)] -> (x  ≤  z)  transitivity 
c. [(x  ≤  y) and (y  ≤  x)] -> (x = y)  antisymmetry 
 




We read x ≤ y as ‘the degree x is lesser than or equal to the degree y’. Or: ‘the degree 
y is greater than or equal to the degree x’. 
 
Hallward contends that Badiou’s ‘fundamental’ proposal “is that the simple 
mathematical relation of asymmetrical order (i.e. the relation that ranks any given 
quantity as greater-than or lesser-than other quantities) suffices, ultimately, to 
organize the otherwise infinitely ramified complexity of a world” (Hallward, 2008, p. 
111).  
 
Minimum. There exists in T a minimal degree µ, which is lesser than or equal to every 
element of T: 
    (∀	x)	(µ ≤ x) 
 
The degree µ is often called the zero degree or nil degree (of the world in question). 
 
“In any given world, he [Badiou] posits that it must be possible: to specify its minimal 
degree of appearing, its zero-degree (i.e. a degree that has nothing in common with 
any other)” (Hallward, 2008 p. 110).  
 
Conjunction. Given two degrees of T, p and q, there exists the degree p ∩ q, which is 
the greatest degree to be simultaneously lesser than or equal to both p and q. We call p 
∩ q the conjunction of p and q.   
 
“In any given world, he [Badiou] posits that it must be possible: to conjoin or 
compare the degrees of appearing that apply to two or more elements of that world” 
(Hallward, 2008 p. 110).  
 
Badiou uses the concept of ‘conjunction’ “to express what two beings have in 
common, to the extent that they co-appear in a world. More precisely, it is a question 
of that which appears as being common to two apparents. The transcendental 
translation of the ‘common’ of two apparents, and therefore the operator of 
conjunction, passes through the comparison of their intensities of appearance on the 




basis of the order structure of the transcendental. Given the measure of the intensities 
of appearance (that is of the differentials of appearance) of two beings which are in 
this world, we ascertain the intensity of appearance of that which is maximally 
common to them in the world in question” (Badiou, 2013, p. 160).  
 
Envelope. Let B be any set of degrees of T. Therefore, B ⊆ T. There always exists in T 
a degree, written ∑B, which is the smallest of all the degrees that are greater than or 
equal to all the elements of B. We call the degree ∑B the envelope of B. We also say 
that B is a territory for ∑B. If B only comprises two degrees, say p and q, the envelope 
of B is called the union of p and q, and it is written p ∪	q.	 
 
“In any given world, he [Badiou] posits that it must be possible to envelop the 
degrees of appearing of two or more beings” (Hallward, 2008 p. 110).  
 
Distributivity. Let B be a part of T (B ⊆ T) and d a degree. The conjunction of d and 
the envelope of B is equal to the envelope of the conjunctions of d and of each of the 
elements of B. That is: 
 
   d ∩ ∑B = ∑{d ∩ x / x ϵ B} 
 
With these properties of the order T, we can see to the requirements of a 
comprehensive formalization of appearing … this structure of the transcendental 
makes possible a complete formal phenomenology – that is a complete logic of being-
there” (Badiou, 2013, p. 167). 
 
2.3.3.2.3 Being as ontologically part of a situation 
 
Badiou (2005, p. 513) describes “a situation [as] purely and simply a space of 
structured multiple presentation”, or that “situations are nothing more, in their being, 
than pure indifferent multiplicities” (Badiou, 2005, p. xv) before reminding us that 
“there is only the flat surface of indifferent multiplicity” (Badiou, 2014, p. 165) and 
“the thought of this surface bears the name of mathematics” (Badiou, 2002, p. 67). 




“To be is to belong to a situation” (Badiou, 2002, p. 67), alternatively, “something is 
if it belongs to a situation” (Hallward, 2008 p. 109). 
 
“Badiou argues that the ontological presentation of the multiple, which is an effect of 
the unifying operation of the count-as-one on the inconsistent multiplicity of being as 
such (l’être en tant qu’être), is always accompanied by a metastructural 
representation that renders the ontological multiplicity of a situation into a 
phenomenally consistent historical state of the situation” (Olson, 2013, p. 143).  
 
In terms of examining the PM process, from an ontological perspective, the PM 
belongs to the project situation.   
 
 




“Being has precisely no other immanence to the situation, and consequently to its 
own identity, than its degree of existence” (Badiou, 2002, p. 72) 
 
2.3.3.2.4 The logical form of being-there 
 
Having presented an overview of the Badiouan dialectic, ontological Being and 
introduced the Badiouan concept of transcendental, this section focuses on the logical 

























Figure 15: The Badiouan dialectic 
 
Badiou (2013, p. 99) notes that “every world consists. ‘Logic’ and ‘appearing’ are one 
and the same thing”. “The process whereby a being comes to be located ‘there’ or 
‘somewhere’ is one that Badiou equates with the ‘appearing’ or ‘existence’ of that 
being” (Hallward, 2008, p. 104). ““Appearance” describes the “localized asubjective 
organizations of multiple being…” (Johnston, 2008, p. 359).  
“We will call ‘appearing’ that which, of a mathematical multiple, is caught in a 
situated relational network (a world), such that this multiple comes to being-there, or 
to the status of being-in-a-world [étant-dans-un-monde]. It is then possible to say that 
this being is more or less different from another being belonging to the same world. 
We will call ‘transcendental’ the operational set which allows us to make sense of the 
‘more or less’ of identities and differences in a determinate world” (Badiou, 2013. p. 
118). 




“Given any being appearing in a world, we call ‘phenomenon’ of this being the 
complete system of the transcendental evaluation of its identity to all the beings that 
co-appear in this world … transcendental indexing is the key to the phenomenon as 
the infinite system of differential identifications” (Badiou, 2013, p. 201). Badiou’s 
paradigm has been described as an “objective phenomenology” (Hallward, 2008, p. 
104), where “phenomenology … is the description of the transcendental orders of 
particular worlds” (Prozorov, 2013, p. 115).  
 
The function of appearing is therefore key to Badiouan transcendental regulation and 
its role in the deconstruction of any real world phenomenon.   
 
The Badiouan Function of appearing or Identity function, Id 
The integration of Badiou’s function of appearing and its catalytic role in 
operationalising self-identity creates the link back to both the Luhmannian self-
description discussed in Section 2.3.2 as well as to Alvesson and Willmott’s “identity 
elements” or “self-identity as objects of consciousness” that were introduced in 
Section 2.3.1.  
  
“We call function of appearing that which measures the identity of appearance of two 
beings in a world … It is this attribution to every pair of beings of a transcendental 
degree that we call ‘function of appearing’ or ‘transcendental indexing’. This is how 
the phenomenon of each of the beings that comes to localize itself in the world … is 
constituted, as an infinite network of evaluations of identities (and therefore of 
differences)” (Badiou, 2013, p. 200). “Let A be a set (that is a pure multiplicity, a pure 
form of being as such). We suppose that this multiple A appears in a world m whose 
transcendental is T. We will call ‘function of appearing’ an indexing of A on the 
transcendental T thus defined: it is a function Id(x, y) – to be read as ‘degree of 
identity of x and y’ – which to every pair of elements of A makes correspond an 
element p of T” (Badiou, 2013, p. 243).   
 
“An identity function measures relative levels of self-coincidence, so to speak. The 
object of such a function can coincide with itself maximally (and thus ‘appear’ 




absolutely) or minimally, or to any degree in between. Given the equally elementary 
operations of conjunction and synthesis, a transcendental can further measure the 
‘obverse’ or negation of any degree X, and with reference to any two degrees X and Y 
can measure what they have in common (the ‘largest inferior degree’ that they share) 
and the ‘global’ (or smallest superior) degree just large enough to envelop them both” 
(Hallward, 2008, p. 111).  
 
“Given a set of degrees of self-identity, the transcendental of a world (or the classifier 
of sub-objects of a topos) can subsequently measure the level of identity between two 
degrees in terms ranging from ‘exactly the same’ to ‘entirely different’” (Hallward, 
2008, p. 111).  
 
Badiou combines the concepts of multiple (A), Transcendental (T) and Identity 
function (Id) to describe the appearing of an object in a world. 
 
This description applies completely and directly to the appearing of a PM in a project 
world.    
 
“‘Object’ is the name of the generic form of appearing for a determinate multiple. 
Take a determinate world whose transcendental is T. An object is first of all the joint 
product of a set … and of a transcendental indexing of this object on T. That is why it 
is written as (A, Id). An object (A, Id) is a form of the being-there of the multiple A (in 
the world in question)” (Badiou, 2013, 589). 
 
“Formally, let A be the set which is supposed to appear in a world. It only appears in 
the world to the extent that a transcendental indexing Id relates it to the transcendental 
T of the world in the following way: for every pair of elements a and b of A, we have 
Id (a,b) = p, where p is an element of T. We will say that a and b are, for the world in 
question, ‘identical to the p degree’. For example, if p is the minimum µ of T, a and b 
are ‘as little identical as possible’. This means that the being-there of a is – in this 
world – absolutely different from that of b” (Badiou, 2013). 
 




“The degree of existence of a being is the transcendental indexing of its self-identity. 
This degree is also called the ‘existence’ of the being in question (relative to its 
appearing in a world). Formally, let (A, Id) be an object in a world and let a be an 
element of A. The existence of a is the value in the transcendental T of Id (a, a). The 
existence of a is generally written Ea” (Badiou, 2013, p. 203).  
 
“If, for example, i(α, α ) = M, which means that the self-identity of the appearance of 
α is maximal, one will say that, in the situation S, α exists absolutely, or that the 
existence of α is coextensive with its being. If instead i(α, α ) = µ, one will say that the 
existence of α in the situation S is null, or that α inexists in S. This means that its 
existence is totally unhinged from its being. There will also be the intermediary cases, 
in which the element α exists “to a certain degree”” (Badiou, 2002, p. 71). 
 
“Existence is not a category of being (of mathematics), it is a category of appearing 
(of logic)”  (Badiou, 2013, p. 168). 
 
The form of the Badiouan system may be system may be updated with appearing and 



























Figure 16: The Badiouan dialectic 
 
Badiou (2013, p. 161) advises that we “retain the essential aspect: if the being of a 
being-there, its pure multiple form, is (mathematically) thinkable as an ontological 




invariant, the existence of this being is conversely a transcendental given, relative to 
the laws of appearing in a determinate world. Existence is a logical concept and not, 
like being, an ontological one. That existence subsumes difference (through its 
transcendental degree) does not make existence into the One of appearing. The fact 
that existence is not a form of being does not make it into the unitary form of 
appearing. As purely phenomenal, existence precedes the object and does not 
constitute it”.   
 
“Existence … is precisely a ‘quality’ of being, a matter of relative ‘intensity’ or 
degree. Something is if it belongs to a situation, but it exists (in a world that manifests 
something of that situation) always more or less, depending on how intensely or 
distinctively it appears in that world” (Hallward, 2008 p. 109). 
 
“‘To exist’ has no meaning in itself … ‘to exist’ can only be said relative to a world. 
In effect, existence is nothing but a transcendental degree. It indicates the intensity of 
appearance of a multiple-being in a determinate world, and this intensity is by no 
means prescribed by the pure multiple composition of the being in question”  (Badiou, 
2013, p. 159). 
 
The existence of the PM is therefore always relative to a particular project world.  
 




“The point is a ‘solidification’ of the element through its homomorphic projection 
onto the Two” (Badiou, 2014, p. 210) 
2.3.3.2.5 The deeper strata of the dialectic 
 
Following on from its ontological and logical considerations, the study now gets to 
the (Badiouan) point by introducing the topological register and “deeper strata” 
(Badiou, 2014, p. 214) of the dialectic. 
 
Badiou intimates that analysis of inter-situational dynamics may be most productively 
conducted in the topological spaces of the project world where “creative action” 
(Badiou, 2014, p. 209) is dependent upon, what Badiou terms, point functions that 
localise logical appearing onto a topological being-there. “If we accept that every 
situation is transcendentally structured according to the logic of its appearing, we will 
see that the ‘real points’ that provide support for its creative action are more or less 
numerous depending on whether T has or does not have ‘sufficient points’” (Badiou, 
2014, p. 209). 
 
As Badiou states in Logics of Worlds, “Our aim will thus be to refer the infinite 
evaluation of nuances back to the simplicity of a choice. This operation is the 
formalization of a ‘deciding’. Deciding always means filtering the infinite through the 
Two. Since T0 is the transcendental of ontology, this procedure also involves 
projecting the complex singularity of appearing onto the simplicity of being” (Badiou, 
2013, p. 376).  
 
In order to progress, two definitions are required, namely those pertaining to: 
1. Badiouan points 
2. Transcendental as topological space 
 
Badiouan points 
Badiou (2014, p. 209) confirms that “the general link between the power of 
localization and the transcendental structure” is accomplished by the concept of 
“point, as the correlation between an infinite order and a simple duality. It is the 




elements of the world and their connections which are articulated onto a binary 
transcendental, which is all the stronger to the extent that it remains latent” (Badiou, 
2014, p. 209).  
 
The Badiouan Transcendental was outlined in Section 2.3.3.2.2.  
 
Badiou (2013, p. 378) provides the following definition: 
  
“Let T be any transcendental structure whatever.  
We call ‘point’ of T a surjective homomorphism of T on T0.  
Or: a point of T is a surjective ∩-∑ function of T on {0, 1} considered as a 
transcendental … the transcendental T0, comprising only the degrees 1 and 0, or M 
and µ, which is the transcendental of the thought-world of ontology”. 
 
Badiou (2013, p. 378) conceptualises “a point [as] a kind of analytic mediation 
between the transcendental complexity of a world (its often non-classical logic) and 
the (always classical) imperative of binarity or decision …  
 
This function is said to be a homomorphism if it conserves the conjunction ∩ and the 
envelope ∑.  
 
A homomorphism is said to be ‘surjective’ if all the degrees of [the target 
transcendental, T0] are affected by the function.  
 
Such a function … exposes a complex world to an evaluation or a decision by ‘yes’ or 
‘no’. Only a function of this type reduces the transcendental nuances and allows one 
globally to ‘come to the point’ of the world in question”.  
 
Hallward (2009, p. 106) clarifies that “a point is an ‘isolated’ site in which the 
otherwise infinitely ramified complexity of a world may in principle be filtered 
through the logical equivalent of a binary ‘decision’. A point is a place in which 
participation in a world may polarize into a simple yes or no, for or against, 




backwards or forwards and so on”.  
 
Transcendental as topological space 
Badiou (2006, p. 182) demonstrates “how a transcendental is ‘readable’ as a logical 
space and … bring[s] formal logic back to its true essence: a transcendental algebra 
… this is an algebra which is also – and perhaps more essentially – a topology”.  
 
“By understanding appearing/existence in a geometrical or topological rather than 
perspectival sense, Badiou can present his new logic as an exercise in ‘objective’ 
rather than ‘subjective’ phenomenology: the goal is to understand the way a given 
being appears as an ‘intrinsic determination’ of its being as such” (Hallward, 2008, p. 
104).  
 
Badiou (2014, p. 209) explains that if we:  
 
“Let T be a transcendental structure.  
And let π(T) be the set of its points, that is to say the set of ∩-∑ functions ϕ of T on 
{µ, M}.  
Let’s say that ϕ ϵ π(T) for every homomorphism ϕ of T on {µ, M}.  
We will associate to every element p of the transcendental T a set of points, noted  
Op: the set of points which ‘give’ p the value M (that is all ϕ’s such that ϕ(p) = M). 
Formally:  
Op = {ϕ/ ϕ ϵ π(T) and ϕ(p) = M} 
 
Op is a set of ∩-∑	functions operating between T and {µ, M}.		
Or, rather, Op is a subset of the set of π(T) of all the points of T.  
We have Op ⊆	π(T). If we replace p with another element q of T, we obtain another 
subset Oq of π(T).  
Construction associates, to every element of T, a part of π(T).”  
 
Badiou (2014, p. 210) consolidates this into a theorem that states:  
 




“Let π(T) be the set of points of a transcendental T. And, for every element p of T, let 
Op be the set of points ϕ such that ϕ(p) = M. By posing, for every part A of π(T), 
Int(A) = U{Op / Op ⊆	A},	we	obtain	a	topology.	The	Op’s	are	the	open	sets	of	this	
topology”.  
 
Badiou (2014, p. 210) notes that “this theorem extracts from the structure of a given 
transcendental – which we recall is founded solely on the order-relation – a structure 
of localization (a topology). To do this, we pass from the notion of element, which is 
still strictly ontological, to that of point. Yet the notion of point is functional: it 
connects each element, through a function ϕ, to that matricial form of the Two (the 
‘yes or no’) which is the transcendental minimal {µ, M}. The point is a 
‘solidification’ of the element through its homomorphic projection onto the Two.” 
Badiou (2014, p. 210). 
 
Badiou (2014, p. 212) summarises: “If T is a transcendental structure, and if π(T) is 
the set of its points (the ∩-∑ functions of T on {µ, M}), then there exists on π(T) a 
topology whose Op’s – set of points ϕ for which ϕ(p) = M – are the open sets. We 
therefore pass here from elements of T (the p’s, q’s, etc.) to a topologization of its 
points (the ∩-∑ functions on {µ, M}), via the indexation of the open sets (the Op’s).”  
 
Badiou (2014, p. 213) notes that “given a transcendental, T, there exists on the set of 
its points  π(T) a topology whose open sets are the sets Op, which is to say, for each 
element p ϵ T, the set of points ϕ such that ϕ(p) = M. These open sets themselves 
constitute a transcendental structure. There also exists a function λ from T toward the 
set of these open sets which is ∩-∑, and which therefore conserves the transcendental 
structure (GI and envelope).”  
 
Badiou “considers the points of the transcendental defined by the open sets Op of the 
topology on π(T). As this transcendental was itself constructed from the points of T, 
we can say that we will examine the points of the points, or, more precisely, the points 
of the space of points. It is as if, starting at T (the transcendental of a given situation), 
we are trying to determine the deeper strata, points, topology on the points, then 




points of this topology, each time using the operator of dual choice (yes or no, µ or M) 
that is the minimal transcendental – which is also the transcendental of the ontological 
situation” Badiou (2014, p. 214).  
 
Badiou explains that if we “take the functions ∩-∑ (or ∩-U, in this instance), which 
we’ll call Ψ, and which range from the open sets Op (defined on π(T), the set of 
points of T) to {µ, M}. We can connect these functions to the function λ according to 
the following schema: 
 
p (λ) Op (Ψ) M or µ 
T π (T) {µ, M}  
 
Figure 17: The point localisation of intensive appearance (Badiou, 2014, p. 214) 
 
To an element p of T, λ makes correspond a set Op of points of T, that is, the 
functions ϕ from T to {µ, M}.   Then to an Op, Ψ makes correspond either M or µ. In 
either case these correspondences are homomorphisms, which preserves GI and 
envelope. Or adopting the classical notation for the compositions of functions: g o f 
means that the function f acts before the function g. If we say that θ = Ψ o λ, we will 
note that θ is a function from T to {µ, M}, and that this function is also ∩-∑, since Ψ 
and λ, its components, are themselves ∩-∑”   Badiou (2014, p. 214).  
 
Badiou adds that “we are constructing a point of T by connecting an operation 
between T and its points (the function λ) and an operation of the kind ‘points of the 
points’.  
 
How does the point θ ‘function’? Obviously if θ(p) = M, then we have the schema: 
 
p (λ) Op (Ψ) M 
 
Figure 18: The point localisation of intensive appearance (Badiou, 2014, p. 214) 
 
So in fact Ψ(Op) = M. Reciprocally, if Ψ ϵ Op, Ψ(Op) = M, and θ(p) = M” Badiou 
(2014, p. 214).  
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Figure 19: Badiouan points (Adapted from Badiou (2014)) 
 
 
Badiou clarifies that “θ is a point of T, thus an element of π(T), the set of the points of 
T and Ψ is a point of π(T). Finally, to every point Ψ of π(T), we make correspond an 
element θ of π(T)” Badiou (2014, p. 215).  
 
Badiou notes that “a topological space, thought as transcendental of its open sets, will 
be called sober if every point (every ∩-∑ function on {µ, M}) is identified by an 
element of the underlying set. The topological space of the points of T, namely π(T), 
with Op’s as open sets, is sober. In fact, each point Ψ of the space π(T), is identified, 
via θ, by an element p of the underlying set T” (Badiou, 2014, p. 215).  
 
By showing how “to build a topology from the points of a transcendental”, Badiou 
demonstrates that “there is always a latent topological structure in T” (Badiou, 2014, 
p. 209). 
 




“The notion of ‘point’ is therefore like a mediation between belonging (x ϵ E) and 
inclusion (A ⊆ E)” (Badiou, 2014. p. 193). 
 
“The logical fabric of a world may be penetrated by a greater or lesser number of 
precisely located ‘points’.” (Hallward, 2008 p. 106).  
 
A possible real world manifestation of Badiouan point may be observed in research by 
D’Argembeau et al. (2012, p. 114) that suggests that: “in addition to memories for 
important past experiences, a person’s sense of self and identity is in part fostered by 
the imagination of meaningful future events”. “The future-oriented elements of the 
conceptual self might then be supported and exemplified by a set of future event 
representations (referred here as self-defining future projections) that are constructed 
on the basis of the future components of the autobiographical knowledge base, as well 
as details stored in the episodic memory system (in cases where a specific future event 
is generated)” (D'Argembeau et al., 2012, p. 117). 
 
As the “‘solidification’ of the element through its homomorphic projection onto the 
Two” (Badiou, 2014, p. 210), the point offers itself as a potential objectification of 
Alvesson and Willmott’s elements of self-identity, or Luhmann’s thought operations 
of self-description. 
 
Badiou’s ontotopological regulation of appearing as elaborated in Mathematics of the 
Transcendental (2014) is summarised in Table 1. 







Provided that it designates (in its Boolean form) 
the structuration of parts of a set
LOGICAL
Being a space of evaluation for every given value, 
be they semantic (the true, the false, or the other 
truth-values) or syntactical (connectives and 
qualifiers)
TOPOLOGICAL
Since the ‘natural’ model of this structure is 
nothing other than the open sets of a topological 
space
B1 CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE 
TRANSCENDENTAL AND SET-THEORETIC 
ONTOLOGY: BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS
B2 CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE 
TRANSCENDENTAL AND LOGIC IN ITS ORDINARY 
SENSE (PROPOSITIONAL LOGIC AND FIRST ORDER 
PREDICATE LOGIC)
B3 CONNECTION BETWEEN THE 
TRANSCENDENTAL AND THE GENERAL THEORY 
OF LOCALIZATIONS: TOPOLOGY
THE TRANSCENDENTAL CONSIDERED AS:
THIS TRIPLE DETERMINATION OF THE CONCEPT 
OF TRANSCENDENTAL IS WHAT ALLOWS IT TO 
REGULATE APPEARING AS:
SITUATION
Underlying multiple-being of being-there
COHESION
Logical form of being there
LOCALIZATION
Being there





THE UBIQUITY OF THE CONCEPT OF THE TRANSCENDENTAL 
(A. Badiou, Mathematics of the Transcendental)
BADIOU’S ONTOTOPOLOGICAL REGULATION OF APPEARING
 
Table 1: Badiou's transcendental regulation of appearing (Badiou, 2014) 




“In the tensed worlds, each key moment is an isolate on which one must ground a 
decision. That’s when life, point by point, leaves you no respite, attuned as it is to the 
tension of all that appears” (Badiou, 201, p. 423) 
2.3.3.2.6 Change as intensive variation 
 
“We will call ‘modification’ the rule-governed appearing of intensive variations 
which a transcendental authorizes in the world of which it is the transcendental. 
Modification is not change. Or better, it is only the transcendental absorption of 
change, that part of becoming which is constitutive of every being-there” (Badiou, 
2013, p. 303).  
 
“Given a world m, we call modification the variations of intensity (or of appearing) 
that affect the elements of an object. In other words, if (A, Id) is an object, every 
difference in the transcendental indexings of the elements of A is a modification of A 
in terms of its appearing. For instance, it is enough to know that for x ϵ A and y ϵ A, 
Id(x, y) ≠ M, to corroborate that the pair {x, y} registers a modification in the 
appearing of A. A fortiori, if Id(x, y) = µ (x and y being absolutely different), we have 
an absolutely real modification in the being-there of A” (Badiou, 2013, p. 390).  
 
In terms of inter-situational dynamics, Badiou (2013, p. 283) notes that “T can vary 
considerably from one situation to the next, from the minimal Boolean algebra T0 = 
{µ, M}, all the way to very sophisticated topologies” and “equates a world with the 
sum of its gradual and ongoing self-modifications” (Hallward, 2008 p. 106).  
 
“Modifications are therefore that form of change which is but the unfolding of a 












2.3.3.3 Self-identity, self-description and appearing in a world 
 
The review highlighted several connections between Luhmannian and Badiouan 
paradigms. An immediate conceptual link between systems theory and philosophy is 
that of distinction. Luhmann’s paradigm has been described as “a form-theoretical (or 
distinction-theoretical) theory” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 32).  “The form of 
thinking proper to philosophy is extremely simple: philosophy is the intellectual 
activity that works with distinctions. Its method is the making and the questioning of 
distinctions. Philosophy explains by distinguishing” (Sokolowski, 1998, p. 516). 
 
Self-referentiality  
Luhmann (1995, p. 264) notes that “reality is never given to consciousness as such, 
but only in the way that the operations of consciousness control themselves.” “Given 
a world and a function of appearing whose values lie in the transcendental of this 
world, we will call ‘existence’ of a being x which appears in this world the 
transcendental degree assigned to the self-identity of x” (Badiou, 2013, p. 159). From 
a Badiouan perspective, “the key assumption is that the appearing or existence of an 
object of a world is nothing other than the ongoing process of its relation to itself. The 
identity-function that determines the degree of its apparent intensity is a self-reflexive 
‘morphism’, a relation that measures the degree of identity between X and X (always 
on the assumption that this can vary between minimal and maximal limits). An X that 
fully identifies itself asserts itself with maximal intensity in the world it inhabits” 
(Hallward, 2008, p. 115).  
  
Operative closure  
“By referring to external influences as ‘perturbations’ Luhmann, like Maturana and 
Varela, merely pointed to the fact that all external influences are processed according 
to the self-referential logic of the system; this does not imply that these influences are 
unimportant or negligible” (Seidl and Mormann, 2015, p. 37). “As a consequence of 
deontologizing the concept of element, the concept of ‘production’ (as in self-
reproduction) gets a functional meaning. Production refers to the use of an element in 
the network of other elements. The important point in this conceptualization is that the 




element and the use of the element are not two different issues, but two sides of the 
same coin. It is not that we first have the element and then the system makes use of it, 
but only by making use of it—that is, by relating it to other elements—does it become 
an element. Thus, one can say that the element is produced as a result of being used 
(Luhmann, 1997: 65–6)” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 16). “Every conceivable world is 
endowed with a function of appearing, whose intrinsic coherence allows for the 
natural emergence of an order of progressively determined truth that translates back 
into the cohesive nature of the world itself” (Caterina and Gangle, 2013, p. 1042).  
 
Primacy of relations over objects  
“In addition to temporalization, Luhmann deontologizes the concept of element. 
Elements are defined as such merely through their integration into the system. Outside 
or independently of the system, they have no status as elements; that is, they are ‘not 
ontically pre-given’ (Luhmann, 1995a: 22). Of course, the elements are composed of 
different components, which could be analysed independently of the system but, as 
elementary units, they are only defined through their relation to other elements and in 
this sense through the function they fulfil for the system as a whole” (Seidl and 
Becker, 2006, p. 16). “According to Badiou, appearing is instead the system of 
relations determined by the degrees of identity and difference between and within 
multiples whose laws are given by the specific nature of the transcendental that 
registers these identities within a world” (Olson, 2013, p. 147). 
 
Temporarity  
"Luhmann conceptualizes the elements as momentary events without any duration. 
Events have no duration but vanish as soon as they come into being; they are 
‘momentary and immediately pass away’ (Luhmann, 1995a: 287). Through this shift 
from a reproduction of relatively stable elements to a production of momentary 
events, Luhmann radicalizes the concept of autopoiesis. Because the elements of the 
system have no duration, the system is urged constantly to produce new elements. If 
the reproduction stops, the system disappears immediately” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, 
p. 16). Badiou (2002, p. 65) agrees when he notes that “a state of consciousness is 
nothing but its dissolution in time”. 




“Projects tend to develop an "inner logic" of their own”  
(Packendorff, 1995, p. 325). 
2.3.3.4 PM appearing in a project world  
 
Having considered self-identity, or psychic system self-description, as Badiouan 
appearing in a world, the review progresses by localising Badiouan appearing to the 
PM context. This section is comprised of four sub-sections. The first describes the 
project world. The second describes appearing, or existing, in a project world. The 
third considers the relational case of coappearing, i.e. where counterpart PM’s, 
representing their respective organisation’s interests, are engaged in the management 
of an inter-organisational project. The section concludes by discussing contingency in 
appearing.  
 
2.3.3.4.1 The project world 
 
As noted in section 2.3.3.2, “Badiou’s transcendental is co-extensive with what he 
calls “worlds”” (Johnston, 2008, p. 349). 
 
This study draws the basic distinction shown in Figure 20 when exploring the topic of 
PMD.  
 
This Project World Other Worlds
 
Figure 20: The project world \ environment distinction 
 
The PM literature acknowledges “the world of projects” (Smith, 2011, p. 680) and 
that “the project world is based on self-organizing networks of collaborators” 




(Barondeau and Hobbs, 2018, p. 12). “The space dimension thus involves managing 
activities in many ‘‘spaces’’, not just in one” (Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern, 2009, p. 
333).  
 
“Each Badiouian world, as a regional sphere within which multiple-being is made to 
appear in the form of localized/situated existences according to the relational logic of 
this same sphere, is ordered by its own transcendental regime” (Johnston, 2008, p. 
349). 
 
MPC scholars suggest that PM standards may effect just such a transcendental 
regime: “one might understand the kind of ‘transcendental ordering’ attempted 
through PMBOK as ‘inscriptions of the labour process’, which bear upon workplace 
identities, the time/location and the specific activities engaged in when organizing 
through projects” (Hodgson and Cicmil, 2007, p. 445).  
 
When contemplating projects, surprising connections can be revealed by comparing 
and contrasting Luhmannian, Badiouan and RPM ‘world views’. Combining 
Packendorff’s (1995, p. 326) assertion that “the project is a temporary organization”, 
Luhmann’s notion of organisation as ‘non-trivial, self-reflexive machine’ (Luhmann, 
2011, p. 274, author’s translation) and Badiou’s observation that “a world is never 
anything other than a machine to localise being” (Badiou, 2013, p.182), results in the 
conceptualisation of project world as a non-trivial, self-reflexive machine to localise 
(project) Beings. This conceptualisation aligns with observations by MPC scholars 
who note that “what we understand by the social reflects the dynamic and recursive 
relationship of our selves with the world, and of the world as the mutable and 
emerging context in which possibilities of the self and others emerge. We take the 
world to be out there and the self to be of and a part of the world. We see the self as 
accommodating itself to the throwness of being and the historicity of the self within 
that world (Heidegger, 1962)” (Cicmil and O'Laocha, 2016, p. 549). 
 
References to zones, spaces, positions and context, in the PM literature, resonate with 
the (topological) Badiouan world as exemplified in: “In project-based organisations, 




the project itself may represent a zone of relative stability, offering ontological 
security and clarity of purpose, meaning and role in what is otherwise a complex, 
fluid and precarious context. Such spaces are of vital significance for the construction 
of a project manager’s identity”  (Hodgson and Paton, 2016, p. 354).  
 
“The project manager’s response does not “sit outside” the project entity or 
organisation, rather the project manager is embedded … in context, being influenced 
and in turn influencing the environment due to the ecological nature of interconnected 
realities” (Small and Walker, 2011, p. 397). “PMs are occupying the space between 
the institutions of profession and employing organisation, on the one hand, and the 
space between the occupations of technical specialist and manager on the other” 
(Paton and Hodgson, 2016, p. 38). 
2.3.3.4.2 Identity and appearing in a project world 
 
Relocating the project management process to the materialist dialectic immediately 
reveals an immediate and intuitive relationship between Alvesson and Willmott’s 
(2002, p. 625) “objects of self-consciousness”, or “identity elements” (Alvesson and 
Willmott, 2002, p. 624) and Badiouan identity functions and intensities of appearing.  
 
In the context of a world, Badiou’s transcendental regulation binds together notions of 
ontological element, objective appearance, identity and difference. ““Transcendental” 
designates that a world, in which pure multiplicities appear in the guise of objects, is a 
network of identities and differences that concern the elements of what appears” 
(Badiou as quoted in Olson, 2013, p. 146).  
 
Identity may be examined using the concept of existence described in section 2.3.3.2.  
 
“We will call degree of existence of x in the set A, and thus in the world m, the value 
taken by the function Id(x, x) in the transcendental of this world. Accordingly, for a 
given multiple, existence is the degree according to which it is identical to itself to the 
extent that it appears in the world. The intuitive idea is that a multiple-being x has 
more phenomenal existence in the world, the more it vigorously affirms its identity 




within it” (Badiou, 2013, p. 218). “Existence is the proper intensity with which a 
multiple inscribes itself into the infinity of a situation. To exist is to participate, to a 
measurable degree, in the infinite” (Badiou, 2002, p. 68).  
 
Badiou (2014, p. 202) confirms “that the logic of appearing is essentially a logic of 
place is at the heart of the matter: to appear is to be there”. The relation between 
identity and appearing in a particular world is evidenced in PM literature 
acknowledging that “identity formation activities are context dependent” (Hietajärvi 
and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 1).  
2.3.3.4.3 Identity and coappearing in a project world 
 
Seidl and Mormann (2015, p. 38) cite Luhmannian-based research into “the relation 
between consultants and client organisations” that “argue that the relation between 
consultant and client has to be conceptualized as a relation between three operatively 
closed systems: the client organization, the consulting firm and a temporary 
interaction system, in which members of the client and consulting organizations 
participate. Because the three systems are operatively closed, no transfer of meaning 
between them is possible. The systems can only cause perturbations in each other, 
which are processed according to each system’s own logic of reproduction”.  
 
In his investigation into knowledge integration in SI PBO’s, Koskinen notes that “the 
systemic view gives primacy to the interrelationships, not to the elements of the 
system. It is from these dynamic interrelationships that new properties of the system 
emerge” (Koskinen, 2012, p. 287). 
 
Section 2.3.3.2 indicates that a measure of identity in the relational case may be 
determined using Badiou’s concept of conjunction. 
 
Examination of the relational case may involve a Badiouan reconceptualization of 
“the notion of hybrid or meta-identities (Bain, 2005, Gotsi et al., 2010) [that] has been 
proposed as a means by which individuals and groups attempt to reconcile conflicting 
demands, combining ‘mutually antagonistic resources in the authoring of the self’ 




(Beech et al., 2012)” (Paton and Hodgson, 2016, p. 37). 
 
Lindgren and Packendorff indirectly advocate for a category theory based 
deconstruction of the PM process that adopts a logics of appearing perspective that 
draws on the Badiouan conjunction operator, ∩, to describe relational identities when 
they note that “our focus can be lifted from the concepts as such, and that interaction 
processes should instead become central, that is, connections and co-construction are 
stressed” (Lindgren and Packendorff, 2003, p. 8).  Through his conjunction operation, 
∩, Badiou provides the conceptual operator to assess the mutual impact. The ∩ 
operator describes the net observable extent of “a shared mental model [that] is the 
mental model built within a team, and shared by its members” (Daniel and Daniel, 
2018, p. 191). 
2.3.3.4.4 Contingency in appearing 
 
The review highlights the importance of contingency to identity, psychic system self-
description and appearing. The modelling of contingency will be a critical task of the 
conceptual framework.  
 
“Projects as social processes involving a complexity of human interrelations fluctuate 
between stability and instability with uncertainty and unpredictability being 
exacerbated by the dissipated nature of cognition which emerges from disparate 
patterns of human connections” (Small and Walker, 2011, p. 402). Paton and 
Hodgson (2016, p. 30) capture the notion of contingency in identity work through the 
concept of liminality: “The PM is thus ‘twice-liminal’; first, caught in the space 
between identification as a cosmopolitan and as a locally oriented professional; and 
second, caught in the transition between technical professional and managerial 
professional. PMs thus fulfil Borg’s (Borg, 2014) two criteria for liminality; existing 
in conditions of both transcience and structural ambiguity”. 




“Dynamics refers to changes in projects”  
(Rolstadås and Schiefloe, 2017, p. 299) 
2.3.3.5 Dynamics of PM intensive variation  
 
Having addressed the first two considerations outlined in section 2.3.3.1 (i.e., ‘How 
can PM psychic system structures be delineated?’ and ‘Can “identity elements” of PM 
psychic systems be localised?’), this section addresses the final two items, namely: 
 
• How can PM psychic system autopoiesis be operationalised? 
 
• Can a measure of relational dynamics be determined? 
 
The review performed in sections 2.3.3.2, 2.3.3.3 and 2.3.3.4 identified a potential 
isomorphism between PM self-identity, PM psychic system self-description and PM 
appearing in a world.  
“Lawvere and Schaunel confirm that “A map A
f
B is called an isomorphism, 
or invertible map, if there is a map B
g
A for which g o f = lA and f o g = 1B. A 
map g related to f by satisfying these equations is called an inverse for f.  
Two objects A and B are said to be isomorphic if there is at least one isomorphism 
A
f
B” (Lawvere and Schanuel, 1997, p. 40).  
 
The potential isomorphism between PM self-identity, PM psychic system self-
description and PM appearing in a world is shown in Figure 20. 
 
 
                Self-identity                               Self-description                                      Appearing 
 
Figure 21: Self-identity, self-description and appearing in a world 
 
“The reason for tapping into multiple traditions is that each of them offers both 




advantages and limitations for the study of practice” (Nicolini, 2009, p. 1394). 
 
Gauthier and Ika (2012, p. 9) highlight the dynamic nature of project when they state 
that “its Latin root (projicere = throw forward) suggests movement, a trajectory, a 
certain relationship in space and time”.  
 
This section departs from the identified isomorphism and explores the dynamic forms 
of its constituent concepts in attempting to answer the questions:  
 
• How can PM psychic system autopoiesis be operationalised? 
 
• Can a measure of relational dynamics be determined? 
 
The literature associates projects, and project dynamics, with the notion of change.  
 
Section 2.2.5 identified the following as a promising approach to exploring the 
dynamics of PM self-identity work: 
 
A phenomenological approach involving a “dialectic or evolutionary engine and 
continuous becoming processes” (Floricel and Piperca, 2016, p. 132). 
 
Badiou’s dialectical materialism represents just such a theoretical engine. 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work 
“Alvesson and Willmott define work identities as reflexively organised and 
temporally informed narratives which are “productive of a degree of existential 
continuity and security” (2002, p. 626). Hence identity work is a process whereby 
people are continuously engaged in forming, repairing, maintaining, strengthening or 
revising the constructions that are productive of a precarious sense of coherence and 
distinctiveness” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 626).” (Hodgson and Paton, 2016, 
p. 354).  
 




Dynamics of psychic system autopoiesis 
Small and Walker (2011, p. 398) note that “social processes emerge from truly 
unpredictable behaviour of disparate heterogeneous groups of interconnected 
cognitive beings embedded in socio-cultural contexts which are dynamic and 
evolving. Language as a living system phenomenon emerges from mutual structural 
coupling between individual elements and the environment, with self-consciousness 
arising as a unique reality. Complexity in project practice as for other social entities, 
results from a mix of patterned and unpatterned, predictable and unpredictable 
behaviours, with states of being evolving into an ontology of becoming. Parts make 
up a whole, but they are unique in identity, dynamic in existence and comprise a web 
of multiple elements interconnected and dynamically related”.  
 
“Projects as social process are complex not only due to the number of component 
parts, but due to the disparate nature of the parts, together with shifting alliances and 
emergent forms of cognition” (Small and Walker, 2011, p. 398). 
 
Dynamics of intensive variation in (co)appearing 
Considering these forms would see PMD conceptualised as the dynamics of PM self-
identity work, or PM psychic system autopoiesis may also be studied as the dynamics 
of a PM intensive variation appearing that is the “rule-governed appearing of 
intensive variations which a transcendental authorizes in the world of which it is the 
transcendental” (Badiou, 2013, p. 303).  
 
The Badiouan model enables the determination of a measure of relational dynamics 
between two counterpart PMs that are mutually engaged, representing the interests of 
their respective organisations, in the delivery of the same interorganisational project.  
 
“What Badiou calls a relation between two objects can then be treated as nothing 
more than a measurement of the relative intensities of their self-identity. Not only is 
relation thus conceived as little more than a variation on the elementary relation of 
order (greater-than or lesser-than), there is no clear sense that it can qualify, shape or 
otherwise affect the objects related. A relation of struggle between two interests or 




classes, for instance, does not here play a constituent role in their being or becoming 
so much as illustrate the relative difference in their ‘intrinsic’ intensity or strength. 
Such relation always comes after its terms. No relation can increase or diminish the 
degree of identity between two terms, and ‘a relation creates neither existence nor 
difference’ for the simple reason that it is here the principle of identity itself. One 
implication of this is that relations between objects can never result in anything more 
than the mere modification of a world” (Hallward, 2008, p. 115).  
 
The utility of the Badiouan model results from the efficacy of its mathematical 
apparatus in formalising both these ‘constructions’ as well as the ‘existential degrees’ 
associated with ‘work identities’.  
 
Hietajärvi and Aaltonen (2018, p. 2) note that project identity is “fluid and in 
continuous motion rather than stable”. Smith (2011, p. 683) notes that “we switch 
between versions of our self, not only between private and professional lives, but 
between one work situation and another, between our interactions with one 
workgroup and another”. By situating project management in the Badiouan materialist 
dialectic, the study deploys, what Peter Hallward (2008, p. 104) terms, Badiou’s 
‘objective phenomenology’ to recast PMD as a phenomenon pertaining to the 
dynamics of PM intensive variation in appearing in a project world where “the 
existential or apparent aspect of a being … is nothing other than constant worldly 
variation” (Hallward, 2008, p. 114).  
 
In mapping the dynamics of project manager psychic system autopoiesis to the 
Badiouan dialectic, the dynamics of “the self-reproduction of consciousness by the 
thoughts that have in turn been produced in and by the psychic system” (Luhmann 
2013a, p. 43) were specifically translated as those of the similarly operationally-
closed, self-referential process of intensive variation in an appearing that models, in 
Badiouan terms, a response to “the question … [of] … how a disturbance can be 
conceptualised internally within the system if one does without the equilibrium 
model”  (Luhmann, 2013, p. 89).   
 




The literature suggests that PMD, as the dynamics of a Badiouan intensive variation, 
should be viewed as exhibiting spatio-temporal dimensions. “In a process-based 
understanding of project management, change is a sequence of states, with much 
internal coherence to give us the impression of one continuous thing (Craig, 1998)” 
(Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 96). “The time from start to termination should be viewed 
… as a process of change, or a set of activities evolving over time with a number of 
complex time- and space-related features (Lundin & Sӧderholm, 1995)” (Maaninen-
Olsson and Müllern, 2009, p. 329).  
 
“People’s sense of self-identity is in part nourished by the imagination of significant 
events that they anticipate to happen in their personal future” (D'Argembeau et al., 
2012, p. 119). “Individual’s particular style of constructing SDMs (self-directed 
memories) is similarly manifested in SDFPs (self-directed future projections), 
suggesting that both types of self-defining representations can be used to foster one’s 
sense of self and identity” (D'Argembeau et al., 2012, p. 115). The association 
between identity and future orientation is explored in cognitive research 
(D’Argembeau et al., 2011, Demblon and D’Argembeau, 2017, Ernst et al., 2018, 
Lehner and D’Argembeau, 2016).  
 
The dilemma, therefore, now becomes one relating to the spatio-temporal nature of 
the states and their mode, or modes, of sequencing and the “phase transitions [that] 
occur where increased social complexity results in complex adaptive systems 
increasingly evolving throughout the organization and creating unpredictable changes 
operating on the edge of chaos between stability and instability” (Thomas and 
Mengel, 2008, p. 308). Similarities can be noted here with work conducted by Pich et 
al. that conceptualises project, through a complexity-theoretical lens, “as a payoff 
function that depends on the state of the world and the action sequence chosen” (Pich 
et al., 2002, p. 1020).  
 
The literature suggested that complexity theory inspired models (Zamenopoulos and 
Alexiou, 2007, Zamenopoulos, 2012) of design intentionality, based on category 
theory, may provide a promising toolkit with which to approach the sequencing. 




Rotman (2012, p. 247) notes that “categories offer a form of diagrammatic argument 
and thought”. Notably, Badiou (2014) uses category theory in the elaboration of his 
topos theory.  
 
“Category theory is a mathematical approach for studying the (organizational) 
properties of mathematical structures. The theory uses abstract diagrams in order to 
represent, study and unify different mathematical systems. On that basis, category 
theory is primarily used in order to define and represent “species” of (mathematical) 
objects, relations between “species” and ultimately construct theories regarding their 
properties and interdependence” (Zamenopoulos and Alexiou, 2007, p. 1575).  
 
“The components of a category are objects, arrows, composition of arrows and 
equality between arrows” (Rotman, 2012, p. 254). “Each arrow f:A->B is constructed 
by two objects: the domain object A and the co-domain object B. Objects are defined 
as identity arrows (e.g. 1A:A->A). The composition of arrows is associative when 
defined. The composition of an arrow f:A->B with an identity arrow (i.e. 1A:A->A or 
1B:B->B) is reduced to the arrow f:A->B” (Zamenopoulos and Alexiou, 2007, p. 
1575). “Categories replace identity, that is, equality, between objects, by the weaker 
notion of isomorphism, restricting equality to identity between arrows” (Rotman, 
2012, p. 247).  
 
Bolzan de Rezende et al. (2018) also highlight category’ theory’s prioritisation of 
relations over objects further substantiating its case as the most effective apparatus 
with which to deconstruct PMD as the dynamics of intensive variation. Moreover, 
recent efforts to “conciliate neuroscience and phenomenology via category theory” 
(Ehresmann and Gomez-Ramirez, 2015, p. 347) demonstrate both the utility of the 
approach as well as its promise in terms of productive application to the PM domain. 
 
The foregoing suggested that inquiry into PMD may be undertaken as research into 
the dynamics of PM self-identity work, those of PM psychic system autopoiesis, or 
“the self-reproduction of consciousness by the thoughts that have in turn been 
produced in and by the psychic system” (Luhmann 2013a, p. 43) or those of Badiouan 




intensive variation in a PM coappearing that is “a dimension of [project manager] 
multiples which is not that of their being qua being (covered by ontology), but that of 
their appearances in worlds, or their localization (or being-there)” (Badiou, 2006, p. 
579). This isomorphism in inquiry is depicted in Figure 22.  
 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work                    Dynamics of autopoiesis                  Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
Figure 22: PMD and isomorphic inquiry 
 
A theoretical backdrop based on the identified concepts and isomorphisms addresses  
Nicolini’s (2009, p. 1413) concern that “the complexity of practice cannot ever be  
captured by a single totalizing discourse and is, instead, better addressed through a  
toolkit logic”.   
 
The considerations presented in section 2.3.3.1 along with the respective findings 
from the literature review are summarised below: 
 
1. How can PM psychic system structures be delineated? 
 
Finding: As outlined in section 2.3.3.2, the structure of interest in a particular 
world is the Badiouan transcendental, T, responsible for the regulation of 
appearing in that particular project world. 
 
2. Can “identity elements” of PM psychic systems be localised? 
 
Finding: As outlined in sections 2.3.3.3 and 2.3.3.4, the “identity elements” 
may be productively conceptualised as Badiouan intensities of PM appearing 
in the project world and operationalised as Badiouan (∩-∑ functions) points. 
 
3. How can PM psychic system autopoiesis be operationalised? 
Finding: As outlined in section 2.3.3.5, psychic system autopoiesis may be 
operationalised as the dynamics of intensive variation in PM appearing in a 






4. Can a measure of relational dynamics be determined? 
Finding: As outlined in section 2.3.3.5, a measure of relational dynamics may 
be derived by introducing the Badiouan conjunction operator, ∩, to determine 
the largest, mutually-shared intensity of (co)appearing in a project world. 
 
This concludes the elaboration of the theoretical backdrop to PMD framework 
development. The literature review will be summarised in the following section. 






This literature review was comprised of two main sections. The first outlined the main 
PM research traditions commencing with a review of the hard and soft paradigms 
before progressing to present overviews of The Scandinavian School of Project 
Studies, Rethinking Project Management, Making Projects Critical and Philosophy of 
Project Management. The review highlighted contribution opportunities, particularly 
in the areas of RPM, MPC and Philosophy of Project Management. The second 
elaborated the theoretical backdrop to PMD framework development. Self-identity 
emerged from CMS/MPC as a promising anchoring theme in the deconstruction of the 
PM process. Luhmannian systems-theory offered alternative and productive insights. 
However, key systems theoretic concepts remained at a level of abstraction that 
necessitated further synthesis. Integrating Badiou’s conceptual apparatus 
operationalised the Luhmannian perspective by mobilising the newly-discovered 
isomorphisms shown in Figures 23 and 24.  
 
 
                Self-identity                               Self-description                                      Appearing 
 




Dynamics of self-identity work                    Dynamics of autopoiesis                  Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
Figure 24: PMD and isomorphic inquiry 
 
The integration of the Badiouan model and the confirmation of these isomorphisms 
signalled the completion of the theoretical backdrop. The literature comprising the 
theoretical backdrop as well as its mapping to the methodological process, described 
in Chapter 3, are presented in Figures 25 and 26. 
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Identity work and regulation in projects (Hodgson & Paton, 2016; Cowen & Hodgson, 2015)
































“the space of their work” (Rolfe&Segal, 2011)
“its sense of self emerges from the ways 
in which it is involved in a world” 
(Rolfe and Segal, 2011)
“being in question” 
(Rolfe and Segal, 2011)
“Attunement to disturbance or rupture” (Rolfe & Segal, 2011)
Complexity & 
Uncertainty 
“focusing on social process and how 
practitioners think in action, in the 
local situation of the living present” 
(Cicmil et al., 2006)
“complexity, non-linearity, multiple perspectives, social processes” (Cicmil et al., 2006)
“inspire the construction of theories which 
explain the dynamics of complex processes 
over time” (R. Calori in Cicmil et al., 2006)
Heidegger, Bourdieu
“Liminality”(Paton & Hodgson, 2016)
Hietajärvi & Aaltonen (2018)
“In “becoming” a project manager, personal identity 
becomes closely wedded to the value of the new 
occupation” (Paton et al., 2010)
Haslam et al. (2006)
Webber (2011)
Richter et al. (2006)




(D’Argembeau et al, 2012)
“Identity function” 
(D’Argembeau et al., 2012)
Sociology of Names / labels
Pellegrinelli (2011) Pilcher (2016)
“actions and dispositional behaviours of 
practitioners are influenced by their own 
identity” and processes of sense-making (of 





“Projects as complex, adaptive 
systems” (Thomas & Mengel, 2008)
System evolution as “Phase transitions” 
(Thomas & Mengel, 2008)
“Project complexity is defined by dynamics 
complexity dimension” 
(Bolzan de Rezende et al., 2018) 
“Interdependencies are likely to be the greatest 
drivers of project complexity” (Vidal & Marle, 
2008)
“Contextuality is an essential feature of complexity, a common 
denominator of any complex system” (Vidal & Marle, 2008)
“Project complexity is composed of 
technological complexity and organisational 
complexity” (Vidal & Marle, 2008)
“The dynamic complexity of a project is a function of changing 
relationships between system components and between the project 
and its environment and has to do with unpredictable situations and 
emergent events that occur over time” (Rolstadås and Schiefloe, 2017)
“Structural and dynamic 
complexity” (Brady & Davies, 2014) 
“Dynamics refers to changes in 
projects” (Rolstadås and Schiefloe, 2017)
“and their distinction between 
structural and dynamic complexity” 
(Rolstadås and Schiefloe, 2017)
“The texture of tension” 
(Burstrӧm & Wilson, 2018) 
“Project as a payoff function that 
depends on the states of the world an a 
chosen network of actions… actions arise 
endogenously as the result of decisions 
and influence the states of a world 
through a transition function (causal 
model of the world)” (Pich et al., 2002) 
“Usefulness of an object-oriented approach, 
such as ANT, in understanding project 
complexities, particularly those related to 
stakeholder dynamics”(Sage et al., 2011) 
“Redescription” (Rolfe and Segal, 2011)
“fantasy of controlling the world” (Rolfe, 2011)
“human beings as generators of new descriptions” (Rolfe, 2011)
“the primary skill and “distinguishing feature 
of project managers” is the ability to operate 
effectively, and to individually and 
collectively maintain their sense of self and 
their defences against uncertainty” (Cicmil, 
2006)
“modes of being, being-in-the-world” (van der Hoorn & Whitty, 2014)
“Change is a 
sequence of states 
being” (Craig, as  
cited by Ika & 
Bredillet, 2016)
“Project-space” (van der Hoorn, 2018)
“Project World” 




(Demblon & D’Argembeau, 2017)
“Distinctions” 
(Sokolowski, 1998)
“project management relies on conceptual operations” (Idler, 2016)
“aesthetics and identity build” (van der Hoorn & Whitty, 2016)
“Order, stability, and identity are but precariously arrested moments in the 




“Projects as concepts, labels, or names” (Ika 
& Bredillet, 2016)
“Projects as changing things.. the flux of 
things in a context of change, ambiguity, 
complexity, uncertainty or chaos” (Ika & 
Bredillet, 2016)
“Things are categories 
or abstractions” 
(Ika & Bredillet, 2016)
“Process 
Metaphysics”






“identity defined by activity” (Klein, 2016)
Rorty
“Shifting nexus of 
intractable human, 
social, technical and 
material processes” 





“Normalised project thinking (Lindgren & 
Packendorff, 2003)
Identification with spaces (Lindgren & Packendorff, 
2003)
Project management as “the reproduction of institutionalised habits (Lindgren & Packendorff, 2003)
“Project management is based on systems theory” 



















































“PM standards and transcendental ordering” (Hodgson & Cicmil, 2007)
Cicmil et al. (2006)
“Critique without crisis: Systems theory as a critical sociology” (Esposito 2017)
“goal self-concordance in episodic future 
thinking” (Ernst et al., 2018)
Contextualisation
“A contextual understanding of projects - The importance of 
space and time” (Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern, 2009)
“Projectification” (Barondeau and Hobbs, 2018) 
“Identity projections” 
(Smith, 2011)
“Identity formation activities are context-dependent” 
(Hietajärvi & Aaltonen, 2018)
T
he dynam
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Ontotopological regulation of 
appearing
Project world
Existence = Id(A, A)
Points (∩-∑ functions)
“Phase transitions as the 
mathematical constructions that 
characterise qualitative change in 
the organisational complexity of 
the mathematical structures that 








Psychic (or consciousness) systems & thought ops. 
Interaction systems & communication ops.
Self-reference & External reference
Interpenetration & structural coupling
Autopoietic self-reproduction
Project management as the “self-disciplining” of the project manager 




























































































“Project mentality” (Case and Piñeiro, 2009)
“belonging as the process articulating identity-
construction” (Nocker, 2009)
“belonging as experienced ‘sense of place’; the space which highlights preferred 
affiliations” (Nocker, 2009)
“Modes of belonging” (Nocker, 2009)
“practical ethics, the social nature of ‘being’ and 
professional identities in projects” (Nocker, 2009)
“Projectification” and “an illusion of guaranteed control” (Cicmil & O’Laocha, 2016)
“Boundaries” and “boundary spanners” (Maaninen-Olsson and 
Müllern, 2009)
“Actions, decisions and 
behaviours  embedded in and 
continuously re-shaped by 
local patterns of power 
relations and communicative 
inter-subjective interaction 
in real time” (Cicmil et al, 
2006)
“it is important not only to explore or 
explain what is but also to examine why it 
is as it is” (Cicmil et al, 2006)
“Prison system metaphor” (Foucault)
“project as payoff function” (Pich et 
al., 2002)
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Eisenhardt 
(1989)
Building Theory from Case Study Research (Eisenhardt, 1989)




“Building Theories from Case Study Research” (Eisenhardt, 1989) Strong connection
Medium connection
Weak connection
Note: Not all possible links are shown
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Let the deconstruction start!  




3.1 Introduction  
 
This chapter describes how the “Building theory from case study research” 
(Eisenhardt, 1989) approach applied in the development and verification of a 
conceptual framework for project management dynamics. 
 
The chapter is structured in four sections. 
 
This introduction is followed by a section that describes framework development from 
case study research as it was applied in this instance. The layout of the section is 
purposely mapped to the eight steps of the Eisenhardt (1989) process: Getting started; 
Selecting the case; Crafting the instrument and protocol; Entering the field; Analysing 
the data; Shaping hypotheses; Enfolding literature and Reaching closure.  
 
Having described the framework development process, Section 3 discusses the 
limitations of the research methodology. 
 
The chapter is summarised in a conclusions section. 
    
 




3.2 Framework development from case study research 
 
The research followed Eisenhardt’s “Building Theories from Case Study Research” 
(Eisenhardt, 1989) protocol.  
 
The Eisenhardt model was chosen because “this research approach is especially 
appropriate in new topic areas” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 532).  
 
The topic area that is the subject of this research, i.e. PMD, is new. 
 
Systems-theoretic frameworks for PMD could not be identified in the extant literature. 
Indeed, convergence on a definition of PMD could not be discerned.  
 
The literature review confirmed that new theory would have to be developed. The 
Eisenhardt model is appropriate under such circumstances because “The central 
notion is to use cases as the basis from which to develop theory inductively. The 
theory is emergent in the sense that it is situated in and developed by recognizing 
patterns of relationships among constructs within and across cases and their 
underlying logical arguments” (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007, p. 25).  
 
The literature review elaborated in Chapter 2 resulted in an informed theoretical 
backdrop to framework build and aligns with Eisenhardt’s (1989, p. 545) 
recommendation that “tying the emergent theory to existing literature enhances the 
internal validity, generalizability, and theoretical level of theory building from case 
study research”.   
 
The literature confirmed complexity and uncertainty as key influencing factors on 
projects and that inquiry into the subject theory would be better suited to a non-
deterministic approach. “Project complexity or uncertainty, and organizational factors 
involve a high degree of interdependence, intractable or unknown variables, and 
human cognitive factors. We argue that these are less amenable to determinism or 
empiricism, and are better served by adopting a non-deterministic perspective and 




corresponding methodologies. Given the low and sporadic nature of non-deterministic 
research and weak alignment to the calls for alternate research directions… it may be 
appropriate to heed the calls towards renewed focus on non-determinism and theory 
building in PM” (Padalkar and Gopinath, 2016b, p. 1315). 
 
This study acknowledges Cicmil et al.’s (2006, p. 675) inclusion of “methodological 
approaches and ‘treatment’ of empirical evidence” as a “key aspect of ‘project 
actuality research’” and adopts the Eisenhardt method in order to get closer to the 
lived experiences of project managers. “Case studies emphasize the rich, real-world 
context in which the phenomena occur. The theory-building process occurs via 
recursive cycling among the case data, emerging theory, and later, extant literature. 
Although sometimes seen as “subjective,” well-done theory building from cases is 
surprisingly “objective,” because its close adherence to the data keeps researchers 
“honest.” The data provide the discipline that mathematics does in formal analytic 
modelling” (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007, p. 25). 
 
Building theory from case study research is an appropriate methodological approach 
with which to address “the variability in project phenomena” (Padalkar and Gopinath, 
2016b, p. 1316).  
 
The eight steps in the Eisenhardt process are reproduced in Table 2.  
 
An overview of the timelines and other pertinent information pertaining to this 
implementation of the Eisenhardt (1989) process is shown in Figure 27. 
 






Getting Started Definition of research question Focuses efforts
Possibly a priori constructs Provides better grounding of construct measures
Neither theory nor hypotheses Retains theoretical flexibil ity
Selecting Cases Specified population Constrains extraneous variation and sharpens external val idity
Theoretical, not random, sampling Focuses efforts on theoretically useful  cases -  i .e. those that replicate or extend theory by fi l l ing conceptual categories
Multiple data collection methods Strengthens grounding of theory by triangulation of evidence
Qual itative and quantitative data combined Synergistic view of evidence
Multiple investigators Fosters divergent perspectives and strengthens grounding
Entering the field Overlap data collection and analysis, including field notes Speeds analyses and reveals helpful adjustments to data collection
Flexible and opportunistic data collection methods Allows investigators to take advantage of emergent themes and unique case features
Analyzing Data Within-case analysis Gains familiarity with data and preliminary theory generation
Cross-case pattern search using divergent techniques Forces invesigators to look beyond initial impressions and see evidence through multiple lenses
Shaping hypotheses Iterative tabulation of evidence for each construct Sharpens construct definition, validity, and measurability
Replication, not sampling, logic across cases Confirms, extends, and sharpens theory
Search evidence for "why" behind relationships Builds internal validity
Enfolding l iterature Comparison with conflicting l iterature Builds internal validity, raises theoretical level, and sharpens construct definitions
Comparison with similar l iterature Sharpens generalizability, improves construct definition, and raises theoretical  level
Reaching Closure Theoretical saturation when possible Ends process when marginal improvement becomes small
Crafting instruments and 
protocols
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“The researcher observes his/her object of observation as a system distinguished 
from its environment, which itself produces and reproduces its distinction from the 
environment”(Seidl and Becker, 2006, p 14.) 
3.2.1 Getting started 
 
The first step in Eisenhardt’s process is getting started. The getting started step as 
executed in this case study is temporally situated as shown, highlighted in yellow, in 
Figure 28. 
3.2.1.1 Definition of research question 
 
Eisenhardt (1989, p. 536) notes that “an initial definition of the research question, in 
at least broad terms, is important in building theory from case studies” and that 
defining the research question focuses efforts. 
 
The research question is:  
 
Can the Badiouan model be integrated to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-
theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and social dynamics in project 
management? 
In alignment with Eisenhardt (1989, p. 536), defining the research question helped 
“specify the kind of organisation to be approached, and … the kind of data to be 
gathered”. 
3.2.1.2 Possibly a priori constructs 
 
Eisenhardt (1989, p. 536) notes that “a priori specification of constructs can … help to 
shape the initial design of theory-building research. It is valuable because it permits 
researchers to measure constructs more accurately. If these constructs prove important 
as the study progresses, then researchers have a firmer empirical grounding for the 
emergent theory”. The nature and timing of construct emergence over the course of 
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3.2.1.3 Neither theory nor hypotheses 
 
In alignment with Eisenhardt’s (1989, p. 536) recommendations, at this point, there 
was “no theory under consideration and no hypotheses to test” thereby avoiding the 
risk that “preordained theoretical perspectives or propositions may bias and limit the 
findings” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 536). The researcher was careful to “avoid thinking 
about specific relationships between variables and theories … at the outset of the 
process ... [in order to] promote retention of theoretical flexibility” (Eisenhardt, 1989, 
p. 536).  
 
Yin (2018, p. 35) notes that research design should “embrace a “theory of what is 
being studied” where “the simple goal is to have a simple blueprint for your study” 
(Yin, 2018, p. 35). “Ultimately, the propositions will lead to a complete research 
design – and will provide surprisingly explicit ideas for determining the data to collect 
and the strategies for analyzing the data. For this reason, some theory development 
prior to the collection of any fieldwork is desirable” (Yin, 2018, p. 35). Eisenhardt 
and Graebner (2007, p. 26) advise that “sound empirical research begins with strong 
grounding in related literature, identifies a research gap, and proposes research 
questions that address the gap”. The extensive literature review conducted as part of 
this research led to the development of the theoretical backdrop presented in Section 
2.3.  
The research gap was identified as one relating to PM process dynamics and the 
research question was formulated accordingly. The absence of extant theory relating 
to this research problem/question suggested that “the research question [was] better 
addressed by theory-building rather than theory-testing research” (Eisenhardt and 
Graebner, 2007, p. 26). “The case method is a relatively open-ended method and is 
suitable when the aim is to develop existing theories, and it can be described as an 
interplay between inductive and deductive phases in the research process. The 
inductive aspect of the process emphasizes curiosity in discovering phenomena that 
existing theories have not been able to explain, while the deductive elements in the 
theoretical framework make sense of the empirical observations” (Maaninen-Olsson 
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“Luhmann suggests choosing the distinction that the object of observation itself 
draws” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 14). 
3.2.2 Selecting the case 
3.2.2.1 Specified population 
 
The second step in Eisenhardt’s process is selecting the “contemporary phenomenon 
(the “case”)” (Yin, 2018, p. 15). Eisenhardt (1989, p. 536) notes that “selection of 
cases is an important aspect of building theory from case studies. As in hypotheses-
testing research, the concept of a population is crucial because the population defines 
the set of entities from which the research sample is to be drawn. Also, selection of an 
appropriate population controls extraneous variation and helps to define the limits for 
generalizing findings”. “Specifying the population constrains extraneous variation and 
sharpens external validity (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 533). The ‘selecting the case’ step as 
executed in this case study is temporally situated as shown in Figure 29. 
 
“A case study is an empirical method that 
• investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its 
real-world context, especially when 
• the boundaries between phenomenon and context may not be clearly evident.  
 
A case study 
• Copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many 
more variables of interest than data points, and as one result 
• benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide 
design, data collection, and analysis, and as another result 
• relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a 
triangulating fashion” (Yin, 2018, p. 15) 
 
Following Yin (2018, p. 13), case-study methodology was chosen in this situation 
because the form of the research question involves the how? and why?  
 




The method does not require control over behavioural events and it focuses on 
contemporary events. Yin (2018, p. 31) notes that the researcher needs to consider at 
least two different steps: defining the case and bounding the case. 
 
The unit of analysis (case) is defined as the project management process. “The unit of 
analysis depends on the research question being addressed”  (Johnston et al., 1999, p. 
206). The choice of case fulfils the requirement that “the desired case should be a 
real-world phenomenon that has some concrete manifestation” (Yin, 2018, p. 31). 
 
Unit of case study data collection, “a particular source of evidence about the case” 
(Yin, 2018, p. 102) is the project manager psychic system. 
 
Justifying the choice of case 
 
“The meaning of the word “project” has shifted and it has become more important” 
(Blomquist and Lundin, 2010, p. 20). “Although there has been much recent research 
on Project Management (PM), this research field is still relatively very young with 
many aspects still to be uncovered” (Uchitpe et al., 2016, p. 27). This thesis notes that 
“projects are relatively pure occasions of organising” (Weick, 2001, p. 216) and that 
“to study projects is to study the management of projects and vice versa” (Gauthier 
and Ika, 2012, p. 17). The literature review concluded that the topic of project 
management dynamics is under researched. Eisenhardt (1989, p. 548) notes that 
“Building theory from case study research is most appropriate in the early stages of 
research on a topic”. Moreover, “the case study is a research strategy which focuses 
on understanding the dynamics present within single settings” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 
534). 
 
Bounding the case 
Yin (2018, p. 31) lists the following as key considerations in defining the boundaries 
of a case: time period covered by the study; relevant social group, organization, or 
geographic area; type of evidence to be collected; priorities for data collection and 
analysis.  
 




Instantiating these considerations to the present study context:  
Time period covered by the study 
Data gathering conducted over one year. 
 
The relevant social group 
Project managers, project sponsors. The case bounds PMD as a phenomenon 
pertaining to project manager consciousness. The case also studies the net PMD that 
may be observed when two counterpart project managers, representing the interests of 
their respective (client or supplier) organization, engage on the same project.    
 
Organization or geographic area 
The research organization of interest is a Systems Integrator (SI) operating in the life 
sciences sector that is engaged by biotech enterprises in interorganisational projects 
(IOPs). These projects involve the design and implementation of process control 
software that will be used to automate the latter’s manufacturing facility. The SI is a 
““project-based firm”, i.e. a firm where almost all operations take place in projects 
and where the permanent structure fill the function of administrative support” 
(Lindgren and Packendorff, 2003, p. 4). “Systems integration [is] a core capability of 
the modern corporation” (Hobday et al., 2005, p. 1109). PMs in SI organisations are 
typically engaged in “managing inter-firm projects” (Danwitz, 2018, p. 525) where 
one of their key roles is “integrating the customer as part of systems integration” 
(Liinamaa and Gustafsson, 2010, p. 197). Included within the case boundaries are 
PMs representing Life Science manufacturing organisations, Engineering 
consultancies and EPCM’s given that “inter-organizational temporary organizations 
are likely to be as important in research contexts as are the intra-organizational kind” 
(Packendorff, 1995, p. 327). 
 
Sydow and Braun (2018, p. 5) note that “an increasingly important aspect of most 
projects is certainly their embeddedness in interorganizational settings”.  
 
“The blurring of organizational boundaries, together with the team character of 
working in IOPs, requires from project members a different framing. The task loses its 
singular, organizational character. Instead, the task binds organizations together. In 




this transition, members of IOPs are not only expected to identify with the 
organization they belong to but, in addition, also with the IOP (or even the network 
the IOP is embedded in)” (Sydow and Braun, 2018, p. 8) 
 
In terms of “further theorizing IOPs, project management research needs to… 
 
• … account for multiple levels in theory and research methods (in particular 
project, organization, project network and field) 
• … adopt a dynamic perspective based on mechanisms, processes, practices 
and routines 
• … consider modes of interorganizational governance (i.e. lead organization, 
shared governance, network administrative organization)” (Sydow and Braun, 
2018, p. 4) 
 
“Moreover, processual features such as iterations and recursiveness deserve special 
attention” (Sydow and Braun, 2018, p. 9) 
 
The chosen SI organisation (the SI) was selected on the basis of it being PBO, 
industry focus, scale and global presence. The SI specializes in the delivery of 
automation and MES solutions to its manufacturing client base. In such project 
contexts, the buyer (i.e. the Client) may engage other organisations (e.g. EPCMs and 
consultancies) for specialist requirements, for example, process/civil/mechanical 
engineering and/or construction services. Depending on the size and nature of the 
project, the manufacturing company may engage some, or all, of these organization 
types when embarking on a new project. The buyer may nominate its own project 
manager to interface with the systems integrator project manager, or they may engage 
consultants to act on their behalf. In all cases the project context is marked by a 
plurality of relationships. The objectives of such projects may vary from the migration 
of the production facility’s manufacturing control system to the latest technology, to 
the retrofit of an existing manufacturing facility to accommodate the introduction of a 
new product, to the construction and qualification of a new ‘green-field’ facility 
intended to either increase the market supply of existing, or introduction of new 
product(s) to the market in line with the manufacturing company’s supply chain 
imperatives. The common denominator in this context is that the change desired by 




the manufacturing company is realized through the medium of projects that are 
subject to commercial, temporal, quality and other constraints.  
 
The SI project may be regarded as one step in the sequence of enabling conditions that 
must be fulfilled in the manufacturing of a new biotech product. Figure 30 situates the 
SI project within the overall sequence. The biotech manufacturer gains regulatory 
approval for its biotech process. Process design information is generated. A 
procurement cycle ensues that culminates in contract award to the chosen SI to 
design, implement and test a suite of software objects that will be used to automate 
the biotech production process in the Client’s manufacturing facility. The SI project is 
initiated and is progressed through defined phases or stages. The SI project manager 
(Say, PMA) is responsible for the delivery of the project. The Client project manager 
(say, PMB) is responsible for managing the project on behalf of the Client 
organization. The contract necessitates mutual engagement from both PMs. Once 
testing has been completed, the software is transferred from the SI premises to the 
Client’s manufacturing facility for installation, commissioning and qualification. The 
SI project is typically closed once the software has been transferred to site.  
 
Type of evidence to be collected 
Thoughts and reflections on projects and project management through semi-structured 
interviews.  
 
Priorities for data collection and analysis 
Priorities for data collection and analysis to focus on gather deep, insightful responses 
that will inform the deconstruction of the thought processes of PMs engaged in the 





Figure 30: Situating the SI project 
The Biotech Process
Software Delivery and installation on site
Systems Integrator
Biotech  Manufacturer











































Taking a Luhmannian perspective, the study is interested in SI project manager (PMA) 
psychic system self-description as the difference self-reference / external reference as 









































Interaction and Organisation Social Communication Systems
 
Figure 31: Distinction - PMA psychic system and its project world environment 
 
Likewise, the study is also interested in the Client project manager (PMB) psychic 
system self-description as the difference self-reference / external reference as depicted 









































Interaction and Organisation Social Communication Systems
 
Figure 32: Distinction - PMB psychic system and its project world environment 
 
Taking a second order observational stance that includes both of the above,  allows us 
‘mark’ the ‘immediate topic’ (Yin, 2018, p. 31) of the case study as shown in Figure 
33. 
 


















































Figure 33: Systems of interest for PMD research 




“Selection of an appropriate population controls extraneous variation and helps to 
define the limits for generalizing the findings” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 537). In this case, 
those limits would be defined as project managers working for SI PBOs operating in 
the Life Sciences sector. 
 
3.2.2.2 Theoretical, not random, sampling 
 
This “research relies on theoretical sampling (i.e. cases are chosen for theoretical 
reasons)”  (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 537).  
 
The chosen case is a “theoretically useful case” – i.e., [it] “extends theory by filling 
conceptual categories” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 533). 
 
The SI PBO was chosen because “the process of interest is “transparently observable” 
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3.2.3 Crafting the instrument and protocol 
 
The third step in Eisenhardt’s (1989) process is the crafting of the instrument and 
protocol. The execution of this step is temporally situated as shown in Figure 34. 
3.2.3.1 Multiple data collection methods 
 
The interview was selected as the preferred data collection method. Additional forms 
of data collection (e.g. surveys) were not deemed to be as effective in terms of their 
efficacy in gaining rich insights from the practitioners. 
 
The interview protocol (See Table 3) was designed to address as many general aspects 
of project management as possible with a particular focus on the factors influencing 
project manager thinking in project situations. The data collection effort focused on 
the implementation of extensive semi-structured interviews, where participants were 
given open questions pertaining to aspects of the project management, afforded the 
opportunity to talk at length and elaborate on responses, where required.   
 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted. Rationale for selecting this approach as 
detailed by Qu and Dumay (2011, P. 246): “The semi-structured interview involves 
prepared questioning guided by identified themes in a consistent and systematic 
manner interposed with probes designed to elicit more elaborate responses. Thus, the 
focus is on the interview guide incorporating a series of broad themes to be covered 
during the interview to help direct the conversation toward the topics and issues about 
which the interviewers want to learn. Generally interview guides vary from highly 
scripted to relatively loose. However, the guides all serve the same purpose, which is 
to ensure the same thematic approach is applied during the interview. The semi-
structured interview enjoys its popularity because it is flexible, accessible and 
intelligible and, more important, capable of disclosing important and often hidden 
facets of human and organizational behaviour”. 
 







1 Please describe your role and the main functions that it entails? 
2 Describe the purpose of your projects? 
3 Outline the various (internal and external) stakeholders and disciplines that are involved? 
4 Outline how new projects come into being for you? 
5 How new and unique are they? 
6 How do you go about setting up these projects and what challenges do you face in the set-up? 
7 Describe the principal factors governing your thinking and behaviour when managing projects? 
8 From your observations, what drives the thinking and behaviour of the other stakeholders?  
9 Where does the complexity lie in these projects? 
10 What are the main challenges and sources of contention? 
11 Describe the tools you use to manage this complexity and address the challenges? 
12 What factors impact the planned progress of the work as the project unfolds? 
13 Who do you communicate with on these projects? 
14 What are the main topics? 
15 Describe decisions you have to make in projects and the main influencing factors? 
16 Describe any tools you use to assist you in your decision making? 
17 Describe decisions made by others that affect you, your team and the course of the project. 
18 To what extent could projects be said to resemble a network of interconnected decisions? 
19 What role does the name of, or reference to, the specific project play? 
20 What part does feeling of belonging to, or strength of identification with, a specific project play? 







21 How would you compare ‘belonging to the project’ versus ‘belonging to the organisation’? 
22 How much visibility do you have into both your own and the other stakeholder project team(s)? 
23 To what extent do you feel that you can control, or steer, the course of projects? 
24 How, if at all, would it be possible to increase levels of visibility and control? 
25 To what extent could each project be considered as its own self-contained world? 
26 In the case that it can, who belongs to that world? 
27 Describe the ‘external’ observers on projects and the impact that their roles can have.  
28 What signifies project completion and what happens to its output? 
29 To what extent does the organisation capitalise on the newly-completed project? 
30 Does it leave legacy traces for you? 
31 Define what constitutes a successful project for you. What are the key enablers? 
32 Describe projects that didn’t go so well and the main contributing factors. 
33 
Given the complexities and challenges involved, the fact that organisations do manage to engage to deliver 
complex projects ‘successfully’ is quite an achievement. Your thoughts on bow they manage to achieve this? 
34 
To what extent does the organisation support you in your management of the projects and what more could it 
do? 
35 
With a view to optimising how we run our projects, are there things that we, as an organisation, should do 
differently? 
36 Where do you see the role of systems and technologies in supporting projects? 
37 To what extent can a project be said to have its own form, personality or culture? 
38 How would you describe the culture of the organisation? 
39 How could we embed a project- / program management culture in the business? 
40 Describe what the term ‘project’ means to you i.e. what is a project? 
Table 3: Interview Questionnaire (Revision P8) 




3.2.3.2 Qualitative and quantitative combined 
 
A qualitative approach based on semi-structured interviews was deemed most 
appropriate for this case study.   
 
Survey methods were not adopted. 
 
3.2.3.3 Multiple investigators 
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3.2.4 Entering the Field 
 
The fourth step in Eisenhardt’s (1989) process is entering the field. Entering the field 
involved the scheduling, conducting and transcription of interviews. These aspects 
will be discussed in the following sections. The entering the field step, as executed in 
this case study, is temporally situated as shown in Figure 35. 
 
Interview scheduling 
Participant interviewees included representatives from a systems integrator (SI) 
organisation, as well as those from various multi-national life science manufacturing 
organisations, an engineering consultancy and an engineering procurement 
construction management (EPCM) organisation that all operate in the life sciences 
sector. Interviewees were selected based on their project management and industry-
specific experience and expertise. The inclusion of representatives from various 
geographic regions also ensured that the interviews would reflect a diversity of 
perspectives and cultural viewpoints. In all, fifty-one interviews were scheduled and 
completed between January 2016 and March 2017. The number of interviewees per 























Engineering Consultancy - Ireland
EPCM - Ireland
Life Science Manufacturing Company - A - Ireland
Life Science Manufacturing Company - A - The Netherlands
Life Science Manufacturing Company - B - Ireland
Life Science Manufacturing Company - C - Ireland
Life Science Manufacturing Company - D - Ireland
Life Science Manufacturing Company - E - UK
Life Science Manufacturing Company - F - US
 
Figure 36: Interview distribution per organisation type and location 




Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007, p. 28) note that “The challenge of interview data is 
best mitigated by data collection approaches that limit bias. A key approach is using 
numerous and highly knowledgeable informants who view the focal phenomena from 
diverse perspectives. These informants can include organizational actors from 
different hierarchical levels, functional areas, groups, and geographies, as well as 
actors from other relevant organizations and outside observers such as market 
analysts. It is unlikely that these varied informants will engage in convergent 
retrospective sensemaking and/or impression management”. 
 
The selection of the interviewees acknowledged these recommendation by selecting 
“highly knowledgeable informants” from “different geographies as well as actors 
from other relevant organizations”.  
 
Table 4 presents the following details on the interviewee: role, a comment on role(s) / 
experience, organization type, base location, as well as the following information 
relating to the conducted interviews: interview identifier, method, protocol version, 
status, duration and date. 
 
All interviews were conducted by the author. Where possible, interviews were 
performed face-to-face. Most of these were conducted in the SI office, however, some 
were conducted onsite at the interviewee location. In cases where it was impractical to 
hold face-to-face meetings, interviews were conducted over Skype or by telephone.   
 
The data gathering proved to be very successful. Interviewees participated and spoke 
freely and abundantly. Rich responses and perspectives were garnered. In retrospect a 
questionnaire approach definitely would not have yielded the same data richness. 
Familiarity with the individuals involved in the various organisations allowed the 
interviews proceed in a more relaxed manner and reduced concerns regarding both 
confidentiality of information and anonymity. Participant feedback at the end of the 
interviews confirmed the relevance of the subject matter to them and to their 
organisations. 
 



























I1 1 Project Manager Automation projects. Strong technical background. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P1 Closed 02:11:08 20-Jan-16
I2 2 Project Manager Automation projects. Strong technical background. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P2 Closed 02:50:43 22-Jan-16
I3 3 Lead Engineer Extensive experience leading large engineering teams in complex and challenging project environments.  Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P3 Closed 01:46:28 27-Jan-16
I4 4 Project Manager Automation projects. Strong technical background. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P3 Closed 02:08:38 27-Jan-16
I5 5 Project Lead / Project Manager Extensive experience leading large engineering teams in complex and challenging project environments.  Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P4 Closed 02:55:31 28-Jan-16
I6 6
MES Programme (Operations/Engineering) 
Manager
Extensive project management experience.  Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P5 Closed 02:36:02 29-Jan-16
I7 7 Programme / Project Manager Extensive operations and project management experience. Several client-side roles in past. Engineering Consultancy Ireland Face-To-Face P6 45% 01:39:13 04-Feb-16
I8 8 Engineering Manager Project engineering experience. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P6 Closed 02:05:04 04-Feb-16
I9 9 Project Manager Extensive project management experience.  Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P6 Closed 02:30:21 05-Feb-16
I10 10 MES Deployment Lead Project management experience in previous roles.  Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P7 Closed 02:05:51 08-Feb-16
I11 11 Senior Project Manager - IT Extensive experience in management of IT/MES projects and programmes Life Science Manufacturing Company - A Ireland Face-To-Face P7 Closed 01:55:03 08-Feb-16
I12 12 Project Manager / Technical Lead Lead engineering background, recent PM Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 02:40:40 09-Feb-16
I13 13 Business Information Systems Manager Extensive experience implementing in-house BIS projects. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:33:14 09-Feb-16
I14 14 Engineering Manager Automation background. Has both project and lead engineering experience. Client-side role in past. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 02:15:37 09-Feb-16


























I15 15 Project Manager Technical specialist in Data Historians. Project management experience also from previous roles. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:09:36 11-Feb-16
I16 16 Project Manager Extensive experience managing several very large, systems integration projects. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 03:43:23 12-Feb-16
I17 17 MES Programme Manager MES specialist. Extensive project management experience. Role requires close integration with client. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 03:18:37 16-Feb-16
I18 18
MES Sales & Marketing / Project Manager / 
Technical Lead
Extensive experience managing and technically leading large automation projects in previous roles. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 02:47:24 16-Feb-16
I19 19 Project Manager Based on client site for several years. Extensive experience project managing projects for, and on behalf of, the client. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:45:20 17-Feb-16
I20 20 IT Engineer
Based on client site. Extensive experience deploying and supporting IT projects for, and on behalf of, the client. Manages 
SI resources onsite. Has managed projects in past.
Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:39:25 18-Feb-16
I21 21 Programme / Project Manager Extensive client-side programme and portfolio management experience from previous roles. Systems Integrator USA Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:17:17 23-Feb-16
I22 22 Lead Engineer
Extensive experience leading egineering teams in project environments. Close interaction with project managers on 
projects.
Systems Integrator USA Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:47:35 25-Feb-16
I23 23 Project Manager Extensive experience managing several large, systems integration projects. Systems Integrator Singapore Skype P8 Closed 01:20:59 29-Feb-16
I21 24 Programme / Project Manager Extensive client-side programme and portfolio management experience from previous roles. Systems Integrator USA Skype P8 Closed 00:46:00 29-Feb-16
I24 25 Operations Manager High degree of interaction with client base. Performs sponsorship role on projects. Also manages a number of projects. Systems Integrator Singapore Skype P8 Closed 01:27:10 02-Mar-16
I25 26
Business Development & Sales / Operations 
Management
Extensive experience as both Lead Engineer and Project Manager. Systems Integrator Singapore Skype P8 Closed 01:50:16 03-Mar-16
I26 27 Project Manager Has managed several large projects. Currently on site managing projects for, and on behalf of, the client.  Systems Integrator USA Skype P8 Closed 01:25:35 03-Mar-16
I27 28 MES Technical Lead Involved in several large projects in capacity as MES Technical Lead. Systems Integrator India Skype P8 Closed 00:41:34 04-Mar-16
























I28 29 General Manager Extensive industry experience. Project manages certain local projects. Systems Integrator India Skype P8 Closed 00:55:20 07-Mar-16
I29 30 MES Technical Lead
Site-based. Understands the client's manufacturing operations. Already performing PM functions, now moving into formal 
PM role. 
Systems Integrator Singapore Skype P8 Closed 01:11:48 08-Mar-16
I30 31 Technical Consultant /  Project Coordinator Liaises with other SI global offices to ensure projects are supported appropriately Systems Integrator India Skype P8 Closed 01:53:06 10-Mar-16
I31 32 Technical Consultant Extensive automation project experience Systems Integrator Singapore Skype P8 Closed 00:57:24 11-Mar-16
I32 33 Automation Engineer Site-based. Extensive client-side PM experience in previous roles. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 00:53:23 11-Mar-16
I33 34 Portfolio Manager - IT
Extensive industry experience across projects, programmes and portfolios. Experienced interacting with SI organisations in 
projects.
Life Science Manufacturing Company - A Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 02:46:07 11-Mar-16
I34 35 Site Project Controller / Project Engineer Experience as engineer on office-based projects. Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:27:54 14-Mar-16
I35 36 Project / Automation Engineer
Site-based. Previously performed a project coordinator role on an EU client site where he contributed to the successful 
delivery of a high-profile project for, and on behalf of, the client.  
Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 02:01:44 15-Mar-16
I36 37 Lead Engineer responsible for SI site activities
Site-based. Technical expert. Extensive experience leading large engineering teams in complex and challenging project 
environments.  Understands the client's manufacturing operations.
Systems Integrator Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:58:58 15-Mar-16
I37 38 Project Manager / Technical Lead Significant project experience. Systems Integrator Singapore Skype P8 Closed 01:39:01 16-Mar-16
I38 39 Business Development and Operations Manager
Previous extensive experience in client-side role. Understands client's manufacturing operations. Represented client on 
large SI on large automation projects. Has exposure to both perspectives.
Systems Integrator Belgium Skype P8 73% 02:24:55 16-Mar-16
I38 40 Business Development and Operations Manager
Previous extensive experience in client-side role. Understands client's manufacturing operations. Represented client on 
large SI on large automation projects. Has exposure to both perspectives.
Systems Integrator Belgium Skype P8 Closed 01:56:39 18-Mar-16
I39 41 Project Manager / Lead Engineer Significant project experience. Systems Integrator Singapore Skype P8 Closed 01:45:29 21-Mar-16
I40 42 Project Manager / Technical Lead
Manages projects for, and on behalf of, clients. Has worked on the systems integration side. Has exposure to both 
perspectives. Clients may engage consultants to, for example, manage the SI on a particular project. Consultants are 
therefore well placed to contribute alternative and insightful perspectives.
Engineering Consultancy Ireland Face-To-Face N/A Closed 01:26:51 21-Mar-16


























I41 43 Engineering Manager Role includes operations / project management element. Significant industry experience. Systems Integrator UK Skype P8 Closed 01:11:45 21-Mar-16
I42 44 Project Manager / Lead Engineer
Role includes local office management. Extensive industry experience both engineering and project managing smaller 
type automation projects. Has exposure to non-life science type clients.
Systems Integrator UK Skype P8 Closed 01:29:44 30-Mar-16
I43 45 Principal Engineer
Role includes project pursuit, start-up, resourcing and sponsorship. Typical large scale projects often involve client, EPCM 
and SI. This interviewee provides an alternative and insightful perspective.
EPCM Ireland Face-To-Face P8 58% 00:55:39 31-Mar-16
I44 46 Project Manager 
Site-based. Manages projects for, and on behalf of, the client. Extensive industry experience. Clients may engage 
consultants to, for example, manage the SI on a particular project. Consultants are therefore well placed to contribute 
alternative and insightful perspectives.
Engineering Consultancy Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 02:03:07 01-Apr-16
I45 47 Project Manager Siginificant industry experience. Has interacted with SI organisations on automation projects. Life Science Manufacturing Company - A The Netherlands Skype P8 Closed 01:15:57 20-Apr-16
I46 48 Senior Manager Global Engineering
Extensive project management experience. Has managed the client's interests in complex, large-scale projects involving 
SI organisations. Global role provides for a unique and insightful perspective.
Life Science Manufacturing Company - B Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:42:52 22-Apr-16
I47 49 Automation Manager Role includes management of new capital projects. Extensive project management experience Life Science Manufacturing Company - C Ireland Telephone P8 Closed 01:00:48 28-Apr-16
I48 50 Senior Manager - Capital Projects Extensive experience managing both internal projects and those involving external suppliers.  Life Science Manufacturing Company - D Ireland Face-To-Face P8 Closed 01:11:01 28-Apr-16
I49 51 Project Portfolio Director, MES
Experiences based on the specificities of MES project deployments involving the SI organisation provide for insightful and 
informative perspectives. 
Life Science Manufacturing Company - E UK Skype P8 Closed 00:50:32 27-May-16
I50 52 Programme Lead - Large capital projects Extensive industry experience across large-scale complex projects and programmes.  Life Science Manufacturing Company - F USA Telephone P8 Closed 00:41:25 24-Feb-17
I51 53 Principal Engineer
Extensive industry experience. Role includes responsibility for running automation projects. Interaction with, and 
management of, the SI.
Life Science Manufacturing Company - F USA Telephone P8 Closed 01:16:07 16-Mar-17




The fifty-one interviews yielded over ninety three hours of data.  
 
Table 5 summarises the total number of conducted interviews and durations per 
interview type.  
 
Interview type Number of interviews  
per interview type 
Total interview duration  
per interview type 
(hrs:mins:secs) 
Face-To-Face 32 65:09:46 
Skype 17 25:03:14 
Telephone 3 02:58:20 
Total 51 93:11:20 
Table 5: Interview details 
 
Interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder. Whilst informants agreed to 
having the interviews recorded, some did stress that all personal and company-
specific references be removed in any report that may be produced from this data.  
 
Interviews were concluded after [I51] since theoretical saturation had been reached.   
 
Due to time constraints, two interviews (i.e. [I7], [I43]) could not be completed. 
Despite attempts to reschedule, it was not possible to conclude these interviews due to 
lack of interviewee availability. One of the interviewees, interviewee [I40], preferred 
to talk about the role of the system integrator and the challenges they face rather than 
following the interview protocol. Whilst the quality of the Skype and telephone calls 
was good, some issues were experienced on a small number of calls. In such 
instances, follow up communications were instigated by way of clarification.  
 
Transcribing the data 
 
The voice recordings were subsequently downloaded to a laptop and transcribed. The 
review process for the transcribed interviews into a set of reviewed transcripts 




involved two formal iterations.  
3.2.4.1 Overlap data collection and analysis, including field notes 
 
“A striking feature of research to build theory from case studies is the frequent 
overlap of data analysis with data collection” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 538). “Field notes, 
a running commentary to oneself and/or research team, are an important means of 
accomplishing this overlap” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 538). 
 
Field notes in this case study research were maintained in a log book and in a 
Microsoft Visio ® file. Maintaining and developing these field notes were invaluable 
conceptual assets in growing the thread of theory throughout the data gathering and 
subsequent phases of the research. The transcripts were printed out and reviewed for 
accuracy against the voice recordings. The review incorporated an analysis of the text 
and interesting aspects were highlighted in the printed text. As Eisenhardt (1989, p. 
539) points out “overlapping data analysis with data collection not only gives the 
researcher a head start in analysis but, more, importantly, allows researchers to take 
advantage of flexible data collection.”  
3.2.4.2 Flexible and opportunistic data collection methods 
 
Eisenhardt notes that “a key feature if theory-building from case research is the 
freedom to make adjustments during the data collection process. Adjustments can 
include the addition of data sources in selected cases” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 539). In 
this case study, additional interviews (i.e. [I50] and [I51]) were added subsequent to 
the conclusion of the main body of interviews to augment and add richness to the 
client-specific data that had been gathered.    
 
Once the reviews had been completed, the transcripts were imported as Primary 
Documents into the Atlas.ti software (See Figure 37).   












Figure 37: Importing interview transcripts into Atlas.ti 





3.2.5 Analyzing Data 
 
The fifth step in Eisenhardt’s (1989) process is analysing the data. The analysing data 
step as executed in this case study is temporally situated as shown in Figure 38. The 
Analyzing Data step is comprised of “within-case analysis” and “cross-case pattern 
search using divergent techniques” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 533).  
 
3.2.5.1 Within-case analysis 
 
Eisenhardt (1989, p. 533) confirms that ‘within case analysis’ promotes that the 
researcher “gains familiarity with data and preliminary theory generation”. “Within 
case analysis typically involves detailed case study write-ups for each site. These 
write-ups are often simply pure descriptions, but they are central to the generation of 
insight (Gersick, 1998; Pettigrew, 1988) because they help researchers to cope early 
in the analysis process with the often enormous volume of data. However, there is no 
standard format for such analysis” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 540). “The overall idea is to 
become intimately familiar with each case as a standalone entity”  (Eisenhardt, 1989, 
p. 540). 
 
In this instance, the ‘pure descriptions’ were generated through MS Visio drawings 
that captured the emerging concepts and inter-relationships emanating from the data.  
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3.2.5.1.1 Emergent conceptual framework [Revision 1] 
 
Coding iterations 
An adaptive posture (Yin, 2018, p. 85) was maintained throughout the theory building 
process. The transcriptions were imported into Atlas.ti. Atlas.ti8 qualitative data 
analysis software was used to codify the data. The data was reviewed and coded using 
an initial and emergent set of codes. The codes emerged from the data and evolved 
during the analysis step and stabilized late in the Shaping Hypotheses step. An 




Figure 39: A sample of early coding activity [Interviewee I02] 
 
The code groups and codes were designed to gather an overall appreciation for 
respondents’ reflections on projects and project management before progressively 
funneling down to investigate the essential relations contained in the data. The 
transcripts were imported as Primary Documents. In all, the research is comprised of a 
fifty-one Primary Documents. The process of coding each of the transcripts involved 
two formal plus several informal iterations. A preliminary conceptualisation, based on 
initial engagement with the data, is exemplified in the model shown in Figure 40.  




Figure 40: Emergent conceptual framework for PMD (Revision 1) 




The data identified genesis as a key concept. Genesis was associated with the project 
reference, or name. Interestingly, even at this relatively early stage in the theory-
building process, the data suggested that project manager thought orientations were 
guided by at least two discernible factors, namely being-there and expectations. The 
data suggested that genesis was associated with both being-there and expectations.  
The data suggested an association between being-there and expectations.  
 
The data also identified visibility as a key concept. The data suggested that genesis 
was associated with visibility. The data suggested that reference was associated with 
visibility. The data suggested that decisions was associated with visibility. The data 
suggested that visibility was associated with both being-there and expectations. The 
data suggested that the characteristics construct was a synthesis of a number of 
constructs that included: definition type, purpose, objectives, uniqueness, structure 
and challenges. The data suggested that characteristics was associated with both 
being-there and expectations. The data suggested that the project reference was 
associated with both being-there and expectations.  
 
The data suggested that visibility was associated with decisions. The data suggested 
that both being-there and expectations were related to decision. 
 
The data suggested that decision was associated with both outcome-oriented success 
and outcome-oriented fail. The data suggested that both being-there and expectations 
were associated with both outcome-oriented success and outcome-oriented fail.  
 
The data suggested that outcome-oriented success and outcome-oriented fail were 
associated with legacy positive and legacy negative respectively. The data suggested 
that reference was associated with both legacy positive and legacy negative.  
 








3.2.5.1.2 Emergent codes groups and codes (Revision 1 → 2)  
 
Through the iterative cycling between theory and data, these initial conceptualisations 
evolved and a set of constructs and relationships were identified. 
 




• OSBT (ORDER STRUCTURE BEING THERE) 
• EXISTENCE 
• OSTA (ORDER STRUCTURE TECHNICAL ALIGNMENT) 
• ALIGNMENT 
• DECISION 
• NEW SIT GEN 
 
These code groups are described in the following sections. 
3.2.5.1.2.1 Name 
 
Name denotes the reference by which the project is known. Name is a code group.   
The data identified the following codes under the code group name:  






The data identified the three main aspects of the project management process as 
project manager attributes, project management functions and project management 
constructs. The data identifies project manager attributes as those aspects of project 
manager being qua being that manifest themselves in the project manager’s existence 





in the project world. In terms of project manager attributes, the data differentiated the 
following as particularly central to the study of project management dynamics: 
 
Integration. Forging of relationships. Building of trust.  
Execution. Drive to deliver on project activities. 
Decision drive. The identification of the need to make decisions. 
Decision making. The resolve in making timely decisions. 
Negotiation. Negotiating mutually acceptable solutions. 
 
The data identified project management functions as those tasks that are specific to 
the project management discipline that include: 
 
Integration. Forging of relationships. Building of trust.  
Execution. Drive to deliver on project activities. 
Decision drive. The identification of the need to make decisions. 
Decision making. The resolve in making timely decisions. 
Negotiation. Negotiating mutually acceptable solutions. 
 
The data identified project management constructs as those artefacts of the project 
management discipline that are used in the management of projects. Examples include 
project schedules, progress trackers, project reports etc. The individual codes for these 
attributes, functions and constructs include both ‘higher’ (demarcated as ‘_h’) and 
‘lower’ (demarcated as ‘_l’) measures.  
 
PM is comprised of project manager attributes, project management functions and 
project management constructs. PM is a code group. These framework includes the 
following codes associated with PM:  

















Project management constructs include the methodologies, techniques and artefacts of 
the project management discipline.  
3.2.5.1.2.3 OSBT 
 
The data suggests that the order structure of being there (OSBT), designates this 
project as the target of a being there, or existence, appearing.  
 
As such, project manager, PMA, is part of the project world and their existence would 
be regulated by OSBT. 
 
OSBT is a code group that includes the following codes (See Figure 41):  
  
osbt: being there_h/l 
 
OSBT 
















Figure 41: Order Structure of Being There (OSBT) 












The data suggests that the order structure of technical alignment (OSTA), designates 
this project as the target of a technical alignment appearing.  
 
As such, project manager, PMA, is part of the project world and their technical 
alignment appearing would be regulated by OSTA.  
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Figure 44: Order Structure of Technical Alignment (OSTA) – Others 
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Alignment is a code group that includes the following codes:  
 
alignment: higher / lower 
3.2.5.1.2.7 Decision 
 
Decision drive and decision density are concepts that mediate the ‘outward’ coupling 
from the structures of (co)appearing towards the external, real-world state of affairs.  
Decision is a code group that includes the following codes:  
 















with minimal  











3.2.5.1.2.8 New sit gen 
 
New Situation Generation 
 
The framework contends that changes in the external, real-world state of project 
affairs may disturb the interaction and organisation social communication systems 
that form the environment for PM psychic systems. 
 
These disturbances may manifest in interpenetrations, or structurally couplings, in the 
project manager(s) psychic system structures.  
 




3.2.5.1.3 Emergent conceptual framework [Revision 2] 
 
The incorporation of these code groups and their inter-relationships, as indicated in 
the data, led to the revised framework shown in Figure 51. 
 
The framework pertains to the context of a singular project manager appearing in a 
project world.  

















Figure 51: Emergent conceptual framework for PMD (Revision 2) 





3.2.5.1.4 Emergent code groups and codes (Revision 2 → 3) 
 
Consideration of the data in terms of the relational case where two project managers – 
one representing the SI organisation, the other the Client organisation – coparticipate 
in the delivery of the same project, led to the identification of two new constructs, 
coexistence and coalignment. The project world, m, following Badiouan notation, 
describes an endeavour involving two organisations, A and B. In the context of this 
research, m may, for example, be a systems integration project where organisation A 
has been contracted by organisation B to design and implement software that will be 
used to automate the latter’s new biotech manufacturing facility. PMA is a project 
manager representing the interests of organisation A in m. PMB is a project manager 
representing the interests of organisation B in m. PMA is charged with delivering a 
software solution that complies with organisation B’s user requirements. PMA must 
manage a team of engineers to fulfil this brief whilst observing a range of commercial, 
temporal and other constraints. PMA liaises with PMB and is PMB’s point of contact in 
organisation A. PMA must report systematically to PMB on a range of project 
performance metrics. PMA must also report internally to organisation A. PMB is 
charged with delivering the project into organisation B so that the software can be 
incorporated and made available to manufacturing in line with organisation B’s 
business requirements. PMB liaises with PMA and is PMA’s point of contact in 
organisation B. PMB monitors performance of organisation A. PMB provides any 
information, or decisions, required by organisation A to complete its work.  The 
framework describes the following instances of project management dynamics: The 
singular case where PMA appears in m. The singular case where PMB appears in m. 
The ‘relational’ case where both PMA and PMB coappear in m.  The data suggested 
that coexistence and coalignment be introduced to cater for the latter case. 
3.2.5.1.4.1 Coexistence 
Coexistence was conceptualised as the largest mutually shared intensity of existence 
between the SI PM and the Client PM interacting on the same project. 
3.2.5.1.4.2 Coalignment 
Coalignment was conceptualised as the largest mutually shared intensity of alignment 
between the SI PM and the Client PM interacting on the same project. 
 





3.2.5.1.5 Emergent conceptual framework (Revision 3) 
 
The major development in 
framework evolution between 
Revision 2 (Figure 52) and 
Revision 3 (Figure 53) was its 
expansion to include for the 
situation where two 
counterpart project managers – 
one representing the SI 
organisation, the other 
representing the Client 
organisation – co-participate in 
the delivery of a common 
project. 
 
The expansion of the model 






The revised version of the 
framework (Revision 3) is 















Figure 52: Emergent conceptual framework for PMD (Revision2) 


























An exploratory framework for mapping 






Figure 53: Emergent conceptual framework for PMD (Revision 3) 




3.2.5.1.6 Emergent codes and code groups (Revision 3 → 4) 
 
Further iterations between analysis and data resulted in the differentiation and 
identification of additional concepts and relationships in July 2018.  
 
A third order structure, the order structure of desired situation (OSDS), was identified 
that was responsible for regulating an outcome-oriented achievement appearing in the 
project world. Corresponding to OSDS, a third mode of appearing, namely outcome-
oriented achievement appearing was identified along with a relational coachievement 
that returned the largest mutually-shared measure of achievement where two PMs 
coappear in an inter-organisational project.   
 




OSDS is a code group that includes the following codes (Figure 54):  
 
osds: definition_h/l.  
 
OSDS 















Figure 54: Order Structure of Desired Situation (OSDS) 
 






Achievement is a code group that includes the following codes:  
 
achievement: higher / lower. 
 
3.2.5.1.6.3 Coachievement 
Coachievement is a code group that includes the following codes: 
 
coachievement: higher / lower. 
 
 
3.2.5.1.7 Emergent conceptual framework (Revision 4) 
 
The identification and incorporation of OSDS, achievement and coachievement 
resulted in a further revision to the emergent conceptual framework.  
 
No further concepts were identified.  
 
The finalised set of code groups is presented as Figure 55.  
 
The finalised conceptual framework (Revision 4) is presented as Figure 56.  
 

























Figure 55: Atlas.ti – 0476943 Project Code Groups 
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Figure 56: Emergent conceptual framework for PMD (Revision 4) 




3.2.5.2 Cross-case pattern search using divergent techniques 
 
Eisenhardt (1989, p. 540) advocates “the …. counteracting [of] … (information-
processing biases) tendencies by looking at the data in many divergent ways. One 
tactic is to select categories or dimensions, and then to look for within-group 
similarities coupled with intergroup differences. Dimensions can be suggested by the 
research problem or by existing literature, or the researcher can simply choose some 
dimensions”. 
 
The isomorphism in inquiry discovered during theoretical backdrop development 
provided a multi-perspectival means with which to interrogate the data.  
 
Furthermore, when assessing the data in terms of the dynamics of PM intensive 
variation, the tri-dimensionality of the Badiouan model, inherent in its ontological, 
logical and topological registers, facilitated interpretation of the “data in many 
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3.2.6 Shaping Hypotheses 
 
The sixth step in Eisenhardt’s (1989) process is shaping hypotheses. The shaping 
hypotheses step as executed in this case study is temporally situated as shown in 
Figure 57. 
3.2.6.1 Sharpening the constructs 
 
Eisenhardt (1989, p. 541) clarifies that “one step in shaping hypotheses is the 
sharpening of constructs. This is a two-part process involving (1) refining the 
definition of the construct and (2) building evidence which measures the construct in 
each case. This occurs through constant comparison between data and constructs so 
that accumulating evidence from diverse sources converges on a single, well-defined 
construct”. 
3.2.6.1.1 Refining the definitions of the constructs 
 
During this phase of the study, “researchers constantly compare theory and data – 
iterating toward a theory which closely fits the data. A close fit is important to 
building good theory because it takes advantage of the new insights possible from the 
data and yields an empirically valid theory” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 541). 
 
In all, four revisions of the framework emerged as part of this iterative process. 
Thirteen code groups and sixty-five codes were identified. In addition to new 
constructs being added, the definitions of the constructs were continually refined 
during the process.  
3.2.6.1.2 Building evidence which measures the constructs in each case 
 
An intensive coding effort undertaken using Atlas.ti software ensured that there was 
an  “iterative tabulation of evidence for each construct” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 533).   
In the following sections each of the thirteen code groups will be presented along with 
their respective codes as well as the groundedness and density of each code. The 
intense focus on construct-measuring data “sharpens construct definition, validity, and 
measurability” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 533). 












Figure 58: Code Group: Name 
The data identified the 
project Name as a key 
construct when exploring 
identity construction as it 
applies to the project 
management process. The 
evidential support Name is 
summarized in Figure 58. 
























Figure 59: Code Group: PM 
The data identified the 
code group PM and its 
codes as key constructs 
when exploring identity 
construction as it applies 
to the PM process. The 
evidential support for the 
PM codes is summarised 
in Figure 59. 












Figure 60: Code Group: OSBT 
The data identified the 
OSBT as a key construct 
when exploring identity 
construction as it applies 
to the PM process. The 
evidential support for 
OSBT is summarised in 
Figure 60. 













Figure 61: Code Group: Existence 
The data identified the 
Existence as a key 
construct when exploring 
identity construction as it 
applies to the PM process. 
The evidential support for 
Existence is summarised 
in Figure 61. 












Figure 62: Code Group: Coexistence 
The data identified the 
Coexistence as a key 
construct when exploring 
identity construction as it 
applies to the PM process. 
The evidential support for 
Coexistence is 
summarised in Figure 62. 













Figure 63: Code Group: OSTA 
The data identified the 
OSTA as a key construct 
when exploring identity 
construction as it applies 
to the PM process. The 
evidential support for 
OSTA is summarised in 
Figure 63. 












Figure 64: Code Group: Alignment 
The data identified the 
Alignment as a key 
construct when exploring 
identity construction as it 
applies to the PM process. 
The evidential support for 
Alignment is summarised 
in Figure 64. 












Figure 65: Code Group: Coalignment 
The data identified the 
Coalignment as a key 
construct when exploring 
identity construction as it 
applies to the PM process. 
The evidential support for 
Coalignment is 
summarised in Figure 65. 












Figure 66: Code Group: Decision 
The data identified the 
Decision code group and 
its codes decision drive 
and decision density as 
key constructs when 
exploring identity 
construction as it applies 
to the PM process. The 
evidential support for 
Decision is summarised in 
Figure 66. 
























Figure 67: Code Group: New Sit Gen 
 
The data identified the 
New Sit Gen code group 
as a key construct when 
exploring identity 
construction as it applies 
to the PM process.  





The evidential support for 
New Sit Gen is 
summarised in Figure 67. 













Figure 68: Code Group: OSDS 
The data identified the 
OSDS as a key construct 
when exploring identity 
construction as it applies 
to the PM process. The 
evidential support for 
OSDS is summarised in 
Figure 68. 






Figure 69: Code Group: Achievement 
The data identified the 
Achievement as a key 
construct when exploring 
identity construction as it 
applies to the PM process. 
The evidential support for 
Achievement is 
summarised in Figure 69. 







Figure 70: Code Group: Coachievement 
The data identified the 
Coachievement as a key 
construct when exploring 
identity construction as it 
applies to the PM process. 
The evidential support for 
Coachievement is 
summarised in Figure 70. 





“The case study is useful for both generating and testing of hypotheses  
but is not limited to these research activities alone”  
(Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 229) 
3.2.6.2 Verifying relationships 
 
“A second step in shaping hypotheses is verifying that the emergent relationships 
between constructs fit with the evidence in each case. This verification process is 
similar to that in traditional hypothesis testing research” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 542).  
 
“At this point, the qualitative data are particularly useful for understanding why or 
why not emergent relationships hold. When a relationship is supported, the qualitative 
data often provide a good understanding of the dynamics underlying the relationship, 
that is, the “why” of what is happening. This is crucial to the establishment of internal 
validity”  (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 542). 
 
3.2.6.2.1 Emerging relationships and hypotheses definition 
 
The data suggested certain relationships between the constructs.  
 
The Atlas.ti software facilitated the development of network diagrams that pictorially 
documented the relationships between concepts suggested in the data. 
 
Over the course of the process, a set of thirty-two hypotheses emerged.   
 
These hypotheses are summarised in Table 6. 
 





Hypotheses Group Hypotheses Hypotheses testing relationship between 
Concept A Concept B 
Coexistence H01OSBT Name OSBT 
 H02OSBT PM OSBT 
 H03OSBT New Sit Gen OSBT 
 H04 OSBT Existence 
 H05 PM Existence 
 H06 Existence Coexistence 
 H07 PM Coexistence 
Coalignment H01OSTA Name OSTA 
 H02OSTA PM OSTA 
 H030STA New Sit Gen OSTA 
 H08 OSTA Alignment 
 H09 Existence Alignment 
 H10 PM Alignment 
 H11 Alignment Coalignment 
 H12 PM Coalignment 
 H13 Coexistence Coalignment 
Coachievement H01OSDS Name OSDS 
 H02OSDS PM OSDS 
 H03OSDS New Sit Gem OSDS 
 H14 OSDS Achievement 
 H15 PM Achievement 
 H16 Alignment Achievement 
 H17 Achievement Coachievement 
 H18 PM Coachievement 
 H19 Coalignment  Coachievement 
Decision H20 Alignment Decision Drive 
 H21 PM Decision Dive 
 H22 Decision Drive Decision Density 
 H23 PM Decision Density 
 H24 Coexistence Decision Density 
New Sit Gen H25 Coalignment New Sit Gen 
 H26 Decision Density New Sit Gen 
Table 6: Hypotheses overview 







H01OSBT is described in Table 7. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H01 
OSBT 











The name by which 





there appearing in a 
project world. 
Table 7: H01OSBT 
 
The emergence of H01OSBT during the research: 
The data suggested that the name by which the project is referenced impacts on 
project manager consciousness. The data suggested that there may be a transcendental 
order structure, OSBT, satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of being-
there appearing in a project world. The data suggested that such a being-there mode 
of appearing may be discernible in aspects such as a project manager’s sense of 
identification with the project. The purpose of H01OSBT was to verify whether, or not, 
there was evidential support for a relationship between identifiability of project name 
and OSBT’s structuring of being-there appearing in a project world. 
 
H01OSBT is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 71. 
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Figure 71: Hypothesis H01OSBT 







H02OSBT is described in Table 8. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H02 
OSBT 
PM Increased   
PM   
 






The personal attributes of the 
PM, the functions performed 
by the PM and the constructs 
(processes, tools and 





there appearing in a 
project world. 
Table 8: H02OSBT 
 
The emergence of H02OSBT during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that there may be a 
transcendental order structure, satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of 
being-there appearing in a project world. The data suggested that the aforementioned 
aspects of PM may affect this structuring. The purpose of H02OSBT was to verify 
whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship between PM and 
OSBT’s structuring of being-there appearing in a project world. 
 
H02OSBT is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 72. 
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Figure 72: Hypothesis H02OSBT 







H03OSBT is described in Table 9. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H03 
OSBT 
new sit gen Increased  
new sit gen  
 







The intensity with which new 






there appearing in a 
project world. 
Table 9: H03OSBT 
 
The emergence of H03OSBT during the research: 
The data suggested that changes in the external, real-world state of affairs (modelled 
here as new sit gen) may impact on project manager consciousness. The data 
suggested that there may be a transcendental order structure, satisfying the Badiouan 
criteria, regulating a type of being-there appearing in a project world. The data 
suggested that new sit gen may affect this structuring. The purpose of H03OSBT was to 
verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship between new sit 
gen and OSBT’s structuring of being-there appearing in a project world. 
 
H03OSBT is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 73. 
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Figure 73: Hypothesis H03OSBT 







H04 is described in Table 10. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 




is associated with 
 
 increased  
existence 
existence 
The transcendental order 
structure regulating PM 
being-there appearing in a 
project world. 
The logical measure, 
‘p’, reflecting the 
OSBT-regulated 
intensity of PM being-




Table 10: H04 
 
The emergence of H04 during the research: 
The data suggested that there may be a transcendental order structure, OSBT, 
satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of being-there appearing in a project 
world. The data suggested that such a being-there mode of appearing may be 
discernible in aspects such as a project manager’s sense of identification with the 
project. The data suggested that such signifiers of a being-there mode of appearing 
may be modelled by the concept existence. The purpose of H04 was to verify whether, 
or not, there was evidential support for a relationship between OSBT, as the structurer 
of being-there appearing in a project world and existence. 
 
H04 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 74. 
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Figure 74: Hypothesis H04 







H05 is described in Table 11. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H05 PM Increased 
PM 
 






The personal attributes of the 
PM, the functions performed 
by the PM and the constructs 
(processes, tools and 
techniques) specific to the 
PM discipline. 
The logical measure, 
‘p’, reflecting the 
OSBT-regulated 
intensity of PM being-




Table 11: H05 
 
The emergence of H05 during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that such signifiers of a being-
there mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept existence. The purpose of 
H05 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship 
between PM and existence as a measure of the being-there mode of appearing in a 
project world. 
 
H05 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 75. 
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Figure 75: Hypothesis H05 







H06 is described in Table 12. 
  
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H06 existence Increased  
existence 
 






The logical measure, ‘p’, 
reflecting the OSBT-regulated 
intensity of PM being-there 
appearing in a particular 
project world. 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project 
world, the largest 
mutually shared 
intensity of existence, 
‘p’. 
 
Table 12: H06 
 
The emergence of H06 during the research: 
The data suggested that signifiers of a PM’s being-there mode of appearing, for 
example measures of identity with the project, may be modelled by the concept 
existence. In instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a 
project, the data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-
appearing relating to the being-there mode of appearing, modelled here as 
coexistence. The purpose of H06 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential 
support for a relationship between existence and coexistence. From a Badiouan 
perspective such a verification could be interpreted as an inquiry into evidential 
support for the presence and operation of the conjunction operator (∩) that is central 
to Badiou’s logics of appearing.  
 
H06 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 76. 
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Figure 76: Hypothesis H06 







H07 is described in Table 13. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H07 PM Increased  
PM 
 





The personal attributes of the 
project manager, the functions 
performed by the PM and the 
constructs (processes, tools and 
techniques) specific to the PM 
discipline 
 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project 
world, the largest 
mutually shared 
intensity of existence, 
‘p’. 
Table 13: H07 
 
The emergence of H07 during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that such signifiers of a being-
there mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept existence. In instances 
where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a project, the data 
suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-appearing relating to the 
being-there mode of appearing, modelled here as coexistence. From a Badiouan 
perspective existence of such a measure would represent the presence and operation 
of the conjunction operator (∩) that is central to Badiou’s logics of appearing. The 
purpose of H07 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a 
relationship between PM and coexistence. 
 
H07 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 77. 
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Figure 77: Hypothesis H07 







H01OSTA is described in Table 14. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H01 
OSTA 














regulating PM technical 
alignment appearing in 
a project world. 
Table 14: H01OSTA 
 
The emergence of H01OSTA during the research: 
The data suggested that the name by which the project is referenced impacts on 
project manager consciousness. The data suggested that there may be a transcendental 
order structure, OSTA, satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of technical 
alignment appearing in a project world. The data suggested that such a technical 
alignment mode of appearing may be discernible in aspects such as a project 
manager’s sense of identification with the project. The purpose of H01OSTA was to 
verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship between 
identifiability of project name and OSTA’s structuring of technical alignment 
appearing in a project world. 
 
H01OSTA is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 78. 
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Figure 78: Hypothesis H01OSTA 







H02OSTA is described in Table 15. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H02 
OSTA 
PM Increased  
PM 
 








The personal attributes of the 
project manager, the functions 
performed by the PM and the 
constructs (processes, tools and 




regulating PM technical 
alignment appearing in 
a project world 
Table 15: H02OSTA 
 
The emergence of H02OSTA during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that there may be a 
transcendental order structure, satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of 
technical alignment appearing in a project world. The data suggested that the 
aforementioned aspects of PM may affect this structuring. The purpose of H02OSTA 
was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship between 
PM and OSTA’s structuring of technical alignment appearing in a project world. 
 
H02OSTA is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 79. 
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Figure 79: Hypothesis H02OSTA 







H03OSTA is described in Table 16. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H03 
OSTA 
new sit gen Increased  
new sit gen  
 







The intensity with which new 





regulating PM technical 
alignment appearing in 
a project world 
Table 16: H03OSTA 
 
The emergence of H03OSTA during the research: 
The data suggested that changes in the external, real-world state of affairs (modelled 
here as new sit gen) may impact on project manager consciousness. The data 
suggested that there may be a transcendental order structure, satisfying the Badiouan 
criteria, regulating a type of technical alignment appearing in a project world. The 
data suggested that new sit gen may affect this structuring. The purpose of H03OSTA 
was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship between 
new sit gen and OSTA’s structuring of technical alignment appearing in a project 
world. 
 
H03OSTA is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 80. 
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Figure 80: Hypothesis H03OSTA 







H08 is described in Table 17. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 










The transcendental order 
structure regulating PM 
technical alignment appearing in 
a project world 
The logical measure, 
‘q’, reflecting the 
OSTA-regulated 
intensity of PM 
technical alignment 
appearing in a 
particular project world. 
 
Table 17: H08 
 
The emergence of H08 during the research: 
The data suggested that there may be a transcendental order structure, OSTA, 
satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of technical alignment appearing in 
a project world. The data suggested that such a technical alignment mode of 
appearing may be discernible in aspects such as a project manager’s sense of 
identification with the project. The data suggested that such signifiers of a technical 
alignment mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept alignment. The 
purpose of H08 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a 
relationship between OSTA, as the structurer of technical alignment appearing in a 
project world and alignment. 
 
H08 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 81. 
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Figure 81: Hypothesis H08 







H09 is described in Table 18. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H09 existence Increased  
existence 
 






The logical measure, ‘p’, 
reflecting the OSBT-regulated 
intensity of PM being-there 
appearing in a particular project 
world. 
 
The logical measure, 
‘q’, reflecting the 
OSTA-regulated 
intensity of PM 
technical alignment 
appearing in a 
particular project world. 
 
Table 18: H09 
 
The emergence of H09 during the research: 
The data suggested that a being-there mode of appearing may be discernible in 
aspects such as a project manager’s sense of identification with the project. The data 
suggested that such signifiers of a being-there mode of appearing may be modelled by 
the concept existence. The data suggested that a technical alignment mode of 
appearing may be discernible in aspects such as a project manager’s sense of 
identification with the project. The data suggested that such signifiers of a technical 
alignment mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept alignment. The 
purpose of H09 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a 
relationship between existence and alignment modes of appearing in a project world. 
 
H09 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 82. 
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Figure 82: Hypothesis H09 







H10 is described in Table 19. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H10 PM Increased  
PM 
 






The personal attributes of the 
PM, the functions performed by 
the PM and the constructs 
(processes, tools and techniques) 
specific to the PM discipline. 
The logical measure, 
‘q’, reflecting the 
OSTA-regulated 
intensity of PM 
technical alignment 
appearing in a 
particular project world. 
 
Table 19: H10 
 
The emergence of H10 during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that a technical alignment 
mode of appearing may be discernible in aspects such as a project manager’s sense of 
identification with the project. The data suggested that signifiers of a technical 
alignment mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept alignment. The 
purpose of H10 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a 
relationship between PM and alignment as a measure of the technical alignment mode 
of appearing in a project world. 
 
H10 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 83. 
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Figure 83: Hypothesis H10 







H11 is described in Table 20. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H11 alignment Increased 
alignment 
 






The logical measure, ‘q’, 
reflecting the OSTA-regulated 
intensity of PM technical 
alignment appearing in a 
particular project world. 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project world, 
the largest mutually 
shared intensity of 
alignment, ‘q’. 
 
Table 20: H11 
 
The emergence of H11 during the research: 
The data suggested that signifiers of a PM’s technical alignment mode of appearing, 
for example measures of identity with the project, may be modelled by the concept 
alignment. In instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a 
project, the data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-
appearing relating to the technical alignment mode of appearing, modelled here as 
coalignment. The purpose of H11 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential 
support for a relationship between alignment and coalignment. From a Badiouan 
perspective such a verification could be interpreted as an inquiry into evidential 
support for the presence and operation of the conjunction operator (∩) that is central 
to Badiou’s logics of appearing.  
 
H11 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 84. 
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Figure 84: Hypothesis H11 







H12 is described in Table 21. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H12 PM Increased 
PM 
 






The personal attributes of the 
PM, the functions performed by 
the PM and the constructs 
(processes, tools and techniques) 
specific to the PM discipline 
 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project world, 
the largest mutually 
shared intensity of 
alignment, ‘q’. 
Table 21: H12 
 
The emergence of H12 during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that such signifiers of a 
technical alignment mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept alignment. In 
instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a project, the 
data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-appearing relating 
to the technical alignment mode of appearing, modelled here as coalignment. From a 
Badiouan perspective existence of such a measure would represent the presence and 
operation of the conjunction operator (∩) that is central to Badiou’s logics of 
appearing. The purpose of H12 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential 
support for a relationship between PM and coalignment. 
 
H12 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 85. 
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Figure 85: Hypothesis H12 







H13 is described in Table 22. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H13 coexistence Increased  
coexistence  
 





Given two PMs coappearing 
in a particular project world, 
the largest mutually shared 
intensity of existence, ‘p’. 
 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project world, 
the largest mutually 
shared intensity of 
alignment, ‘q’. 
Table 22: H13 
  
The emergence of H13 during the research: 
The data suggested that signifiers of a PM’s being-there mode of appearing, for 
example measures of identity with the project, may be modelled by the concept 
existence. In instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a 
project, the data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-
appearing relating to the being-there mode of appearing, modelled here as 
coexistence. From a Badiouan perspective such a verification could be interpreted as 
an inquiry into evidential support for the presence and operation of the conjunction 
operator (∩) that is central to Badiou’s logics of appearing. The data suggested that 
signifiers of a technical alignment mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept 
alignment. In instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a 
project, the data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-
appearing relating to the technical alignment mode of appearing, modelled here as 
coalignment. From a Badiouan perspective existence of such a measure would 
represent the presence and operation of the conjunction operator (∩) that is central to 
Badiou’s logics of appearing. The purpose of H13 was to verify whether, or not, there 
was evidential support for a relationship between coexistence and coalignment. 
 
H13 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 86. 
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Figure 86: Hypothesis H13 







H01OSDS is described in Table 23. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H01 
OSDS 
Name A more identifiable project  
Name 
 







The name by which 







appearing in a project 
world. 
Table 23: H01OSDS 
 
The emergence of H01OSDS during the research: 
The data suggested that the name by which the project is referenced impacts on 
project manager consciousness. The data suggested that there may be a transcendental 
order structure, OSDS, satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of outcome-
oriented achievement appearing in a project world. The data suggested that such an 
outcome-oriented achievement mode of appearing may be discernible in aspects such 
as a project manager’s sense of identification with the project. The purpose of 
H01OSDS was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship 
between identifiability of project name and OSDS’s structuring of outcome-oriented 
achievement appearing in a project world. 
 
H01OSDS is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 87. 
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Figure 87: Hypothesis H01OSDS 







H02OSDS is described in Table 24. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H03 
OSDS 
PM Increased  
PM 
 








The personal attributes of the 
PM, the functions performed by 
the PM and the constructs 
(processes, tools and techniques) 







in a project world. 
Table 24: H02OSDS 
 
The emergence of H02OSDS during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that there may be a 
transcendental order structure, satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of 
outcome-oriented achievement appearing in a project world. The data suggested that 
the aforementioned aspects of PM may affect this structuring. The purpose of 
H02OSDS was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship 
between PM and OSDS’s structuring of outcome-oriented achievement appearing in a 
project world. 
 
H02OSDS is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 88. 
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Figure 88: Hypothesis H020SDS 







H03OSDS is described in Table 25. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H03 
OSDS 
new sit gen Increased  
new sit gen  
 






The intensity with which 
new situations are 







in a project world. 
 
Table 25: H03OSDS 
 
The emergence of H03OSDS during the research: 
The data suggested that changes in the external, real-world state of affairs (modelled 
here as new sit gen) may impact on project manager consciousness. The data 
suggested that there may be a transcendental order structure, satisfying the Badiouan 
criteria, regulating a type of outcome-oriented achievement appearing in a project 
world. The data suggested that new sit gen may affect this structuring. The purpose of 
H03OSDS was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship 
between new sit gen and OSDS’s structuring of outcome-oriented achievement 
appearing in a project world. 
 
H03OSDS is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 89. 
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Figure 89: Hypothesis H03OSDS 







H14 is described in Table 26. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 









The transcendental order 
structure regulating PM 
outcome-oriented 
achievement appearing in a 
project world. 
The logical measure, ‘s’, 
reflecting the OSDS-
regulated intensity of PM 
outcome-oriented  
achievement 
appearing in a particular 
project world. 
Table 26: H14 
 
The emergence of H14 during the research: 
The data suggested that there may be a transcendental order structure, OSDS, 
satisfying the Badiouan criteria, regulating a type of outcome-oriented achievement 
appearing in a project world. The data suggested that such an outcome-oriented 
achievement mode of appearing may be discernible in aspects such as a project 
manager’s sense of identification with the project. The data suggested that such 
signifiers of an outcome-oriented achievement mode of appearing may be modelled 
by the concept achievement. The purpose of H14 was to verify whether, or not, there 
was evidential support for a relationship between OSDS, as the structurer of outcome-
oriented achievement appearing in a project world and achievement. 
 
H14 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 90. 
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Figure 90: Hypothesis H14 







H15 is described in Table 27. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H15 alignment Increased  
alignment  
 





The logical measure, ‘q’, 
reflecting the OSTA-
regulated intensity of PM 
technical alignment 
appearing in a particular 
project world. 
The logical measure, 
‘s’, reflecting the 
OSDS-regulated 
intensity of PM 
outcome-oriented  
achievement appearing 
in a particular project 
world. 
 
Table 27: H15 
 
The emergence of H15 during the research: 
The data suggested that a technical alignment mode of appearing may be discernible 
in aspects such as a project manager’s sense of identification with the project. The 
data suggested that such signifiers of a technical alignment mode of appearing may be 
modelled by the concept alignment.  
 
The data suggested that an outcome-oriented achievement mode of appearing may be 
discernible in aspects such as a project manager’s sense of identification with the 
project. The data suggested that such signifiers of an outcome-oriented achievement 
mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept achievement.  
 
The purpose of H15 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a 
relationship between alignment and achievement modes of appearing in a project 
world. 
 
H15 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 91. 
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Figure 91: Hypothesis H15 







H16 is described in Table 28. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H16 PM Increased  
PM 
 





The personal attributes of 
the PM, the functions 
performed by the PM and 
the constructs (processes, 
tools and techniques) 
specific to the PM 
discipline. 
The logical measure, 
‘s’, reflecting the 
OSDS-regulated 
intensity of PM 
outcome-oriented  
achievement appearing 
in a particular project 
world. 
 
Table 28: H16 
 
The emergence of H16 during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that an outcome-oriented 
achievement mode of appearing may be discernible in aspects such as a project 
manager’s sense of identification with the project. The data suggested that signifiers 
of an outcome-oriented achievement mode of appearing may be modelled by the 
concept achievement. The purpose of H16 was to verify whether, or not, there was 
evidential support for a relationship between PM and achievement as a measure of the 
outcome-oriented achievement mode of appearing in a project world. 
 
H16 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 92. 
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Figure 92: Hypothesis H16 







H17 is described in Table 29. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H17 achievement Increased  
achievement  
 





The logical measure, ‘s’, 
reflecting the OSDS-
regulated intensity of PM 
outcome-oriented  
achievement appearing in a 
particular project world. 
 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project world, 
the largest mutually 
shared intensity of 
achievement, ‘s’. 
Table 29: H17 
 
The emergence of H17 during the research: 
The data suggested that signifiers of a PM’s outcome-oriented achievement mode of 
appearing, for example measures of identity with the project, may be modelled by the 
concept achievement. In instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the 
delivery of a project, the data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure 
of co-appearing relating to the outcome-oriented achievement mode of appearing, 
modelled here as coachievement. The purpose of H17 was to verify whether, or not, 
there was evidential support for a relationship between achievement and 
coachievement. From a Badiouan perspective such a verification could be interpreted 
as an inquiry into evidential support for the presence and operation of the conjunction 
operator (∩) that is central to Badiou’s logics of appearing.  
 
H17 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 93. 
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Figure 93: Hypothesis H17 







H18 is described in Table 30. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H18 PM Increased  
PM 
 





The personal attributes of 
the PM, the functions 
performed by the PM and 
the constructs (processes, 
tools and techniques) 
specific to the PM 
discipline. 
 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project world, 
the largest mutually 
shared intensity of 
achievement, ‘s’. 
Table 30: H18 
 
The emergence of H18 during the research: 
The data suggested that PM, conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The data suggested that such signifiers of an 
outcome-oriented achievement mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept 
achievement. In instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery 
of a project, the data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-
appearing relating to the outcome-oriented achievement  mode of appearing, modelled 
here as coachievement. From a Badiouan perspective existence of such a measure 
would represent the presence and operation of the conjunction operator (∩) that is 
central to Badiou’s logics of appearing. The purpose of H18 was to verify whether, or 
not, there was evidential support for a relationship between PM and coachievement. 
 
H18 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 94. 
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Figure 94: Hypothesis H18 







H19 is described in Table 31. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H19 coalignment Increased  
coalignment  
 





Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project world, 
the largest mutually 
shared intensity of 
alignment, ‘q’. 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a 
particular project world, 
the largest mutually 
shared intensity of 
achievement, ‘s’. 
Table 31: H19 
 
The emergence of H19 during the research: 
The data suggested that signifiers of a technical alignment mode of appearing, for 
example measures of identity with the project, may be modelled by the concept 
alignment. In instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a 
project, the data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-
appearing relating to the technical alignment mode of appearing, modelled here as 
coalignment. The data suggested that signifiers of outcome-oriented achievement 
mode of appearing may be modelled by the concept achievement. In instances where 
an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a project, the data suggested 
that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-appearing relating to the outcome-
oriented achievement mode of appearing, modelled here as coachievement. In both 
cases, and from a Badiouan perspective, existence of such measures would represent 
the presence and operation of the conjunction operator (∩) that is central to Badiou’s 
logics of appearing. The purpose of H19 was to verify whether, or not, there was 
evidential support for a relationship between coalignment and coachievement. 
 
H19 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 95. 
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Figure 95: Hypothesis H19 







H20 is described in Table 32. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H20 alignment Decreased  
alignment 
 





The logical measure, ‘q’, 
reflecting the OSTA-
regulated intensity of PM 
technical alignment 
appearing in a particular 
project world. 
The function surfacing 
the imperative to 
choose. 
Table 32: H20 
 
The emergence of H20 during the research: 
The data suggested that signifiers of a PM’s technical alignment mode of appearing, 
for example measures of identity with the project, may be modelled by the concept 
alignment. The purpose of H20 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential 
support for a relationship between alignment and decision drive.  
 
H20 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 96. 
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Figure 96: Hypothesis H20 







H21 is described in Table 33. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H21 PM Increased  
PM 
 





The personal attributes of 
the PM, the functions 
performed by the PM and 
the constructs (processes, 
tools and techniques) 
specific to the PM 
discipline. 
 
The function surfacing 
the imperative to 
choose. 
Table 33: H21 
 
The emergence of H21 during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The purpose of H21 was to verify whether, or not, 
there was evidential support for a relationship between PM and decision drive. 
 
H21 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 97. 
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Figure 97: Hypothesis H21 







H22 is described in Table 34. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H22 decision drive  Increased  
decision drive  
 






The function surfacing the 
imperative to choose. 




Table 34: H22 
 
The emergence of H22 during the research: 
The purpose of H22 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a 
relationship between decision drive and decision density. 
 
H22 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 98. 
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Figure 98: Hypothesis H22 







H23 is described in Table 35. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H23 PM Increased  
PM 
 
is associated with   
 
greater  
decision density  
decision density 
The personal attributes of 
the PM, the functions 
performed by the PM and 
the constructs (processes, 
tools and techniques) 
specific to the PM 
discipline. 
 




Table 35: H23 
 
The emergence of H23 during the research: 
The data suggested that PM conceptualised as project management attributes, project 
management functions and project management constructs as factors that may impact 
on project manager consciousness. The purpose of H23 was to verify whether, or not, 
there was evidential support for a relationship between PM and decision density. 
 
H23 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 99. 
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Figure 99: Hypothesis H23 







H24 is described in Table 36. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H24 coexistence Increased  
coexistence 
 






Given two PMs coappearing 
in a particular project world, 
the largest mutually shared 
intensity of existence, ‘p’. 
 




Table 36: H24 
 
The emergence of H24 during the research: 
The data suggested that signifiers of a PM’s being-there mode of appearing, for 
example measures of identity with the project, may be modelled by the concept 
existence. In instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a 
project, the data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-
appearing relating to the being-there mode of appearing, modelled here as 
coexistence. From a Badiouan perspective such a verification could be interpreted as 
an inquiry into evidential support for the presence and operation of the conjunction 
operator (∩) that is central to Badiou’s logics of appearing. The purpose of H24 was 
to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship between 
coexistence and decision density. 
 
H24 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 100. 
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Figure 100: Hypothesis H24 







H25 is described in Table 37. 
 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H25 coalignment Increased coalignment 
 
is associated with 
 
greater 
new sit gen 
new sit gen 
Given two PMs coappearing 
in a particular project world, 
the largest mutually shared 
intensity of alignment, ‘q’. 
 
The intensity with 
which new situations 
are generated in the 
project world. 
 
Table 37: H25 
 
The emergence of H25 during the research: 
The data suggested that changes in the external, real-world state of affairs (modelled 
here as new sit gen) may impact on project manager consciousness. The data 
suggested that signifiers of a technical alignment mode of appearing, for example 
measures of identity with the project, may be modelled by the concept alignment. In 
instances where an SI PM engages with a Client PM in the delivery of a project, the 
data suggested that it may be possible to observe a measure of co-appearing relating 
to the technical alignment mode of appearing, modelled here as coalignment. From a 
Badiouan perspective, existence of such a measure would represent the presence and 
operation of the conjunction operator (∩) that is central to Badiou’s logics of 
appearing.  
 
The purpose of H25 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a 
relationship between coalignment and new sit gen. 
 
H25 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 101. 
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Figure 101: Hypothesis H25 







H26 is described in Table 38. 
Nr Concept A Hypothesis Concept B 
H26 decision density Increased  
decision density  
 
is associated with   
 
greater 
new sit gen  
 
new sit gen 
The density of completed 
selection functions. 
The intensity with 
which new situations 
are generated in the 
project world. 
 
Table 38: H26 
 
The emergence of H26 during the research: 
The data suggested that changes in the external, real-world state of affairs (modelled 
here as new sit gen) may impact on project manager consciousness. The purpose of 
H26 was to verify whether, or not, there was evidential support for a relationship 
between decision density and new sit gen. 
 
H26 is demarcated within the conceptual framework as shown in Figure 102. 
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Figure 102: Hypothesis H26 





3.2.6.2.2 Mapping research question, interview questions, data, constructs, 
relationships / hypotheses and conceptual framework  
 
The mapping from the research question, through Eisenhardt’s (1989) theory build 
and test process, to the finalised conceptual framework is shown in Figure 103.  
 
   
 
   
 
 


























































































































































INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (Q01 – Q40) RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CONSTRUCTS HYPOTHESES CONSTRUCTS
Please describe your role and the main 
functions that it entails.
Q01
Describe the purpose of your projects.
How do you go about setting up new projects 
and what challenges do you face in the set-up?
Q06
Describe the principal factors governing your 
thinking and behaviour when managing 
projects.
Q07
From your observations, what drives the 
thinking and behaviour of the other 
stakeholders?
Q08
Where does the complexity lie in these 
projects?
Q09
What factors impact the planned progress of 
the work as the project unfolds?
Q12
Who do you communicate with on these 
projects?
Q13
What are the main topics?Q14
What are the main challenges and sources of 
contention?
Q10
Describe the tools you use to manage this 
complexity and address the challenges.
Q11
Q02
Outline the various (internal and external) 
stakeholders and disciplines that are involved.
Q03
Outline how new projects come into being for 
you. 
Q04
How new and unique are they?Q05
Describe decisions you have to make in projects 
and the main influencing factors.
Q15
Describe any tools you use to assist you in your 
decision making? 
Q16
Describe decisions made by others that affect 
you, your team and the course of the project.
Q17
To what extent could projects be said to 
resemble a network of inter-connected 
decisions?
Q18
What role does the name of, or reference to, the 
specific project play?
Q19
What part does feeling of belonging to, or 
strength of identification with, a specific 
project, play? 
Q20
How would you compare ‘belonging to the 
project’ versus ‘belonging to the organisation’? 
Q21
How much visibility do you have into both your 
own and the other stakeholder project team(s)?
Q22
To what extent do you feel you can control, or 
steer, the course of projects? 
Q23
How, if at all, would it be possible to increase 
levels of visibility and control?
Q24
To what extent could each project be considered 
as its own self-contained world?
Q25
In the case that it can, who belongs to that 
world?
Q26
Describe the ‘external’ observers on projects 
and the impact that their roles can have? 
Q27
To what extent does the organisation capitalise 
on the newly-completed project?
Q29
Does it leave legacy traces for you?Q30
Define what constitutes a successful project for 
you. What are the key enablers?
Q31
Describe projects that didn’t go so well and the 
main contributing factors.
Q32
The fact that organisations do manage to engage to 
deliver complex projects ‘successfully’ is quite an 
achievement?Your thoughts on how they manage to 
achieve this?
Q33
To what extent does the organisation support you 
in your management of the projects and what 
more could it do? 
Q34
With a view to optimising how we run our 
projects, are there things that we, as an 
organisation, should do differently?
Q35
Where do you see the role of systems and 
technologies in supporting projects? 
Q36
To what extent can a project be said to have its 
own form, personality or culture?
Q37
How would you describe the culture of the 
organisation? 
Q38
How could we embed a project- / program 
management culture in the business?
Q39
Describe what the term ‘project’ means to you 
i.e. what is a project?
Q40
The more identifiable the project NAME the clearer 
the Order Structure definition 
H01OSBT H01OSTA H01OSDS
Clearer OSBT definition is associated with increased EXISTENCE H04
Increased PM is associated with greater EXISTENCE H05
Increased EXISTENCE is associated with greater COEXISTENCE H06
Increased PM is associated with greater COEXISTENCE H07
Clearer OSTA definition is associated with increased ALIGNMENTH08
Increased EXISTENCE is associated with greater ALIGNMENTH09
Increased PM is associated with greater ALIGNMENTH10
Increased ALIGNMENT is associated with greater COALIGNMENTH11
Increased PM is associated with greater COALIGNMENTH12
Increased COEXISTENCE is associated with greater COALIGNMENTH13
Clearer OSDS definition is associated with increased ACHIEVEMENTH14
Increased ALIGNMENT is associated with greater ACHIEVEMENTH15
Increased PM is associated with greater ACHIEVEMENTH16
Increased ACHIEVEMENT is associated with greater COACHIEVEMENTH17
Increased PM is associated with greater COACHIEVEMENTH18
Increased COALIGNMENT is associated with greater COACHIEVEMENTH19
Decreased ALIGNMENT is associated with greater DECISION DRIVEH20
Increased PM is associated with greater DECISION DRIVEH21
Increased DECISION DRIVE is associated with greater DECISION DENSITYH22
Increased PM is associated with greater DECISION DENSITYH23
Increased COEXISTENCE is associated with greater DECISION DENSITYH24
Increased COALIGNMENT is associated with greater NEW SIT GENH25













FINALISED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK (Revision 4)
FOR PROJECT MANAGEMENT DYNAMICS
Increased PM is associated with clearer the Order 
Structure definition 
H02OSBT H02OSTA H02OSDS
Increased NEW SIT GEN is associated with clearer 
Order Structure definition 
H03OSBT H03OSTA H03OSDS
What signifies project completion and what 







































































































































































































































































3.2.6.2.3 Mapping the hypotheses to the Badiouan model 
 
In addition to promoting the emergence of constructs and relations, the evidence 
emanating from the iterative cycling between theory and data also suggested that the 
“search [for] evidence for [the] “why” behind relationships” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 
533) could be enhanced by integrating the ontological, logical and topological 
registers of the Badiouan model.  
 
Viewing the emerging relationships through this multi-perspectival prism promotes 
ongoing re-interpretation of the evidence ensures a continued source of creative 
irritation for the emerging conceptual framework. Triangulating between the registers 
encourages and enriches both critical and productive inquiry (Senge, 1990, p. 186). 
  
Ontologically the Badiouan lens focuses on the project world, or situation. 
Hypotheses here test the posited ‘outward’ association between both coalignment and 
decision density and the emergence of new situations. Hypotheses here test the posited 
‘inward’ relationships between these emerging new situations and the proposed order 
structures regulating appearing in a project world.   
 
The Badiouan logical lens focuses on the mode(s) of appearing in a project world, or 
situation. Hypotheses here test the posited associations between the posited order 
structures and respective modes of (co)appearing – the relational logical measures 
returned by the identity function indexing of the respective order structure.  
   
Viewing the problematic through Badiou’s topological lens focuses on project 
manager (co)appearing in a project world as point localisation (or projections) of 
logical measures of appearing onto the Boolean yes/no. Hypotheses here test the 
posited associations as mappings between projections.   
 
The hypotheses are mapped to the ontological, logical and topological registers of the 
Badiouan model in Tables 39, 40 and 41 respectively.  





The ubiquity of the concept of the Transcendental (Badiou, 2014) 
The Mathematics of 
the Transcendental 
(Badiou, 2014) 
Connection: The Transcendental considered as: The Triple determination of the concept of 
Transcendental is what allows it to regulate 
appearing as:  
B1. Connections between the Transcendental and set-
theoretic ontology: Boolean algebras  
 
Ontological Situation 
Provided it designates (in its Boolean form) the structuration of parts of a 
set. 
Underlying multiple-being of being there 
    
Framework 
considerations 
The yes/ no of appearing  Project manager ontological Being as part of a situation New Sit Gen 
Working 
Concepts 
 Project manager attributes, project management functions and 
project management constructs 
How are changes effected in the external, 
real-world state of affairs? How do 
changes in the external real-world state of 
affairs result in new situations? How do 
these new situations affect the posited 
project order structures? 





Table 39: Mapping hypotheses to Badiouan ontological register 






Table 40: Mapping hypotheses to Badiouan logical register 
 
The ubiquity of the concept of the Transcendental (Badiou, 2014) 
The Mathematics of 
the Transcendental 
(Badiou, 2014) 
Connection: The Transcendental considered as: The Triple determination of the concept of 
Transcendental is what allows it to 
regulate appearing as:  
B2. Connections between the Transcendental and logic in 
its ordinary sense (propositional logic and first order 
predicate logic) 
Logical Cohesion 
Being a space of evaluation for every given value , be they semantic (the true, 
the false, or the other truth-values) or syntactical (connectives and qualifiers) 
Logical form of being there 






The transcendental space regulating the logical form of 
(co)existence (co)appearing in a project world: Order 
Structure of Being There (OSBT). The transcendental 
space regulating the logical form of technical 
(co)alignment (co)appearing in a project world: Order 
Structure of Technical Alignment (OSTA). The 
transcendental space regulating the logical form of 
outcome-oriented (co)achievement in a project world: 
Order Structure of Desired Situation (OSDS). 
Spaces of evaluation: OSBT, OSTA, OSDS 
Minimum: µ; Maximum: M; Order relation: ≤ ; Conjunction:  ∩; Envelope: ∑ 
Id_OSBT. Identity function that measures the intensity of being-there, p, in the 
project:  (co)existence 
Id_OSTA. Identity function that measures the degree of alignment, q, between 
project manager expectation and the actual technical state of affairs: 
(co)alignment 
Id_OSDS. Identity function that measures the degree of outcome-oriented 
achievement, s: (co)achievement. 
Project management dynamics as the 
dynamics of Badiouan modification, or 
intensive variation in (co)appearing. 
Factors influencing intensive variation.  
Posited functional dependencies and 
logical form of a dynamics of Badiouan 
intensive variation.  
Working concepts Evidence of OSBT, OSTA and OSDS as Badiouan 
Partially Ordered Sets in the project context. 
Evidence of µ, M, ≤ , ∩, ∑ for each of OSBT, OSTA and OSDS. Ranges of 
intensities p, q and s. 
Evidence of posited logical intensive 
variation. 
Hypotheses OSBT: H01OSBT, H02OSBT, H03OSBT 
OSTA: H01OSTA, H02OSTA, H03OSTA 
OSDS: H01OSDS, H02OSDS, H03OSDS 
existence: H04, H05; coachievement: H06, H07 
alignment: H08, H09, H10; coalignment: H11, H12, H13 
achievement: H14, H15, H16; coachievement: H17, H18, H19 
H01 to H21, H23 





Table 41: Mapping hypotheses to Badiouan topological register  
    *Mathematics of the Transcendental (Badiou, 2014) 
 
The ubiquity of the concept of the Transcendental (Badiou, 2014) 
The Mathematics of 
the Transcendental 
(Badiou, 2014) 
Connection: The Transcendental considered as: The Triple determination of the concept of Transcendental 
is what allows it to regulate appearing as:  
B3. Connections between the 
Transcendental and the general 
theory of localizations: Topology 
Topological Localization 
Since the ‘natural’ model of this structure is nothing other than the open sets of a 
topological space. 
Being There 






A topology of (co)appearing 
comprised of the points of 
(co)appearing and their inter-
relations 
Order structures: OSBT, OSTA, OSDS 
*Sets of points: π(OSBT), π(OSTA), π(OSDS) *Open sets: Op, Oq, Os. *inclusion 
operator, ⊆ 
*Badiouan points of (co)appearing:  
OSBT(p, bp) = γ(p) = (β o α)(p) = bp ϵ {µ, M} = {not-there, being-there} 
OSTA(q, bq) = ζ (q) = (ε o δ)(q) = bq ϵ {µ, M} = {misaligned, aligned} 
OSDS(s, bs) = ν(s) = (σ o ρ)(s) = bs ϵ {µ, M} = {failure, success} 
Decision**Contingency in localised (co)appearing modelled by:  τOSBT, τOSTA, τOSDS 
Project management dynamics as the dynamics of 
Badiouan intensive variation category theoretically 
depicted as, what Zamenopoulos (2012) terms a ‘phase 
transitioning’ in the topology of (co)appearing. Posited 
three-dimensional extant project XYZ-stimuli. Posited 
functional dependencies of transformations driving phase 
transitions.   
Working 
Concepts 
Evidence of topologies of 
(co)appearing based on the logical 
forms (Section 4.2.2.2) 
Evidence of the topological spaces associated with the transcendental order structures 
Evidence of the ∩-∑ functions OSBT(p, bp), OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs) 
Decision as point. Determining contingency – contributing factors and resolution. 
The Badiouan notions of sufficient points, tense and atonic 
worlds and their roles in determining types of project 
management dynamics. 
Hypotheses H01 to H19 existence: H04, H05; coexistence: H06, H07; alignment: H08, H09, H10; coalignment: 
H11, H12, H13; achievement: H14, H15, H16; coachievement: H17, H18, H19 
decision drive: H20, H21; decision density: H22, H23, H24 
H01 to H26 




3.2.6.2.4 Relationship verification / hypotheses testing 
 
This section presents the results of the relationship verification / hypotheses testing.  
 
Examples of scholarly works that have addressed hypothesis testing using case studies 
include (Iacono et al., 2011, Bitektine, 2008, Johnston et al., 1999, Ulriksen and 
Dadalauri, 2016). 
 
The functionality of Atlas ti.8 was used to collate the results from the coding effort. 
The following were generated for each hypothesis:  
 
1. Network diagram view highlighting the interrelationship(s) between the 
respective codes. 
2. Code co-occurrence table confirming the respective code quantities. 
 
The complete data set comprising primary documents, quotations, code groups and 
codes is included in the Atlas ti.8 file 0476943.   
 











The more identifiable the project name the clearer the OSBT definition. See Figure 
104 for concepts, descriptions, code groups and codes relating to H01OSBT. 
 
Figure 104: H01OSBT associating Name and OSBT definition 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 105 and 106 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
 
• An order structure, OSBT, can be discerned. 
• The more identifiable the name, the clearer the OSBT definition   
• A misplaced name is associated with reduced OSBT definitional clarity  










Concept A Hypothesis relating 

















The name by which the 
project is referenced. 
Description: 
The transcendental order 
structure regulating PM being-












obst: being there_h 
obst: being there_l 
Table 42: 







Figure 105: H01OSBT Network Diagram 





Figure 106: H01OSBT Code Co-occurrence 







Increased PM is associated with clearer OSBT definition. See Figure 107 for concepts, 










Concept A Hypothesis relating 
Concepts A and B 
Concept B 
Title: PM  
 
 
Increased   
PM   
 









The personal attributes of the PM, the 
functions performed by the PM and the 
constructs (processes, tools and 







appearing in a 
project world. 
Code Group: PM 
Codes: 
pm: attributes_ 
dd_h/l; _dm_h/l; _exe_h/l; _int_h/l; _neg_h 
 pm: function_ 









Figure 107: H02OSBT associating PM and OSBT definition 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 108 and 109 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with clearer OSBT definition. 
• Decreased PM is associated with reduced OSBT definitional clarity.





Figure 108: H02OSBT Network Diagram 





Figure 109: H03OSBT Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased new sit gen is associated with clearer OSBT definition. See Figure 110 for 











Concept A Hypothesis relating 
Concepts A and B 
Concept B 
Title: 





new sit gen  
 











The intensity with which 
new situations are 




The transcendental order 
structure regulating PM being-














obst: being there_h 
obst: being there_l  
Figure 110: H03OSBT associating New Sit Gen and OSBT definition 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 111 and 112 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased new sit gen is associated with clearer OSBT definition. 
• Decreased new sit gen is associated with reduced OSBT definitional clarity. 







Figure 111: H03OSBT Network Diagram 





Figure 112: H03OSBT Code Co-Occurrence 







Clearer OSBT definition is associated with increased existence. See Figure 113 for 









Concept A Hypothesis relating 
Concepts A and B 
Concept B 






is associated with 
 




The transcendental order 
structure regulating PM 
being-there appearing in a 
project world 
Description: 
The logical measure, ‘p’, 
reflecting the OSBT-regulated 
intensity of PM being-there 





osbt: being there_h 






Figure 113: H04 associating OSBT definition and existence 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 114 and 115 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Clearer OSBT definition is associated with increased existence. 
• Reduced OSBT definitional clarity is associated with decreased existence. 





Figure 114: H04 Network Diagram 





Figure 115: H04 Code Co-Occurence 







Increased PM is associated with greater existence. See Figure 116 for concepts, 











Concept A Hypothesis relating 
Concepts A and B 
Concept B 













The personal attributes of the PM, 
the functions performed by the PM 
and the constructs (processes, tools 
and techniques) specific to the PM 
discipline 
Description: 
The logical measure, ‘p’, 
reflecting the OSBT-
regulated intensity of PM 
being-there appearing in a 
particular project world. 
Code Group: PM 
Codes: 
pm: attributes ( _dd_h/l; _dm_h/l;  
_exe_h/l; _int_h/l; _neg_h); 
pm: function ( _dd_h/l; _dm_h/l; 
_exe_h/l; _int_h/l; _neg_h/l); 
pm:constructs_h/l 




Figure 116: H05 associating PM and existence 
 
The network diagram and code co-occurrence statistics pertaining to H05 are shown 
in Figures 117 and 118 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with greater existence 
• Decreased PM is associated with reduced existence. 





Figure 117: H05 Network Diagram 





Figure 118: H05 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased existence is associated with greater coexistence. See Figure 119 for 










Concept A Hypothesis relating 


















The logical measure, ‘p’, 
reflecting the OSBT-regulated 
intensity of PM being-there 
appearing in a particular project 
world. 
Description: 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a particular 
project world, the largest 
mutually shared intensity 











Figure 119: H06 associating existence and coexistence 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figure 120 and 121 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased existence is associated with greater coexistence. 
• Decreased existence is associated with reduced coexistence. 





Figure 120: H06 Network Diagram 





Figure 121: H06 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased PM is associated with greater coexistence. See Figure 122 for concepts, 












Concept A Hypothesis relating 
Concepts A and B 
Concept B 















The personal attributes of the PM, 
the functions performed by the PM 
and the constructs (processes, tools 
and techniques) specific to the PM 
discipline 
Description: 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a particular 
project world, the largest 
mutually shared intensity 




pm: attributes ( _dd_h/l; _dm_h/l; 
_exe_h/l; _int_h/l; _neg_h);  
pm: function ( _dd_h/l; _dm_h/l; 







Figure 122: H07 associating PM and coexistence 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figure 123 and 124 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with greater coexistence. 
• Decreased PM is associated with reduced coexistence.  





Figure 123: H07 Network Diagram 





Figure 124: H07 Code Co-Occurrence 







The more identifiable the project name, the clearer the OSTA definition. See Figure 

































The name by which the 
project is referenced 
Description: 
The transcendental order structure 
regulating PM technical alignment 




name: easily identifiable 




Codes: osta: commercial_h/l; osta: 
communications_h/l; osta: scope_h/l 
osta: quality_h/l; osta: safety_h/l; osta: 
others_h/l; osta: own resources_h/l; osta: 
temporal_h/l; osta: technical_h/l 
Figure 125: H01OSTA associating Name and OSTA definition  
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figure 126 and 127 respectively. 
 
Results indicate that: 
• An order structure – OSTA – can be discerned. 
• The more identifiable the project name, the clearer the OSTA definition.   
• A misplaced name is associated with reduced OSTA definitional clarity.  
• An obscure name is associated with reduced OSTA definitional clarity.  





Figure 126: H01OSTA Network Diagram 





Figure 127: H01OSTA Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased PM is associated with clearer OSTA definition. See Figure 128 for concepts, 












Concept A Hypothesis 
relating Concepts 




















The personal attributes of the PM, 
the functions performed by the 
PM and the constructs (processes, 
tools and techniques) specific to 
the PM discipline 
Description: 
The transcendental order 
structure regulating PM 
technical alignment 




pm: attributes ( _dd_h/l; _dm_h/l; 
_exe_h/l; _int_h/l; _neg_h) 
pm: function ( _dd_h/l; _dm_h/l; 





osta: (commercial_h/l;  
communications_h/l; 
scope_h/l;  quality_h/l; 
safety_h/l; others_h/l; own 
resources_h/l; 
temporal_h/l; technical_h/l) 
Figure 128: H02OSTA associating PM and OSTA definition 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 129 and 130 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with clearer OSTA definition. 
• Decreased PM is associated with reduced OSTA definitional clarity. 





Figure 129: H02OSTA Network Diagram 






osta: commercial_h osta: commercial_l osta: communications_h osta: communications_l osta: others_h osta: others_l osta: own resources_h osta: own resources_l osta: quality_h osta: quality_l
pm: attributes_dd_h 143 0 131 0 94 0 118 0 123 0
pm: attributes_dd_l 0 14 0 18 0 8 0 11 0 11
pm: attributes_dm_h 134 0 130 0 92 0 117 0 123 0
pm: attributes_dm_l 0 16 0 19 0 9 0 11 0 11
pm: attributes_exe_h 152 0 148 0 102 0 125 0 140 0
pm: attributes_exe_l 0 12 0 17 0 8 0 7 0 9
pm: attributes_int_h 164 0 246 0 118 0 138 0 160 0
pm: attributes_int_l 0 9 0 22 0 7 0 8 0 8
pm: attributes_neg_h 126 0 105 0 84 0 101 0 104 0
pm: attributes_neg_l 0 11 0 12 0 6 0 9 0 6
pm: constructs_h 275 0 292 0 178 0 219 0 235 0
pm: constructs_l 0 19 0 21 0 10 0 14 0 11
pm: function_dd_h 136 0 117 0 81 0 103 0 110 0
pm: function_dd_l 0 16 0 17 0 8 0 11 0 12
pm: function_dm_h 122 0 114 0 77 0 102 0 109 0
pm: function_dm_l 0 19 0 20 0 10 0 11 0 12
pm: function_exe_h 169 0 165 0 113 0 137 0 150 0
pm: function_exe_l 0 14 0 18 0 11 0 8 0 8
pm: function_int_h 180 0 289 0 142 0 158 0 176 0
pm: function_int_l 0 11 0 23 0 8 0 8 0 9
pm: function_neg_h 110 0 81 0 62 0 76 0 83 0
pm: function_neg_l 0 14 0 13 0 6 0 9 0 6
osta: safety_h osta: safety_l osta: scope_h osta: scope_l osta: technical_h osta: technical_l osta: temporal_h osta: temporal_l
pm: attributes_dd_h 85 0 195 0 153 0 174 0
pm: attributes_dd_l 0 8 0 25 0 19 0 13
pm: attributes_dm_h 84 0 179 0 150 0 167 0
pm: attributes_dm_l 0 8 0 27 0 21 0 13
pm: attributes_exe_h 95 0 194 0 168 0 180 0
pm: attributes_exe_l 0 8 0 22 0 18 0 11
pm: attributes_int_h 107 0 226 0 207 0 197 0
pm: attributes_int_l 0 7 0 19 0 18 0 8
pm: attributes_neg_h 77 0 145 0 124 0 130 0
pm: attributes_neg_l 0 6 0 17 0 14 0 8
pm: constructs_h 153 0 439 0 295 0 362 0
pm: constructs_l 0 9 0 39 0 22 0 18
pm: function_dd_h 70 0 204 0 141 0 165 0
pm: function_dd_l 0 8 0 24 0 18 0 14
pm: function_dm_h 69 0 185 0 139 0 155 0
pm: function_dm_l 0 8 0 28 0 23 0 18
pm: function_exe_h 95 0 243 0 183 0 213 0
pm: function_exe_l 0 8 0 26 0 18 0 17
pm: function_int_h 109 0 275 0 231 0 230 0
pm: function_int_l 0 7 0 22 0 20 0 10
pm: function_neg_h 57 0 134 0 103 0 101 0
pm: function_neg_l 0 6 0 20 0 17 0 10
Figure 130: H02OSTA Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased new sit gen is associated with clearer OSTA definition. See Figure 131 for 












Concept A Hypothesis relating 
Concepts A and B 
Concept B 
Title: 






new sit gen 
 











The intensity with which 
new situations are 




The transcendental order structure 
regulating PM technical alignment 
appearing in a project world 
Code Group: 












quality_h/l; safety_h/l; others_h/l 
own resources_h/l; temporal_h/l; 
technical_h/l) 
Figure 131: H03OSTA associating New Sit Gen and OSTA definition  
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figure 132 and 133 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased new sit gen is associated with clearer OSTA definition. 
• Decreased new sit gen is associated with reduced OSTA definitional clarity. 





Figure 132: H03OSTA Network Diagram 





Figure 133: H03OSTA Code Co-Occurrence 







Clearer OSTA definition is associated with increased alignment. See Figure 134 for 










Concept A Hypothesis relating 
Concepts A and B 
Concept B 













The transcendental order 
structure regulating PM 
technical alignment appearing 
in a project world 
Description: 
The logical measure, ‘q’, reflecting 
the OSTA-regulated intensity of 
PM technical alignment appearing 
in a particular project world. 
Code Group: OSTA 
Codes:  
osta: commercial_h/l;  
osta: communications_h/l;  
osta: scope_h/l;  
osta: quality_h/l;  
osta: safety_h/l;  
osta: others_h/l; 
osta: own resources_h/l;  
osta: temporal_h/l;  
osta: technical_h/l 





Figure 134: H08 associating OSTA definition and alignment 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 135 and 136 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Clearer OSTA definition is associated with increased alignment 
• Reduced OSTA definitional clarity is associated with decreased alignment. 





Figure 135: H08 Network Diagram 





Figure 136: H08 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased existence is associated with greater alignment. See Figure 137 for concepts, 










Concept A Hypothesis relating 


















The logical measure, ‘p’, 
reflecting the OSBT-regulated 
intensity of PM being-there 





The logical measure, ‘q’, 
reflecting the OSTA-regulated 
intensity of PM technical 
alignment appearing in a 












Figure 137: H09 associating existence and alignment 
  
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 138 and 139 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased existence is associated with greater alignment 
• Decreased existence is associated with reduced alignment. 





Figure 138: H09 Network Diagram 





Figure 139: H09 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased PM is associated with greater alignment. See Figure 140 for concepts, 










Concept A Hypothesis relating 



















The personal attributes of the PM, 
the functions performed by the 
PM and the constructs (processes, 
tools and techniques) specific to 
the PM discipline. 
Description 
The logical measure, ‘q’, 
reflecting the OSTA-regulated 
intensity of PM technical 
alignment appearing in a 





pm: attributes ( _int_h/l; exe_h/l; 
_dm_h/l; dd_h/l; _neg_h/l)  
pm: function ( _int_h/l; exe_h/l; 








Figure 140: H10 associating PM and alignment 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 141 and 142 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with greater alignment 
• Decreased PM is associated with reduced alignment. 





Figure 141: H10 Network Diagram 





Figure 142: H10 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased alignment is associated with greater coalignment. See Figure 143 for 









Concept A Hypothesis relating 

















The logical measure, ‘q’, 
reflecting the OSTA-regulated 
intensity of PM technical 
alignment appearing in a 
particular project world 
Description: 
Given two PMs coappearing 
in a particular project world, 
the largest mutually shared 











Figure 143: H11 associating alignment and coalignment 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 144 and 145 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased alignment is associated with greater coalignment 
• Decreased alignment is associated with reduced coalignment. 





Figure 144: H11 Network Diagram 





Figure 145: H11 Code Co-Occurrences 







Increased PM is associated with greater coalignment. See Figure 146 for concepts, 
descriptions, code groups and codes relating to H12. 
Figure 146: H12 associating PM and coalignment 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 147 and 148 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with greater coalignment 











Concept A Hypothesis 
relating Concepts 
A and B 
Concept B 














The personal attributes of the PM, the 
functions performed by the PM and the 
constructs (processes, tools and 
techniques) specific to the PM 
discipline 
Description: 
Given two PMs coappearing 
in a particular project world, 
the largest mutually shared 




pm: attributes ( _int_h/l; _exe_h/l; 
_dm_h/l; _dd_h/l; _neg_h/l) 
pm: function ( _int_h/l; _exe_h/l; 













Figure 147: H12 Network Diagram 





Figure 148: H12 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased coexistence is associated with greater coalignment. See Figure 149 for 









Concept A Hypothesis relating 

















Given two PMs coappearing in a 
particular project world, the 
largest mutually shared intensity 
of existence, ‘p’. 
Description: 
Given two PMs 
coappearing in a particular 
project world, the largest 












Figure 149: H13 associating coexistence and coalignment 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics pertaining to H13 are shown in Figures 150 and 151 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased coexistence is associated with greater coalignment 
• Decreased coexistence is associated with reduced coalignment. 





Figure 150: H13 Network Diagram 





Figure 151: H13 Code Co-Occurrence 







The more identifiable the project name, the clearer the OSDS definition. See Figure 


































The name by which the 
project is referenced. 
Description: 
The transcendental order structure 
regulating PM outcome-oriented 














Figure 152: H01OSDS associating name and OSDS definition 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are presented in Figure 153 and 154 respectively. 
 
Results indicate that: 
• An order structure – OSDS – can be discerned 
• The more identifiable the project name, the clearer the OSDS definition   
• A misplaced name is associated with reduced OSDS definitional clarity  
• An obscure name is associated with reduced OSDS definitional clarity.  





Figure 153: H01OSDS Network Diagram 





Figure 154: H01OSDS Code Co-Occurrence 






Increased PM is associated with clearer OSDS definition. See Figure 155 for concepts, 
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Figure 155: H02OSDS associating PM and OSDS definition 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 156 and 157 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with clearer the OSDS definition   
• Decreased PM with reduced OSDS definitional clarity.  





Figure 156: H02OSDS Network Diagram 





Figure 157: H02OSDS Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased new sit gen is associated with clearer OSDS definition. See Figure 158 for 
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Figure 158: H03OSTA associating New Sit Gen and OSDS definition 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 159 and 160 respectively. 
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased new sit gen is associated with clearer the OSDS definition   
• Decreased new sit gen is associated with reduced OSDS definitional clarity.  





Figure 159: H03OSDS Network Diagram 





Figure 160: H03OSDS Code Co-Occurrence 







Clearer OSDS definition is associated with increased achievement. See Figure 161 for 
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Figure 161: H14 associating OSDS definition and achievement 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 162 and 163 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Clearer OSDS definition is associated with increased achievement   
• Decreased OSDS definitional clarity is associated with reduced achievement.  





Figure 162: H14 Network Diagram 





Figure 163: H14 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased alignment is associated with greater achievement. See Figure 164 for 
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Figure 164: H15 associating alignment and achievement 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 165 and 166 respectively. 
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased alignment is associated with greater achievement   
• Decreased alignment is associated with reduced achievement.  





Figure 165: H15 Network Diagram 





Figure 166: H15 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased PM is associated with greater achievement. See Figure 167 for concepts, 
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Figure 167: H16 associating PM and achievement 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 168 and 169 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with greater achievement   
• Decreased PM is associated with reduced achievement.  





Figure 168: H16 Network Diagram 





Figure 169: H16 Network Diagram 







Increased achievement is associated with greater coachievement. See Figure 170 for 
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Figure 170: H17 associating achievement and coachievement 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 171 and 172 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased achievement is associated with greater coachievement   
• Decreased achievement is associated with reduced coachievement.  





Figure 171: H17 Network Diagram 





Figure 172: H17 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased PM is associated with greater coachievement. See Figure 173 for concepts, 
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Figure 173: H18 associating PM and coachievement 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 174 and 175 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with greater coachievement   
• Decreased PM is associated with reduced coachievement.  





Figure 174: H18 Network Diagram 





Figure 175: H18 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased coalignment is associated with greater coachievement. See Figure 176 for 
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Figure 176: H19 associating coalignment and coachievement 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 177 and 178 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased coalignment is associated with greater coachievement   
• Decreased coalignment is associated with reduced coachievement.  





Figure 177: H19 Network Diagram 





Figure 178: H19 Code Co-Occurrence 







Decreased alignment is associated with greater decision drive. See Figure 179 for 
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Figure 179: H20 associating alignment and decision drive 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 180 and 181 respectively.  
 
These results indicate that: 
• Decreased alignment is associated with greater decision drive 
• Increased alignment is also associated with increased decision drive. 





Figure 180: H20 Network Diagram 





Figure 181: H20 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased PM is associated with greater decision drive. See Figure 182 for concepts, 
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Figure 182: H21 associating PM and decision drive 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 183 and 184 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with greater decision drive. 
• Decreased PM is associated with reduced decision drive.  





Figure 183: H21 Network Diagram 





Figure 184: H21 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased decision drive is associated with greater decision density. See Figure 185 
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Figure 185: H22 associating decision drive and decision density 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 186 and 187 respectively. 
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased decision drive is associated with greater decision density 
• Decreased decision drive is associated with reduced decision density. 





Figure 186: H22 Network Diagram 





Figure 187: H22 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased PM is associated with greater decision density. See Figure 188 for concepts, 
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Figure 188: H23 associating PM and decision density 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 189 and 190 respectively.   
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased PM is associated with greater decision density 
• Decreased PM is associated with a reduced decision density. 





Figure 189: H23 Network Diagram 





Figure 190: H23 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased coexistence is associated with greater decision density. See Figure 191 for 
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Figure 191: H24 associating coexistence and decision density 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 192 and 193 respectively. 
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased coexistence is associated with greater decision density. 
• Decreased coexistence is associated with reduced decision density. 





Figure 192: H24 Network Diagram 





Figure 193: H24 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased coalignment is associated with greater new sit gen. See Figure 194 for 
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Figure 194: H25 associating coalignment with New Sit Gen 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 195 and 196 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased coalignment is associated with greater new sit gen. 
• Decreased coalignment is associated with reduced new sit gen. 





Figure 195: H25 Network Diagram 





Figure 196: H25 Code Co-Occurrence 







Increased decision density is associated with greater new sit gen. Figure 197 for 
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Figure 197: H26 associating Decision Density and New Sit Gen 
 
The network diagram depicting the code relationships and the code co-occurrence 
statistics are shown in Figures 198 and 199 respectively.  
 
Results indicate that: 
• Increased decision density is associated with greater new sit gen.  
• Decreased decision density is associated with reduced new sit gen. 








Figure 198: H26 Network Diagram 





 Figure 199: H26 Code Co-Occurrence 





3.2.6.2.5 Verification summary 
 
The data provides evidential support for the posited isomorphism in inquiry. 
 
The data provides evidential support for the constructs and relationships that comprise 
the conceptual framework. 
  
The test results are summarised in Table 43.  
 
Hypothesis Hypothesis supported 
by data 
Hypothesis Hypothesis supported 
by data 
H01OSBT Yes H11 Yes 
H01OSTA Yes H12 Yes 
H01OSDS Yes H13 Yes 
H02OSBT Yes H14 Yes 
H02OSTA Yes H15 Yes 
H02OSDS Yes H16 Yes 
H03OSBT Yes H17 Yes 
H03OSTA Yes H18 Yes 
H03OSDS Yes H19 Yes 
H04 Yes H20 Yes 
H05 Yes H21 Yes 
H06 Yes H22 Yes 
H07 Yes H23 Yes 
H08 Yes H24 Yes 
H09 Yes H25 Yes 
H10 Yes H26 Yes 
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Figure 200: Enfolding literature (Eisenhardt, 1989) 





3.2.7 Enfolding Literature 
 
The seventh step in Eisenhardt’s process is enfolding literature. The enfolding 
literature step as executed in this case study is temporally situated as shown in Figure 
200. 
 
“An essential feature of theory building is comparison of the emergent concepts, 
theory, or hypotheses with the extant literature. This involves asking what is this 
similar to, what does it contradict, and why. A key to this process is to consider a 
broad range of literature” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 544). 
 
No comparable framework for PMD could be found in the extant literature.  
 
3.2.7.1 Comparison with similar literature 
 
Certain similarities were identified between the emerging framework and research 
efforts directed at the modelling of design intentionality (Zamenopoulos, 2012, 
Zamenopoulos and Alexiou, 2007). 
 
3.2.7.2 Comparison with conflicting literature 
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Figure 201: Reaching closure (Eisenhardt, 1989) 





3.2.8  Reaching Closure 
 
The eighth and final step in Eisenhardt’s process is reaching closure. This step as 
executed in this case study is temporally situated as shown in Figure 201. Theoretical 
saturation was reached. Based on the analysis from what was a significant amount of 
data, it was felt that further inquiry would not have produced additional insights. 
 
 
3.3 Limitations of the research methodology 
 
No official pilot interviews were conducted. However the initial questionnaire 
underwent seven revisions as a result of the initial interviews before a steady-state 
questionnaire was reached. The refinements were all minor in nature. 
 
Scholars note that “the single case study approach limits generalization of the 
findings” (Hietajärvi and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 17) given that “the anthropologically 
"thick" studies of single cases are also problematic, in that it can be difficult to 
distinguish generally valid observations from case-specific ones” (Packendorff, 1995, 
p. 324).  
 
“The number of interviewees was limited… However, those interviewed were key 
project actors, representing different layers of the project organization” (Hietajärvi 
and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 17). SI interviews were limited to representatives from one 
organisation. Only one EPCM representative was interviewed.  
 
This case study relied on interviews as its single data collection method. Quantitative 
data gathering involving surveys was not undertaken.   
 
This study agrees with researchers, for example, Flyvbjerg (2006, p. 228), who posit 
that a single case can be a useful unit of analysis for theory building and that it can 
facilitate “the deep understanding of a particular social setting” (Dyer Jr and Wilkins, 
1991, p. 614).  
 







This chapter systematically described how Eisenhardt’s (1989) 8-step “Building 
theory from case study research” approach was implemented in the development and 
test of a conceptual framework for project management dynamics. 
 
The process resulted in the discovery of new theory. 
 
The study output satisfies Eisenhardt’s (1989, p. 548) criteria for “good theory”. 
 
The test results supported the constructs and relationships comprising the conceptual 
framework (See Figure 202) as well as the posited isomorphisms discovered as part of 
theoretical backdrop development.  The conceptual framework is valid for the 
particular data set that was generated as part of this study. 
 
Flyvbjerg (2006, p. 228) notes that “one can often generalize on the basis of a single 
case, and the case study may be central to scientific development via generalization as 
supplement or alternative to other methods. But formal generalization is overvalued as 
a source of scientific development, whereas “the force of example” is 
underestimated”. 
 
The study supported the contention that “single case studies can provide vital 
contributions to theory-testing in social science studies” (Ulriksen and Dadalauri, 
2016, p. 223). 
 
Having presented the process that led to the tested conceptual framework, the 
following chapter conducts an analysis and presentation of the findings.   
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Figure 202: Finalised conceptual framework for PMD 





“The project is the sequence of things” 
[I38 Q40] 
 
4. Findings and Analysis 
 
4.1 Introduction  
 
The previous chapter systematically described how Eisenhardt’s (1989) 8-step 
“Building theory from case study research” process was implemented in the 
development and test of a conceptual framework for project management dynamics.  
 
Cicmil et al. (2006, p. 682) highlight “the need for a common language and 
understanding of constructs for the ability to develop a “common mind” on projects”. 
This chapter conducts an analysis of the results with a view to both securing a 
common understanding of framework constructs as well as exploring category theory 
as the common language required for developing that common mind. The analysis is 
followed by a presentation of its main findings.  
 
Chapter 4 is comprised of five sections. Following this introduction, the analysis 
commences by mapping back to the literature and the posited isomorphisms. The 
relations between the dynamics of self-identity work, those of psychic system 
autopoiesis and those of intensive variation are examined. Section 3 interrogates PMD 
in the Badiouan dialectic. This is conducted in six steps. In the first, the evidential 
support for Badiou’s onto-topo-logical regulation of PM (co)appearing is examined.  
In the second, the data is analysed with a view to discerning an inter-modal topology 
of PM (co)appearing. Step 3 interrogates the data to identify the project-related 
stimuli capable of irritating, or interpenetrating, this topology. Step 4 analyses PMD 
as the response dynamics of the topology to the identified stimuli as the dynamics of 
Badiouan intensive variation. Step 5 describes three types of dynamics. The section 
concludes with the exposition of an illustrative episode of PMD as cycling between 
the different types. The key findings are presented in Section 4 and the chapter is 
summarised in a conclusions section. 





“Target state is… a project has an output that delivers to you. Delivers you and puts 
you in some situation that you want to achieve” [I36 Q40] 
 
4.2 Mapping back to the literature and the posited isomorphisms  
 
The literature review suggested that the theoretical backdrop to PMD conceptual 
framework development may be erected around an isomorphism between a 
CMS/MPC-inspired self-identity, Luhmannian psychic system self-description and 
Badiouan appearing in a world (Figure 203) 
 
 
                Self-identity                                           Self-description                                           Appearing 
 
Figure 203: Self-identity, self-description and appearing in a world 
 
as well as between their dynamic forms (Figure 204) 
 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work                    Dynamics of autopoiesis                    Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
Figure 204: PMD and isomorphic inquiry 
 
The constructs and relationships identified and verified as part of the theory building 
from case study process, described in Chapter 3, supported both of these 
isomorphisms.  
 
The empirical results confirmed both the conceptual framework and the contention 
that PMD may be productively conceptualised as either the dynamics of PM self-
identity work, those of PM psychic system autopoiesis, or those of PM intensive 
variation in appearing in a project world.  
 
These isomorphisms will be briefly illustrated with some qualitative examples in the 
following sub-sections.  





4.2.1  Self-identity work and psychic system autopoiesis 
 
The link between the dynamics of PM self-identity work and those of PM psychic 
system autopoiesis is manifest in responses emphasising how PMs self-reflexively 
reconstruct their self-description, for example:  
 
“And it always reminds me doing… managing projects versus in a support role, was 
like you have a block of wood and you’re cutting the block of wood  
And everyone’s saying: “How are you? Well done, [Project Manager], well…you’re 
doing great job, well done, well done, well…”   
“Phewghhh” and then the block falls off.  
And then… “Whaaaahhh” and then you’re left with nothing!  
It’s kind of “Where’s the next project?” “We have to get involved in something else.” 
And that’s the difference between a project... You could be left on your arse!  
And they go: “Well done [Project Manager], great job! Good luck! We don’t need you 
anymore!”  
And that’s... You’d be careful watching that the whole time… So, once the block hits 
the ground, the output can get lost in a lot of cases that everyone forgets…” [I46 Q28].  
4.2.2  Psychic system autopoiesis and intensive variation 
 
The link between the dynamics of PM psychic system autopoiesis and those of 
Badiouan intensive variation is exemplified in references relating being-there to the 
self-reflexive (self)reproduction of consciousness:   
 
“Project… you are contributing in all the time because you are working on a project 
and you are talking to people and having your work done and it’s keeping you busy 
it’s keeping your mind moving” [I30 – Q21].  
4.2.3  Intensive variation and self-identity work 
 
The relation between the dynamics of intensive variation and those of self-identity 
work is exemplified in expressions that associate this projective nature - modelled as 





the Badiouan points introduced in section 2.3.3.2.5 – and the self-reflexive 
(self)reproduction of consciousness:   
 
“When you start with one project, definitely, you always feel like it’s a separate world 
for us, a separate world for the project team, particularly that project team, and 
particularly for that project. And this happens if the project duration is for long… is 
more than one year or two years. So we make our own world, with that project. We 
always keep ourselves busy with the activities of those projects” [I23 – Q25]. 
 





“It is the self-contained world” [I27 - Q25]. 
 
4.3 PMD in the Badiouan dialectic 
 
The ‘projective’ nature of Badiouan being-there is evidenced in the literature e.g., 
“Projects are, literally, projections” (Biesenthal et al., 2018, p. 50) and “what about 
projects as outbursts of emotional labour, as projections of desire and hope rather than 
rationally planned activity systems?” (Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014, p. 18). Jensen 
et al. (2016, p. 25) refer to “a more flexible and temporary form of organizing that we 
sometimes call projects or sometimes call by another name […] even though they 
have a “projective structure””.  
 
This section builds on the empirical results that confirmed both the conceptual 
framework and the contention that PMD may be productively conceptualised as the 
dynamics of PM intensive variation. Analysis proceeds by focusing on the Badiouan 
dialectic and elaborating a deconstruction of the PM process that culminates in a 
worked example illustrating the mechanics of PMD. This is conducted in six steps. In 
the first, the empirical data is systematically analysed against each of the three 
distinct, yet inter-related, Badiouan registers to identify a tri-modal PM (co)appearing 
in a project world. The analysis ventures into what Badiou (2014, p. 214)  terms the 
“deeper strata” of points, topology on the points, then points of this topology, each 
time using the operator of dual choice (yes or no, µ or M) that is the minimal 
transcendental – which is also the transcendental of the ontological situation”. The 
second builds on the topological deconstruction of PM (co)appearing, conducted in 
step one, by identifying the inter-modal relationships and contingencies in PM 
(co)appearing that, once integrated with the three ‘point’ modes/nodes, form a 
topology of PM (co)appearing. The third step examines the results to reveal the 
project-related stimuli capable of irritating, or interpenetrating the topology of PM 
(co)appearing. Step 4 analyses PMD as the response dynamics of the topology to the 
identified stimuli as the dynamics of Badiouan intensive variation. Step 5 describes 
three types of dynamics. The section concludes with the exposition of an illustrative 
episode of PMD as cycling between the different types.   





4.3.1  Onto-topo-logical PM (co)appearing 
 
“A crucial role in Badiou’s construction is played by the Transcendental T, which 
essentially is the codomain of the appearing function. Such a transcendental is simply 
an order structure into which the ontological status of the world as a pure multiplicity 
can be translated and cohesively ‘situated’” (Caterina and Gangle, 2013, p. 1042).  
4.3.1.1 Ontological register  
  
“Badiou qualifies ontology as a “situation”… he unambiguously treats ontology as 
one situation/world among others” (Johnston, 2008, p. 352). “Situations are nothing 
more, in their being, than pure indifferent multiplicities” (Badiou, 2005, p. xii). 
“Under these conditions, to be is, for a multiple, to belong to another multiple whose 
being is already presupposed. We name ‘situation’ this referential multiple whose 
prodigality is such that it gives its bit of being to anything inscribed within it as an 
element. We will then say that to be is to belong to a situation” (Badiou, 2014, p. 
165). “Belonging to the project specifically for consulting work is a stronger bond 
than the organisation because you will belong to multiple organisations between 
[Systems Integrator], the client(s), and the department within the client, but the 
project can unite people from different organizations if they feel they are a valued 
member of the team” [I29 Q21].  
 
From a Luhmannian perspective, “the system must be capable of creating 
expectations in order to see possibilities, and it must have types or schemata at its 
disposal in order to categorize something. This is the system’s achievement that can 
differ greatly from one system to the next” (Luhmann, 2013a, p. 91-92). Integrating 
the Badiouan model operationalised these ‘schemata’ as the transcendental order that 
regulate (co)appearing in project situations. PM scholars associate situation and 
project, for example, “an organisation in a situation that could be labelled as a 
‘project’” (van der Hoorn and Whitty, 2015, p. 731) and project management as “a 
piece of equipment ‘selected’ to deal with a situation”  (van der Hoorn and Whitty, 
2015, p. 731). 





 “The degree of existence of a being is the transcendental indexing of its self-identity” 
(Badiou, 2013, p. 187) 
4.3.1.2 Logical register  
 
Badiou (2013, p. 110) attributes “the name ‘logic’ to the laws of the relational 
network which determine the worldly appearing of multiple-being” and confirms that 
“every world possesses its own logic, which is the legislation of appearing, or the 
‘there’ of being-there”. “The logic of appearing presents itself as an order and … 
transcendental operations present themselves as indexings of beings on the algebraic 
and topological resources harboured by this order” (Badiou, 2013, p. 111).  
  
Badiou notes that “appearance is being plus its place” (Johnson, 2008, p. 360). 
 
As described in 2.3.3.2.2, that place of appearing is defined by the respective 
transcendental order structure. 
 
In the following sub-sections, the framework concepts of OSBT, OSTA and OSDS will 
be analysed vis-à-vis the Badiouan criteria for a transcendental outlined in Section 
2.3.3.2.2). The analysis progresses by considering (co)existence, (co)alignment and 
(co)achievement as logical modes of appearing. 
4.3.1.2.1 Logical spaces of evaluation 
 
The data provided supporting the contention that PM (co)appearing in a project world 
is regulated by three order structures, i.e. Order Structure of Being There (OSBT), 
Order Structure of Technical Alignment (OSTA) and Order Structure of Desired 
Situation (OSDS), that “structure the (phenomenal) logics of inner-worldly 
appearing” (Johnston, 2008, p. 359) and fulfil Badiou’s criterial for a transcendental 
as outlined in section 2.3.3.2.2.   
 
As Badiouan transcendentals, these order structures provide the “structuring 
scaffolding” (Johnston, 2008, p. 348) for the project world.  





The relational aspect of Badiouan appearing is emphasised in observations that 
“appearances are simply the regionally constrained manifestations of being caught in 
the nets and webs of various relational matrices, within the “there” of a logically 
governed locality” (Johnston, 2008, p. 360). “A PM would have a very different 
perception to a Lead Engineer. A Lead Engineer, a very different perception to a 
normal engineer. It really depends on where you are in the structure and what is your 
world. What is your responsibility?” [I9 Q26].  
4.3.1.2.1.1 OSBT 
Results from hypotheses H01OSBT, H02OSBT and H03OSBT supported the proposal that 
OSBT fulfils the Badiouan criteria for a transcendental outlined in section 2.3.3.2.2 
i.e. order, minimum, conjunction, envelope and distributivity. Sample data supporting 
this proposal are presented below: 
 
Order (≤).  
The order relation is exemplified in: “It takes over your life, your working life. You 
don’t really consider anything else. We’re always talking about the project of the day. 
The customer of the day. The issues to be solved on the current project. We might 
reflect on: “It compares well to the last project,” or “at least it’s better than the last 
project,” whatever the case may be. But you’ve moved on from the last project and 
you’re consumed by the current one” [I5 - Q26].  
 
Minimum (µ).  
The OSBT minimum is exemplified in responses such as: “It’s actually for people to 
take ownership of what they’re doing at particular stages, is really what’s at issue. 
That’s a huge challenge. How do you do it is, within a project, you have project 
execution plans, project execution definitions and you get your engineers to sign-off 
on that. “This is what we’re doing.” Often times, or not, and I’ve seen it in jobs 
frequently, is guys not wanting stuff written down because it can’t be traced back to 
them. So, it’s protection. But that’s individuals then within an organisation. It’s up to 
the organisation to actually dictate “what do we need to achieve?”” [I39 P10].  
 
 





Conjunction (∩).  
The data provides evidence of a conjunction operator capable of returning a measure 
of a mutual (co)appearing regulated by OSBT. “The client is in their own self-
contained world as well. They are. It’s like two circles just meeting. And there’s a 
slight overlap where the client comes into our world for a while to make sure 
everything is ok and we are all going well. And we go into his world then to get the 
design inputs and come back out. But, they’re two very different beasts” [I8 - Q26]. 
“The project execution team, the customer’s project team, the stakeholders both our 
side and their side. They don’t belong exclusively to the world but they certainly 
belong in it. I’ve just got Venn diagrams in my head now with little concentric circles 
and overlapping circles. And, in the big stuff, our company, as a whole, has some kind 
of involvement because we should all want projects to work well” [I41 Q26]. 
 
Envelope (∑).  
The operationalisation of an envelope over OSBT is suggested in: “Every project has 
its own culture and the form - the definition – it’s always specific. So, to what extent?  
To my opinion, it’s 100%” [I38 - Q37].  
 
Distributivity.  
OSBT is evidenced in expressions such as: This is reiterated in: “They all have 
different things that… and it’s impossible to say that this is the same as this other 
project.  Every project is totally different! Starting by the people. The people are 
different. And when people are different everything has different requirements, 
methodologies, the pace of the people… what they value most is different as well. 
Some companies value most the schedules. Some companies value most the money. 
So, every project is different” [I22 Q5]. 
4.3.1.2.1.2 OSTA 
 
Results from hypotheses H01OSTA, H02OSTA and H03OSTA supported the proposal that 
OSTA fulfils the Badiouan criteria for a transcendental outlined in section 2.3.3.2.2 
i.e. order, minimum, conjunction, envelope and distributivity. Sample data supporting 
this proposal are presented below: 





Order (≤)  
The OSTA order relation is exemplified in: “A lot of stakeholders will be focused on 
the project updates. What are the timelines we are achieving? What are the 
deliverables we have done? That will be updated through project updates. That will 
drive their thinking and behaviour. Then the defined and agreed scope that how much 
actually we have agreed on the scope and how much clearly the scope is defined, so 
that will also drive their thinking. Project quality is one of the aspects different 
stakeholders will see. Their thinking and behaviour will depend on that [I24 Q8]. 
“Ultimately, my thinking is always manhours. Manhours and deliverables. Getting 
those done. Sticking to the original scope and recognising change when it happens” 
[I43 Q7]. “But each project, in terms of what is it we’re trying to deliver from a start 
to an end date, is contained and that’s what it is and that’s what we should be 
measured on” [I17 Q25]. 
 
The results support that OSTA is comprised of the following dimensions: 
 
The results suggest that OSTA includes a commercial’dimension: “Cost is always 
high on the agenda” [I44 - Q7]. 
 
The results suggest that OSTA includes a‘communications’dimension: “It’s the 
visibility. It’s about communication really. Communication, internally, to the various 
stakeholders” [I47 - Q24]. 
 
The results suggest that OSTA includes an ‘others’dimension:  “So, one of the key 
things in project management is understanding who your stakeholders are. Doing a 
stakeholder map and you could draw it out to infinity but you draw it in just enough 
levels to understand…” [I50 - Q27]. 
 
The results suggest that OSTA includes an ‘own resources’dimension:  “If I’ve got 
people who are notionally experienced in formal executions, you would expect them 
to know in that world…” [I17 - Q7]. 
 





The results suggest that OSTA includes a ‘quality’ dimension: “Schedule is… but 
also quality… quality is paramount” [I44 - Q7]. 
 
The results suggest that OSTA includes a ‘safety’ dimension: “Safety and then 
followed by quality, timelines and financials. That’s the main factors when we’re 
doing our projects” [I45 - Q7].  
 
The results suggest that OSTA includes a ‘scope’ dimension: “They’re certainly 
self-contained in terms of their detailed scope and objectives” [I26 - Q25]. “The main 
challenges are getting a clear defined scope from the client with a realistic execution 
time period then as well” [I34 - Q6]. 
 
The results suggest that OSTA includes of a ‘technical’ dimension: “… but the 
only thing that we can steer is the technical solution. Ultimately, the code has to work. 
” [I16 - Q23].   
 
The results suggest that OSTA includes of a ‘temporal’ dimension: “The schedule 
drives everything” [I18 - Q11]. 
Minimum (µ)  
The OSTA minimum is evidenced in: “But where we regularly see complexity coming 
in is not having a standard… not having a SOW for instance… not having a clear 
PO… not having clear cut expectations around what the deliverables and final project 
objectives are” [I33 Q9].  
 
Conjunction (∩) 
The OSTA conjunction operator is evidenced in: “It all boils down to their 
expectations from the project. So the Client will think that you should get a bug-free 
software and there should be no issues with the hardware. Schedule should be met at 
every stage of the project. Technically, their requirements are influenced by the site 
they are working on - what works for the site - and what they have seen on different 
projects. So they bring their own expectations on the table” [I30 Q8].  
 






The operationalisation of an envelope over OSTA is evidenced in: “All people 
involved in the project and site people need to be aware of the boundaries of a project 
- the physical boundaries as well as other ones” [I38 Q19]. “People have to 
understand that project concept and what we’re doing. And understand the boundaries 
and constraints that we need to deliver it within” [I17 Q40].  
 
Distributivity 
OSTA distributivity is evidenced in expressions such as: “The thinking and 
behaviours… like every job, there’s a set of objectives to get through. We have our 
list of deliverables and we just work our way through them” [I19 Q7]. “It’s the same 
for both them and for us. We end up with progress. So, we end up with deliverables - 




Results from hypotheses H01OSDS, H02OSDS and H03OSDS supported the proposal that 
OSDS fulfils the Badiouan criteria for a transcendental outlined in section 2.3.3.2.2 
i.e. order, minimum, conjunction, envelope and distributivity. Sample data supporting 
this proposal are presented below: 
 
Order (≤) 
The order relation is exemplified in: “Project to me is fun! I love it! You have a set 
target at the end and you can measure your achievements on at the end of the day. 
And you can see that there’s something there that’s been compiled and achieved by a 
group of people. I don’t look at it as an individual thing. I look at it as a team thing. I 
look at it as something where a larger collective can do something that an individual 
can’t and that you really feel you have something at the end of it all. Just something 
that provides that element of achievement and there’s a feeling of achievement with 
it” [I4 Q36]. “A project is a PO and a deliverable – a scope of work and a deliverable. 
And it can be down to completing a whole load of PMDSs, or a £6million Green-field 
Site but a project is a goal and achieving the goal. It’s not about anything else. Being 





successful in that goal. Obviously, you want to be successful. It’s having a goal. It’s a 
goal” [I14 Q40]. 
 
Minimum (µ) 
The OSDS minimum is evidenced in: “There’s projects that you’d like to have been 
on and you have other ones that left a bad taste in your mouth because you just, you 
didn’t get any kick out of it” [I46 Q37].  
 
Conjunction (∩)  
The OSDS conjunction operator is evidenced in: “You’re only as good as your last 
one” [I19 Q40]. “That comes back with engaging with the stakeholders. You can 
control projects from our side but, ultimately, it’s the customer that’s going to 
measure the success of projects” [I41 Q23]. “But, at the end of the day, it’s about 
delivering something. It’s what it’s all about” [I11 Q40]. 
 
Envelope (∑) 
The operationalisation of an envelope over OSDS is suggested in: “A project has a 
definable goal. It’s a set of interrelated and dependent activities. The big point is… 
it’s finite in duration and it starts, it executes and it ends” [I26 Q40]. “A successful 
project is meeting the client’s expectation within the boundaries of our project - how 
we defined the project initially. So, that would take into consideration cost, schedule 
and resource plan” [I14 Q31].  
 
Distributivity 
OSDS distributivity is evidenced in expressions such as: “In the end of the day, 
everybody, all our engineers and all our people who are working on the project, want 
it to be successful for all different reasons. The most important thing is success. What 
constitutes success is meeting the requirements without a massive struggle and 









4.3.1.2.2 ‘p’ intensities of (co)existence 
4.3.1.2.2.1 Existence 
 
Section 4.3.1.2.1.1 presented sample supporting evidence for the conceptualization of 
OSBT as an order structure that satisfies the Badiouan criteria for a transcendental.  
 
Badiou’s logical form of appearing, as existence, is summarized in Section 2.3.3.2.4. 
 
The data also provided evidential support for an ‘existence’ mode of appearing that is 
regulated by OSBT. 
 
Transposing Badiou’s (2013, p. 246) definition to the project world, project manager, 
PMA, exists in the project world with intensity, p, returned by the Identity-function, 
Id_OSBT, as per the Badiouan formula:  
 
EXPMA = Id_OSBT (PMA, PMA) = p  
 
where p: µ ≤ p ≤ M  ranges from a minimum to a maximum. 
 
The operation of Id_OSBT was evidenced in expressions such as: “Belonging to a 
project is something very specific… holistically, we will have that belonging to 
organization feeling but still your identity will be like as you’re working for that 
project, you are that particular team. I wouldn’t say we can compare both because 
those are little bit different feelings but it will be just nice to have a project name and 
saying that you belong to that project” [I24 Q20].  
 
Being-there existence (EX) is exemplified in expressions of commitment, investment, 
and ownership: 
 
Commitment: “People get committed to a project and if they have involvement and 
participate as well. If they’re involved, they’ve got an identification with it. It will help 
the project and help the culture of the project team” [I48 Q20];  





Investment: “I think it plays a huge part. If you talk to any of the engineers, and, 
even from a junior level up, they see… again, depending on… I think, if you come 
into a project at the start, you ask any engineer, they want to see it out to the end. 
They don’t want to be… it’s not just a body of work for them… it’s something that 
they get invested in. Speaking to most of our engineers, they’re definitely…. You see 
it by the amount of… you see guys in here after six o’clock. You see guys working 
weekends. They’re logging-in at night time. They’re invested in that project” [I8 
Q20];  
 
Ownership: “Every project, not only this project, every project I do, I do it as if I 
own it. And then I need to do it in a sense that makes the customer happy and also 
makes my management happy, so that next time if anybody says: “This project? Yes I 
know that project was done by [Name] and I would always like to have him back for 
the next project” [I40 Q40].  
 
“It’s more than belonging… the ownership feeling that you helped to deliver, you 
helped to manually update a project gives a sense of identification with their project. 
Now the guys, working under me, they know that they are unique… in the sense only 
they can deliver these projects - nobody else can! So, that’s a strong identification on 
this” [I40 Q20];  
 
“When I am managing a project, or a series of projects, ownership is really important 
for me - in terms of being answerable to the detail of the project, but also being 
answerable to the ethos of the project. Why? Most of the projects that I have 
delivered in the past have been actually… Have been created by me, as well as being 
delivered by me. Therefore, there is a very strong ownership relationship with the 
project and a sort of an ability to stand up and defend not only the project, but the 
methodology for getting it delivered. The thinking and behaviour would be in terms of 
just owning it” [I10 Q7]  
 
 






 Where project managers PMA and PMB (one representing the SI organisation, the 
other representing the Client organisation) are engaged in a common project (world) 
representing the interests of their respective organisations, the data supports the 
proposal that the observable coexistence of these ontological Beings may be defined 
as the largest mutually-shared ‘p’ value returned by the participating project 
managers’ respective identity functions, Id_OSBT, when indexing OSBT, as determined 
by the conjunction (∩) operator.    
   








COEX(PMA, PMB) = Id_OSBT(PMA) ∩ Id_OSBT(PMB) = p1 ∩ p2 = p1  
 
where p1 ≤ p2  and p: µ ≤ p ≤ M   
 
Therefore, p1 is the largest mutually-shared ‘p’ intensity. 
 
The operation of ∩ on Id_OSBT in determining qualitative intensities of coexistence 
(COEX) was evidenced in expressions of self-identity as mutual understanding: 
 
It’s all a matter of understanding one another. It’s also seeing one another’s problems. 
I think a good business understanding, or a good business relationship, or a culture 
that supports the business, is understanding one another’s world... it’s very important 
that we know one another’s needs and constraints” [I38 Q39];  
 
Inclusion: “... mainly my project team both internally and externally. If you want to 





have a self-contained world then that’s the main parties and then also, the sponsor and 
the customer for who we are doing the project. If you’ve got that in one circle then, 
probably, everything will go ok” [I45 Q26]; Trust: “It’s that clients trust... that he 
knows that you will do it” [I42 Q33]. “It was the trust developed between 
everyone” [I46 Q29].     
 
4.3.1.2.3 ‘q’ intensities of (co)alignment 
4.3.1.2.3.1 Alignment 
 
Section 4.3.1.2.1.2 presented sample supporting evidence for the conceptualization of 
OSTA as an order structure that satisfies the Badiouan criteria for a transcendental.  
 
Badiou’s logical form of appearing, as alignment, is summarized in Section 2.3.3.2.4. 
 
The data also provided evidential support for an ‘alignment’ mode of appearing that is 
regulated by OSTA. 
 
Transposing Badiou’s (2013, p. 246) definition to the project world, project manager, 
PMA, technically aligns in the project world with intensity, q, returned by the Identity-
function, Id_OSTA, as per the Badiouan formula:  
 
ALPMA = Id_OSTA (PMA, PMA) = q  
 
where q: µ ≤ q ≤ M  ranges from a minimum to a maximum. 
 
The operation of Id_OSTA was evidenced in expressions such as: “... if you don’t have 
that belief as the PM, you’re in trouble from the get go. If you feel that you can’t 
control it, it isn’t in control. That project is out of control” [I33 Q23].  
 
 







Where project managers PMA and PMB coappear in a project world, the data supports 
the notion of a conjunction operation (∩). The data supports the proposal that ∩ 
returns the largest mutually-shared, ‘q’ that quantifies their intensity of technical 
coalignment.   
 
In the logical register of the Badiouan model, the data provides evidential support for 
the concept coalignment incorporated as code group ‘coalignment’ with codes 
‘coalignment: higher/lower’.  
 
This study follows Badiouan principles in defining coalignment as the largest 
mutually-shared q-value (for example q1) returned by the project participants’ (PMA, 
PMB) respective identity functions, Id_OSTA, when indexed onto the prevailing OSTA 
regulating technical alignment in that particular project world.  
 








COAL(PMA, PMB) = Id_OSTA(PMA) ∩ Id_OSTA(PMB) = q1 ∩ q2 = q1  
 
where q1 ≤ q2  and q: µ ≤ q ≤ M   
 
Therefore, q1 is the largest mutually-shared ‘q’ value. 
 
The operation of ∩ on Id_OSTA in determining qualitative intensities of coalignment 
(COAL) was evidenced in expressions of self-identity as mutual belief in a capability 
to deliver on requirements:  





“What drives stakeholder’s thinking - our client - is how we deliver - not only from 
the system point of view but from the understanding of their requirement - from the 
documentation point of view, from that point of view and whether we are able to 
deliver to their requirements. That is what drives their thinking. Because the previous 
one [project], we did something and they said: “You need to deliver it this way”. The 
next one, we did that way and they are pretty happy too. Now just tell us the project, 
because then they don’t need to explain to us how it is to be delivered and what are 
their requirements” [I40 Q8];  
 
Mutual agreement on scope: “Clients may see an element of detailed design as 
detailed design. We may see it as change, or creep. There is no magic wand for 
dealing with it” [I43 Q7];  
 
Mutually aligned perceptions on the technical aspects: “People have different 
perceptions about even what we are delivering and the scope of what we are doing” 
[I11 Q9]. 
 
The technical factors driving project manager thinking: “There’s the three pillars, 
obviously, your cost, schedule, your quality and a fourth is the customer management 
and, each of those is just as important as the other and you focus on the four of them” 
[I6 Q7].  
 
4.3.1.2.4 ‘s’ intensities of (co)achievement  
4.3.1.2.4.1 Achievement 
 
Section 4.3.1.2.1.3 presented sample supporting evidence for the conceptualization of 
OSDS as an order structure that satisfies the Badiouan criteria for a transcendental.  
 
Badiou’s logical form of appearing, as achievement, is summarized in Section 
2.3.3.2.4. 
The data also provided evidential support for an ‘achievement’ mode of appearing that 





is regulated by OSDS. 
 
Transposing Badiou’s (2013, p. 246) definition to the project world, project manager, 
PMA, has an outcome-oriented achievement (AC) in the project world with intensity, 
s, returned by the Identity-function, Id_OSDS, as per the Badiouan formula:  
 
ACPMA = Id_OSDS (PMA, PMA) = s  
 
where s: µ ≤ s ≤ M  ranges from a minimum to a maximum. 
 
The operation of Id_OSDS was evidenced in expressions relate self-identity and an 
outcome-orientation: “Some good successes in the projects that people do, will not 
just instil confidence in them but underpin the business a bit better” [I18 Q20].  
 
Delivering: “There’s a certain buzz to site, alright, delivering jobs” [I19 Q38].  
 
Contributing: “The feeling that ‘I am contributing to the bigger cause’ is 
important to everyone” [I30 Q20]. “All we want to do is get our project milestones 
hit and our deliverables done” [I11 Q25]. “The delivery of a piece of work to time 
and budget using a set of resources to meet a defined set of outcomes. It’s got a start. 
It’s got an end. You know what you’re trying to achieve within it and you’ve been 
given both a budget and a resource set to achieve that” [I41 Q40]. 
4.3.1.2.4.2 Coachievement 
 
Where project managers PMA and PMB coappear in a project world, the data supports 
the notion of a conjunction operation (∩) be found. The data supports the proposal 
that ∩ returns the largest mutually-shared, ‘s’, that quantifies their intensity of 
coachievement.    
 
The data provides evidential support for the concept coachievement (COAC). This 
study follows Badiouan principles in defining coachievement as the largest mutually-
shared ‘s’ value (for example s1) returned by the project participants’ (PMA, PMB) 





respective identity functions, Id_OSDS, when indexed onto the prevailing OSDS 
regulating appearing as achievement in that particular project world.  
 








COAC(PMA, PMB) = Id_OSDS(PMA) ∩ Id_OSDS(PMB) = s1 ∩ s2 = s1  
 
where s1 ≤ s2  and s: µ ≤ s ≤ M   
 
Therefore, s1 is the largest mutually-shared ‘s’ value. 
 
Coachievement was evidenced in expressions that reflected a net observable measure 
of outcome-oriented achievement. “Successful project will be delivered 100% closed 
project with happy client, happy stakeholders, and happy teams” [I37 Q31]; 
Satisfaction: “The successful project is where the team is motivated. Things are done 
on schedule and quality is good and customer appreciates the work done by the 
company. The first factor is customer satisfaction that this job has been done good by 
[Systems Integrator] and we are part of that team so that is first. Second is, maybe, 
schedule-wise we complete. Third is we learn something. Fourth is company makes 
profit and a reputation” [I28 Q31].  
 
Coachievement was also evidenced in references to the gap that can exist between SI 
and client. “The complexity is in the expectation of the Client and [Systems 
Integrator]’s expectation. Closing that gap. I don’t know how good we are at actually 
defining that expectation up front. Certainly, in the upgrade projects, we’ve struggled. 
In the bigger projects we’re quite successful at that. It’s meeting the Client’s 





expectations is where the complexity lies” [I14 Q9].  
 
“It’s all about that gap. We’re providing a service. They want a service. The Client 
wants the service. [Systems Integrator] on one side, Client on the other side and 
there’s a gap. It’s all about making that gap as small as possible. The smaller the gap, 
the more successful the project” [I14 Q28]; 
 
. 





“The space dimension thus involves managing activities in many ‘‘spaces’’,  
not just in one” (Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern, 2009, p. 333). 
 
4.3.1.3 Topological register  
 
In Section 4.3.1.2, the analysis confirmed OSBT, OSTA and OSDS as concepts that 
fulfilled Badiou’s criteria for a transcendental.  
 
It was also demonstrated that (co)existence, (co)alignment and (co)achievement 
together comprise a tri-modal PM appearing in a project world with respective 
intensities of appearing p, q and s.  
 
As noted earlier, Badiou intimates that deconstruction of inter-situational dynamics 
may be most productively conducted in the topological spaces of the project world 
where “creative action” (Badiou, 2014, p. 209) is dependent upon the “dualizing 
projection[s]”  (Badiou, 2013, p. 376) of Badiouan points. Badiou (2013, p. 437) 
reminds us that “a point is essentially the binary dramatization of the nuances of 
appearing” and that “being-there qua world …  is the problem of the power of 
localization of points, or of points as a topological space” (Badiou, 2013, p. 379). 
 
The analysis folds back on Section 2.3.3.2.5 and reapplies the Badiouan methodology 
described there to venture into, what Badiou (2014, p. 214) terms, the “deeper strata” 
of points, topology on the points, then points of this topology, each time using the 
operator of dual choice (yes or no, µ or M) that is the minimal transcendental – which 
is also the transcendental of the ontological situation”. The analysis thereby seeks to 
establish whether there is also evidential support for Badiouan point function 
correlates for the intensities of appearing p, q and s. 
 






















Badiou’s matricial form 
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From Open Set to 
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Badiou’s matricial form 




element to  {µ, M} 
From Open Set to 
Badiou’s matricial 
form  of the Two 
From element of 
underlying set to 
Open Set 
OSBT p π(OSBT) Op {not-there, being-there} OSBT(p, bp); γ(p) β α 
OSTA q π(OSTA) Oq {misaligned, aligned} OSTA (q, bq); ζ (q) ε  δ 
OSDS s π(OSDS) Os {failure, success} OSDS(s, bs); ν(s) σ   ρ 
Table 45: Points of PM (co)appearing (following Badiou, 2014) 





4.3.1.3.1 Badiouan points of (co)existence 
 
As shown in Table 44, the data supports a topological consideration of OSBT that 
follows the Badiou’s elaboration for the transcendental, T, documented in Section 
2.3.3.2.5.  
 
π(OSBT) is defined as the set of points of OSBT.  
 
Op are defined as the open sets of the topology on π(OSBT).  
 
Op are evidenced in expressions alluding to a spatial being-there: “It’s its own little 
globe, or something. I can’t think of a phrase to explain it now but it definitely is. It 
definitely is. That’s the way I would reflect back on them anyway” [I5 Q38].  
 
Op are also evidenced in expressions that refer to project boundaries: “The project 
team, in general, will belong to that world and that’s exactly the limitation of it. They 
won’t look outside of the boundaries of the project” [I38 Q26].  
 
Op are defined using an inclusion operator, ⊆. “It’s the first part of belonging to a 
project is to know that that’s what you’re in” [I2 Q10]. “Each project is the people in 
the project” [I22 Q37]. “A good stakeholder would have consideration that everybody 
is in the same boat” [I1 Q19]. “You are in a bubble! You’re in your own project and 
off you go. You only pop out when the new one’s coming along… when you’re 
moving on to an [Project Name] and then you’re gone and you’re buried in that for a 
year and you’re only learning what you’re learning from your own experience” [I12 
Q34]. “The internal and external leadership of the project, the client and the client 
team members, stakeholders, vendors and end users can all be in that individual 
project world” [I29 Q26].  
 
In delineating the points of this space, once commences with the logical intensity of 
existence appearing. As evidenced in Section 4.3.1.2.2.1, the qualitative measure, p, 
denotes the intensity of existence. The localisation of p on the “matricial form of the 





Two” (Badiou, 2014) is denoted as bp ϵ {not-there, being-there}.  
 
Introducing the ∩-∑ functions α, β and γ and repeating the Badiouan (2014) 
derivation, presented in Section 2.3.3.2.5, for the case of existence, suggests that its 







OSBT(p, bp) = γ(p) = (β o α)(p) = bp ϵ {µ, M} = {not-there, being-there}






Figure 205: OSBT(p, bp) pointing (co)existence, p, onto {not-there, being-there} 
 
Substituting these terms in Badiou’s text (2014, pages 202 to 216) provides the 
following clarification: 
 
“To each element, p, of OSBT, the ∩-∑ function, α, makes correspond a set Op of 
points of OSBT, that is the ∩-∑ functions from OSBT to {not-there, being-there} .  
Then to each Op, β makes correspond either being-there or not-there.  
The ∩-∑ β is a point of π(OSBT).  
The composition, γ = β o α, is a function from OSBT to {not-there, being-there} that is 
∩-∑ since β and α, its components, are ∩-∑.  
The ∩-∑ γ is a point of OSBT and thus an element of π(OSBT) the set of points of 
OSBT.  
To every point β of π(OSBT), we make correspond an element γ of π(OSBT)”.  
 
The Badiouan point, OSBT(p, bp), is a boundary concept that mediates the 
ontological, logical and topological in OSBT.  





In subsequent analysis, γ will be denoted as OSBT(p, bp) as defined above. 
The empirical data support the reconceptualization of the existence mode of appearing 
as the Badiouan point function: 
 
OSBT(p, bp) = γ(p) = (β o α)(p) = bp ϵ {µ, M}, where {µ, M} = {not-there, being-
there}. 
 
OSBT(p, bp) is evidenced in expressions denoting cognitive projective movement: 
“For me, personally, I just get told: “This is your new thing – get onto it”” [I16 Q4]. 
“It’s not really the project that would have its own personality, or culture, it’s the 
individual’s feelings towards it and what an individual does with the project, or the 
system” [I13 Q37].  
 
“We’re focusing more on Fixed Fee Projects in the Office, but if you look at those, 
any of them, whether they are six months or a year, or whatever they are, you are in 
that for that period of time. You are inward looking at that project. You are so inward 
focused on it, you don’t appreciate what they’re doing in that group, that group of 
people are doing there and that group of people there, there and all the rest. It has 
negative connotations, as well, that it can be very inward focused and that’s where 
you have to get the balance right” [I4 Q21].  
 
Elsewhere, points may be expressed as project orientations: “For us, having done the 
courses where you see the other people where they find it much more difficult to see 
what the project is, we are very… so project-orientated” [I2 Q41].  
 
This sentiment is reiterated in: “I talked before about the silos and that’s really what it 
is. And, you’re in a room and that’s the only room. The people around you are on your 
project, generally. Your working day is for deliverables for that project. It’s good in 
some respects and it’s necessary, particularly for the junior” [I3 Q21].  
 
Maximal PM existence in a project (OSBT(p, bp) = being-there) is evidenced in 
expressions of ownership: “Actually the project belongs to me. I feel the project is my 





ownership. It’s everything. Every part of the project belongs to me, I am responsible 
for everything. It may be schedule, it may be cost, may be quality, may be 
deliverables, whatever. I feel - it’s me!” [I37 Q20]. “But for the people who are on a 
specific project… But if you’re on the project. If you’re on the project org chart and 
the team, and you’re not with a dotted line to the side, then that’s your world ‘til that 
project is over” [I5 Q26].  
 
Nil PM existence in a project (OSBT(p, bp) = not-there) is evidenced in expressions 
describing  factors that impact the planned progress of the work such as: “If we stay 
aloof to the situation and think we can do this on our own, without client 
involvement, or without a heavy client involvement” [I8 Q12]. Moreover, “if you 
don’t have that relationship with the project, [if] that is missing somehow, then you 
create a gap, or you are detached and that’s not very useful” [I30 Q20].  
 
As shown in Section 4.3.1.2.2.2, where PMA and PMB coappear in a particular inter-
organisational project world, their logical coexistence may be quantified through the 
conjunction of their respective intensities of existence as ‘p’. The data also supports 
the conceptualisation of coexistence as the Badiouan ‘points’ as shown in Figure 204.  
Points of coexistence are evidenced in expressions such as: “But as far as you are 
concerned, in your world, they’re inside in your world. If they weren’t involved in it, 
you’d start to believe that they were detached and that could make it… I don’t know” 
[I5 Q26]. “Trying to stay close to them is key” [I34 Q12]. “The group of people that 
are actually working on it” [I25 Q26].  
 
Maximal coexistence (OSBT(p, bp) = being-there) may be observed in expressions 
emphasising trust such as: “Managing projects, we try, number one, establish a good 
rapport with the client. If you’ve got a good relationship with the client, and the client 
trusts you, that’s half the battle” [I43 Q7].  
 
Nil coexistence (OSBT(p, bp) = not-there) is exemplified in expressions that reveal 
relational remoteness such as: “Their global team is fairly hands off. So, it’s actually 
pretty difficult to get them to agree on anything” [I29 Q9]. 





4.3.1.3.2 Badiouan points of (co)alignment 
 
As shown in Table 44, the data supports a topological consideration of OSTA that 
follows the Badiou’s elaboration for the transcendental, T, documented in Section 
2.3.3.2.5.  
 
π(OSTA) denotes the set of points of OSTA.  
 
Oq denotes the open sets of the topology on π(OSTA). Oq is evidenced in expressions 
that refer to project boundaries: “The projects themselves though, where they are 
contained, confined, discrete, unique… There is a level of themes that are in there in 
terms of your business case. The plans are there. Risk has to be managed throughout 
the project. Controls have to be in place. So there is a layer in there which brings that 
all together to constitute what the boundaries of the project are” [I17 Q40]. “If you’re 
looking at it purely from commercial, then the boundary is fairly solid because we 
know we have a set of deliverables… tasks to do… and, when they’re done, we get 
paid… that’s it” [I9 Q28]. 
 
Open sets are defined using an inclusion operator, ⊆. “It’s nearly every facility is 
unique. If you take it in total, the organisation, the amount of people, how they set-up 
their departments, it’s always a unique situation. And, because of that uniqueness, we 
will always have new approaches because every organisation will have their own 
view, since they live within their facility, a little bit in their own bubble, in their own 
way of doing things and that will create views and visions that require a new 
approach” [I38  Q5].  
 
The operationalisation of the inclusion operator, ⊆, is also evidenced in boundary 
references: “The self-contained world is something that every project team will strive 
for and, definitely, a project manager will strive for because he wants to defend, pretty 
strongly, his boundaries - his responsibility of schedule and budget” [I38 Q25]. “The 
fact that the project has… their resources are a bit more tighter as well… you have to 
work within those boundaries as well” [I4 Q2]. “Boundaries is a big thing there in 





making those decisions…” [I46 Q18]. “A PM is… his remit is to deliver a project on 
schedule, under budget, to a certain GM. So, very easy to get self-contained into that 
bubble of delivery” [I8 Q25].  
 
In delineating the points of this space, once commences with the logical intensity of 
alignment appearing. As evidenced in Section 4.3.1.2.3.1, the qualitative measure, q, 
denotes the intensity of alignment. The localisation of q on the “matricial form of the 
Two” (Badiou, 2014) is denoted as bq ϵ {misaligned, aligned}.  
 
Introducing the ∩-∑ functions δ, ε  and ζ and repeating the Badiouan (2014) 
derivation, presented in Section 2.3.3.2.5, for the case of alignment, suggests that its 







OSTA(q, bq) = ζ (q) = (ε o δ)(q) = bq ϵ {µ, M} = {misaligned, aligned}






Figure 206: OSTA(q, bq) pointing (co)alignment, q, onto {misaligned, aligned}  
 
Substituting these terms in Badiou’s text (2014, pages 202 to 216) provides the 
following clarification: 
 
“To each element, q, of OSTA, the ∩-∑ function, δ, makes correspond a set Oq of 
points of OSTA, that is the ∩-∑ functions from OSTA to {misaligned, aligned} .  
Then to each Oq, ε makes correspond either aligned or misaligned.  
The ∩-∑ ε is a point of π(OSBT).  
The composition, ζ = ε o δ, is a function from OSTA to {misaligned, aligned} that is 





∩-∑ since ε and δ, its components, are ∩-∑.  
 
The ∩-∑ ζ is a point of OSTA and thus an element of π(OSTA) the set of points of 
OSTA. 
To every point ε of π(OSTA), we make correspond an element ζ of π(OSTA)”  
 
The Badiouan point, OSTA(q, bq), is a boundary concept that mediates the 
ontological, logical and topological in OSTA.  
 
In subsequent analysis, ζ will be denoted as OSTA(q, bq) as defined above. 
 
The empirical data support the reconceptualization of the alignment mode of 
appearing as the Badiouan point function: 
 
OSTA(q, bq) = ζ(q) = (ε o δ)(q) = bq ϵ {µ, M}, where {µ, M} = {misaligned, aligned} 
 
OSTA(q, bq) is evidenced in references to spatial projections include: “It is all 
timeline-driven. The effort is to maintain the quality, improve the quality and meet the 
timelines. So the project is driven by the quality aspect and the timelines. So that’s the 
mentality or the thinking that goes into it” [I27 Q7].  
 
The data suggests that the orientation and movement associated with OSTA(q, bq)  
may embody the very definition of project: “In [Systems Integrator], we are a project-
oriented company and, for us, project means, basically, delivering onto the client’s 
expectations. So, if I want to say what is a project: “delivering onto the client’s 
expectations for that particular requirement” [I24 Q40].  
 
“So, the stakeholders, in terms of thinking, it’s generally how fast can we? Quality is 
a big driver in biopharmaceuticals. How fast can we realise a quality deliverable? 
That’s the kind of thinking that I'm seeing at SLT level. And then, as it goes into 
different areas, “how fast can we realise a safe deliverable?” would be a construction 
viewpoint. You’d have the commercial people thinking about “how fast can we realise 





on-budget deliverable?” But, overall, if you take a helicopter view: “How fast can we 
realise a quality deliverable?” Would be a big thing” [I44 Q8].  
 
Maximal PM alignment (OSTA(q, bq) = aligned) is evidenced in: “I had worked on 
the projects where the inputs would be very straight forward and clear, user 
requirements were fixed and you had to work on the project. That was the peaceful 
project you can say” [I37 Q9].   
 
Nil PM alignment in a project (OSTA(q, bq) = misaligned) may result from 
deficiencies in technical requirements: “I don’t think you can get more important in a 
project. If the requirements aren’t right then you’re starting from the wrong place and 
you’re either spinning your wheels for a load of time trying to get them right or else 
they’re never resolved and you’re going in the wrong direction and you’re in a bad 
place towards the end of it” [I35 Q31].  
 
As shown in Section 4.3.1.2.3.2, where PMA and PMB coappear in a particular inter-
organisational project world, their logical coalignment may be quantified through the 
conjunction of their respective intensities of alignment as ‘q’. The data also supports 
the conceptualisation of coalignment as the Badiouan ‘points’ as shown in Figure 206.   
 
Maximal coalignment (OSTA(q, bq) = coaligned) is evidenced in: “From the softer 
side of it, everybody is on the same page. Everybody has the same goal and they’re all 
working together” [I1 Q23]. “Once the initial project phase is defined and it’s 
approved, it typically goes smooth. There are no issues, or challenges” [I27 Q10]. 
 
Nil coalignment (OSTA(q, bq) = misaligned) may manifest itself as contention: “It 
gets contentious. Sometimes there is a lot of debate. Sometimes there are a lot of 
challenges do happen with the clients. I would not say fight will happen, but it 
becomes contentious because at the start of the project we will define our scope based 
on agreements. But, the client will expect, since we are the experts, they expect us to 
cover all of the things around what is their requirements”[I24 Q10]. 
 





4.3.1.3.3 Badiouan points of (co)achievement 
 
As shown in Table 44, the data supports a topological consideration of OSDS that 
follows the Badiou’s elaboration for the transcendental, T, documented in Section 
2.3.3.2.5.  
 
π(OSDS) denotes the set of points of OSDS.  
 
Os denotes the open sets of the topology on π(OSDS). Os is evidenced in references to 
boundaries: “Typically, the projects are their own self-contained world. Everyone has 
these goals to achieve. They’re working with the people. Typically, they’re sitting in a 
room. They’re all working together. What the other people are doing in the other 
projects is almost irrelevant. Your goal is to make your project a success. You wish 
the others well but, ultimately, they don’t want your help, or need your help. So, it’s 
irrelevant to you” [I5 Q26].  
 
Os is evidenced in references to target states: “A target state… It’s a target state that 
has to be achieved with limited resources, within a limited time, performed by skilled 
resources, at the mercy of the local culture and politics. Its output will be used as the 
starting point of a different project or a stage. The execution of a project also reveals 
learned lessons that it’s up to the team to absorb. All these has to give a profit, in 
money, knowledge, or leverage, to all involved stakeholders in order to be able to 
label it as a successful project. It has to give a profit, somehow, to everyone” [I36 
Q40].  
 
Os is evidenced in references to ‘goal’: “A project is setting a goal and putting a 
system in place to achieve that goal and there’s a whole load of aspects to that goal 
but, ultimately, it’s a goal setting and going forward and there will be plenty banana 
skins along the way but call those risks… but it’s all part of that journey” [I44 Q40].  
 
Open sets are defined using an inclusion operator, ⊆. “It’s where we put the 
boundaries. Whether it’s boundaries around code, or whether it’s boundaries around 





people, whether it’s boundaries around the project. Those boundaries can be put 
anywhere” [I9 Q28].  
 
In delineating the points of this space, once commences with the logical intensity of 
achievement appearing. As evidenced in Section 4.3.1.2.4.1, the qualitative measure, 
s, denotes the intensity of achievement. The localisation of s on the “matricial form of 
the Two” (Badiou, 2014) is denoted as bs ϵ {failure, success}.  
 
Introducing the ∩-∑ functions ρ, σ and ν and repeating the Badiouan (2014) 
derivation, presented in Section 2.3.3.2.5, for the case of achievement, suggests that 






OSDS(s, bs) = ν (s) = (σ o ρ)(s) = bs ϵ {µ, M} = {failure, success}







Figure 207: OSDS(s, bs) pointing (co)achievement, s, onto {failure, success}  
 
Substituting these terms in Badiou’s text (2014, pages 202 to 216) provides the 
following clarification: 
 
“To each element, s, of OSDS, the ∩-∑ function, ρ, makes correspond a set Os of 
points of OSDS, that is the ∩-∑ functions, λ, from OSDS to {failure, success}.  
Then to each Os, σ makes correspond either success or failure. The ∩-∑ σ is a point 
of π(OSBT).   
The composition ν = σ o ρ, is a function from OSDS to {failure, success} that  is ∩-∑ 





since σ and ρ, its components, are ∩-∑.  
 
The ∩-∑ ν is a point of OSDS and thus an element of π(OSDS) the set of points of 
OSDS. To every point σ of π(OSDS), we make correspond an element ν of π(OSDS)” 
 
The Badiouan point, OSDS(s, bs), is a boundary concept that mediates the ontological, 
logical and topological in OSDS.  
 
In subsequent analysis, ν will be denoted as OSDS(s, bs) as defined above. 
 
The empirical data support the reconceptualization of the achievement mode of 
appearing as the Badiouan point function: 
 
OSDS(s, bs) = ν (s) = (σ o ρ)(s) = bs ϵ {µ, M}, where {µ, M} = {failure, success} 
 
OSDS(s, bs) is evidenced in expressions denoting cognitive projections: “The 
principal factors that govern it is that, in the planned phase of our projects, we set out 
what are called FPOs – or Final Project Objectives. So the principle factors governing 
our thinking is: are we pointing and targeting at those FPOs consistently throughout 
the life cycle of the project? And when we go away on a tangent to them, that we re-
steer our course back on to them. So those are the overriding principle factors 
governing our thinking” [I33 Q7]. 
 
OSDS(s, bs) as pointing towards expectations is evidenced in: “The successful project 
for me, is first, it meets, or exceeds, the client quality expectations. It’s done within 
budget and within timeframe and the project team members enjoyed during the 
execution of the project, enjoyed their role and felt satisfied during the execution of 
the project. Communication, expectation management and time-schedule management 
are the three key things that contribute to that” [I27 Q31].  
 
Maximal PM achievement (OSDS(s, bs) = success) is evidenced in expressions of 
pride: “100%! Yeah. Look at [Project Name]. That’s something I’d be very proud to be 





involved with here as well” [I48 Q30].  
 
Nil PM achievement (OSDS(s, bs) = failure) is evidenced in:  “Project delivered on 
time, within budget, to the specified quality. Above that then would be, maybe, that 
it’s recognised within the client as a success. If you were just meeting your three PM 
areas of time, cost and quality and it’s deemed a failure by the client side – even 
though it delivered what he asked it to – it’s going to leave a sour taste in his, or her, 
mouth. In that scenario, it may impact them doing any similar type of projects” [I15 
Q31]. “If you do a bad project, you’re stuck with that project… your name… and it 
takes a long time. Do a good project, it’s not as… The strength of identification with a 
good project isn’t as strong as doing a bad project. It’s human nature. It’s the way the 
world works”[I46 Q20].   
 
As shown in Section 4.3.1.2.4.2, where PMA and PMB coappear in a particular inter-
organisational project world, their logical coachievement may be quantified through 
the conjunction of their respective intensities of achievement as ‘s’. The data also 
supports the conceptualisation of coachievement as the Badiouan ‘points’ as shown in 
Figure 207.   
 
OSDS(s, bs) as points of coachievement are evidenced in: “The client would be very 
much inside that project world… Inside. Inside. You’re doing this project, you’re 
dealing with this client. The success of this being done is going to shine well on the 
team here. Shine well on them. So, you’re both on the… You’re on a tandem bike to 
success, or failure. So, they would, definitely, be in the world. But then, once that 
project is done and you move to another project, that customer has gone off the bike 
and you’ve a new guy on the bike” [I5 Q26].  
 
Maximal coachievement (OSDS(s, bs) = success) is evidenced in: “Once you are able 
to say that I was on that project  and we delivered that particular project is a little bit 
different… that more closer feeling” [I24 Q20]. “We had a lot of late nights and 
weekends gone and things like that but, anyway, we got there” [I19 Q8].  
 





 “Categories invert set theory’s priority of objects and their attributes over relations 
by making the relations of an object to others of its kin primary” 
(Rotman, 2012, p. 247) 
4.3.2  Discerning a topology of PM (co)appearing 
 
Having sketched a topological view of the three modes of appearing as the point 
localisations of qualitative intensities onto the Boolean yes/no, this section progresses 
the analysis by integrating the intra-modal relationships identified during conceptual 
framework development with a view to discerning a consolidated topology of 
(co)appearing.  
 
In progressing towards an account of dynamics, the analysis invokes basic concepts 
and principles of category theory. “Arrows and composition connote movement or 
transformation. Categories deliver a dynamic logic through schemes of arrows that 
allow mathematics to be understood and practised as diagrammatic thought” (Rotman, 
2012, p. 254). 
 
Section 4.3.1 identified a tri-modal PM (co)appearing in a project world comprised of 
the Badiouan points of coexistence, coalignment and coachievement i.e. OSBT(p, bp), 
OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs). 
 
As demonstrated in Section 4.3.1.3, these Badiouan points are arrows, or morphisms, 
between one type of category (i.e. Badiouan transcendentals OSBT, OSTA and OSDS) 
and a category of Boolean transcendentals, what Badiou (2014) terms “the matricial 
form of the Two (the ‘yes or no’)” i.e. {not-there, being-there}, {misaligned, aligned} 
and {failure, success}.  
 
Test results confirming associations between concepts, suggest that these points may 
form the nodes, of a topological network of PM (co)appearing.  
 
In a category of PM (co)appearing, the points represent the categorical objects. 
Rotman (2012, p. 254) notes that “an object in a category is understood relationally, 





through external difference, not as an autonomous, internally structured entity; it is 
known and constituted entirely in terms of the arrows entering and exiting it from 
other objects”.  
 
Likewise, in category-theoretic terms, the framework’s relationships may be modelled 
as morphisms, or, more precisely structure-preserving natural transformations given 
that these morphisms relate objects that are themselves morphisms. “Categories also 
constitute, in their operation as an algebraic formalism, a species of structuralism … a 
mobile structuralism of n-ary relations and transformations, a mathematical universe 
of things-in-formation” (Rotman, 2012, p. 255). 
 
“Badiou adheres to a pragmatism that gives primacy to relations, rather than to 
objects” (Caterina and Gangle, 2013, p. 1042) where PM as with “all practices are 
involved in a variety of relationships and associations that extend in both space and 
time and form a texture of dependencies and references” (Nicolini, 2009, p. 1407).  
 
Taking the framework’s evidentially-supported relationships as its guiding principles, 
and noting that “objects determine relations” (Johnston, 2008, p. 363), these ‘point’ 
objects and natural transformations that ‘localise’ of PM (co)appearing, as a 
“sociotechnical arrangement” (Nicolini, 2009, p. 1408), now become the prime focus 
of analysis.  
 
Evidential support for a topology, or network, of PM (co)appearing is evidenced in 
references to the interconnectedness of projects:  
 
“I’m trying to remember the name is it… Metcalf’s Law, isn’t it, for bits like that? 
They do! One bit of a multiple set of projects in our office. So, from a people point of 
view, you could pretend those are the network nodes and you’re pushing and pulling 
on those people to do, either on their hours, or on their skillsets, to do various bits. 
And then the technologies overall across a project, working with the project managers 
and the multiple teams from different companies. That’s all push and pull of 
networks. So, there’s a lot of communication goes… isn’t always hierarchical but is 
definitely multi-connected node. So, I’d say yes it does, if you follow either the 





communication paths as the network nodes, or the people, there’s definitely a lot of 
that going on. I’ve never thought of it like that. But when you think about it, it kinda 
does make sense” [I41 Q18].  
 
In working towards a topology of PM (co)appearing – what Badiou might term “a 
situated relational network (a world)” (Badiou, 2013, p. 73) – the task synthesises to 
the identification and description of the natural transformations that map between the 
points of (co)appearing in a project world.  Johnston (2008, p. 363) notes that “for 
Badiou, it isn’t the case that an ephemeral network of relational structures (i.e., 
concepts, logics etc.) pre-figures, in the form of a previously established template, the 
possible contours of appearances that can and do come to be “there” in the guise of 
objects… Rather, the network takes shape around its nodes, not vice versa; to be more 
precise, already-constituted objects dictate the organizations and rules of relations, 
instead of being constituted by these same organizations and rules.”   
 
The case study data was re-interrogated vis-à-vis the posited topology of 
(co)appearing.  
 
Given the spatial nature of the phenomenon under consideration, a three-dimensional 
XYZ perspective was adopted:  
 
• Y (vertical) dimension  
 
Y (downward) dimension. A ‘plan view’ looking ‘down’ on the point-object nodes 
of (co)appearing, namely, on the ‘p’ of OSBT(p, bp) [Figure 205], on the ‘q’ of 
OSTA(q, bq) [Figure 206] and on the ‘s’ of OSDS(s, bs) [Figure 207].  
 
Y (upward) dimension. Excluded from the scope of this study. 
 
• Z (orthogonal) dimension  
 
Z (outward) dimension. The structural coupling with the external, real-world state 





of project affairs. The framework contends that ‘outward’ coupling with the 
external, real world state of affairs is accomplished via decision, where decision is 
understood as a Badiouan point function.   
 
Z (inward) dimension. The “highly selective couplings” (Luhmann, 2013a, p. 85) 
originating in interpenetration of communicated changes in the external, real-
world state of affairs and modelled in the framework by new sit gen. 
 
• X (lateral) dimension. This includes natural transformations representing inter-
nodal relationships, for example, those between coexistence and coalignment, or 
between coalignment and coachievement, verified by hypotheses H13 (Section 
3.2.6.2.4.16) and H19 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.25) respectively. 
 
4.3.2.1 Inter-modal relations 
 
Analysis of the X dimension commences with a consideration of how contingency 
may be modelled in the modes of (co)appearing. 
4.3.2.1.1 Contingency in (co)existence as τOSBT  
 
“The Badiouian object is never entirely situated in and structured by its respective 
world without reserve”  (Johnston, 2008, p. 364). Luhmann (1995, p. 215) describes 
contingency “as something that, thanks to its underlying complexity, is also always 
otherwise possible and that takes place with an eye to this reference to other 
possibilities”. Contingency is referenced in the context of uncertainty, ambiguity and 
complexity in the PM literature (e.g. Pich et al., 2002).  
 
Adopting a category-theoretic approach that follows Zamenopoulos (2012), suggests 
that contingency in OSBT(p, bp) may be modelled as a natural transformation, say 
τOSBT, and diagrammatically conceptualised as shown in Figure 208. 








Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
 
Figure 208: Modelling contingency in (co)existence  
 
Following Zamenopoulos (2012), situations where contingency has been resolved 
may be modelled as: 
τOSBT = 1OSBT(p, bp) 
 
with situations reflecting unresolved contingency modelled as: 
 
τOSBT ≠ 1OSBT(p, bp). 
4.3.2.1.2 Contingency in (co)alignment as τOSTA  
 
Following Zamenopoulos (2012), contingency in OSTA(q, bq) may be modelled as a 





Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
 
Figure 209: Modelling contingency in (co)alignment  
 
Following Zamenopoulos (2012), situations where contingency has been resolved 
may be modelled as: 





τOSTA = 1OSTA(q, bq) 
 
with situations reflecting unresolved contingency modelled as: 
 
τOSTA ≠ 1OSTA(q, bq) 
 
4.3.2.1.3 Contingency in (co)achievement as τOSDS  
 
Adapting Zamenopoulos (2012) suggests that contingency in OSDS(s, bs) may be 
modelled as a natural transformation, say, τOSDS, and diagrammatically conceptualised 





Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
 
Figure 210: Modelling contingency in (co)achievement  
 
Following Zamenopoulos (2012), situations where contingency has been resolved 
may be modelled as: 
τOSDS = 1OSDS(s, bs) 
 
with situations reflecting unresolved contingency modelled as: 
 









4.3.2.1.4 Relating OSBT(p, bp) and OSTA(q, bq)  
 
From section 3.2.6.2.4.16, hypothesis H13 verified that increased coexistence is 
associated with greater coalignment.  
 
From Section 4.3.1.3.1, coexistence may be modelled as the point function OSBT(p, 
bp). 
 
From Section 4.3.1.3.2, coalignment may be modelled as the point function OSTA(q, 
bq). 
 
From Section 4.3.2.1.1, contingency in coexistence may be modelled as the natural 
transformation τOSBT. 
 
From Section 4.3.2.1.2, contingency in coalignment may be modelled as the natural 
transformation τOSTA. 
 
The association between OSBT(p, bp) and OSTA(q, bq) may be modelled by the  
natural transformation θ and the reverse direction by ϕ.  
 
Assuming the non-resolution of contingency in coexistence appearing (i.e. τOSBT ≠ 
1OSBT(p, bp)) implies that the relation between OSBT(p, bp) and OSTA(q, bq) is one of 
“weak adjunction” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 73).  
 
Similarly, assuming the non-resolution of contingency in coalignment appearing (i.e. 
τOSTA ≠ 1OSTA(q, bq)) implies that the relation between OSTA(q, bq) and OSBT(p, bp) is 
one of “weak adjunction” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 73).  
 
Combining the above, suggests that the relationship between the points of coexistence 
and coalignment, taking contingency into account, may be topologised as shown (in 
plan view) in Figure 211. 
 














Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
 
Figure 211: (co)existence ↔ (co)alignment sub-topology (plan view) 
 
4.3.2.1.5 Relating OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs)  
 
From Section 3.2.6.2.4.25, hypothesis H19 verified that increased coalignment is 
associated with greater coachievement.  
 
From Section 4.3.1.3.2, coalignment may be modelled as the point function OSTA(q, 
bq). 
 
From Section 4.3.1.3.3, coachievement may be modelled as the point function 
OSDS(s, bs). 
 
From Section 4.3.2.1.2, contingency in coalignment may be modelled as the natural 
transformation τOSTA. 
 
From Section 4.3.2.1.3, contingency in coachievement may be modelled as the natural 
transformation τOSDS. 
 
The association between OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs) may be modelled by the 
natural transformation η and the reverse direction by ω. 
 
Assuming the non-resolution of contingency in coalignment appearing (i.e. τOSTA ≠ 
1OSTA(q, bq)) implies that the relation between OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs) is one of 
“weak adjunction” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 73).  





Similarly, assuming the non-resolution of contingency in coachievement appearing 
(τOSDS ≠ 1OSDS(s, bs)) implies that the relation between OSDS(s, bs) and OSTA(q, bq) is 
one of “weak adjunction” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 73).  
 
Combining the above, suggests that the relationship between the points of 
coalignment and coachievement, taking unresolved contingency into account, may be 
topologised as shown (in plan view) in Figure 212.  
 
Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
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Figure 212: (co)alignment ↔ (co)achievement sub-topology 
 
4.3.2.2 Consolidating the topology of PM (co)appearing 
 



















Figure 213: Consolidated topology of PM (co)appearing in a project world 
 
Figure 213 reflects a state of “weak adjunction” Zamenopoulos (2012, p. 73) where 





PM (co)appearing is characterised by unresolved contingency in coexistence, 
coalignment and coachievement.   
 
4.3.3  Identifying interpenetrative stimuli 
 
The analysis performed in Section 4.3.2 culminated in the identification of a topology 
of PM (co)appearing.  
 
The configuration presented in Figure 213 describes a static instance of PM 
(co)appearing where contingency in each of the three modes remains unresolved. 
 
As indicated in Section 4.2, a Badiouan description of PM process dynamics 
examines the dynamics of intensive variation in PM (co)appearing.  
 
As intimated in Section 2.3.3.2.6, from the Badiouan perspective, PMD becomes a 
question of the “transcendental absorption of change” (Badiou, 2013, p. 303), or of 
the response dynamics of the topology of PM (co)appearing (Figure 213) to a number 
of project-related disturbances, or stimuli. Luhmann reminds us that such stimuli are 
sources of interpenetration for the PM psychic system where “interpenetration means 
that the active operation of a system depends on complex achievements and 
conditions that must be guaranteed in the environment, although these conditions 
cannot operationally participate in the system” (Luhmann, 2013, p. 196).  
 
The empirical work described in Chapter 3 discovered several sources of 
interpenetration that were integrated into the finalised conceptual framework that is 
reproduced below as Figure 214. 
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Figure 214: Finalised conceptual framework for PMD 





The empirical data also suggested that these stimuli interpenetrate PM psychic 
systems along the three axes identified in Section 4.3.2 
 
In the following sections, each of the three stimuli dimensions are considered in turn 
before being consolidated in Section 4.3.3.4. 
4.3.3.1 X - Stimuli 
 
‘Lateral’ contingency relations are manifested as follows: 
• OSBT(p, bp)   
The qualitative data associated with the results recorded in Sections 3.2.6.2.4.1 
to 3.2.6.2.4.7, support the notion of τOSBT as a natural transformation 
modelling (co)existence contingency in the topology of PM (co)appearing. 
“Managing projects is sometimes… it’s not really ‘you are managing the 
project’. It’s you making sure that the project keeps on going - so accepting 
decisions made by others and let them fit-in in the overall view. That was my 
gut-feeling most of the time that I was doing because, every time, if you would 
stand to your grounds, the first thing you would get is project management 
coming over and asking you: “Why are you giving the contractor a difficult 
time and he’s now threatening with additional hours or a slip in the schedule?” 
So, most of the time, I was more led than actually managing a project” [I38 
Q7].  
 
• OSTA(q, bq)  
The qualitative data associated with the results recorded in Sections 3.2.6.2.4.8 
to 3.2.6.2.4.16, support the notion of τOSBT as a natural transformation 
modelling (co)alignment contingency in the topology of PM (co)appearing. “I 
can control and steer the course of stable projects and evolved projects 
completely. But, if there’s a fundamental evolution process going on, control 
and steering is much more difficult. So, it’s all about identifying the 
fundamentals and setting the fundamentals early. Getting the foundations in 
place and driving on” [I44 Q23].  
 





• OSDS(s, bs)   
The qualitative data contributing to the results recorded in Sections 
3.2.6.2.4.17 to 3.2.6.2.4.25, support the notion of τOSBT as a natural 
transformation modelling (co)achievement contingency in the topology of PM 
(co)appearing. “The system integrator, they’re being brought on very early in 
the job and given a job to execute... There doesn’t seem to be an 
understanding… an appreciation… in some quarters, as to what exactly 
they’re doing” [I39 P19].  
 
Stimuli as‘lateral’ relations between:  
• OSBT(p, bp) and OSTA(q, bq)  
The qualitative data contributing to the results recorded in Sections 
3.2.6.2.4.12 and 3.2.6.2.4.16, support the notion of θ and ϕ as natural 
transformations modelling the X-dimension lateral relations between OSBT(p, 
bp) and OSTA(q, bq). 
 
• OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs)  
The qualitative data contributing to the results recorded in Sections 
3.2.6.2.4.21 and 3.2.6.2.4.25, support the notion of η and ω as natural 
transformations modelling the X-dimension lateral relations between OSTA(q, 
bq) and OSDS(s, bs). 
 
4.3.3.2 Y - Stimuli 
 
• The qualitative data contributing to the results recorded in Sections 3.2.6.2.4.2, 
3.2.6.2.4.5, 3.2.6.2.4.7, 3.2.6.2.4.9,  3.2.6.2.4.13, 3.6.2.4.15, 3.2.6.2.4.18, 
3.2.6.2.4.22 and 3.2.6.2.4.24, suggest that project manager attributes 
(integration, execution, negotiation, decision driving, decision making), 
project management functions (integration, execution, negotiation, decision 
driving, decision making), as well as project management constructs are 





‘downward’ Y-dimension stimuli that irritate, or disturb, the topology of 
coappearing.  
 
• Stimuli modelling the ‘upward’ retroaction of appearing on Being (not a focus 
of this research).  
 
4.3.3.3 Z - Stimuli 
 
The results discern two sets of Z-stimuli: inward- and outward-directed stimuli. 
 
These ‘inward-directed’ stimuli are modelled in the conceptual framework as new sit 
gen and originate in changes in the external, real-world state of affairs. 
 
Luhmann’s observation that psychic systems are irritated by interpenetrating 
communications from the extant interaction and organisational social communication 
systems is supported by the data: “The more people are invested in it, the better they’ll 
communicate with one another and that communication is really key when the whole 
project is a network of decisions. So the more people identify with the project and 
identify with one another as a team, I feel there’s a lot better communication and 
they’ll go above and beyond and communicate more… more than is really necessary” 
[I29 Q20].  
 
The notion of new sit gen resonates with Pich et al.’s (2002, p. 1008) “causal mapping 
… [that] represents the impact of possible actions on the states of the world”. 
 
These ‘inward-directed’ stimuli are capable of effecting perturbations in the project 
manager psychic system(s) that may result in structural adaptations.  
 
• The qualitative data associated with the results recorded in Sections 
3.2.6.2.4.3, 3.2.6.2.4.10 and 3.2.6.2.4.19 support the notion of ‘inward-
directed’ stimuli as sources of interpenetrations and structural couplings 
originating in social communication systems. 





“And it doesn’t matter what dates you put down. It doesn’t matter what you do 
here. The outside influences are so strong in it that it’s very, very difficult to 
manage” [I2 Q18]. 
 
The qualitative data contributing to the results relating to Z-direction stimuli 
(i.e. Sections 3.2.6.2.4.3, 3.2.6.2.4.10 and 3.2.6.2.4.19), X-direction stimuli 
(i.e. Sections 3.2.6.2.4.12, 3.2.6.2.4.16, 3.2.6.2.4.21 and 3.2.6.2.5.25) and 
‘downward’ Y-direction stimuli (i.e. Sections 3.2.6.2.4.2, 3.2.6.2.4.9, 
3.2.6.2.4.18, 3.2.6.2.4.5, 3.2.6.2.4.7, 3.2.6.2.4.13, 3.2.6.2.4.15, 3.2.6.2.4.22 
and 3.2.6.2.4.24),  support Luhmann’s (2013) claim that mechanisms of 
structural coupling (i.e. Z-direction stimuli), may be “orthogonal” to [project 
manager] psychic system (‘lateral’ X-direction as well as ‘vertical’ Y-
direction) autopoiesis. Project manager consciousness system autopoiesis “is 
possible only on the basis of structural coupling. The structure consists of a 
series of structural couplings that is characterised by their orthogonality – 
namely, their total dependence on one another in combination with total 
operational autonomy” (Luhmann, 2013, p. 200). 
 
‘Outward-directed’ stimuli that effect the external, real-world project state of affairs 
through the interpenetration and structural coupling of PM psychic systems with the 
extant social communication systems.  
 
• The qualitative data associated with results recorded in Sections 3.2.6.2.4.26, 
3.2.6.2.4.27, 3.2.6.2.4.28, 3.2.6.2.4.29, 3.2.6.2.4.30 and 3.2.6.2.4.32 support 
the framework’s contention that these stimuli originate in decision.  
 
“That is the nature of a project. It’s a constant evolution of decision making” 
[I33 Q18]. 
 
“Now, I have to jump in their boat because, otherwise, we don’t go anywhere” 
[I22 Q23].  
 





• Results from Section 3.2.6.2.4.32 supported the proposal that increased 
decision density is associated with greater new sit gen and that decreased 
decision density is associated with reduced new sit gen.  
 
“It takes a lot at the start of the project and all those decisions… all that 
decision making determines the type of the project, or the flow of the project” 
[I2 Q23]. “There are some, certainly, high level decisions that will dictate 
completely and absolutely how the project runs from there on in” [I2 Q23].  
 
• Section 3.2.6.2.4.31 results confirm that coalignment (i.e. OSTA(q, bq)) as a 
stimulus that irritates the external, real-world state of affairs.  
 
“We have to make them do projects in a very particular way, where we can 
restrict - as we educate them – we can restrict the damage that that - the scope 
creep, essentially - that that could unleash. So we have to do projects in a very, 
very specific way now. And so the second project’s already doing it that way. 
It’s going an awful lot better, an awful lot faster. And the third one is going 
along similar lines” [I18 Q23].  
 
4.3.3.4 The 3D complex of environmental stimuli 
 
The spatial arrangement of the interpenetrating X (lateral), Y (downward) and Z 
(inward) stimuli and their relation to the topology of (co)appearing is illustrated in 
Figure 215. 
 



























Figure 215: Three-dimensional stimuli and the topology of (co)appearing    





“It’s a journey you go on together really” [I18 Q32]. 
 
4.3.4  PMD as the response dynamics of intensive variation 
 
The topology of PM (co)appearing in a project world (reproduced below as Figure 


















Figure 216: Consolidated topology of PM (co)appearing in a project world 
 
The analysis now progresses to consider PMD as the response dynamics of this 
topology to the stimuli described in Section 4.3.3.  
 
The analysis acknowledges Badiou’s description of ‘simple modification’, or 
‘intensive variation’ in appearing, as “the regular, or contextual, change that is a 
change inside the objective load of the world” (Badiou, 2012).  
 
It also notes that “in a process-based understanding of project management, change is 
not merely something that happens to things, not a mere alteration in the properties of 
enduring things in the project, but rather a sequence of states, with much internal 
coherence to give us the impression of one continuous thing (Craig, 1998)” (Ika and 
Bredillet, 2016, p. 96).  
 
By adapting and extending Zamenopoulos’ (2012, p. 74) model to the PM context, 
this study posits that the dynamics of logical intensive variation can be described by:  
 
“A mathematical construction that describes a qualitative change (a phase transition) 





in the organisational complexity of the mathematical structures that characterise” the 
state of PM (co)appearing in a project world. 
 
In the following sections, the response dynamics of OSBT(p, bp), OSTA(q, bq) and 
OSDS(s, bs) are analysed in turn before being combined as those of the consolidated 
topology of (co)appearing in Section 4.3.4.4. 
 
4.3.4.1 OSBT(p, bp) transitioning 
 
As outlined in Section 4.3.1.3.1, PM (co)existence (co)appearing is topologically 
characterised by a mathematical structure, i.e. the Badiouan points OSBT(p, bp), 
where:   
 
OSBT(p, bp) = γ(p) = (β o α)(p) = bp ϵ {µ, M}, where {µ, M}= {not-there, being-here} 
 
Adapting Zamenopoulos’ (2012, p. 74) formula, the dynamics of intensive variation 
in (co)existence (co)appearing may therefore be described by “a mathematical 
construction that describes a qualitative change (a phase transition) in the 
organisational complexity of” OSBT(p, bp) as a response to the interpenetrative 
stimuli identified in Section 4.3.3.  
 
These interpenetrations provoke intensive variation in ‘p’ that results in a 
‘transitioning’ of OSBT(p, bp) to, say, OSBT(p’, bp’) that may be described, by 
adapting and reapplying Zamenopoulos’ (2012) concepts and notation, as the 
transformation:   
 
TOSBT = <Tp, Tbp> 
where,    
TOSBT = <Tp, Tbp> : OSBT(p, bp) -> OSBT(p’, bp’) 
 
 The operation of TOSBT in transitioning the points of (co)existence from OSBT(p, bp) 
to OSBT(p’, bp’) is depicted (in elevation view) in Figure 217.    

















bp ϵ {μ, M} bp’ ϵ {μ, M} 
 
Figure 217: TOSBT = <Tp, Tbp> 
 
The analysis progresses by examining the functional dependencies of TOSBT as the 
XYZ-stimuli described in Section 4.3.3 that impacting on OSBT(p, bp). The analysis 
considers the Y-, Z- and X-stimuli in turn. 
 
Y-stimuli 
PM (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.2).  
Results from H02OSBT (Section 3.2.6.2.4.2), H05 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.5), and H07 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.7), identify PM as ‘downward’ Y-stimuli acting on OSBT(p, bp). 
 
Results from H02OSBT support the association between increased PM and the greater 
OSBT definitional clarity that leads to increased existence (H04; Section 3.2.6.2.3.4): 
 
“Oh, every project has one. The form and the culture gets defined by the leaders on 
that project - the project leads and the technical leads. They end up willingly, or 
unwillingly, defining the culture and form of the project. It’s good because if it 
becomes very repetitive, routine tasks, the people will get bored. So, the personality of 
a project manager, or a technical lead, does show up throughout the execution of the 





project” [I27 Q37].  
 
“Once we are in a project, I call them and I speak to them: “This is our cause now. 
This is our goal and please focus on this” [I22 Q20].  
 
“It does feel a little bit self-contained. You are in this bubble for whatever length of 
time it is and it’s very self-contained. I’m really in a bubble and, that’s the way it is. 
You tend to be in a bubble when you’re focusing so hard on what you’re doing on 
your job” [I12 Q25].  
 
“And a project can take on a life of its own… it can have its own personality. And, 
again, that depends on the personalities within it and, obviously, the project manager 
is going to be a strong character there. But the team themselves can drive it in certain 
ways as well” [I11 Q37].  
 
Hence, the ‘downward’ Y-stimulus is a function of PM i.e.     
 
TOSBT = <Tp, Tbp> = f(PM) 
 
Z-stimuli 
Name (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.1).  
Results from H01OSBT (Section 3.2.6.2.4.1) confirm identifiability of the project name 
as an influencing factor on OSBT(p, bp):  
 
“It will be good to have a unique name and some creative name because it will 
develop a team feeling that you are part, basically of the [Project Name] project rather 
than if you just have a standard work order number and a project name, it is like 
[Manufacturing Company] this work order number. That feeling is not there. So, if 
you are doing specifically SI projects, we should have a project name to identify and 
it just feels that you belong to that project” [I24 Q19].  
 
Hence, ‘inward’ Z-stimuli are a function of the project name i.e.     






TOSBT = <Tp, Tbp> = f(name) 
 
New Sit Gen (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.10).  
Results from H03OSBT (Section 3.2.6.2.3.2) identify new situation generation as Z-
direction (inward) stimuli that disturb OSBT(p, bp) through its verification of an 
association between increased new sit gen and clearer OSBT definition: 
 
“It’s, probably, something that’s applicable to the bigger projects. They probably can 
take on their own form. There’s, probably, momentum. There’s scale. There’s a large 
team. They can, probably, get a bit of personality, or culture, to them. Some of that 
can be client-driven as well. There may be a particular client culture, or project 
culture, that’s there that people would move towards, or adapt towards. So, it does 
happen but I would see it as some of the bigger stuff. It may be, applicable, maybe, to 
managed services, as well, where you have a team working with each other 
continuously, day-to-day, in the client environment. Working with the same people… 
so there’s, probably, a culture that develops there. I wouldn’t see it applicable to some 
of the smaller stuff that we do” [I25 Q37].  
 
Hence, ‘inward’ Z-stimuli are also a function of new sit gen i.e.     
 
TOSBT = <Tp, Tbp> = f(new sit gen) 
 
In summary, the analysis suggests that the response dynamics of OSBT(p, bp) may be 
modelled by the transformation:  
 










4.3.4.2 OSTA(q, bq) transitioning 
 
As outlined in Section 4.3.1.3.2, PM (co)alignment (co)appearing is topologically 
characterised by a mathematical structure, i.e. the Badiouan points OSTA(q, bq), 
where:   
 
OSTA(q, bq) = ζ(q) = (ε o δ)(q) = bq ϵ {µ, M}, where {µ, M} = {misaligned, aligned} 
 
Adapating Zamenopoulos’ (2012, p. 74) formula, the dynamics of intensive variation 
in (co)alignment (co)appearing may therefore be described by “a mathematical 
construction that describes a qualitative change (a phase transition) in the 
organisational complexity of” OSTA(q, bq) as a response to the interpenetrative 
stimuli identified in Section 4.3.3.  
 
These interpenetrations provoke intensive variation in ‘q’ that results in a 
‘transitioning’ of OSTA(q, bq) to, say, OSTA(q’, bq’) that may be described, by 
adapting and reapplying Zamenopoulos’ (2012) concepts and notation, as the 
transformation:   
 
TOSTA = <Tq, Tbq> 
where,    
 
TOSTA = <Tq, Tbq> : OSTA(q, bq) -> OSTA(q’, bq’) 
 
The operation of TOSTA in transitioning the points of (co)alignment from OSTA(q, bq) 
to OSTA(q’, bq’) is depicted (in elevation view) in Figure 218.    
 














bp ϵ {μ, M} bp’ ϵ {μ, M} 
Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
 
Figure 218: TOSTA = <Tq, Tbq> 
 
The analysis progresses by examining the functional dependencies of TOSTA as the 
XYZ-stimuli described in Section 4.3.3 that impacting on OSTA(q, bq). The analysis 
considers the Y-, Z- and X-stimuli in turn. 
 
Y-stimuli 
PM (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.2).  
Results from H02OSTA (Section 3.2.6.2.4.9), H10 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.13) and H12 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.15) identify PM as ‘downward’ Y-stimuli acting on OSTA(q, bq).  
 
Results from H02OSTA support the association between increased PM and the greater 
OSTA definitional clarity that leads to increased alignment (H08 Section 3.2.6.2.4.11). 
 
“I try to break the things down into smaller pieces and nothing is insurmountable if 
you can break it down into smaller items that can be accomplished. … It may seem 
like an arduous task but ultimately once you’ve done it… once you’ve done it already, 
experience tells you that it’s possible” [I5 Q32].  
 





“The principal factors I can say are the user requirements, the scope, the team 
capabilities. These will be the factors when I am thinking for managing the projects. 
What is the scope? What are the user requirements? Are there any changes in the user 
requirements? What is the team size? What is the team resource availability, their 
capabilities…all those things” [I37 Q7].  
 
Results from H10 support an association between increased PM and alignment:   
 
“Not so much “technically, how does it hang together?” but “what do I have to 
deliver?” “What is the client expecting here?” I need to understand that from the 
proposal, basically, what we have sold here?” [I2 Q8].  
 
Results from H12 support an association between increased PM and greater 
coalignment through application of what Peter Senge terms productive inquiry (Senge, 
1990, p. 186):  
 
“That’s the most important thing - getting out of them what they need to do and 
getting them to sign that. And then you have your guideline for your project and also 
your protection that you’re doing what they approved that they want you to do” [I35 
Q32].  
 
“The culture can be different in a project team than what a site would have. And, a lot 
of the time, the project team can be pushed into a corner themselves and it develops 
their own dynamic between them. They can have a completely different dynamic to 
what the culture is onsite. It’s all down to individuals and how the project manager 
sets up his team, sets up the transparency in expectations within the team” [I48 Q21].  
 
Hence, the ‘downward’ Y-stimulus is a function of PM i.e. 
 
TOSTA = <Tq, Tbq> = f(PM) 
 
 






Name (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.1).  
Results from H01OSTA (Section 3.2.6.2.4.8) confirm identifiability of the project name 
as an influencing factor on OSTA(q, bq):  
 
“If you can get in there with a nice project name, that actually says what it’s going to 
do, then people ‘get it’ and you don’t have to explain too much and therefore you are 
starting off in a different place” [I10 - Q19].  
 
“And, if it’s a good project, the organisation will… They’re still talking about… 
[Project Name] would have been a benchmark project for [Manufacturing Company] 
and it’s in peoples’ heads that that went down [well]… whether it did, or not, the 
perception in [Manufacturing Company] is [that it did]. And if you look, they still 
went back to how many changes were done on that project for this lessons learned last 
year. Now, that was back in 2007/2008!” [I46 Q29]  
 
Hence, ‘inward’ Z-stimuli are a function of the project name i.e.     
 
TOSTA = <Tq, Tbq> = f(name) 
 
New Sit Gen (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.10).  
Results from H03OSTA (Section 3.2.6.2.4.10) identify new sit gen resulting from, for 
example, continually evolving technical change, as Z-direction (inward) stimuli that 
disturb OSTA(q, bq): 
 
“Take [Project Name] there of last year in [Manufacturing Company], from an 
overall consultancy perspective, the job was done. The process P&IDs were defined. 
The design was out the door and yet the process was still evolving, which led to a lot 
of change, a lot of cost, a lot of schedule impact and a lot of frustration as well. So, 
factors… if the process is evolving, and in my current role, the processes are always 
evolving, that’s probably the biggest challenge. The biggest factor to contend with at 
the minute” [I44 Q12].  





Further evidence of change as a stimulus to interpenetration can be found in: 
 
“That’s requirements, changes and peoples’ expectations. Expectations being different 
to requirements. That’s probably the biggest part of it - changes throughout the 
project, or that there are changes coming from external stakeholders. I’m just thinking 
of a recent example where a group went to [Location] for a trip found out we need to 
do things differently in the bioreactors. Bioreactors are qualified now – just barely. 
And they’ve come back with a heap of changes there… creates… It’s the aggressive 
nature of the timelines coupled with changes…” [I48 Q10].  
 
“After you get things approved, you have very much a lot of shape. Until you get 
things approved, sometimes, the shape is… it’s a black box, a black hole, or whatever. 
The design… it’s just taking far too long to design. But what can I do? Once you get it 
approved, you can definitely get structure. From there, until the end of the project, 
there’s structure. Once you get design out of the way, you’ve got structure” [I12 
Q37].  
 
Hence, ‘inward’ Z-stimuli are also a function of new sit gen i.e.     
 
TOSTA = <Tq, Tbq> = f(new sit gen). 
 






The sub-topology of coexistence and coalignment coappearing (reproduced below as 











Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
 
Figure 219: (co)existence ↔ (co)alignment sub-topology 
 
The X-dimension stimuli comprising this sub-topology are the natural transformations 
τOSBT, τOSTA, θ and ϕ. The transitioning of the sub-topology will therefore be 
determined by the functional dependencies of τOSBT, τOSTA, θ and ϕ. These functional 
dependencies will now be systematically analysed.  
 
τOSBT functional dependencies 
The dependency of τOSBT on PM (project manager attributes) is evidenced in 
responses to H02OSBT (Section 3.2.6.2.4.2):   
 
“People ebb and flow a little bit on projects. Sometimes they become important and, 
sometimes, they’re not quite as important. They’re quite happy to take a backseat and 
then they become important again later on. Depending on what phase and where 
we’re at in projects” [I41 Q22]. 
 
This dependency is also evidenced in:  
 
“In many cases, [trust] is what’s missing from projects. There’s an element of trust. 
There isn’t absolute trust in each other and there never will be but if you’re seen to be 
engaging positively, that’s always a good thing” [I43 Q22].  





The dependency of τOSBT on new sit gen is evidenced in:  
 
“All of a sudden, there is a project. Three weeks ago, there was no project. Now, there 
is a project. And, four, to five, weeks after that project, that project is done. There is 
nobody working on it…” [I2 Q1].  
 
The results support the contention that τOSBT, as contingency in (co)existence, is a 
function of PM and new sit gen, i.e. 
 
 τOSBT =  f(PM, new sit gen) 
 
 
τOSTA functional dependencies 
The dependency of τOSTA on PM is evidenced in responses to H02OSTA (Section 
3.2.6.2.4.9):   
 
“Those principles we use at the start are constantly evolving and changing even within 
the lifespan of… the traditional sense of a project. Your methods that you start… will 
never be the same as the ones you have at the end.” [I9 Q40].  
 
“When I say it didn’t go well, the project did go well but it’s just that getting to know 
them… That’s a key thing with new customers – what their expectations are versus 
what we deliver? Is there a better way that we can outline to them, what we are going 
to deliver for them versus the input they have to put into it as well?” [I34 Q32].  
 
The dependency of τOSTA on new sit gen is evidenced in:  
 
“There are a lot of unknowns that come up through it” [I46 Q40].  
 
The results support the contention that τOSTA, as contingency in (co)alignment, is a 
function of PM and new sit gen, i.e. 
 





τOSTA =  f(PM, new sit gen) 
 
The results support the contention that τOSBT and τOSTA, are functions of PM and new 
sit gen, i.e.     
τOSBT  =  f(PM, new sit gen) 
τOSTA  =  f(PM, new sit gen) 
 
 
θ functional dependencies 
Empirical data associated with hypotheses H01OSBT (Section 3.2.6.2.4.1), suggest that 
θ is a function of name.  
 
Empirical data associated with hypotheses H02OSBT (Section 3.2.6.2.4.2), H04 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.4), H05 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.5), H06 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.6) and H07 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.7) suggest that θ is a function of PM as exemplified in:  
 
“It looks like it would require very careful soft skills and not necessarily politics but 
we’d need to keep the communication lines going and keep the right people on board 
and all aligned for the project focus, or for the project goal” [I1 Q8].  
 
“I like to see a project manager who’s positive and you can believe is doing the best 
for you. And, when you establish that kind of a relationship, then you can sit down, 
you can discuss change, you can agree, disagree but, generally, you’ll get some form 
of acknowledgement that there’s change” [I43 Q35].  
 
“Bringing the integrators to the table early is great if you’re striving to avoid 
complexity and uniqueness” [I44 Q12]. 
 
“We even find now with vendors if you’re trying to… new pieces of kit. They’re 
going to struggle. We’ve our own ideas of how this thing worked. So, we just got 
them over for a week. Sit us down… Set them down with the automation guys and 
trying to get everybody talking the same way. That this is how this is supposed to run 





and or whatever is. But engagement with people is the biggest thing. If you’re 
engaging with… or they’re not engaging with you, then… either there’s something 
wrong, or it’s not their priorities, or… but it’s probably going to start impacting you 
and, the further it goes out, the more risk you have really” [I19 Q16]. 
 
Empirical data associated with hypothesis H03OSBT (Section 3.2.6.2.4.3) suggest that 
θ is a function of new sit gen as exemplified in:  
 
“… [change] is the area, which is always a challenge for me, or for anybody else 
because some clients will be quite open to it. Some clients won’t. They’ll just pull the 
shutters down. And that comes back to the kind of relationship you have with the 
client and it comes back to the latitude that the client has to deal with his own budget. 
Sometimes they just don’t have any money! And that’s the tricky one and to say that 
it’s an art form would be wrong but that’s not something that can be done by project 
mechanics, or by SOP, or something like that” [I43 Q7].  
 
These results suggest that θ is a function of PM, new sit gen and identifiability of the 
project name i.e.  
 
θ = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
  
ϕ functional dependencies 
Empirical data associated with hypotheses H01OSTA (Section 3.2.6.2.4.8), suggest that 
ϕ is a function of name.  
 
Empirical data associated with hypotheses H02OSTA (Section 3.2.6.2.4.9), H10 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.13), H11 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.14), H12 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.15) and H13 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.16) suggest that ϕ is a function of PM and new sit gen as 
exemplified in: 
 
“Budget is a huge part because, at the end of the day, that’s what it’s all about. 
Whatever I report at the end of the month is the ‘be and end all’ of it all. It doesn’t 





really matter how good, or bad, the job is going, to a degree, if the budget isn’t right, 
it doesn’t really matter. That’s something that is a forethought there all the time, 
which is probably why I hate it most because it’s the least favourite thing for me to be 
thinking about. But it is, probably, the predominant thing” [I2 Q16].  
 
“Back of my mind is the project makes its margin as set out at the start. As a project 
manager, even chatting to [Systems Integrator PM] last week in [Location], he says: 
“If you didn’t have to worry about that, it would be a lovely job!” That’s the main 
thing - the dashboard, the margin” [I12 Q7].  
 
Empirical data associated with hypothesis H03OSTA suggest that ϕ is a function of new 
sit gen as exemplified in: “That’s where I would bring in the project as being a 
sequence of events. The better a project manager can split up all these different events, 
the better he will be able in actually monitoring these and take correction, or 
corrective actions, if need be, and the better the budget will be that is associated with 
a particular project” [I38 Q40]. 
 
These results suggest that ϕ is a function of PM, new sit gen and identifiability of the 
project name i.e.    
ϕ = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
 
In summary, Sections 4.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2 suggest that the response dynamics of the 
coexistence/coalignment sub-topology, in response to the identified XYZ-stimuli, may 
be modelled by transformations TOSBT  and TOSTA such that:  
 
TOSBT = f(ϕ, τOSBT) = f(PM, new sit gen, name) : OSBT(p, bp) -> OSBT(p’, bp’)  
TOSTA = f(θ, τOSTA ) = f(PM, new sit gen, name) : OSTA(q, bq) -> OSTA(q’, bq’)  
 
Adapting notation and concepts from Zamenopoulos (2012), the “phase transitions” 
effected by TOSBT and TOSTA may be modelled as shown in Figure 220.  



























Figure 220: (co)existence ↔ (co)alignment phase transitioning   





4.3.4.3 OSDS(s, bs) transitioning 
 
As outlined in Section 4.3.1.3.3, PM (co)achievement (co)appearing is topologically 
characterised by a mathematical structure, i.e. the Badiouan points OSDS(s, bs), 
where:  
  
OSDS(s, sq) = ν(s) = (σ o ρ)(s) = bs ϵ {µ, M}, where {µ, M} = {failure, success} 
 
Adapting Zamenopoulos’ (2012, p. 74) formula, the dynamics of intensive variation 
in (co)achievement (co)appearing may therefore be described by “a mathematical 
construction that describes a qualitative change (a phase transition) in the 
organisational complexity of” OSDS(s, bs) as a response to the interpenetrative 
stimuli identified in Section 4.3.3.  
 
These interpenetrations provoke intensive variation in ‘s’ that results in a 
‘transitioning’ of OSDS(s, bs) to, say, OSDS(s’, bs’) that may be described, by 
adapting and reapplying Zamenopoulos’ (2012) concepts and notation, as the 
transformation:  
  
TOSDS = <Ts, Tbs> 
where,    
 
TOSDS = <Ts, Tbs> : OSDS(s, bs) -> OSDS(s’, bs’) 
 
  
The operation of TOSDS in transitioning the points of (co)achievement from OSDS(s, 
bs) to OSDS(s’, bs’) is depicted (in elevation view) in Figure 221.    
 













bs ϵ {μ, M} bs’ ϵ {μ, M} 
Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
ν ν' 
 
Figure 221: TOSDS = <Ts, Tbs>  
 
The analysis progresses by examining the functional dependencies of TOSDS as the 
XYZ-stimuli described in Section 4.3.3 that impacting on OSDS(s, bs). The analysis 
considers the Y-, Z- and X-stimuli in turn. 
 
Y-stimuli 
PM (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.2).  
Results from H02OSDS (Section 3.2.6.2.4.18), H16 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.22) and H18 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.24) identify PM as ‘downward’ Y-stimuli acting on OSDS(s, bs). 
 
Interpenetrative effects of project manager attributes include goal-orientations: 
 
“When I’m managing a project, my thinking is all driven by the end goal” [I14 Q7] 
 
or an outcome-orientation: 





“to deliver the job. To get what needs to be done, done. To do a good job for yourself 
and the people you represent” [I35 Q7] and “at the end of it, you get a sense of 
achievement when it’s done” [I12 Q10]. “You don’t want to be the focus of any 
attention. You want to get your job done. Be successful and get out of there” [I8 
Q21].  
 
Other ‘downward’ Y-stimuli include project management constructs:  
 
“They [successful projects] have the right structures set out. Structure and definition 
is the key thing. Whether it’s a methodology how you do projects so that everybody is 
on the same page, to how you do your schedule, how you do your budget and what 
are norms, or practices, that you can revert to. If there’s a library of lessons learned, 
for instance. Benchmarks” [I48 Q33].  
 
Hence, the ‘downward’ Y-stimuli are a function of PM i.e.     
 
TOSDS = <Ts, Tbs> = f(PM) 
 
Z-stimuli 
Name (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.1).  
Results from H01OSDS (Section 3.2.6.2.4.17) confirm identifiability of the project 
name as an influencing factor on OSDS(s, bs):  
 
“The name of the project can set peoples mind-set as to what the outcome, or what the 
delivered thing is going to be” [I18 Q19]. 
 
“It’s the first part to understanding the project. You have a name on it and now you 
start. That’s the first thing and then you start digging underneath it to see what part 









Hence, ‘inward’ Z-stimuli are a function of the project name i.e.     
 
TOSDS = <Ts, Tbs> = f(name) 
 
New Sit Gen (See Section 3.2.6.1.2.10).  
Results from H03OSDS (Section 3.2.6.2.4.19) identify new sit gen resulting from, for 
example, continually evolving technical change, as Z-direction (inward) stimuli that 
disturb OSDS(s, bs):  
 
 “Now I’m already trying to build the two change orders for [Systems Integrator] on 
the [Project Name] job because we went out in September with June information and 
it’s February now. It’s obviously different. We had assumptions about where people 
would be and what the design would be and how far progressed it would be and they 
could never be right. So, the process of a project coming to being is: High-level rough 
scope, basis of design, front end study, commercial activity to get vendors on board, 
in that commercial activity it informs what you’re doing because market knows best 
and then you make the agreement and then you get people on board. And then you 
figure out what you need to do… again! So, actually, it is: Front end study, 
commercial dance, order, charter, change order” [I7 Q4].  
 
“There would be always expectations from different teams within [client] as well. The 
management, or automation and validation and their requirements to satisfy 
simultaneously will be a main challenge” [I24 Q10].  
 
Hence, ‘inward’ Z-stimuli are also a function of new sit gen i.e.     
 
TOSDS = <Ts, Tbs> = f(new sit gen) 
 
X-stimuli 
The sub-topology of coalignment and coachievement coappearing (reproduced below 
as Figure 222) was identified in Section 4.3.2.1.5. 





Adapted and extended from Zamenopoulos (2012)
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Figure 222: (co)alignment ↔ (co)achievement sub-topology 
 
The X-dimension stimuli comprising this sub-topology are the natural transformations 
τOSTA, τOSDS, η and ω. The transitioning of the sub-topology will therefore be 
determined by the functional dependencies of τOSTA, τOSDS, η and ω. These functional 
dependencies will now be systematically analysed.  
 
τOSTA functional dependencies 
The analysis conducted in Section 4.3.4.2 established that τOSTA is a function of PM 
and new sit gen, i.e.  
τOSTA =  f(PM, new sit gen) 
 
τOSDS functional dependencies 
The dependency of τOSDS on PM (project manager attributes) is evidenced in reponses 
to H02OSDS (Section 3.2.6.2.4.18): 
 
 “Some days none! Some days, you despair about… because you’re coming into a 
project and finding out what your budget is and understanding your scope and going: 
“Oh, God. How am I going to do this?” And then, seeing what promises were made, 
on a proposal” [I2 Q27].  
 
The dependency of τOSDS on new sit gen is evidenced in responses to H03OSDS 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.19).   
 
“It’s a start and a finish and a deliverable but sometimes that changes along the way 





as well” [I6 Q40].  
 
“If you feel that the project was successful then I would expect that from an 
organisation that lives from project… so, it’s your environment… if you think it’s 
successful then it means that you met whatever deliverables that were asked for and if, 
then, the customer isn’t really satisfied, it means, to me, that he asked the wrong 
things in the beginning” [I38 Q35].  
 
The results support the contention that τOSDS, as contingency in (co)achievement, is a 
function of PM and new sit gen, i.e. 
 
τOSDS =  f(PM, new sit gen) 
 
Combining these results suggests that τOSTA and τOSDS are functions of PM and new sit 
gen, i.e.     
τOSTA  =  f(PM, new sit gen) 
τOSDS  =  f(PM, new sit gen) 
 
η functional dependencies 
Empirical data associated with hypotheses H01OSDS (Section 3.2.6.2.4.17), suggest 
that η is a function of name.  
 
The supportive evidence behind hypotheses H02OSTA (Section 3.2.6.2.4.9), H08 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.11), H09 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.12), H10 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.13), H11 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.14) and H12 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.15) suggest that η is a function of 
PM as exemplified in: 
 
“The schedule is something you have to meet. The budget is something that you don’t, 
really, control whether you’re going to meet it or not. It’s meeting the schedule from 
what the client wants and that’s what he cares about most. And then the budget is 
something in the underground that you’re fighting to keep and, if you’re within 
budget, then there is no… everything is happy…” [I2 Q24].  





The supportive evidence behind hypothesis H03OSTA (Section 3.2.6.2.4.10) suggest 
that η is a function of new sit gen as exemplified in: 
 
“So, the hit on that, for us, was the cost was a lot more than we’d anticipated. The 
time was more than we anticipated but the quality that we delivered - with the project 
- was right up there. It was exactly what the client wanted and the client was 
delighted” [I42 Q32].  
 
These results suggest that η is a function of PM, new sit gen and identifiability of the 
project name i.e.   
η = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
 
ω functional dependencies 
The supportive evidence behind hypotheses H02OSDS (Section 3.2.6.2.4.18), H14 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.20), H15 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.21), H16 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.22), H17 
(Section 3.2.6.2.4.23), H18 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.24) and H19 (Section 3.2.6.2.4.25) 
suggest that ω is a function of PM as exemplified in:  
 
“Successful project for me is… we’ve made our required margin and the customer is 
happy. If we can deliver above his expectations - all the better… because that’s where 
the real buy-in comes… without compromising our financial performance on it” [I42 
Q31].  
 
“A successful project is that you have the functionality, or, within the implementation, 
that it functions according to what you had foreseen, or according to specifications” 
[I38 Q31]. 
 
“The Client has a huge impact on the success of the project and it’s the Client’s 
expectation that we’re trying to meet” [I14 Q37].  
 
“People like to be associated with a good job. They want to be associated with 
quality” [I3 Q19].  





The supportive evidence behind hypothesis H03OSDS (Section 3.2.6.2.4.19) suggest 
that ω is a function of new sit gen as exemplified in:  
 
“The most recent one there was that one with trying to get that bay up-and-going. The 
new product introduction. Big enough for the site. But there was huge external factors 
playing at the time. We just didn’t get resources and we didn’t get the resource that 
we needed and… Now there were other factors, and other site priorities there that 
were massive, well above this. Had that not have happened, it probably wouldn’t have 
such an impact at all. We would, probably, have done fine. But, it was the hardest job 
we’ve ever done down there just because of that. It was like pulling your hair out 
every day. Dragging stuff over the line. And everything was so fluid changing down 
there” [I19 Q32].  
 
“A smaller project is more defined delivered. That’s easier said than done though in 
some cases. It means you are spending smaller chunks of money doing a subset of 
deliverables. You have more successes. It builds the momentum” [I17 Q14]. 
 
These results suggest that ω is a function of PM, new sit gen and identifiability of the 
project name i.e.  
ω = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
 
In summary, Sections 4.3.4.2 and 4.3.4.3 suggest that the response dynamics of the 
coalignment/coachievement sub-topology, in response to the identified XYZ-stimuli, 
may be modelled by transformations TOSTA  and TOSDS such that:  
 
TOSTA = f(ω, τOSTA ) = f(PM, new sit gen, name) : OSTA(q, bq) -> OSTA(q’, bq’)  
TOSDS = f(η, τOSDS ) = f(PM, new sit gen, name) : OSDS(s, bs) -> OSDS(s’, bs’)  
 
Adapting notation and concepts from Zamenopoulos (2012), the “phase transitions” 
effected by TOSTA and TOSDS may be modelled as shown in Figure 223. 
  



























Figure 223: (co)alignment ↔ (co)achievement phase transitioning    





4.3.4.4 Transitioning dynamics of consolidated topology 
 
Combining the results from Sections 4.3.4.1, 4.3.4.2 and 4.3.4.3, suggests that the 
Zamenopoulosian (2012) “phase transitioning” of the consolidated topology of PM 



















Figure 224: Consolidated topology of PM (co)appearing in a project world 
 
may be summarised as the transformation: 
 
T = <TOSBT, TOSTA, TOSDS> 
where, 
TOSBT : OSBT(p, bp) -> OSBT(p’, bp’)  
TOSTA : OSTA(q, bq) -> OSTA(q’, bq’)  
TOSDS : OSDS(s, bs) -> OSDS(s’, bs’)  
and, 
TOSBT = <Tp, Tbp> = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
TOSTA = <Tq, Tbq> = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
TOSDS = <Ts, Tbs> = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
 
Figure 225 depicts PMD as the Zamenopoulosian “phase transitioning” of the 
consolidated topology (plan view) under T = <TOSBT, TOSTA, TOSDS> and between 
states exhibiting “weak adjunction” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 73). The next section 
describes three types of PMD. 






































Figure 225: Consolidated topology phase transitioning  





4.3.5  Three types of PMD 
 
The analysis performed in Section 4.3 built on results of the empirical work 
conducted in Chapter 3 and culminated in an evidentially-supported account of PMD 
as the dynamics of PM intensive variation.  
 
In this section, three types of PMD will be examined. 
 
The case of weak dynamics will be considered before two limit cases, namely those of 
dysfunctional and optimal PMD. 
 
4.3.5.1 Weak dynamics 
 
The results suggest that weak dynamics may demonstrate the following 
characteristics: 
 
Intermediate logical intensities of (co)appearing, where (co)existence = p: µ < p < M; 
(co)alignment = q:  µ < q < M and (co)achievement = s: µ < s < M 
 
Indeterminate topological point ‘densities’ of (co)appearing OSBT(p, bp) ϵ {not-there, 
being-there};  OSTA(q, bq) ϵ  {misaligned, aligned} and OSDS(s, bs) ϵ {failure, 
success}.  
 
Following Zamenopoulos (2012), weak dynamics reflect situations demonstrating 
unresolved contingency in (co)appearing that is modelled through the arrows (natural 
transformations) τOSBT ≠ 1OSBT(p, bp), τOSTA ≠ 1OSTA(q, bq) and τOSDS ≠ 1OSDS(s, bs). The 
topology does not exhibit isomorphism but is characterised by, what Zamenopoulos 
(2012) terms, “weak adjunction” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 73), a situation where there 
is “no natural bijection” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 77) between the arrows.  
 
Figure 225 represents a topology transitioning between states of weak dynamics. 





The results suggest that weak dynamics can be discerned by systematically 
considering each of the three modes of (co)appearing, namely, ‘social’ coexistence, 
‘technical’ coalignment and ‘outcome-oriented’ coachievement.  
 
In terms of ‘social’ (co)existence, weak dynamics describes a project manager that is 
only partially invested in the project, or, in the case of counterpart project managers 
interacting on the same project, a distancing in the mutual engagement. 
 
“For others that were very much hands-off, you don’t know what they are doing. 
Especially if there’s an intermediate… so you have an Engineering house in 
between… you can find that you’re even a bit more detached yet again. And you’re 
channelling your communication through someone who has got their own commercial 
and restrictive motivations as well. So, what you can get going through that tunnel can 
be a mixed message, or, even, contrary to what the true message was. So, that can 
have an effect on it” [I4 Q22].  
 
Another example of weak dynamics is evidenced in:  
 
“So, one of the major projects at the moment… we’re having problems with 
maintenance in terms of… it’s in progress but we haven’t, probably, been as good 
doing design reviews with them. They’re looking at different things like the types of 
the roof material and everything like that. It comes down to, we haven’t, probably, 
followed the stage gate process. We haven’t signed-off the Basis Of Design properly 
because it was left open due to changes that happened. So, we can’t implement design 
changes. Everything turns into… there’s a heightened sensitivity around everything… 
and everything turns into an argument because it’s not… hasn’t been… their input 
wasn’t really taken into account. So, everything is sensitive now. That any change 
happens after it, it’s very difficult to roll back on. And it’s impossible to bring in 
project change until we get them on board for their project. That’s probably the 
biggest one” [I48 Q32].    
 
 





4.3.5.2 Dysfunctional dynamics 
 
The results suggest that dysfunctional dynamics may demonstrate the following 
characteristics: 
 
Minimum (nil) logical intensities of (co)appearing, where (co)existence = p = µ; 
(co)alignment = q = µ and (co)achievement = s = µ 
 
Minimum (nil) topological point ‘densities’ of (co)appearing, where OSBT(p, bp) = µ 
= {not-there}; OSTA(q, bq) = µ = {misaligned} and OSDS(s, bs) = µ = {failure}.  
 
Given that “objects determine relations” (Johnston, 2008) and the ‘point’ objects in 
question are localised onto the minimum, the loops are broken. There are no return 
paths. The topology does not exhibit isomorphism. The results suggest that 
dysfunctional dynamics may be a symptom of, what Badiou terms, an “atonic world” 
defined as “a world without any points” (Badiou, 2013, p. 382).  
 
Situations exhibiting dysfunctional dynamics are exemplified in expressions such as:  
“If you look at those types of projects where the customer sort of takes a ‘hands off’ 
approach that adds an extra factor, a complication, where there’s no face-to-face, or 
very little face-to-face, between the project team and the customer project team. That 
doesn’t tend to lead to success” [I5 Q31].  
 
“The stress [that] comes when things aren’t happening with the other people around 
you and the thing isn’t going anywhere. And then that’s, probably, where the stress 
comes in is when it’s not moving” [I19 Q37]  
 
“If you’ve two guys driving the project, and they’re of different opinions, it all falls 
down” [I44 Q32]. “It’s a… the shape, then, could say that is ‘two heads’” [I22 Q37]. 
 





“It just run as smooth as you like. No issues” 
[I19 Q20] 
4.3.5.2 Optimal dynamics 
 
The results suggest that optimal dynamics may demonstrate the following 
characteristics: 
 
Maximised logical intensities of (co)appearing, where (co)existence = p = M; 
(co)alignment = q = M and (co)achievement = s = M 
 
Maximised topological point ‘densities’ of (co)appearing, where OSBT(p, bp) = M = 
{being-there}; OSTA(q, bq) = M = {aligned} and OSDS(s, bs) = M = {success}.  
 
The analysis showed that occasions of optimal dynamics reflect instances where 
contingency in coappearing has been resolved.  
 
Given that “objects determine relations” (Johnston, 2008, p. 363) and the objects in 
question are the Badiouan points of (co)appearing localised onto their respective 
maxima, resolution of contingency implies that, following Zamenopoulos (2012), the 
natural transformations τOSBT, τOSTA and τOSDS become the identity arrows τOSBT = 
1OSBT(p, bp), τOSTA = 1OSTA(q, bq) and τOSDS = 1OSDS(s, bs).  
 
In the following, examples of resolved contingency in each of the modes of appearing 
are presented.   
 
Examples of resolved contingency in (co)existence appearing include: 
 
“Generally, we get so embedded with the Client that if you’re successful, you’ll get so 
embedded with the client that there is less of that divide as in you’re trying to bring 
value to the client and he’s another part of the team“ [I15 Q26].  
 
“A key element for the success of any project is to have an early engagement of all the 





stakeholders. I will have people from every group involved in the project. Even if it is 
an in-house project. I will have that person engaged” [I36 Q26].  
 
“We were all feeling belonged – we were all working together. Well, we weren’t ‘all’ 
working together, we had a remote team, as well, but the bulk of the core team was on 
site there in an office. And we had projects to deliver and we were with the customer. 
You knew where it was going. You were out in the field. You were seeing the pain of 
the old stuff. So, there was very much… That was very significant” [I6 Q21].  
 
In terms of resolving contingency in (co)alignment appearing, the data suggests that:  
 
“An absolute critical success factor is a strong cross-functional view, where the 
different functions understand how they interrelate” [I21 Q22]. 
 
Examples of resolved contingency in (co)achievement appearing include: “People 
want to be a part of success. So, people who are working on a project and the project 
going well and successful outcome… everyone wants to be a part of that … And the 
communication really of all of that is key back to, certainly, the client, but to the 
stakeholders, which may not be routinely, or regularly, involved” [I18 Q20]. 
 
In the optimal case, the topology (Figure 226) displays “strong adjunction” 
(Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 73) where there is “natural bijection” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, 
p. 68) between the arrows.  
ψ'(*) = ϕ’(*) o ω’(*) 
 
                                          ϕ’(*)                                                ω’(*) 
Coexistence             Coalignment             Coachievement 
            OSBT(po, bpo)            θ’(*)                OSTA(qo, bqo)          η’(*)               OSDS(so, bso)           
 
χ'(*) = η’(*) o θ’(*) 
Figure 226: Optimal PMD – isomorphism in coappearing 
 
Note: * = PM, new sit gen, name; Subscripts ‘o’ denote the case of optimal dynamics.  
 





The circular relationships that characterise Figure 226 emphasise the resonant, self-
reflexive nature of PM psychic system autopoiesis where “the resonance of the system 
is activated through structural coupling” (Luhmann, 2013a, p. 88). In order to reflect 
this circularity, and inter-modal isomorphism, Figure 226 may be simplified to the 
operatively-closed, self-referential, autopoietic system shown in Figure 227. 
 
 
Coexistence             Coalignment             Coachievement 
 
Figure 227: Optimal PMD – isomorphism in coappearing 
 
This isomorphism between arrows as aligned spatial projections is alluded to by one 
respondent who notes that: 
 
“In major projects, big projects, it is already quite an achievement to actually get the 
entire group of people heading in the same direction. And by achieving that, even 
partially, is already a success on its own” [I38 Q33].   
 
Luhmann’s (1995, p. 216) observation that “interpenetration must be given in reality 
so that a construction of social systems can emerge with sufficient frequency and 
density” is supported by references to communication as the interpenetrating source of 
resonant, self-referential PM psychic system autopoiesis: 
 
“… the frequency in which you’re talking to them and the regularity, in terms of those 
discussions, client satisfaction goes up and your likelihood of being engaged again for 
the next project goes up as well. Just purely based on being in front of them” [I25 Q7]  
 
Also, “the end users then can see, as well, if you do have a barrier they might say: 
“Look, we need this’’. And you say: “Look, we can’t do this because of A, B or C … 
the way the software is designed or… We have to do it in this way. It mightn’t be 
exactly what you want…”  Getting buy-in there. And they say: “Yeah, look, ok! We 
understand.” So, I suppose, it’s a two-way thing” [I32 Q31].  
 





This point is reiterated in: “And a sense of understanding. If people understand: 
“Look, this is why we’re slightly behind…” or “Look, we can, … if you’re open to 
this, we might be able to pull it back…” Communication is hugely important and 
having a relationship between the various stakeholders” [I32 Q37] 
 
Moreover, the centrality of interpenetration to the Badiouan operationalisation of 
PMD aligns with Luhmann’s contention that “evolution is possible only by 
interpenetration, that is, only by reciprocity.  From the systems-theoretical viewpoint, 
evolution is a circular process that constitutes itself in reality (and not in 
nothingness!)” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 216).  
 
“If the Client is very much proactive and engaging, you do have a lot more visibility 
and it reflects in the project and the success of the project” [I4 Q22].  
 
The empirical data identify the following key enablers in the establishment of optimal 
PMD: 
 
A good team. “If it’s thought-out at the beginning from initial design offering. And 
then, you need a champion on the client side that’s fully behind it. That’s been the 
reason behind any of the complex projects I’ve been involved in, you need a 
champion on both sides. You need the client who is determined to deliver it and then 
you need determination and ability in your own team to deliver… to help them to 
reach that goal” [I15 Q33].  
 
Co-location. “They need to be part of it. In my own experiences, when there’s a face-
to-face presence of the client, be it in our office, or, if we’re doing the project on the 
site, obviously that goes without saying. But, some of the big success stories is when 
the client have invested in having people in our premises, that are there to be called 
upon for decision making or technical opinion, or technical approval on something. 
The more that they are involved in it, constructively, the better. Obviously you don’t 
want that to be overpowering. But, for any big project, one or two client personnel in 
our offices, working as part of our project, I would see as a very, very positive thing” 





[I25 Q26].  
 
Trust. “How it panned out before is that we had done up to maybe two, or three, fixed 
fee projects for a client and they went well and the project team were consistent across 
all. So, at that stage, the client said: “Alright, we… almost that we trust ye not to be 
wasting time. Do you think if we did it at time and materials would it… you could 
take off all… a lot of the contingency? It would work out cheaper for us now that we 
trust ye to do the job properly. We’ll now do a time and materials so it gets rid of all 
the, whatever, twenty percent contingency, or whatever is put in there.” And it works 
out better for them but it’s only after doing a few successful jobs up to then. But, the 
difference is that it switched to 100% to time and materials. We were there with them 
onsite. They saw what we were working on every day and they… we put in the 
timesheet and they paid for it” [I1 Q9].  
 
Decision. “It’s a large network of interconnected decisions. Small decisions, big 
decisions. All types of decisions” [I22 Q18]. “That’s what a project is. The business 
of doing is relatively easy. What I mean by that is if you say: “This is what I want 
done”, it’s relatively easy to go and do it” [I43 Q18].  
 
An identifiable project name. Geraldi and Sӧderlund’s (2018, p. 3) observation that 
“names certainly matter” was supported by the data. For example, one respondent 
notes: “The name of the project can set peoples mind-set as to what the outcome, or 
what the delivered thing is going to be” [I18 Q19]. Another interviewee agreed noting 
that “I think it does have an impact because it’s always there isn’t it? It would be on 
the header of every document. It would be on the title of every minutes of meeting. 
And it’s good because people see it every day and it’s in their mind, so it’s very 
important because it should keep in people’s minds the focus – What is the project? 
What’s it about? What’s its intent? So, just in a few words, summarising that for the 
name, or a reference, to a project is significant” [I26 Q19].  
 
PM (project manager attributes, project management functions and project 
management constructs). “Having people managing the ship and identifying where 





the risk is and managing that risk and driving the team to manage that risk is part of 
that big achievement really. Because, leaving people off into the sunset, and to their 
own devices, everybody falls down” [I44 Q33].  
 
“If clients see that you’re delivering and you’re professionally managing something 
and, if there’s issues, you put them out on the table, you’re not hiding anything. My 
experience is that they’re receptive to that. Obviously, projects have challenges and 
you get over them and you finish things out. Costs can play a factor but I wouldn’t say 
it’s an overriding factor. I would say assurance around delivery and trusting that we 
can deliver, I would say, is the predominant factor” [I25 Q8].  
 
The data confirms that “we all have different styles. We all drive projects differently. 
That will colour the project for sure, good bad or indifferent. It will have to appear” 
[I44 Q37].  “So, it has to do with the attitude of people working in there. How excited 
people are to make it a success? How hard people are willing to work to make it a 
success? [I10 Q37].  
 
“The project manager can build a team ethos and everyone rowing in the same 
direction for the delivery of the project” [I47 Q20].  
 
“I feel every day I could make decisions that points it in… that points the direction 
totally. That’s probably one of the biggest jobs I have to do is if I see something’s 
veering the wrong way, I need to push it back on line … I sit down with them all and I 
try to coordinate what people are doing and I try and keep them focused and point 
them in the right direction” [I12 Q23]. 
 
Figure 228 shows (in plan view) the phase transitioning of the topology of PM 
(co)appearing from weak to optimal dynamics. 
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4.3.6 Cycling between types – a representative episode of PMD  
 
Section 4.3.5 described three types of PMD. 
 
The results confirm the PM process as a dynamic phenomenon that is subject to  
episodic cycling: 
 
“I can even give you a picture of the beast. If I was to put one single animal against it  
I’d put a chameleon. It’s got the same body but it’s constantly changing colour. So, 
while the beast still moves on, it morphs and changes as it’s going through but it’s  
still considered an animal. That’s probably a good way to think about it. That it’s  
nothing static” [I9 - Q40].  
 
Support for the conceptualisation of PMD as Zamenopoulosian “phase transitioning” 
of a topology of PM (co)appearing through states include: 
 
“The project is the sequence of events that actually lead in to an implementation and 
that can have some constraints on time and budget. But, in theory, the project is the 
sequence - the sequence of events! If people talk about a project - it’s a sequence of 
events. It has nothing to do with what people are asking for” [I38 - Q40].  
 
Phase transitioning as lifecycle: 
 
“You get through the start-up and the middle is probably the easy piece. The 
beginning… the scoping, planning, building relationships… all that kind of stuff. And 
then you get to the end and its closure and trying to get stuff done and reworking that. 
It goes through that natural life-cycle” [I6 - Q40].  
 
“It’s just the coordination, to make that all successful. It doesn’t happen overnight – 
relationships don’t happen overnight. Particularly with a new client, it takes time to 
build that up and you’re going to have bumps in the road where you are going to fall 
out and come back together” [I12 Q31].  





The role of uncertainty in determining PMD is evidenced in: 
 
“All of the projects, typically, when we start, the scheme design you will have very 
vague idea about actually overall deliverables or expectations. You will be trying to 
understand… from client’s side as well… what each individual is expecting, which 
stakeholder is expecting. It’s like going through the forming process. Even within the 
project, you will start setting up the communication channels that who will be lead, 
who will be reporting to whom and there will be a lot of uncertainty in terms of what 
will be the project deliverables even when a lot of times people will be just expecting 
to give them the inputs and start the work but whereas the front office itself will be 
waiting for client to give some inputs. It’s lot of uncertainties and we will be not sure 
how big the team will be, what form it will be. But once we start getting familiarized 
more with the project, with individual stakeholders, and form together, fixed 
deliverables and plans, start putting the plans together, it starts to take a shape. And, 
once it takes a proper shape that we understand this is what the deliverable [is] and the 
whole team is set for that. Everybody understands their own role, what needs to be 
performed to deliver onto the project on timeline. Then it starts moving into one 
direction that specific shape” [I24 Q37].  
 
An illustrative example of an episode of PMD as the phase transitioning of the 
topology of PM (co)appearing through dysfunctional-weak-optimal-weak-













Figure 229 presents the plan view of the 
topology of coappearing including the 
Badiouan ‘point’ objects OSBT(p, bp), 
OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs) representing 
social coexistence, technical coalignment 
and outcome-oriented coachievement as 
well as the natural transformations 
representing the intra-object relationships 
and contingency. In the three following 
figures, this will be configured to reflect 




































Figure 230 presents the plan view of a 
topology of coappearing exhibiting 
dysfunctional project management 
dynamics where OSBT(p, bp) = OSTA(q, 
bq) = OSDS(s, bs) = µ 
 
Examples from the data: 
“If you have environments, team dynamics 
of mistrust, lack of accountability, no 
commitment to following through on 
commitments and promises, people don’t 
want to be part of that” [I50 Q40]. 
“Nobody wants to be a part of stuff that is 
either fractious, or rife with issues, or 
slippage and so on, for whatever reason” 
[I18 Q20]. 
 
Figure 229: Topology of PM coappearing 
































Figure 231 presents the plan view of a 
topology of coappearing exhibiting weak 
project management dynamics where its 
configuration reflects the situation where 
OSBT(p, bp), OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, 
bs) assume values of either µ or M and 
τOSBT ≠ 1OSBT(p, bp), τOSTA ≠ 1OSTA(q, bq), 
τOSDS ≠ 1OSDS(s, bs). 
 
Examples from the data: 
 
“If the client isn’t fully bought into it and 
on the same page as… that we’re there 
that’s the main factor that I’ve come across 
for projects that didn’t go well” [I1 Q24]. 




































Figure 232 presents the plan view of a 
topology of coappearing exhibiting optimal 
project management dynamics where 
OSBT(p, bp) = OSTA(q, bq) = OSDS(s, 
bs) = M; τOSBT = 1OSBT(p, bp); τOSTA = 
1OSTA(q, bq); τOSDS = 1OSDS(s, bs). 
 
Examples from the data: 
“The key enabler is that everybody is on 
the same page. They’re all, more or less, 
working together” [I1 Q23]. “Everybody 
has to be singing from the same song 




τOSBT = 1OSBT(p, bp) τOSTA = 1OSTA(q, bq) τOSDS = 1OSDS(s, bs) 
Figure 232: Optimal PMD 
Figure 233 presents an episode of PMD where the topology of coappearing transitions from 
dysfunctional to weak, to optimal, to weak, to dysfunctional states. 
Figure 231: Weak PMD 


































































































































τOSTA = 1OSTA(q, bq) 





“Practices are always immersed in a thick texture of interconnections” 
(Nicolini, 2009, p. 1407) 
4.4 Key findings  
 
“A project is like a sea, it has waves and you go through period of waves over the 
project where you have periods that are very confrontational, periods that are good, 
confrontation, good… but, generally, when you come to the end of the project, it’s, 
generally, always good. We’ve delivered. We’ve met our goal. We’ve had a lot of 
hardships, and a lot of things to overcome, but we got there. And I’ve always found 
that everybody rallies together at the end and say: “We got there! Clap on the back. 
Good job!” But some projects have one, or two, waves in going through that. Some of 
them have lots of mini ones and only occasionally have you one that will stop the 
project. But there are very few projects that get through without some block, or some 
stop, of some sort. There’s always going to be something that you come across, one 
big, real big, challenge and then you go: “I’m on the down… I’m on the other side of 
the hill now. Everything is going to be easier after that point”” [I9 Q33].  
 
Project management differentiates itself as an intense, demanding and often stressful 
process that invariably struggles to establish routine patterns due to a range of 
constantly evolving environmental complexities.  
 
The results suggest that developing a more nuanced appreciation of the project 
management process should prove beneficial for project practitioners in the 
accomplishment of their objectives since “surely understanding what is project 
management and what is it to be a project manager is foundational to understanding 
the ‘lived experience’ of projects and their management” (van der Hoorn and Whitty, 
2015). As one interviewee highlighted, “there’s an awful lot of value… in knowing 
what the project is” [I16 Q20]. 
 
The main findings from the research are outlined in the following sub-sections. 
 





4.4.1 Isomorphisms in PM inquiry 
 
The study discovered new “mechanisms of isomorphism in project-based 
organizations” (Miterev et al., 2017, p. 20). 
 
The first being the relationship between Alvesson and Willmott’s (2002) 
conceptualisation of PM self-identity, Luhmannian PM psychic system self-
description and Badiouan PM appearing in a project world shown in Figure 234.  
 
 
                Self-identity                                           Self-description                                           Appearing 
 
Figure 234: Self-identity, self-description and appearing in a world 
 
The second new isomorphism relates the dynamic forms of these constructs, namely, 
the dynamics of PM self-identity work, those of PM psychic system autopoiesis and 
those of PM intensive variation in (co)appearing shown in Figure 235.  
 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work                       Dynamics of autopoiesis                      Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
Figure 235: PMD and isomorphic inquiry 
 
The results agree with authors who note that: “the technical and social dimensions are 
inseparable – for systems integration to function there has to be project actors who 
integrate the technology and processes, and there has to be actors with whom this 
integration is accomplished” (Liinamaa and Gustafsson, 2010, p. 212). 
4.4.2 A conceptual framework for PMD 
 
The analysis supports the conclusion reached in Chapter 3 that the conceptual 
framework (reproduced below as Figure 236), resulting from application of 
Eisenhardt’s (1989) theory building by case study research process to the PM context, 
represents what Eisenhardt (1989, p. 548) terms “good theory”. 
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Figure 236: Finalised conceptual framework for PMD 





4.4.3 Framework maps to the Badiouan registers 
 
The study demonstrated that a framework describing a real world phenomenon could 
be mapped to the three registers of the metaphysical Badiouan model. 
 
Table 46 maps the conceptual framework to the ontological register. 
 
Table 47 maps conceptual framework to the logical register. 
 
Table 48 maps framework concepts to the topological register. 











Connection: The Transcendental considered as: The Triple determination of the 
concept of Transcendental is what 
allows it to regulate appearing as: 
B1. Connections between the 




Provided it designates (in its Boolean form) the structuration of 
parts of a set. 
Underlying multiple-being of being 
there 
    
Mapping 
Badiou to the 
conceptual 
framework 
Ontologically, the project manager either is, 
or is not, part of the set.  
Considered ontologically the transcendental designates, as a 
Boolean yes/no, whether the project manager is, or is not, part of 
the project ‘set’. 
The project world, or situation, is 





 See section 3.2.6.2.3. 
 
“A project is, you are bringing together a set 
of people on a temporary basis” [I17 - Q40]. 
“It’s important, particularly for people who 
are not fulltime on the project as well that 
they’re part of something else” [I48 Q19]. 
 See section 3.2.6.2.3. 
 
“So, go back to [Project Name] that was very much ‘belonging to 
the project.’ End of story! You were never, or at least my 
experience was, we were never part of the organisation. We were 
part of the project and part of the project team. And that was 
fitting and it suited that project” [I44 Q21]. 
See section 3.2.6.2.3. 
 
“Oh, it’s totally! To 100%! Every 
project is totally a little world!” 
[I22 - Q25]. “Definitely there is a 
world of its own, from what I’ve 
seen” [I2 - Q12]. 
Table 46: Mapping framework to Badiouan ontological register 










Connection: The Transcendental considered as: The Triple determination of the concept of Transcendental is what allows it to 
regulate appearing as: 
B2. Connections between 
the Transcendental and logic 
in its ordinary sense 
(propositional logic and first 
order predicate logic) 
Logical Cohesion 
Being a space of evaluation for every given 
value , be they semantic (the true, the false, 
or the other truth-values) or syntactical 
(connectives and qualifiers) 
Logical form of being there 
    
Mapping 
Badiou to the 
conceptual 
framework 
Three identified order structures 
(OSBT, OSTA and OSDS) that 
connect to logic in its ordinary 
sense. 
Three spaces of evaluation 
Order Structure of Being There (OSBT);  
Order Structure of Technical Alignment (OSTA)  
Order Structure of Desired Situation (OSDS). 
Tri-modal being there. 
Id_OSBT. Identity function returning the intensity of being-there, p, from an indexing of 
OSBT, constituting the (co)existence mode of (co)appearing. 
Id_OSTA. Identity function returning the intensity of technical alignment, q, from an 
indexing of OSTA, constituting (co)alignment mode of (co)appearing. 
Id_OSDS. Identity function returning the intensity of outcome-oriented achievement, s, 




See section 3.2.6.2.3. See section 3.2.6.2.3.  
Evidential support that each of the posited order 
structures satisfy the Badiouan conditions for a 
transcendental (i.e. µ, M, ≤ , ∩, ∑ ) 
Refer to section 4.3.1.2.1.1 for OSBT 
Refer to section 4.3.1.2.1.2 for OSTA 
Refer to section 4.3.1.2.1.3 for OSDS 
See section 3.2.6.2.3. 
Evidential support for the identity functions (Id_OSBT, Id_OSTA, Id_OSDS) and associated 
modes of appearing ((co)existence, (co)alignment, (co)achievement). Evidential support 
for the qualitative ranges, minima and maxima for each of the modes (p, q and s).   
Refer to section 4.3.1.2.2 for (co)existence 
Refer to section 4.3.1.2.3 for (co)alignment 
Refer to section 4.3.1.2.4 for (co)achievement 
Table 47: Mapping framework to Badiouan logical register 











Connection: The Transcendental considered as: The Triple determination of the concept of Transcendental is what 
allows it to regulate appearing as: 
B3. Connections between 
the Transcendental and the 
general theory of 
localizations: Topology 
Topological Localization 
Since the ‘natural’ model of this structure is nothing 
other than the open sets of a topological space. 
Being There 
    
Mapping 
Badiou to the  
conceptual 
framework 
Connecting the OSBT, OSTA 
and OSDS to localisations. The 
data includes references to 
PM as ‘projections’. 
Develop framework constructs OSBT, OSTA and OSDS 
so that they can be considered topologically by defining: 
 
Sets of points*: π(OSBT), π(OSTA), π(OSDS)  
Open sets*: Op, Oq, Os.  
Inclusion operator*, ⊆ 
 
Reconceptualise the tri-modal (co)appearing presented in the framework (i.e.  
(co)existence, (co)alignment and (co)achievement) as Badiouan point 
function localizations onto three topological spaces. 
OSBT(p, bp) = γ(p) = (β o α)(p) = bp ϵ {µ, M} = {not-there, being-there} 
OSTA(q, bq) = ζ (q) = (ε o δ)(q) = bq ϵ {µ, M} = {misaligned, aligned} 




Evidential support for the role 
of the spatial in regulating 
appearing in a world.  
See section 3.2.6.2.3. 
 
Evidential support for the open sets*: Op, Oq and Os. 
Evidential seuppot for the inclusion operator*, ⊆ 
See section 3.2.6.2.3. 
 
 
Evidential support for:  (1) OSBT(p, bp), OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs) as 
Badiouan point functions; (2) The localization of each point function onto 
their respective Boolean {µ, M}. 
See section 3.2.6.2.3. 
Table 48: Mapping framework to Badiouan topological register 
*Concepts adopted and adapted from Badiou (2014)  





“I try and keep them focused and point them in the right direction”  
[I12 Q23]. 
4.4.3 The topology of PM (co)appearing 
 
A key finding is that the PMD discourse may be translated to the Badiouan dialectic 
where the conceptual framework (Figure 236) can be reinterpreted as the tri-modal 



















Figure 237: Consolidated topology of PM (co)appearing in a project world 
 
The study supported the contention that each mode is operationalised through the 
point localisation its element (intensity of appearance) onto its respective Boolean 
({µ, M}) and that “the point is a ‘solidification’ of the element through its 
homomorphic projection onto the Two.” Badiou (2014, p. 210). The topology’s 
‘point’ objects and morphisms are described in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 
4.4.4 Sources of PM psychic system interpenetration 
 
The study found that the topology of PM (co)appearing was subject to a three-
dimensional system of interpenetrating stimuli reproduced below as Figure 238. 
 
The study confirms Luhmann’s observation that “everything must pass through the 
tiny needle’s eye of communication” (Luhmann, 2013 p. 87) when it established 
supporting evidence for the contention that PM psychic systems are interpenetrated by 
communication originating in the extant interaction and organisation social 




communication systems that reside in the environment of the PM. As one interviewee 
who notes:  
 
“Communication is the key to accomplish any of these projects [and] communicating 
any changes that are happening, communicating any issues that you’re having and 
communicating them efficiently and effectively so everybody has time to adjust to 
them” [I29 Q33].  
 
“There’s a number of things that come into any successful project. And the 
interconnecting bits is the communication between all the different people and the 
different clients, internal engineering, hardware, software and things like that. So, it is 





































Figure 238: Three-dimensional stimuli and the topology of (co)appearing 





4.4.5 PMD as topology phase transitioning 
 
By adapting and extending Zamenopoulos’ (2012) model to the project management 
context, this study provided evidential support for PMD as the dynamics of PM  
intensive variation in (co)appearing can be described by:  
 
“A mathematical construction that describes a qualitative change (a phase transition) 
in the organisational complexity of the mathematical structures that characterise” 
(Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 74)  
 
the state of PM (co)appearing in a project world. 
 
The study found that the Zamenopoulosian phase transitioning of the topology in 
response to the extant sources of PM psychic system interpenetration can be described 
by the transformation 
 
T = <TOSBT, TOSTA, TOSDS> 
where, 
TOSBT : OSBT(p, bp) -> OSBT(p’, bp’)  
TOSTA : OSTA(q, bq) -> OSTA(q’, bq’)  
TOSDS : OSDS(s, bs) -> OSDS(s’, bs’)  
and, 
TOSBT = <Tp, Tbp> = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
TOSTA = <Tq, Tbq> = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
TOSDS = <Ts, Tbs> = f(PM, new sit gen, name) 
 
with PM defined as the project manager attributes of execution, integration, decision 
drive, decision making and negotiation; the project management functions of  
execution, integration, decision drive, decision making and negotiation as well as 
project management constructs.  
 
An interesting finding was the functional dependency of PMD on the identifiability of 




the project name. This finding resonates with Badiou’s observation that “the most 
important point is the possibility to give a name, which is in fact a sort of creative act” 
(Badiou, 2011). The pivotal role of the name of the project in clarifying the 
ontological nature of project is exemplified in: “So, the name of the project does fix 
peoples’ perception of what the project is” [I18 - Q19].  
 
4.4.6 Three types of PMD 
 
The study identified three types of PMD i.e. weak, dysfunctional and optimal 
dynamics. 
 
The type of PMD is reflected in the topology of (co)appearing and determined by  
 
Qualitative intensities in each of the three modes of (co)appearing namely 
(co)existence, (co)alignment and (co)achievement. 
 
Badiouan point function localisations of these intensities onto their respective 
Boolean transcendental.  
 
Weak PMD is characterised by a topology displaying “weak adjunction” a situation 
where there is “no natural bijection” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p, 73-77) between the 
arrows.  
 
Dysfunctional PMD is characterised by a topology where the loops are broken. There 
are no return paths.  
 
Optimal PMD reflects a situation where contingency in (co)appearing has been 
resolved and the topology displays “strong adjunction” where there is “natural 
bijection” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 68-73) between the arrows. Under conditions of 
sustained optimal dynamics, the topology of (co)appearing simplifies to the resonant, 
self-reflexive, autopoietic system shown in Figure 239.  
 





Coexistence             Coalignment             Coachievement 
 
Figure 239: Optimal PMD – isomorphism in coappearing 
 
These findings concur with recent research that concludes that “managers can build a 
collaborative project identity” (Hietajärvi and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 1) The challenge for 
project managers “is to establish an adjunction” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 79).  
 
The study identified key enablers to continued, resonant, self-reflexive PM psychic 
system autopoiesis include a good team and co-location. 
 
Table 49 summarises dynamics type, mode of coappearing and Badiouan register. 
 
Table 50 summarises dynamics dependencies mapped to dynamics type.                                                      
 






Table 49: Mapping PMD type, mode of coappearing and Badiouan registers 








Dysfunctional Weak Optimal 





name: misplaced  



























pm: attributes_dd_l  < pm: attributes_dd_  <  pm: attributes_dd_h 
pm: attributes_dm_l <  pm: attributes_dm_  < pm: attributes_dm_h 
pm: attributes_exe_l <  pm: attributes_exe_  < pm: attributes_exe_h 
pm: attributes_int_l < pm: attributes_int_  < pm: attributes_int_h 
pm: attributes_neg_l < pm: attributes_ neg_  < pm: attributes_neg_h 
pm: function_dd_l <  pm: function_dd_ <  pm: function_dd_h 
pm: function_dm_l < pm: function_dm_  < pm: function_dm_h 
pm: function_exe_l < pm: function_exe_  < pm: function_exe_h 
pm: function_int_l < pm: function_int_  < pm: function_int_h 
pm: function_int_l < pm: function_int_  < pm: function_int_h 
pm: function_neg_l < pm: function_neg_  < pm: function_neg_h 













new_sit_gen: intensity_h/l new_sit_gen: intensity_l new_sit_gen: intensity_l  < new_sit_gen: intensity_  < new_sit_gen: intensity_h new_sit_gen: intensity_h 
Table 50: Mapping PMD dependencies (new sit gen, PM and name) to PMD type 





 “Everybody has to be aligned really – pointing in the same direction”  
[I32 Q18]. 
 
4.5 Conclusion  
 
This chapter commenced by mapping back to the literature and the posited 
isomorphism in inquiry between the dynamics of PM self-identity work, those of PM 
psychic system autopoiesis and those of PM intensive variation in (co)appearing.  
 
The analysis then proceeded to situate PMD in the Badiouan dialectic using the 
concepts and relationships identified and verified as part of framework development 
in Chapter 2 as its point of departure. Following Badiou (2014) the analysis adopted a 
systematic ontotopological approach to the deconstruction of PM (co)appearing in a 
project world. This deconstruction resulted in the discovery of a tri-modal topology of 
PM (co)appearing where qualitative intensities of appearing were determined by 
Badiouan identity functions.  
 
The empirical data was reviewed with a view to identifying factors that may disturb 
this topology. A three-dimensional system of environmental stimuli responsible for 
interpenetration and structural coupling was discerned.  
 
The response dynamics of the topology to these stimuli was analysed as Badiouan 
intensive variation that could be modelled by what Zamenopoulos (2012, p. 74) terms 
“phase transitions”. The analysis discovered that PMD, as the phase transitioning of 
the topology, can be described as a transformation that is a function of PM (project 
manager attributes, project management functions and project management 
constructs,  new situation generation and identifiability of the project name.  
 
The analysis uncovered three types of PMD – weak, dysfunctional and optimal. In 
addition to the individual modal intensities of appearing, contingency in appearing 
was identified as the major factor determining the observable dynamics type. The 
insights provided by this study into the complexities associated with the project 
management process should prove invaluable to practitioners since “the literature 





suggests that a deeper understanding of project complexity can help project managers 
navigate through the challenges brought about by such complexity” (Kiridena and 
Sense, 2016, p. 60).  
 
The analysis of our project management case study confirmed that Badiou’s theory 
does translate to the real-world and that it harbours a utility that can be exploited in 
the deconstruction of real world processes. In this case, its deployment to the 
particular context of projects provided for an effective reframing and 
operationalisation of a Luhmannian systems theoretic account of the dynamics in 
project management.  
 
The dynamics in project management is a complex, elusive subject matter and one 
that evades easy definition and measurement. Conceptualising the phenomenon as one 
relating to “identity as the object of self-consciousness” (Alvesson and Willmott, 
2002, p. 625) refocused attention on the project manager consciousness system – it’s 
thought operations and dynamics of autopoiesis – opening up the potential of 
Badiou’s “objective phenomenology” (Hallward, 2008 p. 104).  
 
The next chapter discusses the contribution of the thesis to the research problem 
including the research aim, research objectives and research question. It also discusses 
the contribution of the thesis to theory and the broader literature base and its 
implications for practice.  
 
                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                          
 
                                                                                                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                                           
 





“Between atony and tension, we wager our worlds, according to opposite 
imperatives: to find peace within them or to exceed, point by point, that which in these 




5.1 Introduction  
 
Having conducted the analysis and presented the findings, this chapter moves beyond 
the data to discuss the contribution of the thesis to the research aim, research 
objectives and research question. It also discusses the consequences of the thesis for 
literature as well as its implications for practice.  
 
Following this introduction, the chapter opens by discussing the contribution of the 
thesis to the research problem.  
 
The thesis contribution to research aim, research objectives and research question are 
described in turn.  
 
The discussion then circles back on the literature review conducted in Chapter 2 to 
explore the consequences of the thesis for both the emerging PM traditions as well as 
the broader literature base.  
 
The implications of the research for practice are discussed.  
 
The chapter is summarised in the conclusion section. 
 
 





5.2 Contribution of thesis to the research problem  
5.2.1  Research aim 
 
The aim of this study was to both define, and provide a conceptual framework for, 
project management dynamics (PMD). The aim of the research was fulfilled. PMD 
was defined. An evidentially supported conceptual framework (Figure 236) was 
developed and tested. The framework provides project management academics and 
practitioners with productive new insights into the dynamics of the project 
management process. There is no convergent definition of PMD in the literature and it 
had been a largely unexplored area. This is the first study to redress this gap. 
5.2.2  Research objectives 
 
The following are the five study objectives. 
   
Objective 1: Determine the relevance of the actual name of the project for PMD.  
 
The study confirmed the actual name of the project as critically important to PMD.  
 
Objective 2: Establish whether Luhmannian systems theory translates to the real-
world context of project management and can be productively applied to the 
deconstruction of the project management process. 
 
Luhmannian systems theory does translate to the real world context of projects and 
can be productively applied to the deconstruction of the project management process.  
 
Objective 3: Establish whether Badiouan dialectical materialism translates to the real-
world context of project management and can be productively applied to the 
deconstruction of the project management process.  
 
Badiouan dialectical materialism does translate to the real world context of projects 
and can be productively applied to the deconstruction of the project management 
process.  





Objective 4: Provide a framework that enhances practitioner sense-making capacity 
by helping them reflect on the nature of their work, how they think and behave in 
projects, the factors that impact that thinking and behaviour and thereby an 
appreciation for how their counterparts, in interorganisational project settings, think 
and behave. The framework should also facilitate practitioners in adopting the role of 
second-order observer where they observe themselves observing their counterparts in 
such interorganisational contexts. 
 
The study resulted in the development of a tested conceptual framework for PMD 
(See Figure 236) that satisfies all aspects of the objective. 
 
Objective 5: Differentiate different types of PMD and confirm their dependencies. 
 
The study identified and described weak, dysfunctional and optimal types of PMD. 
These are described in Section 4.4.6. 
 
5.2.3  Research question 
 
The research question posed at the outset of this study was: 
 
Can the Badiouan model be integrated to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-
theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and social dynamics in project 
management? 
 
The research question was answered. The Badiouan model can be integrated to 
operationalise a Luhmannian systems-theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and 
social dynamics in project management. The research thereby demonstrated not only 
the utility of the Badiouan model in this instance but also that of philosophy to the 
structured development of project management research in general. 
 





5.3 Contribution to the emerging PM research paradigms 
 
This thesis adopts a non-deterministic approach and responds to the call for “research 
which explores new perspectives and new themes which lie outside the tightly defined 
and densely populated conceptual landscape of mainstream PM” (Hodgson and 
Cicmil, 2008, p. 143). The emerging PM research traditions outlined in Chapter 2 
include The Scandinavian School of Project Studies, RPM and MPC. This study 
contributes to all three traditions. 
 
Contribution to the Scandinavian School of Project Studies 
Given that “projectification is also affected by the mind-sets and notions involved in 
temporality” (Lundin, 2016, p. 8), the isomorphism and topologies of (co)appearing 
identified as part of this study exemplify the “various types of networks [that] provide 
much of the dynamism for projectification” (Lundin, 2016, p. 7).  
 
The study represents the first steps in a Badiou-inspired contribution to “‘project 
studies’, which acts as an umbrella for the studies in, on and around projects” (Geraldi 
and Sӧderlund, 2018, p. 1). By constructing the model around the concepts of ‘social’ 
coexistence, ‘technical’ coalignment and ‘outcome-oriented’ coachievement, the 
framework proactively addresses what scholars have highlighted as the potentially 
constraining consequences of “an unreflective dichotomization of hard-soft” 
(Gustavsson and Hallin, 2014, p. 575) in project management inquiry and the 
associated “hierarchization – a power struggle between opposites - within project 
management research and literature” (Gustavsson and Hallin, 2014, p. 568).  
 
Contribution to RPM 
This study contributed to the six overarching categories of RPM identified by Svejvig 
and Andersen (2015, p. 278), namely: “contextualisation, social and political aspects, 
rethinking practice, complexity and uncertainty, actuality of projects and broader 
conceptualisation”.  
 
The study reinforces the criticality of context to PMD. By relocating PM to the 





Badiouan dialectic, PMD becomes a question of PM appearing in a specific project 
world. PMD as the dynamics of PM self-identity work, PM psychic system 
autopoiesis or intensive variation in PM (co)appearing relate to a particular project 
world. The contextualisation is ensured by the regulation of appearing that is 
accomplished by the Badiouan transcendental order structures that are multiples of 
that world.  
 
In terms of social and political aspects, the study supports the conceptualisation of 
PMD as a real-world example of “a socio-technical regime” (Fuenfschilling and 
Truffer, 2013, p. 772) through its positioning of ‘social’(co)existence, ‘technical’ 
(co)alignment and ‘outcome-oriented’ (co)achievement as the core of the conceptual 
framework. The study addresses social and political aspects by revealing potential 
causes of weak and dysfunctional dynamics. The study intimates that the dynamics of 
PM self-identity work, those of PM psychic system autopoiesis and those of PM 
intensive variation in coappearing are described by the transformation (T) that is a 
function of three independent variables as per the formula: 
 
T = f(PM, new sit gen, identifiability of the project name) 
 
PM is comprised of project manager attributes (integration, execution, decision drive, 
decision making, negotiation), project management functions (integration, execution, 
decision drive, decision making, negotiation) and project management constructs. 
New sit gen models the impact of change in the external environment of the project 
world on PM (co)appearing. Assuming that an identifiable project name can be 
assigned, the study suggests that consideration of social and political aspects may be 
productively addressed by examining factors influencing PM and new sit gen.  
 
“Current theories fail to comprehend the complexity of today’s project environments 
(Breese 2012), and practitioners may thereby be blinded to important parts of the 
social and political processes that may influence project value heavily” (Laursen and 
Svejvig, 2016, p. 744). By addressing the immanent problematic of PMD through a 
testable practical framework, this contribution adds to the epistemic research capital 
of project management since “providing sound, practice-related theories stimulates 





fruitful debates between the different professions of the project-management 
community, such as academics, project managers and consultants, which will help the 
field to further mature and grow” (Klein et al., 2015, p. 267). The study reprioritises 
PM self-identity and the dynamics of self-identity work as a main consideration for 
practice. Through the identified isomorphism, these can also considered as the 
dynamics of PM psychic system autopoiesis or of PM intensive variation in 
coappearing. By advocating that PM practice reorient itself to focus on the 
establishment and maintenance of optimal PMD, the study points rethinking practice 
in a new direction. It also furnishes endeavours in that direction with resources to 
identify and remediate the symptoms of weak and dysfunctional dynamics.   
    
This study distinguished between structural and dynamic complexity (Brady and 
Davies, 2014). The structural complexity was reflected in the topology of PM 
coappearing comprised of the Badiouan points enacting PM tri-modal (co)appearing 
and the natural transformations accounting for the inter-modal relations as well as the 
contingency in (co)appearing identified as a key determinant of PMD. The dynamic 
complexity was modelled as Zamenopoulosian phase transitions in the topology in 
response to interpenetrating project-related stimuli. It was concluded that the level of 
unresolved contingency determines the type of observable dynamics. The study 
confirmed Pich et al.’s (2002, p. 1013) observation that “project complexity means 
that many different actions and states of the world parameters interact … so the effect 
of actions is difficult to assess”. In addressing both structural and dynamic complexity 
in its evidentially verified framework, this study provides a conceptual apparatus of 
“requisite variety” (Luhmann, 1997, p. 361) to support the assessment of those action 
effects.   
 
By reframing the phenomenon as one pertaining to the PM psychic system and the 
dynamics of PM self-identity the study acknowledges that “researching the actuality 
of projects means focusing on social process and how practitioners think in action, in 
the local situation of a living present” (Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 676). Moreover, by 
integrating aspects of Badiouan metaphysics that describes appearing in a world, the 
study also acknowledges that “researching the actuality of projects … draws on: a 





combination of practical philosophical considerations and concrete empirical analyses 
towards understanding human action, and for that matter, managerial action in the 
concrete situation …”(Cicmil et al., 2006, p. 684). 
 
The thesis contributes to a broader conceptualisation by adopting an approach to 
inquiry that combines self-identity, Luhmannian systems theory and Badiouan 
dialectical materialism in the systematic deconstruction of the PM process. The study 
exposed the “set of identity elements” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 624) where 
“the term ‘element’ … convey(s) the presence of qualities that link together life 
history and everyday experiences in distinctive complexes of feeling, valuing, 
thinking and fantasizing. Each element stands in a dynamic relationship to other 
elements as they are mobilized in regulative efforts and routine identity work” 
(Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 639).  
 
The research subjected this ‘set’ to further systematic analysis by incorporating the 
Luhmannian and Badiouan paradigms. The deconstruction departed from the 
discovered isomorphism between self-identity, the Luhmannian notion of psychic 
system self-description and Badiouan appearing as shown in Figure 240. 
 
 
                Self-identity                                           Self-description                                           Appearing 
 
Figure 240: Self-identity, self-description and appearing in a world 
 
This novel approach introduces two paradigms that do not feature as staples in the PM 
literature – Luhmannian systems theory and Badiouan dialectical materialism. Whilst 
Luhmann has been introduced to the study of organisations and to a limited extent to 
the study of projects and project management, there are very few references to Badiou 
in the general management literature. The contribution to a broader conceptualisation 
builds on the premise that “to study projects is to study the management of projects 
and vice versa” (Gauthier and Ika, 2012, p. 17) and that “the project is nothing but 
process; it is in a continual state of becoming” (Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 97), to 
reconceptualise PM as a phenomenon pertaining to the PM psychic system where the 





central concern is to ensure continued autopoiesis (Figure 241). The autopoietic turn 
focuses attention on sources of interpenetration, structural coupling and contingency.  
 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work                   Dynamics of autopoiesis                     Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
Figure 241: PMD and isomorphic inquiry 
 
This thesis contributes further to a broader conceptualisation by operationalising the 
dynamics of PM autopoiesis as those associated with the intensive variation of a tri-
modal topology of PM (co)appearing. This contribution aligns with observations that 
“project practices effect a perpetual construction, reconstruction or unfreezing of 
project networks” (Floricel et al., 2014, p. 1104).  
 
Contribution to MPC 
The research contributed to the MPC track that explores PM self-identity (Paton et al., 
2010, Cowen and Hodgson, 2015, Hodgson and Paton, 2016, Paton and Hodgson, 
2016). This study provides the conceptual resources that could enable further MPC 
research exploring dysfunctional dynamics as, potentially, symptomatic of what the 
literature terms “damaged self-identity” (Cowen and Hodgson, 2015, p. 1529) or 
where  “identity work in response to such tensions can produce a retreat into 
differentiated roles” (Beech et al., 2012, p. 41). 
 
As the central theme in its theoretical backdrop, the study adopted concepts of PM 
self-identity and self-identity work developed by MPC researchers (Paton and 
Hodgson, 2016, Hodgson and Paton, 2016, Paton et al., 2010, Cowen and Hodgson, 
2015) that were, in turn, based on contributions by CMS scholars (Alvesson and 
Willmott, 2002). The thesis contributes to the MPC literature through its further 
development of these concepts. 
 
Klein (2016, p. 12) observes that “the primary frame of reference of project 
management remains management, efficiency and excellence” and argues “that this 
focus is not enough. We need to put project management into a broader context, and a 





philosophical approach may be the best way to do so”. By integrating aspects of 
Badiouan metaphysics to operationalise a Luhmannian systems theoretic account of 
PMD, the study demonstrated the utility of philosophical thinking in the 
deconstruction of real world processes. Spoelstra (2005, p. 113) notes that “the 
establishment of ‘an organization’ (in language) closes the door for thinking about 
organization (as a generic process)”. Following Spoelstra, and noting Packendorff’s 
(1995, p. 326) conceptualisation of project as temporary organisation, this study 
advanced the discipline of PM by mobilising philosophy in ‘thinking about 
[temporary] organisation (as a generic process)”.    
 
Relocating PM to the Badiouan dialectic reoriented the focus to one of PM appearing 
in a project world. This reorientation at once placed Badiou’s algebraic and category-
theoretical resources at the study’s disposal. Once the architecture of appearing had 
been sketched as a topology, Badiou’s notion of regular change as intensive variation 
in appearing could be invoked to describe the response dynamics of this topology to a 
range of extant interpenetrating stimuli.  
 
Combining Packendorff’s (1995, p. 326) assertion that “the project is a temporary 
organization”, Luhmann’s notion of organisation as ‘non-trivial, self-reflexive 
machine’ (Luhmann, 2011, p. 274, author’s translation) and Badiou’s observation 
that “a world is never anything other than a machine to localise being” (Badiou, 2013, 
p. 182), results in the conceptualisation of project world as a non-trivial, self-reflexive 
machine to localise (project) Beings. 
 
Eisenhardt (1989, p. 548) defines "good theory" as one “that is parsimonious, testable, 
and logically coherent.” 
 
• The conceptual framework is ‘parsimonious’. It is built around the Badiouan 
model and consists of clearly defined concepts and relationships. 
 
This feature of the framework is emphasised in its synthesis of optimal PMD to the 
circular, self-referential, resonant system shown in Figure 242. 







Coexistence             Coalignment             Coachievement 
 
Figure 242: Optimal PMD – Isomorphism in coappearing 
 
• The conceptual framework is ‘testable’. The framework is supported by at 
least one set of data namely that emanating from the context of SI projects in 
the Life Sciences sector. The framework concepts and relationships could be 
tested in other project and non-project contexts. 
 
• The conceptual framework is ‘logically coherent’.  
 
By integrating the conceptually rich Luhmannian and Badiouan paradigms with the 
emergent PM research traditions in both forming the theoretical backdrop to 
framework development as well as in its subsequent operationalisation, the study 
“contributes to pluralities of perspectives in theory development, which support 
theory building” (Joslin and Müller, 2016, p. 1044).  
 
The framework is compelling in its singular ability to describe PMD as the dynamics 
of both appearing and coappearing. In the former it describes the process as it unfolds 
in the psychic system of the individual PM. In the latter, it provides a mechanism by 
which a second-order observer can discern a measure of the dynamics of mutual PM 
coappearing. The framework may thereby provide insights into “the identity paradox: 
tensions that exist between individual and collective identity” (DeFillippi and Sydow, 
2016, p. 13).  
 
5.4 Consequences for the broader literature 
 
The extant literature does not offer a convergent definition of PMD.  
 
This study contributes new knowledge by identifying the three unique, yet 
isomorphic, concepts that form the basis of the deconstruction of PMD, namely, PM 





self-identity, PM psychic system self-description and PM appearing in a project world 
as shown in Figure 241.  
 
New knowledge is also contributed through the identification of the unique but 
isomorphic relationships between the dynamic forms of these concepts namely the 
dynamics of PM self-identity work, those of PM psychic system autopoiesis and those 
of PM intensive variation in appearing as shown in Figure 248. 
 
The conceptual framework outlines the structural and dynamic considerations behind 
the “co-construction of projects and the individual identities of project workers” 
(Lindgren and Packendorff, 2004, p. 20) and represents “new theory … [resulting 
from] a strong theory-building study [that] presents new, perhaps framebreaking, 
insights” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 548). The study, through its rich descriptions revealed 
the deeper social dynamics of the project management process. (Dyer Jr and Wilkins, 
1991, p. 615-617). In fulfilling Eisenhardt’s (1989, p. 548) criteria for “good theory” 
(that is, parsimonious, testable, and logically coherent theory)”, this study possesses 
“generative capacity” (Dyer Jr and Wilkins, 1991, p. 616) and represents a novel and 
insightful real world application of both Luhmannian and Badiouan paradigms and 
makes several innovative contributions that inform and contribute to the advancement 
of project management theory. 
 
Whilst instances of Luhmannian systems theoretic inquiry can be found in the field of 
organisational research, this study represents one of very few such applications in the 
PM context.  
 
By identifying new situation generation, through communicated happenings in the 
external real world state of affairs, as one of the three key drivers in PMD, the study 
discovers an interesting connection between Luhmann and MPC. The study supports 
Luhmann’s contention that management control is illusory  (Luhmann, 1997) and that 
“project management techniques are … sustained by the fantasy of controlling the 
world” (Rolfe, 2011, p. 63). PMD’s dependency on project management functions 
invites further discussion on the de-naturalisation of PM.    





This study explicates a possible mechanics of psychic system autopoiesis and 
operationalises Luhmann’s notion of contingency in the project context. 
 
This integration of theoretical paradigms along with its adaptation and extension of 
Zamenopoulos’ (2012) category-theoretical resources, represents both a novel, non-
deterministic line of scholarly inquiry as well as a unique addition to the project 
management literature that responds to the Svejvig and Andersen (2015, p. 279) call 
for “new models and theories that recognise and illuminate the complexity of projects 
and project management, at all levels.”  
 
Alternative form of critical inquiry – one that integrates Luhmann’s radical 
constructivism, anti-humanism with a Badiouan objective phenomenology that 
privileges relations over objects. Moeller (2012, p. 31) notes that “social systems 
theory is “metacritical” in its critical departure from critical theory and that Luhmann 
“shatters some of the “commonsense” self-descriptions so that previously unimagined 
possibilities of looking at the world can emerge”. The learnings from this study 
showed that adopting such a Luhmannian worldview radically reshaped the approach 
to inquiry – drawing system/environment distinctions and localising attention onto the 
generative mechanisms of system autopoiesis when attempting to define and describe 
project management dynamics.    
 
It is this study’s contention that Badiou’s objective phenomenology is a compatible, 
complementary partner for Luhmannian theory in the sense that it is also anti-
humanist in its category theoretic description of a logics of appearing that prioritises 
relations over objects. Badiouan dialectical materialism provides the mathematical 
artifice with which Luhmann’s radical anti-humanism could be operationalised in the 
endeavour to account for the “generative capacity” (Dyer Jr and Wilkins, 1991 p. 616) 
that both produce and are produced by project manager psychic system autopoiesis.   
 
By invoking two radical anti-humanist paradigms in its exploration of the dynamics of 
what at the outset might seem an anthropocentric phenomenon, namely project 
management dynamics as the dynamics of project manager self-identity regulation, 





this study both engages in and benefits from what Luhmann describes as productive 
paradoxicality. 
 
This thesis represents an initial application of Badiouan theory to organisational 
studies and the first in terms of project management.  Such an integration of Badiouan 
theory to operationalise a Luhmannian systems theoretic account of PMD, or indeed 
any other phenomenon, has not been attempted before. The study contributes 
additional new knowledge by describing PMD as the dynamic forms of each of these 
phenomena. The resultant conceptual framework, its concepts and relationships, 
represents a new contribution to the PM literature base. 
 
In addition to contributing to The Scandinavian School, RPM, MPC, Luhmann and 
Badiou, the study both builds on, and enhances, inquiry into PBOs (Miterev et al., 
2017), (Lundin, 2016), inter-organizational projects (Danwitz, 2018), (Sydow and 
Braun, 2018), systems integration (Liinamaa and Gustafsson, 2010, Koskinen, 2012, 
Hobday et al., 2005). “These findings advance our understanding of identity 
formation in temporary organizations” (Hietajärvi and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 13), 
organisational identity and satisfaction (Webber, 2011), informs research on 
professionalism in project management (Konstantinou, 2015) and contributes to 
research linking project management performance and project success (Mir and 
Pinnington, 2014). The study through its topology of (co)appearing provides an 
alternative perspective on projects as networks (Steen et al., 2018)) as well as on the 
“identity paradox” (DeFillippi and Sydow, 2016, p. 13) that has been associated with 
these networks. The study provides an alternative perspective on projects networks as 
psychological contracts (Steen et al., 2018, Kaulio, 2018). 
 
This research is characterised by a recursivity that resonates in the literature review 
(isomorphism in inquiry), methodology (iterations between data and emergent theory 
build) and conceptual framework itself (natural transformations between point 
objects). The learnings from the study suggested that the dynamics of such recursivity 
is best contemplated through diagrammatic thought formalised in the objects and 
arrows of category theory. This study represents pioneering real world applications of 





both Luhmann and Badiou making several innovative contributions that both extend 
and advance PM theory.  
 
The analysis suggests an association between a project world exhibiting optimal 
dynamics and what Badiou terms “a tensed world, which is a world which has as 
many points as there are degrees in its transcendental” (Badiou, 2013, p. 446). 
Badiou notes that “such is the disposition of tensed worlds, which are thereby 
opposed to atonic worlds. So many degrees of intensity of appearance, so many 
possible points; decision, which is nowhere in an atonic world, is everywhere in a 
tensed world” (Badiou, 2013, p. 422). 
 
The results support Badiou’s contention that “the question of which transcendental 
structures have (or do not have) sufficient points is a question of considerable 
philosophical consequence. If we accept that every situation is transcendentally 
structured according to the logic of its appearing, we will see that the ‘real points’ that 
provide support for its creative action are more or less numerous depending on 
whether T has or does not have ‘sufficient points’” (Badiou, 2014, p. 216). The results 
support Badiou’s correlation between the role that the point density of coappearing 
plays in supporting this “creative action” (Badiou 2014, p. 209) and its manifestation 
as optimal project management dynamics. 
 
This study observed an interesting connection that combines its foundational 
isomorphisms, cognitive psychological research into “self-defining future projections 
… [that identified] achievement … [as] by far the most common theme” 
(D'Argembeau et al., 2012, p. 113), identity and future orientation (D’Argembeau et 
al., 2011, Demblon and D’Argembeau, 2017, Ernst et al., 2018), “the role of personal 
goals in autonoetic experience when imagining future events” (Lehner and 
D’Argembeau, 2016) and research from the same field that attempts to conciliate 
neuroscience and phenomenology using category theory (Ehresmann and Gomez-
Ramirez, 2015).  
 
The dependency of PMD on the project name aligns with Geraldi and Sӧderlund’s 





(2018, p. 3) observation that “names certainly matter”. “Despite the fundamental, 
ubiquitous and ongoing importance of names in everyday life, the sociology of names 
remains in its infancy” (Pilcher, 2016, p. 765). This research provides a unique insight 
into the power of name. The study highlighted the critical role of an identifiable 
project name to the regulation of appearing and, ultimately, to the type of PMD that 
may be established in the project situation. Whilst the literature review identified 
contributions that explored what it means to call something a project (Hodgson and 
Cicmil, 2006), the identifiability of the actual reference, or label, attributed to the 
project has yet to be examined and represents a promising area of research that can 
perhaps contribute to the emerging “sociology of naming” (Pilcher, 2016, p. 765).  
 
“Weick (Weick, 1995) contends that individuals learn about their identities by 
projecting them onto their environments, and hence concludes that (p. 23) “[…] self, 
rather than the environment, may be the text in need of interpretation” (Smith, 2011, 
p. 683). PM as with “all practices are involved in a variety of relationships and 
associations that extend in both space and time and form a texture of dependencies 
and references” (Nicolini, 2009, p. 1407). The results suggest that the cognitive 
structures of PM (co)appearing, delineated in this study as a category theoretic 
topology, may be extended and elaborated as “a new (texture-map) model [that] may 
give new forms to contemporary conceptions of human identity” (Kilgore, 2013, p. 
55).  As Kilgore (2013, p. 55) proposes that “measured and mapped onto a texture-
map concept, social behaviour might take on a recognizable shape. The texture-map 
might give a metric spatiotemporal description to … social-interaction concepts”. 
 
The “binary schematization” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 229) positioned by Luhmann as 
central to system autopoiesis resonates with the Badiouan notion of “a point [which] 
is essentially the binary dramatization of the nuances of appearing” (Badiou, 2013, p. 
437). Luhmann notes that “complexity means that a plurality of elements, here 
actions, can be linked only selectively. Thus complexity signifies the pressure to 
select” (Luhmann (1995, p. 214) through “binary schematization” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 
229). The study identified point functions as Badiouan counterparts for Luhmann’s 
binary ‘elemental units’.  





The study confirmed the Badiouan point function as fundamental to appearing and 
appearing-related dynamics. By adapting and extending aspects of Zamenopoulos’ 
(2012) complexity theory model of design intentionality to the PM context, this study 
provided evidential support for its contention that PMD, understood as the dynamics 
of logical intensive variation, can be defined as the behaviour of “a mathematical 
construction that describes qualitative changes (phase transitions) in the organisational 
complexity of the mathematical structures that characterise” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 
74) the states of project manager (co)appearing in a project world. Through its theory 
building effort and subsequent analysis, the study discovered topologies of PM 
(co)appearing as precisely those ‘state-characterising mathematical structures’ with 
Badiouan points as their fundamental ‘nodal’ objects. The study identified 
Zamenopoulos’ (2012, p. 74) phase transitions as the ‘mathematical constructions’ 
that most aptly describe the ‘qualitative changes in the organisational complexity’ of 
the topologies of PM (co)appearing.     
 
The results from this study have several surprising ramifications for a variety of 
different research areas. The productive integration of aspects of Zamenopoulos’ 
(2012) theory in the elaboration of the conceptual framework and, specifically, in the 
modelling of contingency in tri-modal (co)appearing through a set of natural 
transformations,  supports the view that “research interest in non-deterministic 
paradigms through the lenses of complexity and uncertainty could provide stronger 
theoretic explanations” (Padalkar and Gopinath, 2016a, p. 688).  
         
Several surprising connections were identified between the Luhmannian and 
Badiouan paradigms. For instance, the Badiouan model is also a systems theory as 
evidenced, for example, in references to “‘phenomenon’ of this being [as] the 
complete system of the transcendental evaluation of its identity to all the beings that 
co-appear in this world … [or] phenomenon as the infinite system of differential 
identifications” (Badiou, 2013, p. 152). This study identifies both paradigms as 
theories of difference. Luhmann’s paradigm is a “differential or difference theoretical 
approach” (Luhmann, 2013a, p. 43). Both are self-referential. Luhmann’s is a “theory 
of observing or self-referential systems (cf. Luhmann, 1995: 5–11)” (Luhmann, 2006, 





p. 37). “The key to thinking appearing,” Badiou writes, lies in being able to 
determine, at one and the same time, the self-difference which makes it so that being-
there is not being-qua-being, and the difference from others which makes it so that 
being-there, or the law of the world which is shared by others, does not abolish being-
qua-being”  (Olson, 2013, p. 147). Badiou and Luhmann are both dialectical thinkers 
that explore the productive dynamics of their respective dialectics. The study also 
noted that whereas communication is core concept for Luhmann, is not a focus of 
Badiou’s dialectical materialism.  
 
The findings from this case study suggest that the actual naming of the project 
endeavor, or, more precisely, the identifiability of that name, is a key determinant in 
PMD. This finding aligns with Pellegrinelli’s (2011, p. 234) observation that “the 
naming or labelling of a phenomenon or entity, whether already ‘in existence’ or to be 
‘initiated’, has profound consequences that most practitioners do not fully appreciate. 
The name or label invokes a set of assumptions and constructs that shape how we 
conceive of the phenomenon, our perception, understanding and actions”.  
 
5.5  Implications for practice 
 
This study aligns with Sage et al. (2010, p. 540) in that “the intention of this paper 
[was] to provide a theoretical critical intervention, in other words, to address extant 
thinking about practice rather than provide an instant contribution to project 
management practice”. The study agrees with Packendorff (1995, p. 325) who notes 
that “theories can never in themselves enhance the practice of project management, 
but they might be helpful to the people actually involved in project work” and 
contributes an empirically supported conceptual framework that should prove 
beneficial for practitioners. This contribution responds to Svejvig and Andersen’s 
(2015, p. 287) contention that “we need these more practice-oriented studies in order 
to convince industry and practitioners about the potential value of rethinking project 
management. Classical project management is so highly institutionalised that 
changing the mindset is a real long-term institutional change”.  
 





In the first instance, applying Badiouan metaphysics contributes to enhanced practice 
given that “no practice can be more secure than the unconscious metaphysics which 
tacitly it presupposes” (Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 98). Through its insightful catalytic 
role in process deconstruction, the study demonstrated the value that Badiouan 
metaphysics as part of a philosophy of project management can offer academics and 
practitioners. Ika and Bredillet (2016, p. 87) contend that “if project practitioners 
don’t know what a project really is, how can they make sense of it? How can they 
understand it? How can they explain it? How can they know what makes it a success 
or a failure? And above all, how can they create “theories” about it, learn from the 
past, and better manage upcoming projects in the future?” This study supports 
practitioners in their sensemaking by providing a confirmed framework that helps 
them conceptualise PMD as the dynamics of their self-identity work, the self-
reproductive nature of their consciousness systems or the dynamics of their appearing 
in their project worlds.  
 
The literature identifies the hypermodern project manager as reflexive agent (Gauthier 
and Ika, 2012). Rolfe and Segal (2011, p. 45) highlight that “through conversations 
directed at uncovering existential themes of disruption project managers can seek to 
“open up” the space of their work to the possibility of their own identity as the 
starting point for critical reflection and philosophical attunement  (Todres, 2003)”. 
The framework concepts and relationships promote enhanced reflexion by increasing 
practitioner awareness of the structural and dynamic complexity of the project 
management process.  
 
Self-identity is a key consideration for practitioners and “inter-organizational projects 
struggle to build a sense of joint belonging and a culture of cooperation” (Hietajärvi 
and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 1). “One key determinant of continued commitment to group 
projects is the extent to which group members define themselves in terms of a shared 
social identity rather than as individuals” (Haslam et al., 2006, p. 607). In revealing 
project management as an autopoietic process that unfolds in a milieu of 
interpenetrating, self-reflexive psychic- and social communication systems, this study 
contributes to enhanced sense-making in projects. The study’s systems-theoretic 





perspective encourages practitioners to act as Luhmannian second order observer in 
contemplating their own project worldly appearing and shares the  “Critical PM 
research … aim of initiating some transformation in how actors perceive themselves” 
(Hodgson and Cicmil, 2008, p. 142). The study equips the project manager with a 
conceptual framework with which to reflect on how self-identity, consciousness and 
appearing are (re)produced through thought operations in project situations. By 
empowering practitioners with a framework for interrogating their own thoughts, the 
study may alert project managers to “forms of micro-emancipation” (Alvesson and 
Willmott, 2002, p. 619). 
 
By furnishing practitioners with an appreciation for tri-modal (co)appearing and the 
capability to recognise symptoms of weak, dysfunctional and optimal PMD, this study 
contributes potentially transformational insights to the practitioner community. The 
study intimates that the dynamics of PM self-identity work, those of PM psychic 
system autopoiesis and those of PM intensive variation in coappearing are described 
by the transformation that is a function of three independent variables as per the 
formula:    
 
T = f(PM, new sit gen, identifiability of the project name) 
 
The dependency on PM suggests that, when striving for optimal PMD, practitioners 
should pay attention to the project manager attributes and project management 
functions of execution, integration, decision driving, decision making and negotiation 
as well as on project management constructs. The study findings identifying the 
functional dependency of PMD on these aspects of PM align with observations noting 
that “those who choose to pursue a career in PM have the personal characteristics and 
sufficiently high levels of self-efficacy to deal effectively with the uncertainty 
inherent in the nature of projects and of project-based employment” (Lloyd-Walker et 
al., 2016, p. 903). The study encourages practitioners to view project worlds as 
complex adaptive systems that demand a sustained “high degree of self-reference”. 
(Thomas and Mengel, 2008, p. 309). 
 





Practitioners are recommended to maximise decision making in their projects to 
promote the increased new situation generation in the external, real-world state of 
affairs required for the communicative interpenetration and structural coupling 
required for continued PM psychic system autopoiesis. Practitioners should also 
endeavour to ensure that the project name is as easily identifiable as possible. The 
awareness of the types of dynamics, furnished by the study, empowers practitioners 
with a conceptual apparatus that will guide them in both organising their projects and 
navigating away from situations of weak, or, potentially, dysfunctional dynamics and 
re-pointing towards the optimal configuration.  
 
Czarniawska (2017, p. 149) notes that “Luhmann was right: Practitioners tend to 
abhor reflection and escape into action, hoping for its deparadoxifying effects”. The 
framework provided by this study furnishes practitioners with the conceptual 
resources that both ease and enhance reflection. The framework prompts practitioners 
to reflect on their levels of social coexistence, technical coalignment and outcome-
oriented coachievement. In the optimal case, a resonant self-reflexive system of 
coappearing is established as shown in Figure 243.  
 
 
Coexistence             Coalignment             Coachievement 
 
Figure 243: Optimal PMD – isomorphism in coappearing 
 
Project practitioners would benefit from appreciating not only how they appear in a 
project world but also how they coappear with their counterpart project managers in 
that world as ‘social’ (co)existence, ‘technical’ (co)alignment and ‘outcome-oriented’ 
(co)achievement. From their research into RPM, Lloyd-Walker et al. (2016, p. 923) 
note that “respondents reported high levels of personal agency in their career 
development and a high need for challenging and complex work experiences”. The 
findings from this study suggest that this need may reside in, or result from, the 
prospect of increased self-identity associated with the establishing and maintaining 
optimal PMD. In terms of maximising (co)existence, practitioners should focus on 
maximising feelings of belonging, ownership, investment and trust in the project. 





When maximising (co)alignment, practitioners should focus on minimising the gap 
between expectation and the real-world state of affairs in terms of the order structure 
dimensions of: scope, temporal, commercial, quality, technical, own resources, 
others, safety and communications. Maximising (co)achievement as success, requires 
a practitioner focus on minimising the gap between desired outcome and the real-
world state of affairs.  
 
The framework emphasises the inherently relational nature of the project management 
process. Johannessen and Olsen (2011, p. 30) note that “communication is the 
coordinating social mechanism which most strongly influences the results”. The 
results from this study identify communication as a major determinant of PMD, yet it 
remains relatively undeveloped in the Badiouan model. Practitioners are advised to 
place special emphasis on communication when endeavouring to optimise their 
project management process dynamics.  
 
The framework confirms a good team and co-location as key contributing factors to 
the establishment and maintenance of optimal PMD. 
 
Thomas and Mengel (2008, p. 311) posit that “analytical thinking will help us identify 
what is, emotional approaches may provide us with insight as to how people feel 
about what is and thus help us to intuitively understand the dynamics of where we are 
going”. The study findings can guide focus areas for PM continuous professional 
development. Thomas and Mengel (2008, p. 304) reiterate the imperative to “develop 
project managers to deal with the increasing level of complexity, chaos, and 
uncertainty in project environments”. The study suggests that CPD efforts be focussed 
on the PM attributes and functions of integration, execution, decision drive, decision 
making and negotiation. The study also suggests that PMs should be educated in the 
most effective use of PM constructs.  
 
Likewise, when attending to the dynamic aspect of these concepts, the research 
furnished a better understanding of how self-identity is regulated, self-descriptions are 
autopoietically self-reproduced and intensive variation in coappearing in project 





worlds is sustained. Framing the latter in the mathematical terms, renders the 
phenomenon accessible to the more mathematically-oriented PM practitioner 
community and represents one strategy that could be deployed to increase their 
capacity to deal with complexity (Thomas and Mengel, 2008). 
 
Laursen and Svejvig (2016, p. 744) point out that “project value creation is highly 
relevant for practice” and it is hoped that this study forms part of an “increased 
application of independent theory [that] might enlighten the project value creation 
field” (Laursen and Svejvig, 2016, p. 744). 
 
The study provides practitioners with the conceptual resources to think about their 
projects in a more nuanced and insightful way. The worked example of an illustrative 
episode of PMD that follows (Figures 245 to 249), demonstrates the cyclical nature of 
the dynamics of PM self-identity work, PM psychic system autopoiesis and PM 
intensive variation. The traction that the framework gains with the wider practitioner 
community will depend on whether, and to what extent, the depicted dynamics 
resonate with the real world experiences of project managers in their own particular 
project ‘worlds’.   


































































Figure 244: Topology of PM (co)appearing 
Figure 244 presents the plan view of the 
topology of coappearing including the 
Badiouan ‘point’ objects OSBT(p, bp), 
OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, bs) representing 
social coexistence, technical coalignment 
and outcome-oriented coachievement as 
well as the natural transformations 
representing the inter-object (nodal) 
relationships and contingency. In the three 
following figures, this will be configured to 
reflect instances of dysfunctional, weak and 
optimal dynamics. 
 
Figure 245 presents the plan view of a 
topology of coappearing exhibiting 
dysfunctional project management 
dynamics where  
 
OSBT(p, bp) = OSTA(q, bq) = OSDS(s, bs) 
= µ 
 
Links are broken. There are no return paths 
between the nodes. 
 
 







Figure 248 presents (in plan view) an episode of PMD where the topology transitions 
from optimal to weak, to dysfunctional, to weak, to optimal states. 
Figure 246 presents the plan view of a 
topology of coappearing exhibiting weak 
project management dynamics where its 
configuration reflects the situation where:  
OSBT(p, bp), OSTA(q, bq) and OSDS(s, 
bs) assume values of either µ or M  
 
and τOSBT ≠ 1OSBT(p, bp); τOSTA ≠ 1OSTA(q, 
bq); τOSDS ≠ 1OSDS(s, bs). 
 
PM self-identity, PM self-description and 
PM (co)appearing conditioned by 
unresolved contingency and weak 



































Figure 247 presents the plan view of a 
topology of coappearing exhibiting optimal 
project management dynamics where:  
OSBT(p, bp) = OSTA(q, bq) = OSDS(s, 
bs) = M 
 
and τOSBT = 1OSBT(p, bp); τOSTA = 1OSTA(q, 
bq); τOSDS = 1OSDS(s, bs). 
 
PM self-identity, PM self-description and 
PM (co)appearing reflect resolved 
contingency and strong adjunction 
(Zamenopoulos, 2012) 




τOSBT = 1OSBT(p, bp) τOSTA = 1OSTA(q, bq) τOSDS = 1OSDS(s, bs) 
Figure 247: Optimal PMD 











































































































τOSTA = 1OSTA(q, bq) τOSBT = 1OSBT(p, bp) τOSDS = 1OSDS(s, bs) τOSDS = 1OSDS(s, bs) τOSBT = 1OSBT(p, bp) 





5.6 Conclusion  
 
This chapter discussed the contribution of the thesis to the research problem in terms 
of the research aim, objectives and question. The consequences of the thesis for the 
broader literature base and its implications for practice were also discussed. 
 
The main findings from the discussion were that the research aim was met, the 
objectives were fulfilled and the research question was answered. 
 
The study contributed to the literature traditions that comprised the theoretical 
backdrop to conceptual framework development. The mapping from the output of the 
empirical work back to the extant literature is summarised in Figure 249. 
 
The study’s approach of integrating aspects of Badiouan dialectical materialism to 
operationalise a Luhmannian systems-theoretic conceptualisation of PMD represented 
a novel and insightful application of both Luhmannian and Badiouan paradigms in the 
deconstruction of a real world phenomenon. The study suggested that the research 
activity itself is an instance of what Luhmann terms second-order observation 
(Moeller, 2017) where “the researcher … becomes a second-order observer: he/she 
observes another observer” (Seidl and Becker, 2006, p. 14). 
 
There are several implications for practice. The study equips the practitioner with a 
conceptual framework with which to reflect on how his own self-identity, 
consciousness and appearing is reproduced in project situations. The framework 
guides project practitioners in discerning weak, dysfunctional and optimal dynamics 
as well as the factors that contribute to these different types. The enriched reflexivity 
promoted by this awareness may promote enhanced project outcomes.   
  
This concludes the discussion of the results. 
 
The thesis is summarised in the conclusion chapter.  
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“project management as existential response 






Identity work and regulation in projects (Hodgson & Paton, 2016; Cowen & Hodgson, 2015)






































“the space of their work” (Rolfe&Segal, 2011)
“its sense of self emerges from the ways 
in which it is involved in a world” 
(Rolfe and Segal, 2011)
“being in question” 
(Rolfe and Segal, 2011)
“Attunement to disturbance or rupture” (Rolfe & Segal, 2011)
Complexity & 
Uncertainty 
“focusing on social process and how 
practitioners think in action, in the 
local situation of the living present” 
(Cicmil et al., 2006)
“complexity, non-linearity, multiple perspectives, social processes” (Cicmil et al., 2006)
“inspire the construction of theories which 
explain the dynamics of complex processes 
over time” (R. Calori in Cicmil et al., 2006)
Heidegger, Bourdieu
“Liminality”(Paton & Hodgson, 2016)
Hietajärvi & Aaltonen (2018)
“In “becoming” a project manager, personal identity 
becomes closely wedded to the value of the new 
occupation” (Paton et al., 2010)
Haslam et al. (2006)
Webber (2011)
Richter et al. (2006)




(D’Argembeau et al, 2012)
“Identity function” 
(D’Argembeau et al., 2012)
Sociology of Names / labels
Pellegrinelli (2011) Pilcher (2016)
“actions and dispositional behaviours of 
practitioners  are influenced by their own 
identity” and processes of sense-making (of 





“Projects as complex, adaptive 
systems” (Thomas & Mengel, 2008)
System evolution as “Phase transitions” 
(Thomas & Mengel, 2008)
“Project complexity is defined by dynamics 
complexity dimension” 
(Bolzan de Rezende et al., 2018) 
“Interdependencies are likely to be the greatest 
drivers of project complexity” (Vidal & Marle, 
2008)
“Contextuality is an essential feature of complexity, a common 
denominator of any complex system” (Vidal & Marle, 2008)
“Project complexity is composed of 
technological complexity and organisational 
complexity” (Vidal & Marle, 2008)
“The dynamic complexity of a project is a function of changing 
relationships between system components and between the project 
and its environment and has to do with unpredictable situations and 
emergent events that occur over time” (Rolstadås and Schiefloe, 2017)
“Structural and dynamic 
complexity” (Brady & Davies, 2014) 
“Dynamics refers to changes in 
projects” (Rolstadås and Schiefloe, 2017)
“and their distinction between 
structural and dynamic complexity” 
(Rolstadås and Schiefloe, 2017)
“The texture of tension” 
(Burstrӧm & Wilson, 2018) 
“Project as a payoff function that 
depends on the states of the world an a 
chosen network of actions… actions arise 
endogenously as the result of decisions 
and influence the states of a world 
through a transition function (causal 
model of the world)” (Pich et al., 2002) 
“Usefulness of an object-oriented approach, 
such as ANT, in understanding project 
complexities, particularly those related to 
stakeholder dynamics”(Sage et al., 2011) 
“Redescription” (Rolfe and Segal, 2011)
“fantasy of controlling the world” (Rolfe, 2011)
“human beings as generators of new descriptions” (Rolfe, 2011)
“the primary skill and “distinguishing feature 
of project managers” is the ability to operate 
effectively, and to individually and 
collectively maintain their sense of self and 
their defences against uncertainty” (Cicmil, 
2006)
“modes of being, being-in-the-world” (van der Hoorn & Whitty, 2014)
“Change is a 
sequence of states 
being” (Craig, as  
cited by Ika & 
Bredillet, 2016)
“Project-space” (van der Hoorn, 2018)
“Project World” 




(Demblon & D’Argembeau, 2017)
“Distinctions” 
(Sokolowski, 1998)
“project management relies on conceptual operations” (Idler, 2016)
“aesthetics and identity build” (van der Hoorn & Whitty, 2016)
“Order, stability, and identity are but precariously arrested moments in the 





“Projects as concepts, labels, or names” (Ika 
& Bredillet, 2016)
“Projects as changing things.. the flux of 
things in a context of change, ambiguity, 
complexity, uncertainty or chaos” (Ika & 
Bredillet, 2016)
“Things are categories 
or abstractions” 
(Ika & Bredillet, 2016)
“Process 
Metaphysics”






“identity defined by activity” (Klein, 2016)
Rorty
“Shifting nexus of 
intractable human, 
social, technical and 
material processes” 





“Normalised project thinking (Lindgren & 
Packendorff, 2003)
Identification with spaces (Lindgren & Packendorff, 
2003)
Project management as “the reproduction of institutionalised habits (Lindgren & Packendorff, 2003)
“Project management is based on systems theory” 



















































“PM standards and transcendental ordering” (Hodgson & Cicmil, 2007)
Cicmil et al. (2006)
“Critique without crisis: Systems theory as a critical sociology” (Esposito 2017)
“goal self-concordance in episodic future 
thinking” (Ernst et al., 2018)
Contextualisation
“A contextual understanding of projects - The importance of 
space and time” (Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern, 2009)
“Projectification” (Barondeau and Hobbs, 2018) 
“Identity projections” 
(Smith, 2011)
“Identity formation activities are context-dependent” 
(Hietajärvi & Aaltonen, 2018)
T
he dynam


















Theoretical backdrop to conceptual 
framework development 
The dynamics of project manager 
intensive variation in coappearing




Ontotopological regulation of 
appearing
Project world
Existence = Id(A, A)
Points (∩-∑ functions)
“Phase transitions as the 
mathematical constructions that 
characterise qualitative change in 
the organisational complexity of 
the mathematical structures that 








Psychic (or consciousness) systems & thought ops. 
Interaction systems & communication ops.
Self-reference & External reference
Interpenetration & structural coupling
Autopoietic self-reproduction
Project management as the “self-disciplining” of the project manager 
































































































“Project mentality” (Case and Piñeiro, 2009)
“belonging as the process articulating identity-
construction” (Nocker, 2009)
“belonging as experienced ‘sense of place’; the space which highlights preferred 
affiliations” (Nocker, 2009)
“Modes of belonging” (Nocker, 2009)
“practical ethics, the social nature of ‘being’ and 
professional identities in projects” (Nocker, 2009)
“Projectification” and “an illusion of guaranteed control” (Cicmil & O’Laocha, 2016)
“Boundaries” and “boundary spanners” (Maaninen-Olsson and 
Müllern, 2009)
“Actions, decisions and 
behaviours  embedded in and 
continuously re-shaped by 
local patterns of power 
relations and communicative 
inter-subjective interaction 
in real time” (Cicmil et al, 
2006)
“it is important not only to explore or 
explain what is but also to examine why it 
is as it is” (Cicmil et al, 2006)
“Prison system metaphor” (Foucault)





































































6.1 Introduction  
 
This chapter proceeds by summarising the study output against its research aim, 
research objectives and research question. The consequences for theory are outlined. 
The implications of the thesis as an interpretation and application of Badiouan theory 
are presented. The limitations and avenues for future research are discussed. The 
overall contribution of the study is summarised in the conclusion. 
 
Research aim  
 
The aim of this study was to both define, and provide a conceptual framework for, 
project management dynamics (PMD). 
 
The aim of the research was fulfilled.  
 
PMD was defined.  
 
An evidentially supported conceptual framework (shown below as Figure 250) was 
developed and tested. 
 
The framework provides project management academics and practitioners with 
productive new insights into the process dynamics of project management. 
 
There is no convergent definition of PMD in the literature and it had been a largely 
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Figure 250: Finalised conceptual framework for PMD 







The following are the five study objectives: 
   
Objective 1: Determine the relevance of the actual name of the project for PMD.  
 
Objective 2: Establish whether Luhmannian systems theory translates to the real-
world context of project management and can productively applied to the 
deconstruction of the project management process. 
 
Objective 3: Establish whether Badiouan dialectical materialism translates to the real-
world context of project management and can be productively applied to the 
deconstruction of the project management process.  
 
Objective 4: Provide a framework that enhances practitioner sense-making capacity 
by helping them reflect on the nature of their work, how they think and behave in 
projects, the factors that impact that thinking and behaviour and thereby an 
appreciation for how their counterparts, in interorganisational project settings, think 
and behave. The framework should also facilitate practitioners in adopting the role of 
second-order observer where they observe themselves observing their counterparts in 
such interorganisational contexts. 
 
Objective 5: Differentiate different types of PMD and confirm their dependencies. 
 
All five objectives were achieved.  
 











Objective 1: Determine the relevance of the actual name of the project for PMD.  
 
The study confirmed the actual name of the project as critically important to PMD.  
 
The project name is a key contributor to the transcendental structuring of PM 
(co)appearing in a project world. Identifiability of the project name is associated with 
the definitional clarity of the three transcendental order structures that regulate PM 
appearing in a project world. A clearly identifiable project name is associated with 
increased order structure definitional clarity. Increased order structure definitional 
clarity is, in turn, associated with greater intensities of PM social (co)existence, 
technical (co)alignment and outcome-oriented (co)achievement. The study also 
concluded that obscure, or misplaced, project names are associated with reduced order 
structure definitional clarity. Reduced order structure definitional clarity, in turn, is 
associated with decreased social (co)existence, technical (co)alignment and outcome-
oriented (co)achievement. 
 
The project name is one of the determinants of PMD. PMD is functionally dependent 
on the project name. The study determined that PMD is defined by a transformation, 
T, that describes the phase transitioning of the topology of PM (co)appearing, in 
response to external stimuli. The study derived the following equation for T. 
 
T = f(PM, new sit gen, identifiability of the project name) 
 
Hence, the identifiability of the project name directly impacts the topology of 
coappearing, the phase transitioning and the type of PMD that can be observed. 
Project-based organisations (PBOs) live from projects. In these contexts, people are 
used to working in projects. For them, the act of calling something a project is nothing 
new and its ramifications have already been thoroughly addressed in the literature 
(Hodgson & Cicmil, 2006; Cicmil et al., 2006; Pellegrinelli, 2011; Gauthier and Ika, 
2012; Packendorff and Lindgren, 2014; Lundin, 2016; Cicmil et al., 2016). Prior to 
this study, the relation between the actual name of the project and the PM process had 
not been explored. This is the first study to do so. 





Objective 2: Establish whether Luhmannian systems theory translates to the real-
world context of project management and can productively applied to the 
deconstruction of the project management process. 
 
Luhmannian systems theory does translate to the real world context of projects and 
can be productively applied to the deconstruction of the project management process.  
 
The utility of the Luhmannian model facilitated the progression of theoretical 
backdrop development by reformulating the problematic as one pertaining to PM 
psychic- and interaction/organisational social communication systems. An 
isomorphism between PM self-identity and PM psychic system self-description was 
discovered (Figure 251) allowing the Alvesson and Willmott’s (2002) “identity 
elements” and “objects of (self-)consciousness” to be reframed as the thought 
operations of the PM psychic system.  
 
 
                Self-identity                                           Self-description                                           Appearing 
 
Figure 251: Self-identity, self-description and appearing in a world 
 
The introduction of Luhmann opened up deconstruction of the project management 
process to concepts such as autopoiesis, interpenetration and structural coupling that 
would prove critical in arriving at a final definition of PMD. Adopting the 
Luhmannian perspective allowed PMD to be conceptualised as the dynamics of PM 
psychic system autopoiesis (Figure 252).  
 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work                   Dynamics of autopoiesis                     Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
Figure 252: PMD and isomorphic inquiry 
 
This thesis provides a more nuanced understanding of the nexus of systems that 
comprise a project. PM psychic systems were differentiated from project interaction 
and organisational social communication systems. The system-environment 





interactions, in the form of interpenetrations and structural couplings, were described.  
The research illustrated how the environmental interpenetrations provoke continued 
system self-reproduction and defined one view of PMD as the dynamics of PM 
psychic system autopoiesis. This study drew on the work of Niklas Luhmann as one 
of the two foundational pillars in its exploration of the PMD problematic. It represents 
one of the first applications of Luhmannian social systems theory to project 
management and the first to PMD.  
 
Objective 3: Establish whether Badiouan dialectical materialism translates to the real-
world context of project management and can be productively applied to the 
deconstruction of the project management process.  
 
Badiouan dialectical materialism does translate to the real world context of projects 
and proved pivotal to the deconstruction of the project management process that 
resulted in both the definition of PMD and the finalisation of the conceptual 
framework. Badiou provided the conceptual apparatus that distinguished between the 
PM as ontological Being as part of a project world and existential PM appearing in 
that world. Badiou provided the algebraic formalisms that described the logic of PM 
appearing in a project world and concepts such as the Identity function (Id) enabled 
the discerning of qualitative intensities of appearing. An isomorphism between PM 
self-identity, PM psychic system self-description and PM appearing in a world was 
discovered (Figure 253) 
 
 
                Self-identity                                           Self-description                                           Appearing 
 
Figure 253: Self-identity, self-description and appearing in a world 
 
Badiou’s mathematical apparatus enabled the deconstruction activity to ground the 
Alvesson and Willmott’s (2002) “identity elements” and “objects of (self-) 
consciousness, as well as the Luhmannian thought operations of PM psychic system 
self-description, as qualitative intensities of appearing that could be subjected to 
Badiou’s logics of appearing. Applying Badiouan logics enabled the deconstruction 





process describe tri-modal PM appearing in a world but, crucially, also, through its 
conjunction operator (∩) enabled the modelling of the PM coappearing that occurs in 
contexts of interorganisational projects. Badiouan logics enabled the determination of 
the largest net mutually-shared measure of appearing between two PMs participating 
in such a project.  This development resulted in the extension of the emerging 
framework to include for the coappearing modes of social coexistence, technical 
coalignment and outome-oriented coachievement.   
 
Integrating Badiou proved pivotal to describing the ‘static’ case where a PM (or PMs 
in the case of an interorganisational project) appear (or coappear) in a project world. 
Introducing Badiou’s notion of change as intensive variation proved a catalytic step in 
arriving at a description of PMD. The study discovered an isomorphism between the 
dynamics of self-identity work, psychic system autopoiesis and those of PM intensive 
variation (Figure 254).  
 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work                   Dynamics of autopoiesis                     Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
Figure 254: PMD and isomorphic inquiry 
 
Introducing Badiou’s notion of change as intensive variation proved a catalytic step in 
arriving at a description of PMD. Departing from the tested framework, the analysis 
proceeded to explore the ‘deeper strata’ of the Badiouan model where the qualitative 
intensities were localised onto what Badiou (2014, p. 210) terms the matricial form of 
the Two (i.e. {not-there, being-there}, {misaligned, aligned}, {failure, success} in the 
case of the tri-modal PM (co)appearing that was identified in a project world). These 
localisations, or projections, were performed by the critical concept of Badiouan point 
function. The analysis translated the conceptual framework as a topology of 
coappearing with nodes comprised of the points of coappearing. The range of stimuli 
affecting PM (co)appearing was identified. PMD was then positioned as the inter-
situational migration of the topology of PM (co)appearing in response to the 
aforementioned range of stimuli. Category theoretic concepts from Zamenopoulos 
(2012), were introduced to define PMD as the response dynamics, or phase 





transitioning, of the topology of PM (co)appearing to those stimuli.  
 
This research produced a more informed, and mathematically grounded, 
understanding of the dynamics that militate in the dialectic between PM as ontological 
being and PM appearing, or existing, in a project world. This study represents the first 
application of Badiouan dialectical materialism to project management inquiry. The 
study introduced aspects of Badiou’s dialectical materialism and integrated its rich 
mathematical language in the articulation of the concepts and relations that comprise a 
plausible account of PMD. This integration demonstrated the utility of the Badiouan 
model to the study of project management and also that of philosophy to the 
structured development of project management research in general. 
 
Objective 4: Provide a framework that enhances practitioner sense-making capacity 
by helping them reflect on the nature of their work, how they think and behave in 
projects, the factors that impact that thinking and behaviour and thereby an 
appreciation for how their counterparts, in interorganisational project settings, think 
and behave. The framework should also facilitate practitioners in adopting the role of 
second-order observer where they observe themselves observing their counterparts in 
such interorganisational contexts. 
 
The study resulted in the development of a tested conceptual framework for PMD 
(See Figure 250) that satisfies all aspects of the objective. 
 
The framework assists practitioners in their reflection by presenting constructs and 
relationships that describe a tri-modal appearing comprised of social existence, 
technical alignment and outcome-oriented achievement. All three aspects must be 
attended to. 
 
Practitioner sense –making is enhanced by the appreciation that Badiou contributes 
through his distinctions between, for example, PM as ontological Being and PM as 
existing in a situation.   
 





By including a description of coappearing, the framework provides a conceptual 
apparatus that accounts for ‘the other’ in interorganisational contexts. Practitioners are 
assisted in their reflection by presenting constructs and relationships that describe a 
tri-modal coappearing that highlights the inter-twined nature of coappearing 
comprised of social coexistence, technical coalignment and outcome-oriented 
coachievement.  
 
The study that PMD is described by the transformation, T, that is functionally 
dependent on three variables as per the formula: 
 
T = f(PM, new sit gen, identifiability of the project name) 
 
PM is comprised of project manager attributes (integration, execution, decision drive, 
decision making, negotiation), project management functions (integration, execution, 
decision drive, decision making, negotiation) and project management constructs. The 
study alerts practitioners to the multi-faceted nature of PM and the imperative to focus 
on both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ aspects. 
 
The framework differentiates the project manager psychic system from the external 
real world state of affairs and the social communication systems that comprise its 
environment. 
 
Changes in the real world state of affairs, modelled by new sit gen, affect PM 
(co)appearing. 
 
Decisions taken by the PM affect the external world. The mobilising factor that 
pierces the project world in PMD is the Badiouan point function (as decision), which  
“is essentially the binary dramatization of the nuances of appearing” (Badiou, 2013, p. 
437) 
 
The framework facilitates practitioners in adopting the role of second-order observer 
where they observe themselves observing their counterparts in interorganisational 





contexts by providing a structured and grounded account of (co)appearing. Using the 
framework, practitioners can step outside their context and quickly assess the 
configuration of their topology of coappearing (reproduced below as Figure 255) in 


















Figure 255: Consolidated topology of PM (co)appearing in a project world 
 
Such observations should also be able to detect the unresolved contingency in 
(co)appearing that hinders optimal PMD.     
 
The thesis clarified how, and the extent to which, factors relating to the ‘hard’ 
technical and ‘soft’ social paradigms of project management combine to affect PM 
self-identity, PM psychic system self-description, PM appearing in a world and the 
associated manifestations of PMD. The enhanced understanding derived from this 
inquiry may be used to help increase practitioner awareness of the relevance of the 
hard and soft paradigms for their day-to-day work.  
 
This research explicated the nature of the project management process as it unfolds at 
a deeper, cognitive level. The treatment covered both intra- and interorganisational 
projects and overcame the challenges presented in terms of modelling net measures of 
observed coparticipation of the coappearing PMs. Being able to access models and 
schemas that facilitate PM second-order observation (i.e. where the PM observes 
themselves observing their counterpart(s)) will add value to the day-to-day work of 
practitioners.    
 
 





This study redressed a gap in the extant literature by providing a conceptual prism 
capable of rendering intelligible practitioners’ observations of their own identity 
dynamics, their observations of their counterpart PM’s dynamics and one that also 
allows them position themselves as second-order observers observing themselves 
observing those other PMs. By contributing to increased PM sensemaking capacity, 
this study may render participation in the process labelled project management a more 
rewarding and personally satisfying experience.    
 
Objective 5: Differentiate different types of PMD and confirm their dependencies 
 
The research identified and described weak, dysfunctional and optimal types of PMD. 
These are described in Section 4.4.6. 
 
Weak PMD is characterised by a topology (e.g. Figure 255) where contingency in 
(co)appearing remains unresolved. The topology displays weak adjunction and there 
is no natural bijection (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 74-77) between the arrows.  
 
Dysfunctional PMD is characterised by a topology where the loops are broken. There 
are no return paths. The study concluded that dysfunctional dynamics represent 
situations where the points of (co)appearing are all localised onto their respective 
minima (not-there, misaligned, failure). Such situations are characterised by lack of 
decisions, lack of being-there, technical misalignment and senses of failure. Inter-
nodal relations are broken. There are no return paths in the topology. There is a 
scarcity of decision resulting in minimal new situation generation, characteristic of 
what Badiou terms atonic worlds. Badiouan atonic worlds exhibit a scarcity of points 
and are associated with static projects that practitioners describe as ‘not moving’, or 
‘stuck’.  
 
Conversely, optimal PMD reflect situations where the points are localised onto their 
maxima (i.e. being-there, aligned and success), contingency has been resolved and the 
topology displays “strong adjunction” where there is “natural bijection” 
(Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 68-73) between the arrows. New situation generation is 





maximised. Badiou terms worlds that are replete with points, tense worlds. Tense 
worlds are characterised by an abundance of decisions, being-there, technical 
alignment, senses of success and a sentiment that things are moving. Under conditions 
of sustained optimal dynamics, the topology of (co)appearing (Figure 255) simplifies 
to the resonant, self-reflexive, autopoietic system shown in Figure 256.  
 
 
Coexistence             Coalignment             Coachievement 
 
Figure 256: Optimal PMD – isomorphism in coappearing 
 
The dependencies, listed in Section 4.4.6 (Tables 49 and 50), include contingencies in 
appearing, qualitative intensities of (co)appearing and their associated point function 
localisations. The study identified Badiouan points (or decision) as the critical 
element in determining both PMD and the nature of the continuance of the project. 
The study noted Badiouan points as the functions that pierce reality in project contexts 
determining both the type of project world and the prevailing PMD. An illustrative 
example of an episode of PMD is shown in Figure 257 where the topology transitions 
from dysfunctional to weak, to optimal, to weak, to dysfunctional states.   
 
The output from this research enables a more nuanced understanding of the symptoms 
and underlying factors that underpin both under- and overperforming projects. The 





































































































































τOSTA = 1OSTA(q, bq) 
Figure 257: Cycling between types – a representative episode of PMD 






The research question is stated as follows:  
 
Can the Badiouan model be integrated to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-
theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and social dynamics in project 
management? 
 
The research question was answered.  
 
The Badiouan model can be integrated to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-
theoretic conceptualisation of the technical and social dynamics in project 
management. The research thereby demonstrated not only the utility of the Badiouan 
model in this instance but also that of philosophy to the structured development of 
project management research in general. 
 
The research both built on and contributed to the emerging PM research paradigms. 
The study demonstrated the value that philosophy can offer academics and 
practitioners and the resulting conceptual framework represents “good theory” 
(Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 548) capable of informing future project and general 
management inquiry.  
 
6.2 Contribution to theory  
 
The extant literature does not offer a convergent definition of PMD. The thematic 
thread running through this thesis is that of self-identity. The thread weaves from the 
“objects of self-consciousness”, or “identity elements”, that were initially discerned in 
work by CMS scholars (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002), through to its subsequent 
introduction into the project context by (Paton and Hodgson, 2016, Hodgson and 
Paton, 2016, Paton et al., 2010, Cowen and Hodgson, 2015) and is picked up by this 
study as a phenomenon requiring further synthesis and operationalisation. 
 
This study contributes new knowledge by identifying an isomorphic relationship 
between PM self-identity and two unique, yet inter-related concepts that guides the 





PMD deconstruction process, namely, PM psychic system self-description and PM 
(co)appearing in a project world as shown in Figure 258.  
 
 
                Self-identity                                           Self-description                                           Appearing 
 
Figure 258: Self-identity, self-description and appearing in a world 
 
The utility of the Badiouan model at this juncture within the context of the study 
derived from its catalytic effect released through the descriptive potency and 
operational efficacy of the conceptual resources harboured within Badiou’s dialectical 
materialism including those of transcendental, identity function, intensity of appearing 
and point. Badiou provided the key to operationalising the elusive notions of self-
identity and psychic system self-description through his identity function, Id, and its 
transcendental indexing. 
 
New knowledge is also contributed through the identification of an isomorphic 
relationship between the dynamic forms of these concepts that result in a definition of 
PMD as either the dynamics of PM self-identity work, those of PM psychic system 
autopoiesis, or those of PM intensive variation in coappearing as shown in Figure 259. 
 
 
Dynamics of self-identity work                   Dynamics of autopoiesis                     Dynamics of intensive variation 
 
Figure 259: PMD and isomorphic inquiry 
 
The research adopted a non-deterministic approach to the PM process and contributes 
to the Scandinavian School of Project Studies, the RPM dimensions of 
contextualisation, broader conceptualisation, rethinking practice, social and political 
aspects, project actuality, complexity and uncertainty (Svejvig and Andersen, 2015), 
MPC and the Philosophy of  Project Management.  
 
The conceptual framework outlines the structural and dynamic considerations behind 
the “co-construction of projects and the individual identities of project workers” 





(Lindgren and Packendorff, 2004, p. 20) and represents “new theory … [resulting 
from] a strong theory-building study [that] presents new, perhaps framebreaking, 
insights” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 548). By deploying rich descriptions the study 
succeeded in revealing deeper social dynamics of the project management process  
(Dyer Jr and Wilkins, 1991, p. 617) 
 
Whilst instances of Luhmannian systems theoretic inquiry can be found in fields of 
research such as general management and law, this study represents one of very few 
such applications in the PM context. This thesis represents one of the first applications 
of Badiouan theory to organisational studies and the first in terms of project 
management. The approach adopted by this study in integrating Badiouan theory to 
operationalise a Luhmannian systems theoretic account of PMD, or indeed any other 
phenomenon, has not been attempted before. The resultant conceptual framework, its 
concepts and relationships, represents a new contribution to the PM literature base.  
 
The Badiouan conceptualisation of PM (co)appearing in a project world as a tri-modal 
topology of PM (co)appearing and the dynamics of intensive variation as the 
Zamenopoulosian (2012) phase transitioning of that topology in response to extant 
project-related stimuli represents a new contribution to theory. 
 
In addition to contributing to the emergent, non-deterministic PM paradigms, as well 
as to Luhmann and Badiou, this research both builds on, and enhances, inquiry into 
PBOs (Miterev et al., 2017), (Lundin, 2016), inter-organizational projects (Danwitz, 
2018), (Sydow and Braun, 2018), systems integration (Liinamaa and Gustafsson, 
2010, Koskinen, 2012, Hobday et al., 2005). “These findings advance our 
understanding of identity formation in temporary organizations” (Hietajärvi and 
Aaltonen, 2018, p. 13), organisational identity and satisfaction (Webber, 2011), 
informs research on professionalism in project management (Konstantinou, 2015) and 
contributes to research linking project management performance and project success 
(Mir and Pinnington, 2014). The study through its topology of (co)appearing 
describes “a more complex spatial context” (Maaninen-Olsson and Müllern, 2009, p. 
328), provides an alternative perspective on projects as networks (Steen et al., 2018)) 





as well as on the “identity paradox” (DeFillippi and Sydow, 2016, p. 13) that has been 
associated with these networks. The study provides an alternative perspective on 
projects networks as psychological contracts (Steen et al., 2018, Kaulio, 2018). 
 
In summary, in fulfilling Eisenhardt’s (1989, p. 548) criteria for “good theory” (that 
is, parsimonious, testable, and logically coherent theory)”, this study possesses 
“generative capacity” (Dyer Jr and Wilkins, 1991, p. 616) and represents a novel and 
insightful real world application of both Luhmannian and Badiouan paradigms and 
makes several innovative contributions that inform and contribute to the advancement 
of project management theory. 
 
6.3 Interpreting and applying Badiou  
 
This thesis contributes to theory through its interpretation and application of Badiouan 
dialectical materialism in its deconstruction of the project management process and 
commenced by noting Badiou’s contention that initially: 
 
“We have three possibilities.  
The possibility to give a name to something.  
The possibility to take the situation that is nothingness, or the Void, as our beginning 
and we have the possibility to take one or different things and to consider that we 
have a new thing composed of elements.  
 
It is only with these possibilities that we structure our beginning – nothingness, the 
possibility to give a name and the possibility to put together the things we have” 
(Badiou, 2011).  
 
The study interpreted and noted Badiou’s possibilities as those faced by PMs during 
the initial steps of their project engagements. When contemplating a project, precisely 
these options are available. One starts with nothing. One gives the project a name and 
one can group project ‘multiples’ together – to be part of that particular set.  
The study highlights interesting connections between Luhmannian and Badiouan 





paradigms, for instance in noting that both are systems theories that prioritise 
difference. The study also notes that Badiou and Luhmann are both dialectical 
thinkers and that each deploys his own respective form of binary selection.  
 
This research contributed to a novel and productive, real world application of 
Badiouan dialectical materialism. “Dialectics is afforded an implicit importance 
within critical project management as it offers a more reflexive approach to both 
understand and manage projects” (Sage et al., 2010, p. 539). Dialectical thinking also 
evidenced in the MPC literature, for example the cosmopolitan / local identities 
explored by  (Paton and Hodgson, 2016). In integrating Badiou and erecting the 
theoretical backdrop to framework development, as well as the subsequent analysis, 
around the Badiouan concept of transcendental, the study resonated with Hodgson and 
Cicmil (2007, p. 445) who, reference a “transcendental ordering” effected by 
standards in modern management. This study progressed further in identifying a tri-
modal transcendental ordering in project worlds.  
 
In integrating the Badiouan model to gain insights into the real world context of PM 
and the dynamics of the PM process, it was noted that the treatment of such inter-
situational dynamics is not a focus of Badiou’s theoretical works. Plotnitsky (2012, p. 
367) observes that “this horizontal interactiveness between situations or worlds is 
sometimes missing in Badiou’s analysis, for example, in Logics of Worlds (2009), 
where both ontology and logic of the situations or worlds considered are sometimes 
too self-contained … interactions between different worlds on the same stage are 
rarely considered”. Veilahti argues that Badiou does not deploy topos theory to its full 
potential in considering multiple situations when he contends that Badiou “believes 
that one needs to choose which context to inhabit instead of residing in and between 
many of them all at once” (Veilahti, 2015, p. 4). By contributing an evidentially-
verified Badiou-based conceptual framework for the inter-situational phenomenon 
that is PMD, this study makes a modest claim in support of the Badiouan model’s 
utility in describing such phenomena.  
 
In discovering its isomorphism in inquiry, this thesis identified unlikely connections 





between Luhmann’s radical constructivism / antihumanism and Badiou’s dialectical 
materialism, or objective phenomenology (Hallward, 2008, p. 104). Both paradigms 
proceed by explicitly rejecting the claims anthropocentricism, notions of unity and 
favouring difference over identity.  
 
Similarly, the “binary schematization” (Luhmann, 1995, p. 229) positioned by 
Luhmann as central to system autopoiesis resonates with the Badiouan notion of “a 
point [which] is essentially the binary dramatization of the nuances of appearing” 
(Badiou, 2013, p. 437).  The framework identified decision as the interface with the 
external, real world state of affairs and thus if central importance to PMD. This 
centrality again places the Badiouan point in focus given that “… a ‘decision’ in 
Badiou’s vocabulary then stands for that precise procedure through which category 
theorists ‘make a point’” (Veilahti, 2015, p. 4). 
 
This study reveals Badiou’s work as a critical theory that challenges taken for granted 
assumptions. The framework opens up the actuality of projects and provides the 
conceptual resources to interrogate the underlying process dynamics. The study 
supports the notion of Alain Badiou as critical metaphysicist that could inform future 
studies in the area of, for example, MPC.  
 
Combining Packendorff’s (1995, p. 326) assertion that “the project is a temporary 
organization”, Luhmann’s notion of organisation as ‘non-trivial, self-reflexive 
machine’ (Luhmann, 2011, p. 274, author’s translation) and Badiou’s observation 
that “a world is never anything other than a machine to localise being” (Badiou, 2013, 
p. 182), results in the conceptualisation of project world as a non-trivial, self-reflexive 
machine to localise (project) Beings. 
 
This interpretation of Badiou is new and could form the basis for several promising 
avenues of future inquiry.  
 
In its integration of Badiouan theory, this research contributes to an interpretation of 
Badiou’s dialectical materialism as a mathematical (algebraic, category-theoretical) 





‘calculus of (co)appearing’ that can be deployed locally in the deconstruction of 
elusive real world phenomena such as Luhmannian system/environment 
interpenetration, or spatio-temporal boundary spanning (Maaninen-Olsson and 
Müllern, 2009, p. 329). 
 
The study interpreted Badiou’s (2006) equation:  
 
“modification = objectivation” 
 
as the basis for its Badiouan deconstruction of PMD where PM “identity [as] an 
object of self-consciousness” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 625) and the dynamics 
of PM self-identity work were translated as the dynamics of modification, or intensive 
variation, in appearing with the nature of these dynamics determining the 
objectification of PM self-identity. 
 
The thesis found that the prevalence of Badiouan points may determine the type of 
project world and also the nature of the prevailing dynamics, with situations 
exhibiting a surplus of points corresponding to what terms “tense worlds” (Badiou, 
2014, p. 422) reflective of optimal dynamics whereby situations reflecting a deficit of 
points correspond to Badiouan “atonic worlds” that demonstrate weak, or possibly, 
dysfunctional dynamics.  
 
“Philosophers have hitherto only interpreted the world, in various ways; the point is to 
change it” (Marx as quoted in Hodgson and Cicmil, 2015, p. 748). Given that “there 
where I come to be, I’m only there to the point that I am” (Badiou, 2013, p. 424), this 
study concludes that, when it comes to the project world, it may be the Badiouan 










6.4 Lessons and implications for PM practice 
 
The conceptual framework has been confirmed and it has several practical 
implications.   
 
In the first instance, this research succeeded in proving its foundational theoretical 
paradigms and concepts by grounding them in everyday practice. Examples of 
episodic cycling of PMD are provided in Figures 233 and 252. 
 
The study confirmed that applying Badiouan metaphysics contributes to enhanced 
practice given that “no practice can be more secure than the unconscious metaphysics 
which tacitly it presupposes” (Ika and Bredillet, 2016, p. 98). Through its insightful 
catalytic role in PM process deconstruction, the study demonstrated the value that 
Badiouan metaphysics as part of a philosophy of project management can offer 
academics and practitioners.   
 
The findings reveal project management as an autopoietic process that unfolds in a 
milieu of interpenetrating, self-reflexive psychic- and social communication systems. 
 
The literature identifies the hypermodern project manager as reflexive agent (Gauthier 
and Ika, 2012). The framework concepts and relationships promote enhanced 
reflexion by increasing practitioner awareness of the dynamic and relational nature of 
the project management process.  
 
The systems-theoretic perspective, adopted by this thesis, encourages practitioners to 
act as Luhmannian second order observer in contemplating their own project worldly 
appearing and shares the  “Critical PM research … aim of initiating some 
transformation in how actors perceive themselves” (Hodgson and Cicmil, 2008, p. 
142). The study equips the project manager with a conceptual framework that enables 
reflection on how self-identity, self-description and appearing are (self-)reproduced 
through thought operations in project situations. By empowering practitioners with a 
framework for interrogating their own thoughts, the study may alert project managers 





to “forms of micro-emancipation” (Alvesson and Willmott, 2002, p. 619). 
 
The framework furnishes practitioners with a simple equation that clarifies the 
functional dependencies of the transformation responsible for PMD    
 
T = f(PM, new sit gen, identifiability of the project name) 
 
The dependency on PM suggests that practitioners should pay attention to the project 
manager attributes and project management functions of execution, integration, 
decision driving, decision making and negotiation as well as on project management 
constructs. The framework provides practitioners with both the insights that enable 
them identify the symptoms of weak and dysfunctional dynamics as well as the 
analytical resources that indicate how these sub-optimal dynamics may be re-pointed 
towards the optimal configuration. PMs are encouraged to maximise these PM 
attributes, functions and use of constructs, maximise decision making and strive to 
ensure that the project name is easily identifiable.  
 
The framework emphasises the inherently relational nature of the PM process and 
exposes the tri-modal nature of PM (co)appearing in project situations. Practitioners 
are advised that dealing with such complex adaptive systems that demand a sustained 
“high degree of self-reference”. (Thomas and Mengel, 2008, p. 309). The framework 
prompts practitioners to reflect on their levels of social coexistence, technical 
coalignment and outcome-oriented coachievement. In the optimal case, a resonant 
self-reflexive system of coappearing is established as shown in Figure 260.  
 
 
Coexistence             Coalignment             Coachievement 
 
Figure 260: Optimal PMD – isomorphism in coappearing 
 
In terms of maximising (co)existence, practitioners should focus on maximising 
feelings of belonging, ownership and investment in the project. When maximising 
(co)alignment, practitioners should focus on minimising the gap between expectation 





and the real-world state of affairs in terms of scope, temporal, commercial, quality, 
technical, own resources, others, safety and communications. Maximising 
(co)achievement as success, requires a practitioner focus on minimising the gap 
between desired outcome and the real-world state of affairs. The awareness of the 
types of dynamics, furnished by the study, empowers practitioners with a conceptual 
apparatus that will guide them in both organising their projects and navigating away 
from situations of weak, or, potentially, dysfunctional dynamics towards this optimal 
case. 
 
Johannessen and Olsen (2011, p. 30) note that “communication is the coordinating 
social mechanism which most strongly influences the results”. The results from this 
study identify communication as a major determinant of PMD, yet it remains 
relatively undeveloped in the Badiouan model. Practitioners are advised to place 
special emphasis on communication when endeavouring to optimise their project 
management process dynamics.  
 
By addressing the immanent problematic of project management dynamics through a 
testable practical framework, this contribution adds to the epistemic research capital 
of project management since “providing sound, practice-related theories stimulates 
fruitful debates between the different professions of the project-management 
community, such as academics, project managers and consultants, which will help the 
field to further mature and grow” (Klein et al., 2015, p. 267).  
 
Lloyd-Walker et al. (2016, p. 924) note that “the challenge will be to encourage 
greater numbers of people to embrace the uncertainty of projects and for organizations 
to develop the mechanisms to support them”. This study provides the conceptual 
resources to assist organisations in addressing these challenges. The study findings 
can guide focus areas for PM continuous professional development. Thomas and 
Mengel (2008, p. 304) reiterate the imperative to “develop project managers to deal 
with the increasing level of complexity, chaos, and uncertainty in project 
environments”. The study suggests that CPD efforts be focussed on the PM attributes 
and functions of integration, execution, decision drive, decision making and 





negotiation. The study also suggests that PMs should be educated in the most 
effective use of PM constructs.  
 
Likewise, when attending to the dynamic aspect of these concepts, the research 
furnished a better understanding of how self-identity is regulated, self-descriptions are 
autopoietically self-reproduced and intensive variation in coappearing in project 
worlds is sustained. Framing the latter as the behaviour of “a mathematical 
construction that describes qualitative changes (phase transitions) in the organisational 
complexity of the mathematical structures that characterise” (Zamenopoulos, 2012, p. 
74) the states of PM (co)appearing in a project world, renders the phenomenon 
accessible to the more mathematically-oriented PM practitioner community.  
 
6.5 Limitations of the study 
 
The following limitations were identified during this research. Participants from only 
one SI PBO were included in the interview process. Although fifty-one interviews 
were conducted and “those interviewed were key project actors” (Hietajärvi and 
Aaltonen, 2018, p. 17) with efforts taken to ensure that the PBO’s regional offices 
were represented, the study might have benefited from comparative data from other 
such PBO’s. A limited number of client, consultancy and EPCM representatives were 
interviewed. Again, only key knowledge holders were interviewed, however 
additional ‘external’ input may have increased the generalizability of the results.   
 
This case study relied on interviews as its single data collection method. Quantitative 
data gathering involving surveys was not undertaken.   
 
Scholars note that “the single case study approach limits generalization of the 
findings” (Hietajärvi and Aaltonen, 2018, p. 17) given that “the anthropologically 
"thick" studies of single cases are also problematic, in that it can be difficult to 
distinguish generally valid observations from case-specific ones” (Packendorff, 1995, 
p. 324). Nevertheless, this study agrees with researchers who contend that a single 
case can be a useful unit of analysis for theory building and that it can facilitate “the 





deep understanding of a particular social setting” (Dyer Jr and Wilkins, 1991, p. 614). 
 
This thesis acknowledges that PMD is an under-explored area and that this 
“framework and analysis are exploratory and only build a tentative foundation for 
further exploration” (Geraldi and Soederlund 2018, p. 2) and that its constituent 
concepts and relationships are “explicitly presented as only partial theories of the 
complex terrain” (Svejvig and Andersen, 2015, p. 279).  
 
6.6 Avenues for future research 
 
The implications of this study for future research are manifold.  
 
Immediate opportunities for future research include extending and deepening inquiry 
into the topics that formed the objectives for this research, namely, the impact of the 
project name, Luhmannian systems theory and project management, Badiouan 
dialectical materialism and project management, frameworks and models that enhance 
practitioner sense-making capacity and, lastly, the types of dynamics that can be 
observed in a project world.  
 
Hietajärvi and Aaltonen (2018, p. 17) highlight one avenue for future inquiry into the 
project management process when they note that “longitudinal empirical studies of 
inter-organizational projects and their identity dynamics over the project life-cycle 
would enhance existing project identity research”.  
 
The transformation and functional dependencies identified by this thesis:   
 
T = f(PM, new sit gen, identifiability of the project name> 
 
could form the basis of future research.  
 
The dependency of T on the project name aligns with Geraldi and Sӧderlund’s (2018, 
p. 3) observation that “names certainly matter”. Whilst the literature review identified 





contributions that explored what it means to call something a project, the 
identifiability of the actual reference, or label, attributed to the project has yet to be 
examined and represents a promising area of research that can perhaps contribute to 
the emerging “sociology of naming” (Pilcher, 2016, p. 765).  
 
Recent research suggests that “project management is rich in identity work and that 
this may provide an important lens to analyse the ongoing evolution of the wider 
management professions” (Hodgson and Paton, 2016, p. 352). The isomorphisms and 
conceptual framework developed as part of this study form a promising basis for such 
analyses. Whereas, this study focused on PM appearing in a project world, future 
applications could explore application of the same isomorphisms to explore the 
dynamics of processes that are specific to appearing in other worlds, with dynamics in 
each case pertaining to, what Badiou terms, “the regular, or contextual change that is a 
change inside the objective load of the world” (Badiou, 2012). Such inquiry could 
follow this study by delving into the “deeper strata” (Badiou, 2014, p. 214) of the 
Badiouan model in exploring whether the process dynamics observed in those worlds 
may also be described by the Badiouan category theoretic topologies of (co)appearing 
and Zamenopoulosian phase transitions deployed during this research. Rotman (2012, 
p. 253) points out that “algebra, at least so far, is a little used resource in the toolbox 
of the social sciences”. The results from this study suggest that further deployment of 
algebra and category theory, as utilised by Badiou in elaborating his Logics of Worlds, 
in the social sciences could prove fruitful to the study of project management.  
 
This research is characterised by a recursivity that resonates in the literature review 
(isomorphism in inquiry), methodology (iterations between data and emergent theory 
build) and conceptual framework itself (natural transformations between point 
objects). The learnings from the study suggested that the dynamics of such recursivity 
is best contemplated through diagrammatic thought formalised in the objects and 
arrows of category theory. The results suggest that the cognitive structures of PM 
(co)appearing, delineated in this study as a category theoretic topology, may be 
extended and elaborated as “a new (texture-map) model [that] may give new forms to 
contemporary conceptions of human identity” (Kilgore, 2013, p. 55).  As Kilgore 





proposes: “measured and mapped onto a texture-map concept, social behaviour might 
take on a recognizable shape. The texture-map might give a metric spatiotemporal 
description to … social-interaction concepts”. 
 
The findings from this study agree with Veilahti’s observations and suggest that 
application of topos theory may offer a productive line of inquiry for future dynamics-
related research. “Topos theory … uses categorical techniques to specifically express 
the amalgam of such situations so that the need to decide does not arise but possibly 
afterwards. Badiou’s decision between situations then only emerges as a (local) 
projection of that topos onto set theory. Such projections (indicated by ♀) are in fact 
specific kind of geometric morphisms that topos theorists refer to as a ‘points’” 
(Veilahti, 2015, p. 4). 
 
The research suggested that the relation between PM and (design) intentionality may 
be a promising area of future project inquiry. Scholars have invoked category-
theoretic methods in the modelling of design intentionality (Zamenopoulos, 2012, 
Zamenopoulos and Alexiou, 2007) whilst, elsewhere, it has been contended that “the 
project can … be seen as a cyclical design process” (Packendorff, 1995, p. 329).  
 
Van der Hoorn and Whitty (2015, p. 726) note that Heidegger’s “pressing into future 
possibilities is projection”. “From the viewpoint internal to consciousness, 
consciousness is concerned with phenomena and, at the same time, with itself … 
‘Intention’ or ‘intentionality’ as the occurrence of the coupling between the two sides 
is yet another feature” (Luhmann, 2006, p. 51). Future research could also take a 
category theoretic approach to exploring the project management process and 
intentionality. Such inquiry should note the potential of an interesting connection, 
observed during this study, that combines its foundational isomorphisms, cognitive 
psychological research into “self-defining future projections … [that identified] 
achievement … [as] by far the most common theme” (D'Argembeau et al., 2012, p. 
113), identity and future orientation (D’Argembeau et al., 2011, Demblon and 
D’Argembeau, 2017, Ernst et al., 2018), “the role of personal goals in autonoetic 
experience when imagining future events” (Lehner and D’Argembeau, 2016) and 





research from the same field that attempts to conciliate neuroscience and 
phenomenology using category theory (Ehresmann and Gomez-Ramirez, 2015).  
 
Lindgren and Packendorff (2003, p. 21) note that “self-disciplining in space and time 
presupposes a self-disciplined mind, a mind accepting immediate, self-inflicted 
confinement in project routines in exchange for long-term rewards, be they money, 
prestige, societal responsibility or personal development”. This study offers a 
conceptualisation of the cognitive structures of PM (co)appearing that could form the 
basis for research focusing on processes of ‘self-disciplining’. Similarly, the output 
from this research could be used to explore the effects of tensions caused by 
complexity, uncertainty and equivocality in projects (Burstrӧm and Wilson, 2018) and 
the “self-perpetuating tension-identity-work cycle” identified by Beech et al. (2012, p. 
46). The framework advanced by this study could form the basis of future inquiry that 
builds on extant research (Budtz-Jørgensen et al., 2019, Paton and Hodgson, 2016, 
Borg, 2014) into the notion of liminality in the context of PM identity.   
 
Further application of Luhmannian systems theory to the study of projects could 
prove fruitful. Luhmann already includes organisation as one of his social 
communication systems. But to what extent can project, understood as temporary 
organisation (Packendorff, 1995), be considered as a social communication system?” 
 
The insights gained from this study confirm Spoelstra’s (2006) advocation of a 
philosophy of organisation but instantiated onto the context of the temporary 
organisation that is project (Packendorff, 1995). Hallward (2008, p. 104) refers to 
Badiou’s work as an objective phenomenology. The findings suggest that the 
philosophy of project management agenda may be advanced by continuing the inquiry 
initiated by this study towards, perhaps, a Badiouan objective phenomenology of 
project management.  





6.7 Conclusion  
 
This study contributes new knowledge to, and is an example of “richer theorisation in, 
project management” (Hodgson and Cicmil, 2015, p. 748). By integrating aspects of 
Badiouan dialectical materialism to operationalise a Luhmannian systems-theoretic 
conceptualisation of the project management process, the conceptual resources of two 
seemingly unrelated paradigms – one metaphysical, the other social scientific – were 
combined in the deconstruction of a contingent real world phenomenon. 
Reconceptualising the problematic, not in terms of the traditional subject-object 
dichotomy, but as one pertaining to systems and system-environment distinctions, 
opened it up to the vast conceptual resources of Luhmannian systems theory and 
Badiouan metaphysics. Instigating a dialogue between these paradigms proved crucial 
in revealing isomorphisms that would form the theoretical backdrop to theory build 
and test. The evidential verification of the framework that emerged from the case 
study supported the conceptualisation of PMD as the dynamics of PM self-identity 
work, those of PM psychic system autopoiesis, or those of PM intensive variation in 
(co)appearing. The study discovered that PMD is a function of PM (project manager 
attributes, project management functions and project management constructs), new 
situation generation and identifiability of the project name. The study equips the 
project manager with a conceptual apparatus with which to reflect on how his/her own 
self-identity, self-description and appearing is (self-)reproduced in project situations 
thereby contributing to an enhanced understanding of the actuality of projects. The 
framework guides practitioners in discerning the symptoms of weak, dysfunctional 
and optimal dynamics as well as their contributing factors.  The enhanced reflexivity 
promoted by this newly-created awareness may lead to more mutually satisfying 
project outcomes. It is hoped that, in time, this study may form the basis for the 
eventual development of a category-theoretic calculus of PMD. This study highlights 
the utility of “philosophy as the creation of concepts of organization” (Spoelstra, 
2006, p. 3) and identifier of surprising connections that can radically enhance our 
ability to conceptualise and model real world phenomena such as project management 
and calls for further such research contributions to the Philosophy of Project 
Management.      
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